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Editorial

Editor’s Preface
Gabrie M.H. Meesters
Chairman of European/African Editorial Board
Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

Dear KONA readers:
Before you lies the newest issue of the KONA journal. We can all be proud of the articles that are published
in the printed version but even more papers can be found in the on-line version of KONA. What makes KONA
special is the selection of the papers that we publish. For me as chairman of the European-African editorial
group, we make a big effort to select and invite people to submit papers to the KONA editorial board. This
sounds simple, but since we want high quality we need to select carefully, which does not make this task easy.
Since the field of particle technology and solids handling is so wide and getting wider still, we try to select
from this broad field, the best but also interesting papers possible.
The fact that we nowadays deal with particles in the nano range to over the centimeter range even makes the
field broader, but even more challenging is that the areas where these different particles are applied spread
over an even broader field. From medical to mining, from production of particles to environmental issues
related to particle emissions, from nano particle production to large particle processing, from functionality
development to bulk processing and from modelling to device and technologies development and applications.
I studied particle technology in the late 1980s under the guidance of Prof. Brian Scarlett and at that time
particle technology was an area mainly dominated by bulk processing, mainly researched from chemical or
mechanical engineering groups. Today the broadness of the particle research has spread through almost all the
disciplines. This makes it difficult to oversee the whole field of particle technology, but it gets the particle or
solids technology into the place where we want them, next to gaseous and liquid systems. We are not there yet.
We still need more knowledge and understanding. We need better models and sensors for proper particle process development. Models are getting much better due to the better computer systems, but also to the better
understanding of particle behaviours and properties. Now sensor development needs to evolve to be better
capable of controlling particulate systems, thus enabling better processing leading to higher quality of products and better economics of our processes. The next decades will be exciting.
KONA will continue to follow these developments. You will experience the broadness of particulate applications and technologies that are developed in different fields when reading the articles in the KONA Journal.
We should benefit from the knowledge developed in a certain field to extend this to other fields. Applications
or techniques used in the medical field, for example, can also be used in catalysis engineering, as long as we
are capable and willing to interest ourselves in these different fields. Again that is why it is so exciting to read
journals like KONA to find the similarities between our fields and explore the new ideas in another field.
Copyright © 2019 The Author. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Enjoy reading this edition of KONA and try to expand your knowledge by reading especially the articles
from a completely other field of particle technology.

Gabrie M.H. Meesters
Chairman of European/African Editorial Board
Ass. Prof., Delft University of Technology
October 2018
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Review Paper

Nanoparticle Filler Content and Shape
in Polymer Nanocomposites †
Christoph O. Blattmann and Sotiris E. Pratsinis *
1

Particle Technology Laboratory, Department of Mechanical and Process Engineering, ETH Zürich, Switzerland

Abstract
Car tires, sealing caulk and high-voltage cable insulators are prime examples of commercially available and
widely used composites of polymers containing nanostructured particles. In fact, myriads of applications can be
realized but the usefulness of such nanocomposites depends heavily on composition, morphology, concentration
and dispersion homogeneity of the nanoparticle filler in the polymer matrix. Optimizing these characteristics
while ensuring economically feasible fabrication, determines the extent to which new products integrate
nanocomposites. This review discusses challenges and manufacturing options of polymer nanocomposites and, in
particular, which and how much nanoparticle fillers improve electrical/thermal conductivity, dielectric
permittivity, gas permeability, magnetization and mechanical stability by critically reviewing and classifying
over 280 peer-reviewed articles. Lastly, the economic, environmental and health implications associated with
these materials are highlighted.
Keywords: filler content, aspect ratio, shape, polymer chain mobility, particle-polymer interface, nanocomposite
composition

1. Introduction
The perfect grill party cannot pass without a delicious
barbecue sauce: salt, pepper, mustard powder, a hint of
allspice, some chili flakes and finely minced garlic mixed
into a concoction of ketchup, oil and Worcester sauce. It is
a composite, a particle composite that needs meticulous
tuning to spread nicely on the roast without dripping right
off into the smoldering embers. The ingredients are to be
mixed evenly to avoid areas from becoming unbearably
spicy from its chilies and others utterly dehydrating with
saltiness. We crave for its addictive sweetness but when in
excess (i.e. too much ketchup) it encourages charring
whose taste we certainly dismay. Also the coarseness of
the mustard powder should be properly chosen: Neither
clumps nor grittiness is reason to praise.
Such barbecue sauce highlights how much science lays
in a particle composite. Mixing viscosity, homogeneity,
compound ratios and particle size are just some aspects
indirectly referred to above that need critical assessment.
Polymer composites, in contrast to delicious barbecue
sauces, are composed of a polymer, the matrix material,
†
1
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and a filler (e.g., particles, molecules, or other polymers).
In this review the focus is on those composites containing
nanostructured particles or nanoparticles.
Car tires, silicone caulk, latex paint, tennis rackets,
beverage containers and antimicrobial gloves are marketed commodities making use of them. While most of
these examples profit from the filler’s enhancement of
mechanical strength and durability, the palette of characteristics that nanoparticles could give a polymer is exceedingly long. More precisely, frontline research has led
to polymers with reduced gas permeability (Priolo M.A.
et al., 2010), superior dielectric strength (Tang H. et al.,
2012), high temperature stability (Moreno I. et al., 2013),
strong magnetic actuation (Sotiriou G.A. et al., 2013),
bright fluorescence (Jin F. et al., 2014) and improved thermal (Kuang Z. et al., 2015) and electrical (Mao Y. et al.,
2016) conductivity just by adding the nanoparticle fillers.
And with today’s desire for multi-functionality (Sotiriou
G.A. et al., 2013) and personalization, no wish seems too
farfetched.
Although jaw-dropping how much polymer nanocomposites are capable of, they may not (yet) be the most attractive solution. A critical evaluation needs to be made
to verify if anticipated specifications coincide with realistic ones. For this, filler composition (Yi P. et al., 2014),
size (Schneider R. et al., 2015), shape (Bhanushali S. et
al., 2017), surface chemistry (Niu Y. et al., 2015) and
quantity (White S.I. et al., 2010) as well as choice of host

Copyright © 2019 The Authors. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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polymer (Zhi C. et al., 2009) and manufacturing route
(Slobodian P. et al., 2007) need to be considered.
This introduction is directly followed by a section comparing when nano-versus micro-particle fillers are the superior choice for nanocomposites. It also highlights how
different these composites are depending on filler geometry. Thereafter, a short overview of manufacturing options
is given. The subsequent section describes how strongly
the nanoparticle–polymer interaction can influence the final composite performance. This gives motivation for
multiple subsections that critically assess the influence of
the nanoparticle filler on mechanical, thermal, dielectric,
electrical, magnetic and gas permeation properties. A focus is placed on assessing which nanofiller composition,
shape and quantity are realistic with current manufacturing technology and how much enhancement this can lead
to. Before concluding, economic, environmental and
health aspects are discussed.

2. Why “nano”
The reason for choosing nano- rather than micro-fillers
for composites is not intuitive. Ease of processing, known
hazards and lower price favor micro-fillers. But the more
miniscule particles are attractive for polymer composites
that exhibit small dimensions and require homogeneous
filler distribution on the sub-micron scale (Suter M. et al.,
2011a). Their incorporation also becomes indisputable
when the pursued gain stems from the particle-polymer
interface (Camenzind A. et al., 2010a) rather than the total
filler volume or when the engineer envisions a bulk material with a property only exhibited by nanoparticles such
as superparamagnetism (Zachariah M.R. et al., 1995).
Furthermore, nano-sized fillers enable preparation of
polymer composites with high transparency (Tao P. et al.,
2013) that is quite attractive, for example, in today’s tremendous demand for transparent electronics and sensors
(Langley D. et al., 2013). Also do not forget, the medical
industry (in which esthetics matter!) also seeks such
transparent nanoparticle fillers: The small primary particle size, their even distribution and high transparency of
flame-made Ta2O5/SiO2 in a dental adhesive are ideal for
preparing radiopaque polymer nanocomposites (Schulz H.
et al., 2008) that can facilitate early detection of secondary enamel caries.
These key reasons for selecting filler nanoparticles are
schematically shown in Fig. 1 by comparing composites
of identical total volume (1000 μm3). The microcomposite
contains a single 5 μm diameter (dp) particle corresponding to about 6.5 vol% filler content. Before becoming
functional, however, such composites require further
processing (e.g., drilling, milling, sanding). During processing, for example drilling a hole, this single particle
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is likely to be removed according to Murphy’s law
(Matthews R.A.J., 1997) and thus creating a pure polymer
devoid of any composite properties. By decreasing the
filler size, it becomes increasingly difficult to remove all
filler particles when drilling that same hole. More quantitatively, a nanocomposite with the same 6.5 vol% filler
content would contain one billion (109) nanoparticles
(dp = 5 nm) which is equivalent to eight nanoparticles in
each cubic subdomain (20 nm side length). This innumerous quantity can be distributed more evenly throughout
the entire composite so that even after drilling multiple
holes the original properties are preserved.
The exterior dimensions of the composite are just as
critical: As depicted in Fig. 1, the microcomposite is a
cube but a film with the same filler content may be preferred. But microparticle protrusion will occur for films
with a thickness < 5 μm. Adding nanoparticles instead,
circumvents this problem although surface roughening is
common at high nanoparticle filler content (Suter M. et
al., 2011a). More frequently, however, nanomaterials are
added to polymers because of the particle-polymer interface (Camenzind A. et al., 2010b). A single microparticle
has a larger surface area per particle but the nanoparticle
has a far greater specific surface area (SSA, m 2 g–1). So
instead of only embedding a single 5 μm particle into the
1000 μm3 composite (Fig. 1), one million (106) spherical
nanoparticles (dp = 5 nm) are incorporated having the
same total surface area. This corresponds to adding 99.9 %
less particle volume. Or bluntly stated, the materials engineer gets more “bang for the buck” for light-weight design.

Fig. 1

Polymer micro- (left) and nanocomposites (right) containing fillers with particle size (dp) = 5 μm and 5 nm,
respectively. At same volume content (6.5 vol%) the
1000 μm3 composite contains 1 billion nanoparticles
instead of only one corresponding to eight for each
800 nm3 subdomain. The same interfacial area is obtained with 1 million nanoparticles which is equal to
adding 99.9 % less filler volume.
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Nanoparticles come in myriads of shapes (Fig. 2) classified quite well by their aspect ratio (diameter per length
or thickness, dp/L): < 1 (platelet, sheets), = 1 (spheres,
cubes) and > 1 (rods, tubes, fibers). Each of these typical
shapes are more, or less, effective at introducing a novel
property to a polymer. Spherical particles (dp/L = 1), for
example, are least effective for creating a percolating particle network (Norkhairunnisa M. et al., 2012). This is a
drawback for electrical conductivity (Norkhairunnisa M.
et al., 2012) but quite beneficial for preserving a higher
breakdown strength in dielectrics (Feng Y. et al., 2015).
The aspect ratio unavoidably influences how many
filler particles are required (Fig. 2). Their content in the
polymer can be based on volume (vol%), weight (wt%) or
area. Of these wt% is widely employed as it can be measured easily during preparation and confirmed afterwards
(e.g., thermogravimetrically). Comparison based on interface area, on the other hand, is less straightforward as it
requires knowledge of the particle SSA. Nanoparticle agglomeration and voids (Huang X. et al., 2012) contributes
to significant deviation from the theoretical value. Therefore in practice, comparison based on interfacial area is
not common for polymer nanocomposites.
Volumetric comparison is deduced from the filler
weight under the assumption that nanoparticle density
equals its known bulk value. This can be erroneous since
significant size-dependence of the density, such as in carbon nanotubes (CNT) (Laurent C. et al., 2010) or also
particle aggregates (Park K. et al., 2004), is quite likely.
Density dependence on phase and crystallinity adds to the
uncertainty as they may be complex (Fujiwara K. et al.,
2014) or tedious (Ohtani B. et al., 1997) to determine.
Nevertheless, volume-based comparison is most useful

Fig. 2

especially when drawing conclusions from different filler
particle compositions. This is shown schematically in
Fig. 2 for carbon- and silver-based fillers and multiple
particle aspect ratios. At equal filler dimensions (size and
aspect ratio), volumetric comparison enables elimination
of influence of the material density and therefore particle
quantity in the polymer. This is not possible for a weightbased comparison misleading one to believe that far less
carbon than silver nanoparticles are required in order to
surpass a percolation threshold.
Selecting to report weight- or volume-based filler content can be a communication decision. It might be tempting to boast how much filler a novel synthesis technique is
capable of incorporating; Then reporting values based on
weight are quite attractive as they are usually larger. But
alternatively, when presenting a functional light-weight
nanocomposite it may be just as attractive to highlight
with how little amount of filler nanoparticles (i.e. small
numerical value) the sought property is obtained. Using a
volume-based comparison is beneficial for this case.

3. Challenging manufacture
Fabrication of polymer nanocomposites is challenging
due to particle surface effects and interparticle forces
(Pyrgiotakis G. et al., 2013). Correspondingly, multiple
manufacturing techniques have been developed. By far,
the most common is by directly mixing the filler particles
(Camenzind A. et al., 2010b) with the still unreacted
monomer or the melted/dissolved polymer (Fig. 3a). This
blend can be extruded, cast, sprayed or printed (just to
name a few) and then dried, annealed or cured before further

Polymer nanocomposites (NC) of identical total volume containing fillers of different sizes, shapes and
composition. The primary particle (or tube or disc) diameter (dp), aspect ratio (dp/L) and density (ρ) are
noted for each. NCs in each row contain identical filler nanoparticle volume, weight and interface area
(1st, 2nd and 3rd row, respectively). The particle count is overlaid onto each NC.
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Fig. 3

Manufacturing of polymer nanocomposites is possible by solvent/melt blending (a), layer-by-layer adsorption (b), co-deposition (c), in situ particle growth (d), polymer infiltration (e) as well as particle implantation (f).

processing. The wide use of this approach stems from its
employment of rather common equipment and applicability for various nanocomposite forms (bulk, films, fibers/
filaments, microfabricated structures). These benefits are
quite attractive in consideration of large scale fabrication
and customized 3D-printed devices. Nevertheless, strong
particle agglomeration (especially at the nanoscale) and
high viscosity of the blend remain prominent hurdles that
can lead to long processing (Chen Z. et al., 2015), inhomogeneities (Niu Y. et al., 2015), clogging of dispensing
equipment (Lei Q. et al., 2016) and limitations of feasible
nanocomposite dimensions (Suter M. et al., 2011a) and
filler content (Schneider R. et al., 2015). Altering the
nanoparticle surface chemistry (Bruno T.J. and Svoronos
P.D., 2005, Iijima M. and Kamiya H., 2009) can mitigate
these effects but requires additional, possibly tedious and
lengthy processing (Wang D. et al., 2014).
The limitations have spurred the development of manufacturing alternatives such as layer-by-layer (LbL) adsorption (Hua F. et al., 2004) where films are obtained
(Fig. 3b) by repeatedly exposing a substrate alternatingly
to polymer and nanoparticle solutions (e.g., by dip- or
drop-coating). The different components progressively
deposit on top of each other by electrostatic adsorption
requiring that compounds in subsequent layers have opposite charge. Thus LbL adsorption is a slow/lengthy process (about 20 nm per polymer-nanoparticle-polymer
layer (Jiang C.Y. et al., 2004)) that depends on the charge
difference of the compounds. Finding suitable material
combinations (Hua F. et al., 2004) may be challenging.
Nonetheless, homogeneous filler particle dispersion at
high content is a key benefit.
The LbL adsorption is well suited for preparing thin gas
barriers with high optical transparency (Priolo M.A. et al.,
2010). This is achieved, for example, by the multi-layered
structures of tunable thickness and nanoparticle filler
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quantity. Such gas barriers (oxygen transmission rate
< 10 –5 cm3 (m2 day atm) –1) are essential for prolonging
the longevity of organic electronics where oxygen exposure is detrimental.
Co-deposition (Fig. 3c) is an alternative technique
where simultaneous deposition of polymer and nanoparticle constituents (e.g., vapor condensation or sputtering)
onto a substrate takes place (Faupel F. et al., 2007). Nanocomposite formation is precise (thickness, filler content)
thanks to the quartz microbalance but long processing
times and costly vacuum fabrication equipment make it
rather expensive. High nanoparticle content of evenly distributed and mostly spherical metals or metal-alloys distinguishes this technique from others. But the tunability
of nanoparticle filler content unfortunately relates to their
size as was shown for a silver-nylon nanocomposite (Faupel
F. et al., 2010).
The desire to prepare nanocomposites at more scalable
conditions with little infrastructure are key concerns that
are addressed by in situ nanoparticle growth. As indicated
by the name, the nanoparticles are created directly in the
polymer matrix (Fig. 3d) by decomposition or reaction
(e.g., thermally induced) of organometallic precursors
(Southward R.E. et al., 1995). Polymer-compatible synthesis (e.g., maximal exposure temperature) and choice of
precursor (miscibility, reactivity and compatibility) limit
the final composition (Deshmukh R.D. and Composto
R.J., 2007). Nonetheless, a high content and homogeneous
distribution of the nanoparticles are indisputable benefits.
Nanoparticle dimensions, however, strongly depend on
precursor composition, concentration, synthesis conditions and glass transition temperature of the polymer so
that experimental optimization of the material is a prerequisite (Roppolo I. et al., 2017). Furthermore, one must
consider that unreacted precursor or by-products may remain in the nanocomposite after synthesis (Ramesh G.V.
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et al., 2009).
Polymer nanocomposites for electric (Blattmann C.O.
et al., 2015) or thermal (Bhanushali S. et al., 2017) conductors require a percolating (i.e. interconnected) nanoparticle
network. Such films can be prepared by infiltration of a
polymer or monomer solution into the pores of a preexisting nanoparticle layer (Fig. 3e) (Sotiriou G.A. et al., 2013).
This technique facilitates high nanoparticle filler content
(up to 10 vol%) and thin multi-layered, multi-component
nanocomposite films (Sotiriou G.A. et al., 2013) attractive
for light-weight and optically transparent conductors (Hu
W. et al., 2012). Thermal or radiative welding of the adjoining nanoparticles (Bhanushali S. et al., 2017) further
improves the performance by reducing contact resistances. However, too densely-packed nanoparticle films
exhibit tight crevices or inaccessible pockets that prevent
infiltration by the matrix material and thus lead to trapped
air bubbles (Im H. and Kim J., 2012). These usually are
undesired. Very porous and loosely-packed films, on the
other hand, may collapse upon infiltration (Sotiriou G.A.
et al., 2013). Filler content, therefore, becomes counterbalanced by particle film stability and thickness.
Nanoparticle implantation (Fig. 3f) stands in direct contrast to the just introduced infiltration. Here, a preexisting
polymer is exposed to a stream of spherical nanoparticles
that have a high momentum enabling their penetration
into the polymer (Ravagnan L. et al., 2009). Penetration
of the nanoparticles is eased by higher polymer chain
movement facilitated by manufacture at inclined temperatures (e.g., > 80–120 °C for polystyrene and poly(methyl
methacrylate)) and polymers with lower glass transition
temperature (Blattmann C.O. and Pratsinis S.E., 2016).
However, metallic filler nanoparticle coalescence to larger
ones (Corbelli G. et al., 2011) is favored at such conditions
requiring closer attention to avoid disrupting nanoparticle
percolation when electrical conductivity is sought. The
filler penetration depth is limited to few hundred nanometers and strongly relates to its content that unavoidably is
highest at the polymer surface (Ravagnan L. et al., 2009).
Nanocomposite electrodes prepared by supersonic cluster
beam implantation are biocompatible (Marelli M. et al.,
2011) making them suitable for mapping neurons in the
brain (Viventi J. et al., 2011) or as sensor gauges (Totaro M.
et al., 2017) in prosthetics. Lengthy fabrication (Corbelli
G. et al., 2011), however, may hamper their acceptance by
industry.
Most improvements for fabrication of nanoparticle-
filled polymers are based upon tweaking an existing technique. However, the development of novel manufacturing
methods for polymer nanocomposites has not yet ceased.
Recently, for example, a true single-step manufacturing
method was proposed by our laboratory (Blattmann C.O.
and Pratsinis S.E., 2018). There the flame-synthesis of
nanoparticles, their combination with polymer and depo-

Fig. 4

Electron microscopy images of a flame-made ZnO
nanoparticle-filled PEDOT:PSS film a prepared by simultaneous particle synthesis, combination with polymer and deposition on a substrate. b magnified section
of that film with high nanoparticle content (bright
spots) and homogeneous distribution in the polymer
(dark areas).

sition as a film on a substrate are conducted quasi simultaneously. In addition to exhibiting only a single
processing step, the rapid manufacturing (within minutes)
can accommodate high nanoparticle filler content (more
than 24 vol%) while retaining high dispersion homogeneity (Fig. 4). The long list of claimed improvements extends further but as all new concepts, it must prove itself
in practice for research partners and industry to just consider the uptake: A true challenge!

4. Performance
The morphology (i.e. single or aggregated) and dispersion homogeneity of filler nanoparticles in a polymer can
vary significantly leading directly to stark differences of
nanocomposite performance. Prior to nanocomposite
synthesis, the engineer must evaluate not only which particle size and shape to use but also its aggregation state
(Camenzind A. et al., 2010a). In contrast to an agglomerate in which nanoparticles are only loosely bound by van
der Waals and electrostatic forces (Iijima M. and Kamiya
H., 2009), an aggregate consists of sintered, and therefore
rigidly-connected, particles (Eggersdorfer M.L. and
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Pratsinis S.E., 2014). Separating agglomerates to individual nanoparticles, e.g., by ultra-sonication (Schulz H. et
al., 2008), makes them attractive for enabling high optical
transparency (Chau J.L.H. et al., 2007) as their small size
minimizes light scattering (Caseri W., 2000). Aggregated
nanoparticles, on the other hand, can be better for enhancing the mechanical stability (Camenzind A. et al., 2010b)
or facilitating the formation of a percolating network as
needed for electrode preparation (Kovacs G. et al., 2009).
Unfortunately, overcoming agglomeration (Fig. 5a) of
single and aggregated nanoparticles is challenging (Iijima
M. and Kamiya H., 2009), even with ultra-sonication.
They form primarily because of strong attraction between

Fig. 5
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The physical state of nanoparticles (red spheres) in
polymer (blue) depends on their surface chemistry and
affinity to polymer. Incompatible interface leads to agglomeration (a). Better surface chemistry of filler
nanoparticle facilitates their dispersion homogeneity
by forming a layer of immobilized polymer (b) or
crosslinking (c).

particles as well as incompatible surface chemistry with
the polymer (Caseri W., 2000). Lengthier and more energy-
intense processing can reduce agglomeration as has been
shown during visibly transparent dental composite preparation (Schulz H. et al., 2008). This is of utmost importance due to their negative impact on performance. In
Al2O3-PDMS nanocomposites (Yi P. et al., 2014), for example, the thermal conductivity reached saturation already at 5 wt% nanoparticle content. Also a carbon black
filled acrylate (Bhawal P. et al., 2018) showed significant
reduction in mechanical strength due to undesired particle
agglomeration. Both of these studies highlight that lower
filler content can mitigate agglomeration which, however,
reduces the performance enhancement given by nanoparticles. For example, at 10 wt% the carbon black was dispersed evenly but was insufficient for enhancing the
electrical conductivity (Bhawal P. et al., 2018). Similarly,
agglomerating sheets of reduced graphene oxide in
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) caused the tensile
strength, Young’s modulus and elongation-at-break to deteriorate significantly beyond 1 wt% nanoparticle content
so that less had to be incorporated (Poddar M.K. et al.,
2018).
Superior material homogeneity (i.e. less agglomeration)
is obtained when the surface chemistry of nanoparticles is
compatible (Wang Z. et al., 2014) with that of the polymer
(Fig. 5b). Simple functional groups, such as hydroxyls
(Liu S. et al., 2016), or more intricate oligomers (Wang G.
et al., 2017) on the filler surface have shown effectiveness.
However, this usually involves surface modification of the
nanoparticle which can be rather tedious such as when
encompassing multiple steps and polymerization (Chen Z.
et al., 2015).
Compatible surface chemistry facilitates formation of a
layer of immobilized polymer (yellow halo in Fig. 5b)
around the filler nanoparticles (Camenzind A. et al.,
2010a). In silicone rubber this layer is referred to as “bound
rubber” (Litvinov V.M. et al., 2002). This layer of mechanically more rigid polymer ranges in thickness from a
few (Camenzind A. et al., 2010b) to tens (Checchetto R. et
al., 2014) of nanometers. Small nanoparticles are especially good candidates for obtaining proportionally large
amount of immobilized polymer due to their high SSA
(Camenzind A. et al., 2010a). In fact, this is reflected already during fabrication by the significant increase of
blending solution viscosity at relatively low nanoparticle
filler content (Camenzind A. et al., 2010b).
Even more rigid polymer-filler interface is formed by
enabling crosslinking between them (Fig. 5c). It is rather
uncommon, though, but has been realized, for example,
in superparamagnetic hydrogels (Campbell S.B. et al.,
2013) that crosslink upon mixing of modified poly(N-
isoprpylacrylamide) with the functionalized filler nanoparticles. The hydrogel compressive strength and modulus
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increased significantly at moderate crosslinking density
that was directly proportional to nanoparticle content. An
increase in Young’s modulus was observed also in crosslinked nanocomposites containing BaTiO3 (Pu Z. et al.,
2017). In contrast, there is little difference in dielectric
performance compared to those nanocomposites without
crosslinking (Niu Y. et al., 2015). Furthermore, the elasticity and tensile strength decreased with filler content (Pu
Z. et al., 2017) making the nanocomposite inferior to conventional elastomers (Yue Y. et al., 2013). Similar doubts
hold true for an epoxy - CNTs composite (Choi J.H. et al.,
2017) because the claimed improvement of filler dispersion and thermal conductivity can be obtained without
crosslinking (Yi P. et al., 2014).
Benefits obtained for adding nanoparticles to polymers
depend on various factors briefly discussed in the preceding text. In the following, the influence of nanoparticle
type and content in the polymer will be highlighted for
different properties.

4.1 Mechanical
Nanoparticle addition to a polymer can be an excellent
method for mechanical reinforcement of the polymer matrix (Yoshikai K. et al., 2002). This conclusion is drawn
often from the increasing mechanical modulus with
nanoparticle content (Camenzind A. et al., 2010b). This,
however, is only partially true as it depends on polymer
type that can be classified, for example, according to the
temperature-dependent mechanical storage modulus
(Fig. 6) obtained by dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
(Hu X. et al., 2010). In such a thermoplastic analysis enables clear differentiation between three temperature-
dependent physical states (red line in Fig. 6) separated by
glass transition (Tg) and melting temperature (Tm) (Sperling
L.H., 2005).
Below Tg (i.e. common employment range) the mechanical modulus is rather constant, around 109 Pa. Its magnitude for various polymers is quite similar as it originates
from the intermolecular attractive forces between molecular chains and their individual covalent bonds (Sperling
L.H., 2005). Accordingly, semi-crystalline polymers (blue
line in Fig. 6) exhibit only slight increase of the modulus
(Shieh Y.-T. et al., 2010).
At Tg the motion of molecular chains increases leading
to a decay of the modulus by about three orders of magnitude for fully amorphous (glassy) polymers (red line).
Semi-crystalline ones (blue line) exhibit a smaller reduction of the modulus as polymer crystallites restrict that
motion (Shieh Y.-T. et al., 2010). The Tg varies from < 0 °C
to > 100 °C (Mark J.E., 2009) and depends even on polymer molecular weight (Blattmann C.O. and Pratsinis S.E.,
2016) and film thickness (Singh L. et al., 2004).
Between Tg and Tm the mechanical modulus of glassy

Fig. 6

The mechanical storage modulus of a polymer (nanocomposite) as a function of temperature as obtained
through dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). An
amorphous polymer (red line) exhibits two temperature
dependent modulus drops at the glass transition temperature (Tg) and towards the melting temperature (Tm).
No Tm transition is seen for its crosslinked counterpart
(broken red line). Increasing the polymer crystallinity
or adding nanoparticles (blue line) increases the modulus between Tg and Tm.

polymers plateaus (Sperling L.H., 2005) and decreases
once more upon transiting to a melt (i.e. at Tm). This transition from a glassy state to a melt occurs more gradually
for amorphous than semi-crystalline thermoplastics since
crystallites remain intact up to Tm. In the presence of
crosslinks (e.g., elastomers such as silicone rubber), this
transition does not occur (dashed red line in Fig. 6) since
polymer motion is kept restricted by the covalent bonds
between chains (Sperling L.H., 2005). As a result, the mechanical modulus remains stable until polymer decomposition.
Mechanical stabilization of the polymer by addition of
nanoparticles is analogous to semi-crystalline thermoplastics: Below Tg filler nanoparticles have a marginal effect (López D. et al., 2001). The Tg, however, may be
shifted from that of the pure polymer depending on
polymer-nanoparticle interactions (Pu Z. et al., 2017).
Higher/lower Tg indicates better/worse compatibility (Zhu
A. et al., 2008) due to formation of either immobilized
polymer (Fig. 5) or free-volume (loosely organized polymer chains), respectively (Pu Z. et al., 2017). Loading
poly(vinyl chloride) with 2 wt% of SiO2 nanoparticles increased the Tg by 2.5 °C when good interfacial compatibility exists and decreased it by 1.5 °C for incompatible
interfaces (Zhu A. et al., 2008). Increasing the Tg can be
desirable as it may reduce polymer aging (Cangialosi D.
et al., 2013). For poly(lactic acid) (PLA), for example,
aging has detrimental effects on is mechanical stability
(Ghazaryan G. et al., 2016). The addition of ZnO (Lizundia
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E. et al., 2016) and CNTs (Lizundia E. and Sarasua J.R.,
2012) improve PLA aging. This effect is reversed, however, upon nanoparticle agglomeration.
The largest effect of the nanoparticle filler on the modulus of the polymer (Fig. 6) occurs in the glassy state (i.e.
between Tg and Tm). Analogous to semi-crystalline polymers, the modulus increases with nanoparticle content
(Bhawal P. et al., 2018). Therefore, nanocomposites employed at temperatures above Tg profit most from addition
of nanoparticles. This is exemplified by the storage modulus of ethylene methyl acrylate that improves by less than
an order of magnitude below its Tg when adding 50 wt%
(~37 vol%) carbon black (Bhawal P. et al., 2018). Above
Tg, however, the modulus is increased by almost two orders of magnitude by such addition. A similar observation
is made in silica-filled styrene-butadiene rubber (Yoshikai
K. et al., 2002). There the modulus increases by 66 and
1200 % below and above Tg, respectively. In a semi-crystalline polymer nanocomposite the nanoparticles can stabilize the polymer directly (Camenzind A. et al., 2010b)
and/or stimulate its crystallization (Cortes L.Q. et al.,
2014).
Tensile stress-strain relations (Fig. 7) reveal the mechanical durability at a given temperature (usually 20–
25 °C). Fig. 7a shows the general stress-strain curves of
three thermoplastics of varying nanoparticle content below
their Tg. The Young’s modulus (i.e. linear slope at small
strain) increases with nanoparticle content (Lizundia E. et
al., 2016) in agreement with DMA (Fig. 6). In contrast,
the strain-at-break (i.e. maximal strain before rupturing)
decreases with particle content indicating that the nanocomposite becomes more brittle (Deshmukh K. et al.,
2017). For low content of homogeneously dispersed
nanoparticles (Fig. 7a: red solid line), a ductile behavior
beyond the linear elastic region still can be observed be-

Fig. 7
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fore material failure (Luong N.D. et al., 2011). At high
content (Fig. 7a: green broken line), strong agglomeration
and/or poor interfacial compatibility (Fig. 5a), however,
lead to material failure prior to surpassing the linear elastic region (Lizundia E. et al., 2016). For PLA strong embrittlement is already observed when filled with only
0.25 wt% (~0.6 vol%) of ZnO nanorods (Lizundia E. et
al., 2016). This contrasts to nanocomposites with functionalized exfoliated graphite in PMMA (Wang J. et al.,
2012) and polyimide (Luong N.D. et al., 2011) at 1 wt%
(~0.54 vol%) and 0.75 wt% (~0.49 vol%), respectively, as
they still possess some ductility beyond the linear elastic
region. Their low nanoparticle contents indicate quite
clearly, though, that strong embrittlement will set in already after adding rather little filler amount.
In contrast to this typical tensile stress-strain behavior
shown in Fig. 7a, some studies report that embrittlement
of the thermoplastic nanocomposite is preceded by a prior
enhancement of the ductility. The strain-at-break of PLA,
for example, increased by about 0.5 % when adding
0.18 vol% of Ag NWs (Doganay D. et al., 2016). More
nanoparticles (0.24 vol%) led to common embrittlement.
This improvement was attributed to the homogeneous
filler dispersion achieved by the positive effect of the
poly(vinylpyrrolidone) coating on the Ag NWs resulting
in a compatible interface (Doganay D. et al., 2016).
Unlike earlier mentioned PMMA-graphite nanocomposites (Wang J. et al., 2012), the strain-at-break of
PMMA filled with graphene oxide nanosheets increased
by 4 % (Poddar M.K. et al., 2018). However, the latter
contained merely 0.4 wt% (0.21 vol%) of fillers in contrast
to the brittle PMMA-graphite nanocomposite (0.9 wt%
exfoliated graphite) made by Wang J. et al. (2012). At
comparable nanoparticle content (1 wt%), Poddar et al.
(2018) reported a similar strong embrittlement by filler

Tensile stress-strain relations for thermoplastic (a) and elastomer (b) nanocomposites (NC) with increasing nanoparticle (NP) content. Thermoplastic NCs exhibit larger Young’s modulus (steeper slope) but
become more brittle (smaller maximal strain) with increasing NP content. Elastomer NCs exhibit higher
Young’s modulus and elasticity with the addition of NPs.
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particle agglomeration.
Thermoplastic nanocomposites exhibit a characteristic
increase of the yield strength (= maximal stress prior to
plastic deformation) at low nanoparticle content (Fig. 7a:
red solid line) (Deshmukh K. et al., 2017). However, agglomeration and poor polymer-nanoparticle compatibility
lead to reduction of the yield strength (green broken line)
(Zhu A. et al., 2008). The effect is, therefore, quite similar
to the decreasing nanocomposite ductility (discussed
above) with nanoparticle filler content.
Fig. 7b shows the general tensile stress-strain relation
of silicone rubber nanocomposites (above Tg) containing
different loadings of nanoparticles (Yue Y. et al., 2013).
These crosslinked nanocomposites exhibit significant
improvement in Young’s modulus, yield strength and
strain-at-break. In Fig. 7b this improvement is seen by
comparing the solid red line with the blue dot-broken one.
In quantitative terms, the strain at break of silicone rubber
(Yue Y. et al., 2013) improves from ~160 to ~380 % by
adding silica nanoparticles (~12.5 vol%). More silica
(~19.3 vol%) leads to further increase of the elastic modulus but deteriorates the strain-at-break (330 %). This embrittlement is shown schematically in Fig. 7b (green
broken line). Decreasing the nanoparticle size while
maintaining the same volume loading increases the modulus and strain-at-break (Camenzind A. et al., 2010b).
This arises from the increasing bound rubber fraction that
forms when incorporating smaller filler nanoparticles.
Cross-linked polyurethane (PU) nanocomposites are
similar to those containing silicone rubber as host polymer with respect to exhibiting an increasing modulus and
ultimate strain with nanoparticle addition (Çakmakçı E.
et al., 2014). However, they become less elastic upon
nanoparticle addition. For example, the strain-at-break
decreases by 540 % (= 286 %–826 %) when adding
8.7 vol% of BaTiO3 (Yin G. et al., 2017) whereas the
Young’s modulus increases to 30.5 MPa (+ 50 %). Analogous observations are made in PU nanocomposites containing hexagonal boron nitride (Çakmakçı E. et al., 2014)
and magnetite nanoparticles (Das B. et al., 2013).

4.2 Thermal
Polymers are poor heat conductors due to their low thermal conductivity k (usually < 0.4 W m–1 K–1). But their
flexibility and good conformability to uneven or rough
surfaces as well as the ability to apply them to hard-toreach areas make them attractive for heat conductors in
electronics. Adding high-k nanoparticles (e.g., boron nitride, CNT, graphene, metals) to polymers improves their
thermal conductivity. For example, adding Al2O3 nanoparticles (10 vol%) nearly doubles the k of an epoxy (Moreira
D.C. et al., 2016). More alumina leads to entrapped air,
nanoparticle agglomeration and poor interfacial contact

between polymer and particles that restrict additional enhancement of k. Such upper limit of the k is also observed
in PMMA containing BN nanosheets (Pullanchiyodan A.
et al., 2017) and PDMS with Al2O3 nanoparticles (Yi P. et
al., 2014) due to entrapped air and filler agglomeration,
respectively. The importance of the nanoparticle-polymer
interface for ensuring homogeneous dispersion and intimate contact with the matrix is shown nicely by CNT
filled epoxy nanocomposites (Choi J.H. et al., 2017). That
work clarifies that selecting the proper organic linker between polymer and CNT is crucial for a superior k.
Direct contact between high-k fillers diminishes the
heat transfer resistance leading to an increase of the nanocomposite k. Such nanocomposites have been realized, for
example, by infiltration of poly(styrene) (PS) into a porous
BN nanotube film (Zhi C. et al., 2009). This improved the
k of PS by more than 20 times. In fact, very high (> 1) and
low (< 1) aspect ratio nanoparticles are best (White S.I. et
al., 2010) for creating an interconnected nanoparticle network within a polymer. Fig. 8a shows the enhancement of
thermal conductivity (Δk) as a function of nanoparticle
aspect ratio from literature (according to symbol shape
and color). Nitrides (squares) are most common due to
high k and extensive availability of BN nanosheets/platelets. Oxides (diamonds) mainly consist of spherical Al2O3
or TiO2 nanoparticles whereas high aspect ratio Ag and
Cu NWs are the most frequently used metals (triangles).
Carbon-based nanoparticles (circles) are mostly CNTs.
Due to the slight correlation between nanoparticle aspect
ratio and composition, this dataset (Fig. 8) may exhibit an
unavoidable material bias that should be kept in mind
when interpreting it.
In general, the least improvement of k is obtained in
general with spherical nanoparticles with which the maximum reported Δk of the nanocomposite just barely surpasses 1 W m–1 K–1 (Fig. 8a). This agrees well with their
inferior ability to form a percolating network (Rivière L.
et al., 2016). According to Fig. 8a it is difficult to distinguish if nanoparticles with aspect ratios < 1 (platelets) or
> 1 (wires) are better fillers for thermal conducting nanocomposites since their achievable Δk ranges are largely
overlapping. Elongated carbon-based nanoparticles, however, seem to be the worst high aspect ratio fillers as inferred from their low Δk. Their characteristic high phonon
scattering at the nanoparticle interface is a likely cause
(Marconnet A.M. et al., 2011).
Reduction of the heat transport resistance is controlled
not only by aspect ratio but also by the quantity of
nanoparticle-nanoparticle and nanoparticle-polymer junctions. Minimizing these junctions, such as by nanoparticle filler alignment in the direction of heat transfer, is
ideal for increasing Δk (Zhang X. et al., 2017). For example, randomly embedded BN nanosheets (12.5 vol%) in
PDMS tripled the k of the polymer to 0.53 W m–1 K–1
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Fig. 8

The thermal conductivity of a polymer k P is enhanced
when adding nanoparticles to it (k NC). The thermal
conductivity enhancement Δk (k NC-k P) extracted from
literature (according to symbol shape and color) as a
function of nanoparticle filler aspect ratio (a), alignment (b) and content (c). Symbols differentiate between
carbon (circles), nitride (squares), oxide (diamonds) and
metallic (triangles) nanoparticle fillers. Spherical nano
particles (L/D = 1) are not included in (b). Detailed listing of all data is in Blattmann C.O. (2019).
*: Includes nanocomposites with aligned nanoparticles
not sought or aimed for by author(s).

(Chen J. et al., 2017a). By aligning these nanosheets, Chen
et al. (2017a) additionally improved this k by more than
three times (1.75 W m–1 K–1) in the anticipated heat transfer direction. Perpendicular to the alignment direction,
the k was similar to that of the nanocomposite with ran-

12

domly dispersed BN. This suggests that enhancement of k
through alignment of the nanoparticles does not deteriorate the corresponding perpendicular heat transfer.
A greater overview concerning the effect of filler alignment on Δk is shown in Fig. 8b. The data do not consider
polymer nanocomposites with spherical nanoparticle fillers as they cannot be aligned. A consistently high Δk
(> 1 W m–1 K–1) is obtained for polymer nanocomposites
with aligned nanoparticles (Fig. 8b). However, unaligned
fillers are capable of promoting similar high Δk which
may question the efficacy. A possible explanation is that
nanoparticle alignment is not anticipated but can occur
freely due to the filler aspect ratio, high viscosity of the
mixing solution and/or polymer nanocomposite manufacturing method (Zhang X. et al., 2017). Unnoticed and/or
not reported nanoparticle alignment (indicated by asterisk) remains disguised even for attentive readers of those
manuscripts.
Figs. 8a, b neglect a crucial aspect that is expected to
lead to strong variation and discrepancy: Nanoparticle
content. In fact, most researchers increase the nanoparticle content as much as possible (Yi P. et al., 2014) to encourage high thermal conductivity. Fig. 8c shows Δk as a
function of nanoparticle filler content. Differentiation is
made between the material categories shown in Fig. 8a.
Fig. 8c clearly shows that obtaining single-digit Δk by
adding nanoparticles is realistic. But the amount of
nanoparticles for achieving this increase varies dramatically. For example, a BN nanosheet-loaded poly(phenylene sulfide) (~49 vol%) increased the k by 0.84 W m–1 K–1
(Yang X. et al., 2017) whereas poly(vinyl butyral) required only 9.9 vol% of BN nanotubes (Zhi C. et al.,
2009) to obtain greater Δk (1.57 W m–1 K–1). But a PDMS
filled with Au NWs (Balachander N. et al., 2013) surpassed this value (Δk = 4.84 W m–1 K–1) with even less
nanoparticles (3 vol%). This underlines the strong variation among nanocomposites that can be reduced, in some
instances substantially, by selection of a different
nanoparticle filler material.
Metallic nanoparticles (frequently high aspect ratio
ones, Fig. 8a) are added only in small quantities
(< 10 vol%) to obtain a Δk > 1 W m–1 K–1. In fact, metals
seem to be the best choice for obtaining a high k with the
least nanoparticle volume content. When plotting Δk as a
function of weight-based filler content, i.e. wt%, no differentiation between the material types can be recognized
(Blattmann, C.O., 2019).
Metal oxides (mostly spherical, see Fig. 8a) are added
up to a similar volume content as metals (generally
< 10 vol%). The obtained enhancement in the k, however,
is significantly lower (Δk < 0.6 W m–1 K–1). On the one
hand, this may be caused by their inferior nanoparticle
aspect ratio (usually L/D = 1) discussed in connection
with Fig. 8a. However, just as decisive is the difference in
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thermal conductivity of the nanoparticle materials: The k
of silver and copper (430 and 400 W m–1 K–1, respectively)
is more than ten times higher than that of alumina or titania (35 and 10 W m –1 K–1, respectively) (Rumble J.R.,
2018). In fact, this deviation by about an order of magnitude agrees quite well with the similarly lower Δk of the
corresponding polymer nanocomposites (Fig. 8c).
Carbon- and nitride-based nanoparticles lead to similar
Δk that generally level off below 5 W m–1 K–1 at around
10–20 vol% filler content. This content threshold is approximately equal to the amount up to which metals and
oxides are added (Fig. 8c): Coincidence? It could suggest
an ideal range up to which the greatest gain is obtained
before being counterbalanced by deteriorating effects
such as the difficulty to compound, filler agglomeration
and nanocomposite embrittlement (Schneider R. et al.,
2015).
Hexagonal boron nitride (most common nitride in Fig. 8)
has an in-plane thermal conductivity (~ 400 W m –1 K–1
(Jo I. et al., 2013)) similar to silver and copper (2018). This
is mirrored in Fig. 8c by the Δk of the nanocomposites
since both metal and nitride filled polymers reach values
of similar maxima (1 to 10 W m–1 K–1). Accordingly, it is
expected that polymers with CNTs (3000 W m–1 K–1 (Kim
P. et al., 2001)) or graphite (1950 W m–1 K–1 (2018)) exhibit
higher k. However, these carbon containing polymer
nanocomposites do not excel in performance. Even in thin
nanocomposite films containing 16.7 vol% of aligned
CNTs the k barely reaches 5 W m–1 K–1 in the in-plane direction (Marconnet A.M. et al., 2011). The authors reason
the deviation from theory with the imperfection of the
CNTs, e.g., those with defects, inhomogeneous conductivity and imprecise morphology, that largely reflects the
challenging manufacture of these nanoparticles in pristine
quality (Nessim G.D., 2010). Additional deterioration in
nanocarbon filled polymers stems from the heat transfer
mechanism that leads to proportionally more grave losses
at the polymer-filled junctions between nanoparticles
(Kim P. et al., 2001).

4.3 Dielectric
Conventional capacitive energy storage is realized by a
ceramic sandwiched between two electrodes. High dielectric constant ceramics are most attractive since these increase the theoretical energy density of the capacitors that
are used in light-weight and rapidly accessible electricity
storage. Their low breakdown field strength (i.e. low
breakdown voltage), however, prevents the realization of
these high energy densities (Barber P. et al., 2009). In
contrast, polymer dielectrics have a rather low dielectric
permittivity but offer high breakdown strength. By merging polymer and ceramics into a nanocomposite it is anticipated to make use of the benefits of the individual

constituent. It is important to highlight, here in specific,
that nanocomposites are more attractive than microcomposites since thinner dielectric films should enable higher
energy densities.
Fig. 9a shows the permittivity enhancement, i.e. permittivity of the nanocomposite (εNC) normalized to that of
the polymer (εP), as a function of nanoparticle filler content (evaluated at 1 kHz). The data shown in Fig. 9 were
extracted from literature (symbol shape and color) that
comprises primarily of barium titanate (BaTiO3) nanoparticles in poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF). The unavoidable composition bias stems from the high dielectric
permittivity of the constituents, their commercial availability and the ability to manufacture these nanocomposites by solvent blending. To identify possible effects
resulting from the nanoparticle aspect ratio, differentiation is made between spheres (circles, L/D = 1) and wires/
rods (squares, L/D > 1). Platelets/sheets (L/D < 1) are not
considered in Fig. 9 as they are uncommon for this application.
The permittivity enhancement increases with nanoparticle content (Fig. 9a). This increase is lower for polymer
nanocomposites filled with spherical than elongated (L/
D > 1) nanoparticles. At 20 vol% nanoparticle content, for
example, εNC/εP ranges from 1.5 to 5.2 for spheres and
from 2.6 to 34.3 for wires/rods. The spread of εNC/εP becomes even more obvious at 40 vol%: 2.2–12.0 and 2.2–
71.8 for spheres and wires/rods, respectively. The
differing data spread is most likely the effect of filler
source since spherical nanopar ticles (f requently
dp = 100 nm) are often from the same commercial suppliers whereas elongated ones are synthesized by small entities or individual laboratories. The latter possess greater
leverage for tuning/optimizing the particles according to
method, infrastructure and skill of the engineer and,
therefore, leading to more significant variability. Although wires/rods exhibit greater spread of εNC/εP than
spheres, marginal differences are observed between these
nanoparticle shapes (Fig. 9). This is seen from the strong
overlap of squares and spheres. Only few published reports give reason to believe that elongated nanoparticles
are superior fillers for dielectric nanocomposites. And
these are difficult to assimilate as they exhibit different
filler aspect ratios L/D (= 13.7 to 2000), nanocomposite
compositions, preparation techniques and nanoparticle
alignment direction.
However, some researchers explicitly investigated the
effect of nanoparticle aspect ratio such as the solution
blended BaTiO3 (3.6 vol%) - PVDF nanocomposite (Pan Z.
et al., 2017). In that work εNC/εP increases from 1.3 to 1.8
to 2.1 with increasing nanoparticle aspect ratio (L/D = 1,
30 or 100). In fact, similar findings are shown also for a
nanocomposite with 10 vol% BaTiO3 nanoparticles in a
PVDF co-polymer where εNC/εP improves from 1.7 to 2.9
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Fig. 9

14

Relative enhancement of dielectric polymer nanocomposite (a) permittivity (εNC), (b) dielectric loss (tan(δNC))
and (c) breakdown strength (Eb,NC) as a function of
filler nanoparticle content. Differentiation is made between spherical (circle, L/D = 1) and elongated (square,
L/D > 1) nanoparticles. Improved dielectric performance is characterized by numerical values > 1 in a
and c and < 1 in b. All data are extracted from literature (according to symbol shape and color) at 1 kHz
frequency. Detailed listing of all data is in Blattmann
C.O. (2019).

upon increasing the nanoparticle filler aspect ratio from 1
to 25 (Feng Y. et al., 2015). A rather small improvement
of εNC/εP (1.03 versus 1.20), however, is observed in an
epoxy filled with 1.3 vol% of TiO2 when increasing the
L/D of the nanoparticles from 1 to 100 (Xie Q. et al.,
2017). In that case, the comparatively lower permittivity
enhancement may stem from the absence of nanoparticle
surface functionalization. In fact, the effect of nanoparticle surface functionalization is just as important (Niu Y.
et al., 2015), if not even more crucial (Wang D. et al.,
2014) than the aspect ratio: Adding an organic coating
around the nanoparticles reduces agglomeration in the
polymer but can induce a lower dielectric permittivity in
comparison to when using the pristine (i.e. untreated)
counterpart (Niu Y. et al., 2015). A thin coating layer (e.g.,
fluorination (Liu S. et al., 2015), hydroxylation (Liu S. et
al., 2016)) may be most desirable to minimize lowering of
the εNC (Wang D. et al., 2014) while still encouraging the
formation of a good polymer-nanoparticle interface
(Wang L. et al., 2016) and minimal agglomeration.
The composition of filler nanoparticles effects in substantial variation of εNC/εP. The εNC of polymer containing
silica (Paredes M. et al., 2016), titania (Xie Q. et al., 2017)
and BaTiO3 (Pan Z. et al., 2017) increases in this sequence
due to the identically increasing dielectric constant (Barber
P. et al., 2009) of these oxides. More easily overlooked,
however, is that each phase of BaTiO3 (Schädli G.N. et al.,
2017) exhibits a unique dielectric permittivity. This is investigated, on the one hand, with a polycarbonate filled
with 16.8 vol% cubic BaTiO3 nanoparticles that leads to a
permittivity enhancement of 3.8 (Thanki A.A. and Goyal
R.K., 2016). Exchanging the cubic with tetragonal BaTiO3
nanoparticles improves the εNC/εP to 5.9.
In addition to the dielectric permittivity, the performance of a composite capacitor is determined by its
losses due to conduction of charges and material heating
(Thanki A.A. and Goyal R.K., 2016). This is characterized by the dielectric loss (tan(δ)) that should be as low as
possible. Fig. 9b shows the dielectric loss ratio tan(δNC)/
tan(δP) as a function of nanoparticle content in the polymer (evaluated at 1 kHz). Frequently, the tan(δNC) is larger
than tan(δ P) so that the dielectric loss ratio becomes
greater than 1. This, however, is undesired as it reflects a
deterioration in comparison to pristine polymer (Barber P.
et al., 2009). Although significant spread of data is observed in Fig. 9b, most of the ratios are < 10 and increase
with nanoparticle content.
The tan(δNC)/tan(δP) inferred loss occurs for one part
due to electrical charge dissipation through the nanocomposite (Xie Q. et al., 2017). The formation of a percolating
nanoparticle network is the leading factor that increases
the charge transfer (Norkhairunnisa M. et al., 2012). As
a countermeasure, multilayered dielectrics exhibiting
lower nanoparticle content in the direct vicinity of the
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electrodes have been proposed (Hu P. et al., 2013). These
electrode-adjacent layers act as charge transfer barriers
which effectively retain the dielectric loss nearly identical
to that of the polymer.
Dielectric losses also stem from poor interfacial interaction between nanoparticle and polymer as this prevents
immobilized polymer formation (Tanaka T. et al., 2005),
facilitates agglomeration (Hou Y. et al., 2015) and can
lead to entrapped air (Liu S. et al., 2014). This highlights,
once again, that chemical modification of the nanoparticle
surface must be well tuned: Here, to balance the desired
reduction of the dielectric loss with the undesired inferior
permittivity (Wang D. et al., 2014).
Depending on nanoparticle fabrication (Tohma T. et al.,
2002), the dielectric loss of the filler may be smaller than
that of the polymer. This results in tan(δNC)/tan(δP) being
less than unity and decreasing with nanoparticle content.
This is obtained, for instance, in a nanocomposite filled
with alumina-encapsulated BaTiO3 nanofibers (Pan Z. et
al., 2017). The authors claim that the alumina coating
reduces the interfacial polarization at the nanoparticle interface, acts as electrical insulator and facilitates homogeneous nanoparticle dispersion. All of these supposedly
lead to the lower dielectric loss. The effect on tan(δNC)/
tan(δP) < 1, however, is likely to stem primarily from the
BaTiO3 nanofiber core as it improves the dielectric loss
ratio most significantly.
In contrast to coating individual filler nanoparticles, Hu
et al. (2013) could reduce the dielectric loss by preparing
multilayered nanocomposite films. There the outer layers
contain TiO2 nanoparticles while the central one is filled
with Mn-doped Ba0.3Sr0.7TiO3. This assembly enables a
gradual increase of permittivity towards the central nanocomposite layer due to the lower ε of TiO2 than that of
Mn-doped Ba0.3Sr 0.7TiO3. The permittivity gradient is
considered beneficial for reducing the losses that originate
from polarization at interfaces of materials with starkly
different ε (i.e. polymer and ceramic).
Fig. 9b shows that polymers containing high aspect ratio nanoparticles can be divided according to their dielectric loss: tan(δnc)/tan(δp) > 1 or ≤ 1. The former is expected
since high aspect ratio nanoparticles more readily form a
percolating network (Wang M. et al., 2015) that facilitates
charge transfer especially when aligned (Zhang D. et al.,
2017). Nanowire alignment, however, may also be a probable reason why some polymer nanocomposites exhibit a
tan(δNC)/tan(δP) ≤ 1. It was observed, for example, that
solvent cast films with nanowires exhibited a preferential
orientation (Hu P. et al., 2013) in the in-plane direction,
i.e. perpendicular to charge transfer. That is effective in
lowering the dielectric loss. In fact, all nanocomposites in
Fig. 9b that contain nanowires and exhibit a tan(δNC)/
tan(δP) ≤ 1, were prepared by casting from solutions of
polymer (PVDF-based) in dimethylformamide (DMF). In

fact, only Feng Y. et al. (2015) (included in Fig. 9b) employed this approach and obtained nanocomposites with
tan(δNC)/tan(δP) > 1. This work also happens to be the
only one that refrained from nanoparticle surface modification: A predicament of filler agglomeration (Wang G. et
al., 2017).
This subsection began with mentioning that an undeniable reason for selecting a polymer nanocomposite as a
dielectric over the pure ceramic is because of the low
breakdown strength (Eb) of the latter. This intrinsic property of the ceramic unfortunately cannot be masked with
a polymer but it can be subdued. Fig. 9c shows the breakdown strength ratio of the nanocomposite to the unfilled
polymer (Eb,NC/Eb,P). This ratio decreases with filler content so that quite frequently the Eb,NC is less than half of
the Eb,P when 20 vol% nanoparticles are added. Although
significantly lower than the pure polymer (PVDF: Eb,P
≈ 300–400 V μm–1), this is still reasonably higher than
the pure ceramic (BaTiO3: Eb ≈ 10 V μm–1). Fig. 9c indicates that the decreasing E b -ratio is independent of
nanoparticle aspect ratio as can be inferred from the
strongly overlapping symbols.
Especially below 10 vol% nanoparticle content
(Fig. 9c), some authors claim an increase of Eb. This is
the case, for example, in multilayered nanocomposites
containing a concentration gradient of BaTiO3 nanoparticles (Wang Y. et al., 2018). There the low nanoparticle
content in the outermost nanocomposite layers were found
to effectively scatter, absorb and/or dissipate the kinetic
energy of passing electrons enabling Eb,NC/Eb,P to become
> 1. In the absence of the gradient, the nanoparticle agglomerates facilitated charge transfer and decreased the
breakdown strength as in most dielectric polymer nanocomposites. Consistent with Wang Y. et al. (2018), a
BaTiO3-poly(styrene) nanocomposite also exhibited an
increasing breakdown strength up to about 10 vol%
nanoparticle content but only when nanoparticle fillers
were dispersed homogeneously in the polymer (Wang D.
et al., 2014). This improved Eb was attributed to the efficient scattering and trapping of electrons by nanoparticles
that mitigates charge transfer.

4.4 Electrical conductivity
Dielectric polymer nanocomposites aim to block charge
transfer (see subsection 4.3) as electrical conductivity
leads to losses. An electrically conductive path in nanocomposites for heat dissipation (see subsection 4.2) in
electronics can be undesirable as well, as it can lead to
shorts in the device circuitry. This subsection, however,
focuses explicitly on making polymers electrically conductive by adding nanoparticle fillers.
Electron propagation through a polymer relies on a
conductive path (Blattmann C.O. et al., 2015). Upon adding
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a sufficient amount of nanoparticles, i.e. the percolation
threshold (pc), they form paths of interconnected particles
(Mutiso R.M. and Winey K.I., 2012). Quite frequently,
though, these path-forming particles are just barely touching or still are separated by a thin polymer gap. The only
means for electrical conductivity is by tunneling (Mutiso
R.M. and Winey K.I., 2012) of the electrons through this
resistive polymer. Electron tunneling leads to a characteristic S-shaped curve of the conductivity as a function of
nanoparticle content (Karttunen M. et al., 2008): Higher
filler content induces narrowing of the tunneling gaps and
more directly contacting nanoparticles (Norkhairunnisa
M. et al., 2012) and thus gradually increasing the conductivity.
The electrical conductivity of the polymer nano-
composite relies on nanoparticle composition. Fig. 10a
shows the saturated electrical conductivity (σ) of the polymer nanocomposite reported in literature (symbol shape,
color and fill) categorized according to nanoparticle filler
type. The electrical conductivity in Fig. 10 ranges from
10 –10 to 104 S cm–1 depending on nanoparticle filler type.
However, significant variability is seen for each type separately so that pinpointing an optimal one is difficult. One
recognizes, though, that silver-based nanoparticles are capable of inheriting the highest electrical conductivity to the
polymer but still less than that of metallic copper.
The strong scatter of the σ in Fig. 10a stems from the
variable filler quality (Almudever C.G. and Rubio A.,
2015), manufacture difficulties (Mao Y. et al., 2016) and
material/manufacture compromises that need to be undertaken (Mapkar J.A. et al., 2013). Synthesis of CNTs,
for example, leads to a mixture of conducting and semiconducting nanoparticles whereas the conductivity of the
former depends on doping, diameter, density and chirality (Almudever C.G. and Rubio A., 2015). Furthermore,
in addition to agglomeration occurring with all nanoparticles, slender elongated ones (i.e. tubes, wires, fibers)
can deform (Steinmann W. et al., 2013) or even fracture
(Triambulo R.E. et al., 2014), for example during manufacturing (e.g., ultrasonication, compounding), possibly
leading to conductivity reduction.
High conductivity variability in graphene-polymer
nanocomposites can be due to the largely differing techniques applied for exfoliating and oxidizing the graphite
powder: Hummer’s method (Hummers W.S. and Offeman
R.E., 1958) can lead to nanocomposites with reasonably
high conductivity (Stankovich S. et al., 2006). Nanocomposites with similar electrical performance, however, can
also be prepared with microwave exfoliated graphite
(Kujawski M. et al., 2010). Most common, though, is
graphite processing by a modified Hummer’s method followed by thermal shock (Zheng W. and Wong S.-C.,
2003). At about 3 vol% filler content in PMMA (Zheng W.
and Wong S.-C., 2003) or poly(amide) (Pan Y.-X. et al.,
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Fig. 10 a) Broad electrical conductivity range (σ) that can be
obtained in polymers by adding conductive nanoparticle (NP) fillers. b) The required volume content of
nanoparticle fillers to reach conductivity (percolation
threshold pc). Both σ and pc are sorted according to
composition and aspect ratio: carbon (open symbols),
silver (symbols with red cross), Sb:SnO2 (symbols
with black X) and spheres (circle), rods/wires (square),
fibers (triangle) and platelets/sheets (diamond). Data
are extracted from literature. Detailed listing of all
data is in Blattmann C.O. (2019).

2000) these nanocomposites (both containing oxidized
graphene prepared by modified Hummer’s method) exhibit
an electrical conductivity of 20 μS cm–1 or 1 mS cm–1, respectively: A rather big difference indicating how crucial
is the nanoparticle filler quality.
The polyol process used for Ag NW synthesis (Coskun
S. et al., 2013) leads to a thin polymer coating that encapsulates the nanowire. This coating inevitably acts as an
insulator so that electron tunneling through it is unavoidable. Such organic layers, however, are required to prevent nanowire agglomeration in the polymer (Geng Y. et
al., 2008). Generally, a compromise needs to be found
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with respect to adding a thin and yet effective coating to
the conductive nanoparticles. For example, carbon nanofibers with surface treatment exhibit inferior electrical conductivity than pristine nanoparticles (Mapkar J.A. et al.,
2013) but induce superior nanocomposite mechanical stability due to their more homogeneous dispersion. In a
CNT-epoxy nanocomposite (Geng Y. et al., 2008), however, this unwanted reduction of the σ is diminished by
selecting a non-covalently bound surfactant rather than a
covalently-binding silane functionalization. Preparation
of nanocomposites by polymer infiltration (Fig. 3e) allows one to circumvent the use of these organic coatings
(Sotiriou G.A. et al., 2013) or, at least, remove them by
thermal annealing the nanoparticle film before embedding. Annealing a Ag NW film (Coskun S. et al., 2013)
not only removes the insulating coating but also sinters
the nanoparticles at their junctions further enhancing
electrical conductivity.
Nanoparticles of doped metal oxide semiconductors,
such as Sb:SnO2, are attractive fillers for preparing electrically conductive and transparent nanocomposites. The
conductivity of these polymer nanocomposites depends
largely on the amount of Sb doping in the nanoparticles
(Kojima M. et al., 1993) and their synthesis technique.
The latter determines, for example, the valence state of
antimony (i.e. Sb3+, Sb5+) (Müller V. et al., 2009). With respect to doping content, it has been shown that sintered
4 at% Sb in SnO2 nanoparticles prepared in solution leads
to a film exhibiting a σ > 100 S cm–1 (Müller V. et al.,
2009). When prepared by spray pyrolysis, however, σ is
greatest when only adding 2 at% of Sb (Jain G. and Kumar
R., 2004). But others (Kleinjan W.E. et al., 2008) use
more heavily doped Sb:SnO2 (~13 at%) according to the
maximal conductivity (0.03 S cm–1) obtained at that Sb
content. These nanocomposites exemplify once more the
origin of the σ variability.
According to Fig. 10a it is difficult to determine a priori from the nanoparticle materials how high the σ of the
polymer nanocomposite will be. For electrostatic dissipation (σ > 10 –6 S cm–1), however, most of these fillers are
well suited (Mapkar J.A. et al., 2013). Electromagnetic interference shielding requires σ > 0.1 S cm–1 (Mapkar J.A.
et al., 2013) whereas for high-end electronics the σ must
be as high as possible to reduce ohmic heating. For the
latter, Ag-based nanoparticles are usually the best filler
for polymers (Fig. 10a).
In general, carbon-based and Sb:SnO2 nanoparticle fillers are ideal for an electrical conductivity from 10 –6 to
10 S cm–1, whereas nanosilver-filled polymers are a reasonable choice for a σ between 10 –3 and 104 S cm–1. The
required amount of nanoparticle fillers to reach this electrical conductivity range, however, varies significantly
from below 0.1 to above 30 vol%. Fig. 10b shows the percolation threshold (pc) of polymer nanocomposites sepa-

rated according to nanoparticle type. Likewise to the
polymer nanocomposite conductivity (Fig. 10a), the pc
deviates strongly between fillers. In contrast, though,
rather than a material dependency, the pc is determined by
the nanoparticle shape: High and low aspect ratio
nanoparticles (CNTs, graphene, Ag NWs) are superior
when conductivity should be reached with addition of the
least nanoparticle amount to the polymer. Filling polymers with spherical nanoparticles (Ag and carbon NPs)
requires the highest filler content. This is in agreement
with percolation theory that predicts facilitated percolation
for elongated/flat particles over spherical ones (Mutiso
R.M. and Winey K.I., 2012). The Ag NW content in
poly(styrene), for instance, can be reduced from 9 to
3.4 vol% by increasing the aspect ratio from 8 to 31
(White S.I. et al., 2010). Even more dramatic difference in
pc is revealed in a nanocomposite of poly(ether etherketone) containing either spherical Ag NPs or Ag NWs (L/
D = 220) (Rivière L. et al., 2016): The pc decreases by
more than 10 vol% to 0.55 vol% when using the higher
aspect ratio nanoparticle fillers.
The low p c of high aspect ratio nanoparticles has
curbed the use of Ag NWs (He X. et al., 2014) and CNTs
(Yu Z.B. et al., 2011) for preparing transparent electrodes.
In fact, they have become prime candidates for replacing
brittle indium tin oxide (Kumar A. and Zhou C.W., 2010)
that many modern electronics (e.g., touchscreens) rely
heavily on. Such polymer nanocomposites are always prepared as thin films since transparency is inversely proportional to thickness and nanoparticle filler content (Hu W.
et al., 2012). Unfortunately, though, the conductivity is directly proportional to thickness and filler content so that a
compromise (i.e. conductivity vs. transparency) becomes
unavoidable.
Preparation of these nanowire- and nanotube-based
(transparent) electrodes is done (Hu W. et al., 2012) predominantly by polymer infiltration (Fig. 3e). This ensures
that the nanoparticles are touching or even sintered together (Coskun S. et al., 2013) before embedding in the
polymer. A drawback of such electrodes, however, is the
rather large fraction of nanocomposite surface area exhibiting no Ag NWs or CNTs for direct electron conduction
(Noh Y.J. et al., 2013). These nanoparticle devoid areas
are especially suboptimal for devices like photovoltaics
(Noh Y.J. et al., 2013) and light emitting diodes (Triambulo
R.E. et al., 2014) as they restrict efficient charge propagation from the semiconductor to the electrode.

4.5 Magnetic
A unique property of nano-sized ferromagnetic materials is their decreasing magnetic hysteresis with size (i.e.
superparamagnetism) (Wiggers H., 2009). In other words,
they are magnetic in the presence of a magnetic field but
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exhibit no remnant magnetization upon removing it
(Nguyen D.T. and Kim K.-S., 2016). In contrast to dielectric and thermal/electric conductivity properties for which
conventional bulk materials can be used, superparamagnetism is obtained only with nanoparticles (Nguyen D.T.
and Kim K.-S., 2016) or nanocomposites made thereof
(Sotiriou G.A. et al., 2013). Fig. 11 shows the saturation
magnetization ratio of the nanocomposite (MNC) to that of
the nanoparticle (MNP) as a function of filler content. The
data points are extracted from published work (symbol
shape and color). Iron oxide (magnetite, maghemite) and
iron oxide alloys are the most common nanoparticle fillers.
As expected the polymer nanocomposite becomes more
magnetic with increasing nanoparticle content. What remains obscure in Fig. 11 is that by adding nanoparticles
with a higher MNP, a nanocomposite with greater saturation
magnetization is obtained for the same filler content. Or
alternatively, less nanoparticles need to be added to the
polymer for reaching the same final MNC. This explains
why magnetite (MNP = 92 emu g–1 (Dallas P. et al., 2006))
is more attractive than maghemite (MNP = 65 emu g–1 (Li
D. et al., 2007)). Metal nanoparticles have a superior MNP
over oxides but a protective coating to avoid rapid oxidation is required (Grass R.N. and Stark W.J., 2006). Such a
coating, or for that sake, any surface modification, reduces the overall nanoparticle MNP.
Similar to composition, nanoparticle size plays a crucial role since too small nanoparticles exhibit inferior saturation magnetization (Li D. et al., 2007). Li D. et al. (2007)

determined that flame-made γ-Fe2O3 reached the maximal
MNP when dp = 13 nm. At half the size (dp = 6 nm), the
MNP reduced to a third.
Fig. 11 shows that up to about 25 vol% nanoparticle content in a polymer the magnetization ratio already reaches
50 %. This non-linearity is removed, however when presented as a function of weight (Blattmann C.O., 2019)
rather than volume content. Indifferent of this non-linearity, it can be recognized that most data are shown for
nanoparticle contents below 15 vol% (enlarged area). The
range < 5 vol% (encircled) is researched most often. This
indicates the realistic upper content limit of superparamagnetic nanoparticles that can be added to the polymer.
It agrees well with that of similarly sized (dp < 20 nm) silica nanoparticle in silicone rubber (Camenzind A. et al.,
2010b): Above 6.2 vol% nanoparticle content, manufacture becomes difficult due to the accompanying high viscosity of the blending solution. It should be noted, though,
that these superparamagnetic nanoparticles are prepared
most often via wet-chemistry leading to separate spheres
(Sahoo Y. et al., 2005). These are more easily dispersed
than fractal-like aggregates like fumed silica (Camenzind
A. et al., 2010a). Thus, a higher content of nanoparticle
fillers theoretically can be added to the polymer. However, by wise selection of nanocomposite processing, a
higher filler content can be achieved also with fractal-like
nanoparticles. For example, Sotiriou G.A. et al. (2013)
prepared micrometer-thin superparamagnetic PMMA
nanocomposite cantilevers with over 10 vol% of flamemade γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticle fillers by polymer infiltration
into a stabilized particle film (Fig. 3e).

4.6 Gas permeability

Fig. 11 Superparamagnetic nanocomposites can only be obtained by admixing such nanoparticles to the polymer.
The saturation magnetization ratio of the polymer
nanocomposites (MNC) to that of nanoparticles (MNP)
as a function nanoparticle filler content. Data points
are extracted from literature (according to symbol
shape and color). Detailed listing of all data is in
Blattmann C.O. (2019).
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Developing and improving organic electronics for photovoltaics (Gaume J. et al., 2012) and light emitting diodes
(Coskun S. et al., 2013) is pursued for the assembly of
lightweight, flexible, inexpensive and more environmentally friendly devices. However, some of their components
are extremely sensitive to oxygen or water so that under
ambient conditions degradation occurs rapidly. To prolong
the device life expectancy, their development needs to go
hand-in-hand with that of thin transparent gas barriers
(Gaume J. et al., 2012).
A completely different field, food packaging, relies just
as heavily on inexpensive, consumer-appealing, non-toxic
and protective polymers to enable long shelf-life (Duncan
T.V., 2011). Restricting gas exchange is a key function of
such polymeric films. Produce ripening or fouling during
transport and at the grocery store, for example, can be reduced with adequate packaging materials.
Pure polymer films offer some protection against gas
molecule penetration that, however, can be improved by
adding nanoparticles (Duncan T.V., 2011). Fig. 12a shows
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the relative gas permeability (permeability of the nanocomposite P NC to that of the unfilled polymer PP) as a
function of nanoparticle filler content. The data, extracted
from published work (symbol shape and color), differentiates according to nanoparticle aspect ratio: spheres (circles) and platelets (diamonds). A P NC/P P less than unity
(< 1) corresponds to an enhanced barrier effect, i.e. reduced gas permeability.
Fig. 12a clearly shows that the addition of nanoparticles most often reduces the relative gas permeability.
Nanoplatelets are seemingly more effective than spherical
nanoparticles according to the nanocomposite P NC/P P that
rarely exceeds unity when adding nanoplatelets. So they
are preferred by most researchers as is reflected by the indisputable greater quantity of diamonds than circles in
Fig. 12a. This is attributed to the popularity to use natural
clay nanoparticles (e.g., montmorillonite, saponite, bentonite) as they are non-toxic, transparent, lightweight and
inexpensive (Chang J.-H. et al., 2014). Common employment of clay nanoplatelets also stems from the notion that
the impermeable nanoparticle fillers create a tortuous (i.e.
indirect) path for the passing gas molecule (Feldman D.,
2013). For in-plane aligned platelets this barrier mechanism indisputably occurs but it does not reflect the entire
picture. Fig. 12b schematically shows the major influences of nanoparticle fillers on the gas permeability of a
nanocomposite. Those that reduce or increase the permeability are labeled with a green downward- or red upward-pointing arrow, respectively. Most of these effects

are related to nanoparticle’s influence on the polymer
chain mobility: In essence, decreasing the chain mobility
reduces P NC/P P.
The addition of 2.2 vol% of exfoliated graphene oxide
nanoplatelets to polyethylene was sufficient to reduce the
nitrogen permeability to more than half of the pure polymer (Checchetto R. et al., 2014). This reduction of gas
permeability is related to the 20 nm thick immobilized
polymer that engulfs the nanoparticles and impedes gas
molecules from passing. Quite surprising is that the immobilized polymer was formed even though no surface
treatment was conducted to encourage nanoparticle-
polymer interactions. The opposite effect (i.e. increasing
permeability) was shown (Chen Y. et al., 2011) for spherical titania nanoparticles (5.2 vol%) in a thermoplastic PU.
Poor interaction between particle and polymer increased
the fraction of polymer free-volume, and therefore also
the molecular chain mobility, leading to an increase of the
nitrogen permeability ratio to > 3.3. After improving the
nanocomposite manufacturing, however, the polymer-
nanoparticle interaction could be enhanced improving the
nanocomposite N2 barrier properties (P NC/P P < 0.9).
Similar to immobilized polymer surrounding nanoparticle fillers (Checchetto R. et al., 2014), polymer crystallites restrict chain mobility suppressing the gas flow. In
fact, pure semi-crystalline poly(ethylene terephthalate)
(Hu Y.S. et al., 2005) is used on a standard basis for carbonated beverage bottles. Adding nanoparticles to those
polymers, however, can influence crystallite formation.

Fig. 12 Nanoparticle addition to polymers alters gas permeability. a) The relative gas (O2 and N2) permeability
of nanocomposite (P NC) to that of unfilled polymer (P P) as a function of nanoparticle filler content. The
data from literature (symbol shape and color) differentiate between spherical nanoparticles (circles,
L/D = 1) and flat nanoplatelets/-sheets (diamonds, L/D < 1). Improved gas barriers have a P NC/P P < 1. b)
Schematic summary of positive (green downward-pointing arrow) and negative (red upward-pointing
arrow) effect of nanoparticles on the polymer with respect to restricting gas passage. Detailed listing of
all data is in Blattmann C.O. (2019).
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For example, the crystallinity of crosslinked poly(vinyl
alcohol) (PVA) is increased (Choi B.-K. et al., 2017) by
adding graphene oxide nanoparticles because of their
crystal nucleating effect on the polymer. This had enabled
a steady decrease of the oxygen permeability with filler
content. In carbon black filled PLA the nanoparticle nucleating effect also promoted higher polymer crystallinity
making subsequent thermal annealing superfluous (Delgado P.A. et al., 2016). There, the enhanced crystallinity
was considered to be the primary reason for increasing
the mechanical stability.
It cannot be generalized, though, that adding nanoparticles leads to a more crystalline polymer: Well dispersed
carbon nanoparticles in PLA enhanced the crystallization
rate but had little effect on final crystallinity (Sobkowicz
M.J. et al., 2011). There the polymer crystallites were
smaller but more numerous. In contrast, a significant reduction of polymer crystallinity was observed in a
nanoclay-PVA composite (Sapalidis A.A. et al., 2012). This
reduction was attributed to the strong nanoparticle-
polymer interfacial interaction that encouraged amorphous
immobilized PVA to form rather than polymer crystallites. Nevertheless, this reduced the P NC/P P of the nanocomposite to 0.13 at 10 vol% nanoparticle filler content.
Fig. 12a shows that most work reports nanocomposites
with a nanoparticle filler content < 10 vol%. In fact, this
happens to be the range up to which the greatest reduction
of permeability is observed. At higher contents the benefits are outweighed due to nanoparticle agglomeration
(Picard E. et al., 2015), entrapped air (Salimi M. et al.,
2017) and highly mobile polymer free-volume (Wilson R.
et al., 2012). These unwanted effects frequently occur simultaneously to one another due to impeded nanocomposite processing at high nanoparticle contents.

5. Pros and cons: A delicate balance
Society has diverse expectations that can be challenging to meet. It will not refrain from action when ideas,
regulations or products do not meet its standards which
can lead to uproar in public rallies, hefty disputes on online platforms or boycotts of goods and services. This
may be the graveyard of a costly innovation (Hudson J.
and Orviska M., 2009) irrespective on how unjust the
public’s verdict is.
“Nano”, as in polymer nanocomposite, is a term the
general public finds difficult to judge (Schwarz-Plaschg
C., 2016). It can be associated with both fancy, new and
improved technology as well as an invisible and uncontrollable danger to health and environment. It is therefore
the task of industry to integrate nanoparticles wisely into
its products to avoid a loss-of-face (rightfully or not). The
benefits, costs and risks need to be analyzed carefully.
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The term “polymer nanocomposite” awakens the idea
that an inexpensive polymer is upgraded by either improving it or adding a functionality. Unavoidably, their
addition leads to greater cost due to the nanoparticle fillers as well as additional or more tedious processing.
Fumed silica, titania, alumina and carbon black are prepared on large industrial scale so that no exorbitant cost
increase due to material can be expected. Abundant and
naturally occurring nanoclays are no overwhelming cost
burden either. Quite frequently, though, high-quality
nanocomposites contain elongated Ag NWs (Yu Y.-H. et
al., 2012), well-exfoliated and oxidized graphene
nanosheets (Pang H. et al., 2010), mono-dispersed quantum dots (Wang X. et al., 2011) or doped metal oxides
(Kleinjan W.E. et al., 2008). Their fabrication in relatively
small batches in liquid solutions with significant waste and
possibly even low yield are sure signs of a costly product.
Now comes the evaluation: Is there an alternative?
Highly conductive polymer nanocomposites made of Ag
NWs, for example, can be replaced by less expensive carbon NPs like carbon black (Fig. 10). The electrical conductivity will be lower and the nanocomposite electrode
unavoidably will become black. If either of these are detrimental, one can possibly resort to CNTs or even a commercially available pure polymer alternative such as
poly(ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) (Ghosh S. et al., 1998). It may be just as lucrative to consider the use of various types of fillers simultaneously (Im H. and Kim J., 2012) or combining
conductive polymers with the expensive nanoparticles
(Kim Y.-S. et al., 2014) in order to obtain a compromise
in price and quality.
Nanocomposite price needs to be kept low but just as
critical is the minimization of health risks associated with
manufacture and use. Non-biased risk assessments at realistic conditions are required and should be openly available to public. Only this way it is possible to properly
inform the public and avoid the rising and spreading of
misconceptions (Schwarz-Plaschg C., 2016) that could
lead to boycotts and hamper one’s reputation. In fact, the
formation of misconceptions may not be too farfetched
since ion release (Sotiriou G.A. et al., 2012b), radical formation (Long T.C. et al., 2006), obstruction of the respiratory system (Sotiriou G.A. et al., 2012a) and compositions
of toxic heavy metals (Mao M. et al., 2013) are known
drawbacks of certain nanoparticles. Once embedded in a
polymer, however, these may be minimized or even eliminated but requires careful evaluation in advance.
Additionally, the public is developing an awareness to
select sustainable materials/sources and considers their afterlife. Degradation during use or in landfills or decomposition via incineration may lead to environmental exposure
of the previously confined nanoparticles (Singh D. et al.,
2016). A prime example: Antibacterial clothing from
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which nanosilver can be removed during regular washing
may lead to nanosilver accumulation in sewage sludge
(Blaser S.A. et al., 2008). If such risks do exist, it may be
quite wise and less costly on the long run if the manufacturer implements a recycling strategy for users to return
old materials/devices as already is common practice for
laser printer cartridges. Designing a polymer nanocomposite that was made to last, however, may be extremely
difficult to separate into its individual constituents as
done during true recycling. Nevertheless, closing the full
life-cycle (from mining to manufacture to use to recycling) is a goal that should be envisioned also for polymer
nanocomposites.

6. Concluding remarks
The presence of particles in polymer creates amazing
nanocomposites with multitude of functionalities. Unfortunately, just as long is the list of challenges that accompanies the preparation of nanocomposites. The most
prominent are achieving agglomerate-free and evenly distributed nanoparticles without entrapping air bubbles and
still realizing the target performance. Nevertheless, a
chest full of manufacturing techniques is available to realize the envisioned nanocomposite. However, only few
of these may surpass the requirements for large-scale fabrication. This does not necessarily only mean high output
quantity but also customization as is inferred from industry’s increasing adoption of 3D-printing: A manufacturing technique that, by the way, is well suited for preparing
complex polymer nanocomposites at various scales and
shapes.
One must not forget, though, that the particle crucially
influences the polymer characteristics. Without good
knowledge of the characteristics of the particles, improving the polymer by their addition unavoidably becomes a
difficult task. It can be as simple as particle size and their
specific surface area (SSA) that determine how much immobilized polymer can form or their tendency to cluster
into agglomerates or the ability to refrain from scattering
light. In monocrystalline nanoparticles, for example, the
crystal size is proportional to the SSA that is required for
interaction with the polymer. But in polycrystalline
nanoparticles as well as non-exfoliated platelets (e.g.,
graphite, nanoclay, boron nitride) this dimension can mislead a novice to believe that more area is accessible for
particle-polymer interaction. Also surface chemistry
needs to be well understood: The hydroxyl groups on the
surface, for example, frequently link metal oxide particles
and the host polymer. Slightly modifying their surface,
such as by adding a functional group or silica coating,
may be the key to improving particle filler dispersion as
this enables the binding of surface functional groups.

However, such surface functional groups as well as undesired residual organics on the surface of particles from
their synthesis, can also hamper the composite performance (e.g., electrical conductivity). A particle expert,
therefore, always will be a step (or two!) ahead when selecting the right fillers.
It is not uncommon that higher nanoparticle filler content is considered to lead to better performance. That may
be true when stubbornly focusing on a single property but
when stepping back and viewing the entire picture, it becomes clear that higher nanoparticle content is not always
better: Higher permittivity in dielectric nanocomposites
by adding more nanoparticle fillers comes at the cost of
greater loss and lower breakdown strength (Fig. 9). And a
more magnetic thermoplastic nanocomposite (i.e. greater
nanoparticle content, Fig. 11) can lead to embrittlement.
And do not neglect: mechanical mixing of the nanoparticles and polymer may become impossible at high filler
content due to rising viscosity or inability to achieve the
dimension specifications of the final nanocomposite. So,
preparing a polymer nanocomposite requires a holistic
approach that simultaneously considers the constituents,
process and product.
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Nomenclature
CNT

carbon nanotube

dp

primary particle (or: tube, disc) diameter (nm)

D

nanoparticle diameter (nm)

Δk

thermal conductivity enhancement(W m–1
K–1)

E

mechanical modulus (Pa)

Eb

breakdown strength (V m–1)

Eb,NC, Eb,P

breakdown strength of nanocomposite/
polymer (V m–1)

L

nanoparticle length (tubes, wires) or thickness
(platelets, sheets) (nm)

L/D

nanoparticle aspect ratio (nm nm –1)

MNC, MNP

saturation magnetization of nanocomposite/
nanoparticle (emu g–1)

NC

nanocomposite

NF

nanofiber

NP

nanoparticle

NW

nanowire
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pc

percolation threshold (vol%)

PDMS

poly(dimethylsiloxane), silicone rubber

PLA

poly(lactic acid)

PMMA

poly(methyl methacrylate)

P NC, P P

gas permeability of nanocomposite/polymer
(mol cm cm–2 s –1 Pa–1)

PU

poly(urethane)

PVA

poly(vinyl alcohol)

PVDF

poly(vinylidene fluoride)

SSA

specific surface area (m 2 g–1)

T

temperature (K)

tan(δNC), tan(δP) dielectric loss of nanocomposite/polymer (-)
Tg

glass transition temperature (K)

Tm

melting temperature (K)

εNC, ε P

permittivity of nanocomposite/polymer (-)

ρ

density (kg m–3)

σ

electrical conductivity (S cm–1)
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Abstract
Recent studies evaluating the flowability and floodability of cohesive powder under conditions of consolidation,
mechanical force, vibrating force, fluid force, and floodability are reviewed. The ball indentation test is an
effective method for evaluating the flowability of a small amount of cohesive powder at very low stress under
consolidation conditions. The environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity play an important role
in the flow of cohesive powder. With regard to cohesive powder flowing under mechanical force, the FT4 powder
rheometer can evaluate the powder flowability using the total energy which is related to the shear stress on the
impeller blade. The vibrating capillary method and the vibrating shear tube method are effective for the
measurement of the flowability of strongly cohesive powder. The test using powder discharge by air flow can
assess the flowability of cohesive powder which Carr’s flowability index is an equivalent level by using mass flow
rate and interstitial air pressure. Finally, the flushing of cohesive powder occurs when the interstitial air pressure
and the void fraction are high. The pressure difference between the interstitial air pressure and the outside of an
orifice are the dominant factors in the spouting of powder.
Keywords: ball indentation, caking, rheometer, vibration, air pressure, flushing

1. Introduction
Powders and bulk solids are widely used in various industries such as material production, food processing and
pharmaceutical development. When using these powders,
they will go through several handling processes such as
storage, discharge, transportation, mixing, filling, milling
and separation. Recently, cohesive powder used in these
processes is substantially increasing because it has many
advantages, for instance, having a superior reaction potential due to a large specific surface area (Naito M. and
Makino H., 2011). On the other hand, the handling of cohesive powder in air becomes extremely difficult because
of cohesive forces arising from van der Waals force, electrostatic force and liquid bridge force. Cohesive forces
also become stronger relative to gravity force as the particle size decreases (SPTJ, 2006). Therefore, adhesion and
cohesion forces give rise to problems with powder handling equipment such as the stable operation of powder
handling processes and the quality control of product material. Additionally, rat hole and bridge would occur upon
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discharge from storage and pipeline transportation if cohesive forces are strong. Unexpected discharge of cohesive powder from a small gap would also occur when
cohesive powder is released from a hopper exit. These
phenomena are known to cause trouble in the powder
handling equipment and it is necessary to avoid them.
The typical flowing form of powder in equipment is
classified by gravity flow, compression flow, mechanical
flow, vibrating flow and fluid flow. This classification
arises from the dynamic behaviour and it is deeply linked
with the dynamic properties of powder flow. Furthermore,
cohesive powder flow is influenced by the particle properties, for instance, size and shape, and by external factors
such as external forces and the surrounding environment.
As mentioned above, the understanding of cohesive powder flow is strongly connected with the operation of powder handling equipment. It is therefore necessary to
evaluate flowability and floodability of powder in conditions as close as possible to the actual behaviour and operating conditions.
Carr (1965a, 1965b, 1969) suggested powder flow could
be evaluated by using some powder properties. According
to this method, the flowability is evaluated through angle
of repose, compressibility, angle of spatula, and cohesiveness or uniformity, whilst the floodability is evaluated
through by angle of fall, angle of difference, dispersibility, and flowability index. In general, Carr’s method may

Copyright © 2019 The Author. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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be validated under static condition of bulk solids. However, this method is not suitable for the dynamic condition
of powder because the evaluation of flowability and floodability is carried out using the above mentioned param
eters. Therefore, a direct evaluation of flowability and
floodability of powders is necessary, and there are many
instruments for this purpose. Based on these backgrounds, this review introduces recent works for the evaluation of flowability and floodability by the classification
of powder flowing in compressed flow, mechanical forced
flow, vibrating flow, fluid flow, and flooding. It focuses on
the dynamic measurement, flow mechanism, and the critical point of powder flow because they are important factors in the understanding of powder flow.

2. Powder flow under consolidation
Powders are often subjected to compressive forces in
scenarios such as discharge to storage, compression
moulding and tableting shoes. In these processes, the understanding of the yield strength is important for equipment design. If the powder has experienced normal and
shear stresses from an external force then it would be
possible to carry out an evaluation based on a shear test
and consolidation test. With regard to the evaluation,
Schwedes (2003) reported that there are many testers to
measure the flowability of powders such as the Jenike
shear cell (Jenike, 1967), Schulze ring shear tester
(Schulze, 2008) and others. Amongst these testers, the
shear cell is the most commonly used and there are many
studies and reviews. Therefore, a detailed explanation for
evaluation of flowability by shear cells is not given in this
article. On the other hand, these testers need to improve
the evaluation of the bulk cohesion and the tensile
strength caused by indirect measurements. Some researchers pointed out the tensile strength is determined
by extrapolating yield locus on the tensile region (Schulze,
2008), and is overestimated (Vasilenko et al., 2013). Zafar
et al. (2015) mentioned the measurement of flowability of
cohesive powders at low stress is difficult because the inter-particle contact forces have a strong effect. For these
reasons, there is a request for a direct measurement of
tensile strength and an evaluation method that can measure at a low stress level. In this section, the review focuses on new tests for the evaluation of flowability of
cohesive powder under low stress conditions.
Hassanpour and Ghadiri (2007) proposed the ball indentation method on a powder bed. This method can be
performed on small amounts of loosely compacted powders. They examined the flowability of bulk powders using an indentation test and an unconfined compression
test, where a small assembly of powders was compacted
at low pressure levels. Sample powders of about 5 g were
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formed as weak tablets, and they were consolidated into a
cylinder by piston. The given piston pressure was from 3
to 20 kPa and the loading speed was 1 mm/min. The
formed tablet was indented by using a spherical indenter
of a glass sphere of 1.588 mm in diameter. Fig. 1 shows
how the hardness calculation is carried out. The hardness
of consolidated powder HD is calculated by the penetration depth and load during a test cycle.
HD 

Fmax
Ai

(1)

where Fmax is the maximum indentation load. Ai is the
projected area of the impression as follows:

Ai π d b hc  hc2 

(2)

where db is the diameter of indenter and hc is the critical
indentation depth which is estimated through the interception of the tangent with the unloading curve as shown
in Fig. 1.
Hassanpour and Ghadiri (2007) reported the yield
stress obtained from indentation was similar to that of unconfined compression for the cases of α-lactose and mag-

Fig. 1

Geometry for measurement of indentation hardness of
week powder compacts. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. (Zafar et al., 2015). Copyright: (2015) Elsevier B.V.
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nesium carbonate, whilst the indentation results for the
cohesive glass beads differed from those of unconfined
compression. They speculated this difference might be attributed to constraint factor, which is affected by particle
shape and inter-particle friction. Furthermore, through
comparison between Distinct Element Method (DEM)
simulation and experiments, they found a linear correlation between the unconfined yield stress and the consolidation pressure.
Wang et al. (2008) also experimentally investigated the
indentation hardness of α-lactose monohydrate, microcrystalline cellulose and starch powder. They found the
constraint factor for a powder bed is not a single value,
and concluded the constraint factor would depend on single particle properties such as particle shape, roughness
and friction coefficient. Drawing on Hassanpour and
Ghadiri (2007) and Wang et al. (2008), Pasha et al. (2013)
carried out numerical analysis of the ball indentation
method using DEM simulation. Their analysis results
mainly revealed a minimum bed height of 20 particle diameters is required in order to achieve reliable hardness
values, and small indenters with diameters smaller than
16 particle diameters exhibit fluctuations in hardness
measurements. They also noted if the indenter size is too
close to the die size, the walls provide confinement and
increase the measured hardness.
Zafar et al. (2017a) analysed the operating conditions of
the ball indentation method. In this study, five kinds of
powders (three silanised cohesive spherical glass beads,
limestone, and Durcal 15) were used. They showed a
sieved method gave a uniform packing with minimum
void fraction. They revealed the dimensionless penetration depth at a given consolidation pressure must exceed
0.4 and the minimum indenter size should be larger than
16 times the mean particle diameter as well as Pasha et al.
(2013). The upper limit of the indenter to the bed diameter
should be also smaller than 0.65. As a conclusion, they
defined minimum indenter size, bed height, and bed volume as shown in Table 1.
Zafar et al. (2015) stated that it becomes difficult to obtain reliable values of the unconfined yield strength when
Table 1

Size xp
(μm)

Minimum indenter and sample size requirement for
ball indentation. Reprinted with permission from Ref.
(Zafar et al., 2017a). Copyright: (2017) Elsevier B.V.
Minimum diameter
(mm)

Bed height
(mm)

Bed
Volume
(mm3)

Indenter

Bed

50

0.85

1.7

2

5

100

1.7

3.4

4

40

200

3.4

6.8

8

300

500

8.5

17

20

4500

the applied stresses were below 1 kPa. They experimentally examined the tensile strength and hardness of bulk
cohesive powders by using the Raining bed method, the
Sevilla powder tester, and the Ball indentation method,
and compared them with the results obtained from the
Schulze ring shear tester. From the relationship between
tensile strength and applied stress, they reported the results of a shear cell and the Sevilla powder tester were in
approximate agreement. They also found the measurement results of the hardness by the ball indentation
method and the unconfined yield stress by the shear cell
method increased linearly with the applied stress. This result shows clearly the hardness measurement of the powder bed by the ball indentation method is linked to the
tensile strength. Based on these results, the ball indentation method can evaluate the flowability on a small quantity of cohesive powders at low stress levels.
In addition, the assessing of caking behaviour such as
the consolidation flow of cohesive powders is important.
Zafar et al. (2017b) undertook a comprehensive review on
the mechanism and the testers of bulk powder caking. Recently, there have been new methods for measuring caking characterization, for example, the environmental
caking tester (Calvert et al., 2013) and the Edinburgh
powder tester (Thakur et al., 2014). Calvert et al. (2013)
have introduced the environmental uniaxial caking tester
which can control the temperature and relative humidity
at the inlet and exit of the powder bed as shown in Fig. 2.
The experiments were performed under 14 different conditions where the applied uniaxial stress, the temperature,
the relative humidity and the consolidation time were varied. The sample powder had a mean particle diameter of
0.92 mm. They measured the stress and strain during the
consolidation test and the maximum stress was taken as
the cake strength. They found the cake strength increased
with increasing consolidation stress, consolidation time,
temperature and relative humidity. These results revealed
the cake strength was related to the environmental and
mechanical conditions to which the sample powder was
exposed.
Thakur et al. (2014) have also studied the caking behaviour of spray-dried detergent powders using the Edinburgh powder tester. The tested powder had the same
solid density and different moisture content and size
ranges. They examined the relationship between unconfined strength and axial consolidation stress. As a result,
a sample of higher moisture content displayed higher unconfined strength under the same conditions of consolidation stress. They surmised this was because the moisture
increased the stickiness and plasticity of contact. A larger
particle size also showed higher unconfined strength compared to a smaller one. Consequently, Thakur et al (2014)
argued the coarse particles have higher moisture content
and have more plastic deformation compared to small size
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Fig. 2

A schematic illustration of environmental caking rig set up. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Zafar
et al., 2017b). Copyright: (2017) Elsevier B.V.

particles. They also pointed out the possibility of higher
namic behaviour of powder, and one of the well-known
tester is the FT4 powder rheometer (Freeman, 2007). This
contact area and higher adhesion in case of the coarse
method evaluates the powder flowability by a total energy
particles.
E, which is calculated with Eq. (3) using the measured
Chen et al. (2017) have experimentally investigated
force and torque on a rotating blade in the powder bed.
caking behaviour by adopting the ball indentation
method. In this study, they examined the effect of relative
h
T
 F  dh
E  
humidity, temperature and time against the hardness of
(3)
0  R tan B

the powder bed. The sample powders used were three
pharmaceutical excipient powders (PVP, HPC and
where T is the torque on the impeller, F is the vertical
CaHPO4) with different hygroscopicity. They discovered
force on the base, R is the impeller radius, β is the helix
that due to the coupled effect of the increase in relative
angle and h is the penetration depth.
humidity and temperature on powder caking, the hardness
However, the understanding of the flow mechanism of
of all the powders increased. They also found the glass
the powder rheometer has been requested, and many retransition of PVP appeared when the relative humidity
searchers have experimentally and numerically examined
was the higher value. This means that the state of the
the flowability of powder in the FT4 (Bharadwaj et al.
powder bed of PVP changed from “bonded” to “trans2010 and others).
formed” on adsorption of moisture. Furthermore, when
Bharadwaj et al. (2010) have investigated the flow of
the relative humidity of HPC changed, the samples transnon-cohesive particles in the FT4 using DEM simulation.
formed from a glassy state into a rubbery state, and then
They examined the effect of particle properties such as
the particles fused together and the volume of the powder
size, shape and friction by the simulated force and torque
bed decreased significantly. These results show the
on the impeller blade in the particle bed. The particles
change of cohesive forces between particles depend on
used were spherical glass beads ranging from 1 to 3 mm,
the surrounding environment, and that indicates the enviand the aspect ratio was also varied from 1.0 to 2.0. There
ronmental conditions and the particle properties are imwere also glass beads of an irregular shape. They reported
portant parameters for evaluating the consolidation flow.
the particle size and size distribution have a minimal effect on the mixing torque and force, whilst the particle
shape was an important factor because the force and
torque increases for non-spherical particles as compared
3. Powder flow by mechanical force
to spherical particles. Furthermore, they noted the sliding
There are many equipments that mix powders by meand rolling friction coefficients were also important facchanical force, such as mixers, screw feeders, and rotary
tors to determine the force and torque on the blade.
valves. The flow of powder in the equipment is a dynamic
Hare et al. (2015, 2017) have explored the flow mechaphenomenon, and dynamic flowability tests have been denism of cohesive powder in the powder rheometer. They
veloped: the rheological properties of the powder are
carried out direct measurements of DEM parameters such
evaluated by the measurement of the stirring torque of the
as the surface energy and the elastic and plastic stiffness,
impeller and the blade in the powder bed (Satoh et al.,
and analysed the dynamic behaviour of silanised cohesive
1994 and Bruni et al., 2005). In recent years, the powder
glass beads ranging from 1.7 to 2.1 mm by DEM. Fig. 3
rheometer method has been applied to evaluate the dyshows the relation of total flow energy and coefficient of
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Fig. 3

Influence of sliding friction coefficient on total flow energy. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Hare et al.,
2015). Copyright: (2015) Elsevier B.V.

Fig. 4

The flow energies calculated using the vertical forces
acting on the base and the impeller. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. (Hare et al., 2015). Copyright:
(2015) Elsevier B.V.

sliding friction, and they pointed out the flow energy receives the influence of the coefficient of sliding friction
between particles. Fig. 4 shows a comparison with the
flow energy calculated using the vertical forces acting on
the base and the impeller. It shows that the flow energies
using the force acting on the impeller and the base were
almost same. They mentioned the resistance to flow was
predominantly rotational, i.e. T/R tan β >> F.
Furthermore, the stresses in front of the blade were also
calculated by the DEM. They indicated both average
compressive stress and deviatoric stress increased almost
linearly with the blade penetration depth. Therefore, they
suggested a characteristic shear stress can be determined
for a powder under a given test condition in the FT4.
Wilkinson et al. (2017) analysed the flowability of powder in the FT4 using DEM and varied five input parameters (the static and rolling friction coefficients, coefficient

of restitution, Young’s modulus, and the cohesion energy
density). They confirmed the findings of Bharadwaj et al.
(2010) and Hare et al. (2015, 2017), and found the static
and rolling friction parameters play a critical role in the
determination of the basic flow energy (BFE) and the specific energy (SE) of the powder bed. In addition, the cohesion energy density between particles also played a
significant role in the change of BFE. This means that the
cohesiveness of the powder will influence the flowability
of the powder.
Yan et al. (2016) have examined the mixing and segregation in the FT4 by using DEM simulation. They used
the binary mixtures with the different particle size ratio
and volume fraction. To evaluate mixing and segregation
during the blade movement, the number of contact particles in the mixture of two particles were evaluated by the
segregation index. They found the segregation index and
the flow energy decreased with increasing the number of
test cycles in case of layered particles. On the other hand,
when the initial filling state was mixed, the segregation
index and the flow energy increased. Furthermore, a large
particle size ratio led to a higher segregation and flow energy rate. They also showed the size ratio and the volume
fraction were influenced by the change of flow energy gradient. These results suggested the FT4 could compare and
rank the segregation tendency for particulate materials.
Pantaleev et al. (2017) have also performed an analysis
on powder mixing in the paddle blade mixer by using
DEM. They used the measurement result of flow energy
in the FT4 for the optimization of the model parameters in
DEM simulation. The powder used was the zeolite powder with cohesiveness which varied depending on the
moisture content and the bulk density. The measurement
result by the standard BFE test in the FT4 showed the
flow energy increased markedly when the moisture content had a high value. To this result, they argued this trend
was related to the significant contribution of inter-particle
cohesive forces such as liquid bridging. However, the difference in flow energy was not clear at the range with the
intermediate moisture content powders. From these results, it might be necessary to improve the sensitivity of
the measurements in the FT4.
Nan et al. (2017) have analysed the dynamic behaviour
of the non-cohesive particle bed under aeration conditions
in the FT4 by using both experiments and numerical simulations. They carried out the standard downward test and
the permeability test. The particles used were polyethylene particles and the simulations were performed in the
same geometry as the FT4 experiments. They simulated
the flow energy, the strain rate and the stresses when the
tip speed and the superficial gas velocity were varied. As
a result, they found both flow energy and shear stress increased linearly with increasing strain rate and also decreased with the increase in gas velocity. Furthermore,
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they indicated the relationship between the flow energy
and the shear stress was clearly correlated. This result
suggested the shear stress could determine the flow energy in the FT4 as also outlined by Hare et al. (2015,
2017).
Nagashima and Ishikura (2015) have experimentally
examined the influences of blade speed, consolidation and
aeration on the total energy in the dynamic test of the
FT4. They also measured the compressibility in the bulk
test which carried out the volume reduction by applying a
normal stress to the sample powder. In the experiment,
ten kinds of powders which belonged to the classification
of Geldart A, B and C were used. They showed the total
energy could be evaluated by the compressibility and the
cohesiveness when the blade speed and the gas flow were
changed. Furthermore, the difference in total energy of
the Geldart A, B and C particles clearly varied. In the aeration tests with the Geldart C particle, they observed agglomeration of particles and channelling into the powder
bed. This result indicated the Geldart A and B particles
were easily fluidized by aeration test and the total energy
could evaluate the flowability of powder of the different
particle sizes. Additionally, Bruni et al. (2007a, b) and
Tomasetta et al. (2012) have also examined the rheological
properties under aeration and fluidization by using a mechanically stirred fluid-bed rheometer.
Leturia et al. (2014) focused on the effect of the state of
compaction and void fraction on bulk solids for the evaluation of powder flowability. They carried out the experiment of the rotational shear cell test, the consolidation
test, the dynamic test and the aeration test by using the
FT4, and also performed a tap density volumeter and the
fluidization tests. In this study, five materials from
nanoparticles to group B particle were selected and two
binary mixtures were also used. They arranged the relationship between the flow index of the shear cell measurements and the compressibility of the consolidation tests
under packed bed conditions. This result indicated the
powder flow can be divided in three main regions such as
easy/free flowing powders, cohesive powders, and intermediate behaviour. They also compared the Hausner ratio
measurements with the flow rate index (FRI) of the dynamic test under the free surface conditions. From this result, the powder flow can be classified in two regions and
the dynamic test was a quick way to evaluate flow properties of free flowing to relatively cohesive powders. Furthermore, under the aeration conditions, the aeration test
was also a quick way to evaluate the effect of aeration on
powder flow properties. This method can be used to evaluate if a powder is likely to be fluidized. On the other
hand, they pointed out a more detailed understanding of
the physical phenomena on the powder rheometer measurements is still needed, and the connection of several
characterization methods is required to ensure a complete
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understanding of the powder flow properties over a wide
range of conditions.
Recently, Li et al. (2018) have performed the standard
dynamic test by using the FT4, where cohesive powders
such as three kinds of CaCO3 and ZrO2 were used. They
compared the results of BFE and FRI, and pointed out
these values were difficult to distinguish between very
similar materials. Therefore, they aimed to develop a new
dynamic testing method which was based on the autocorrelation analysis of the torque measurements on the FT4.
In the experiment, six powders belonging to Geldart
group A, B and C were tested. They observed the powder
behaviour during testing, and analysed the raw data of
normal force and torque measurements. The results of cohesive powders found an empty space based on the particle agglomeration appeared behind the blade, and the
torque oscillations such as a periodic behaviour occurred.
They argued this oscillation was significant in the cohesive powder compared to a free-flowing powder, and an
autocorrelation analysis was applied to evaluate the flowability of powder. The results showed the oscillation amplitude and the cycle time increased with increasing the
powder cohesiveness. On the other hand, a free-flowing
powder exhibited a liquid-like behaviour and showed almost no periodic motion. From these studies of the FT4,
this method could be available to evaluate the flowability
of powders, whilst it seems to need the improvement of
the evaluating flowability of cohesive powders.

4. Powder flow under vibration force
With regard to the powder handling by using the vibration field, there are a large number of options such as
feeder, drying, and powder blocking prevention. These
operations induce complex powder flow which depends
on vibration amplitude and frequency. It is therefore important to understand the mechanism of powder flow in
this field. In general, the feeding of smaller particles becomes difficult because of the effect of their cohesiveness,
and intermittent powder flow will occur (Matsusaka et al.,
1995a, 1996). These phenomena are because fine particles
will agglomerate by the effect of cohesiveness. Therefore,
in order to achieve reliable fine powder handling, vibration is applied to cohesive powder and flowability of powders under a vibrating field is an important subject.
Matsusaka et al. (1995a, 1996) have developed micro-
feeding of fine powders by using a vibrating capillary
tube. Their powder feeder consists of a powder discharge
hopper, a glass tube, a capillary tube, where the inside diameter of the capillary tube ranges from 0.4 to 1.6 mm.
This feeder had horizontal vibration which was smaller
than 760 Hz in frequency. In the experiment, three alumina powders and a fly ash powder were used where the
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Fig. 5

Schematic particle flow near inside wall at cross-
sectional view in the vibrating capillary tube method.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Matsusaka et al.,
1995a). Copyright: (1995) J. Soc. Powder Tech, Japan.

size range was from 6 to 20 μm. They revealed the discharged mass from the vibrating capillary tube for all the
powder can be strictly controlled with this system. Fig. 5
shows the schematic particle flow near the inside wall under the horizontal vibration. It was found only the particles near the inside wall of the capillary tube were flowing
randomly by the effect of cohesive forces, and the other
particles inside the tube were transported downwards as a
lump of powder. In addition, they indicated the critical
condition of the powder discharge was related to the vibration acceleration, and a high frequency will be necessary to discharge the cohesive powder. Furthermore,
Matsusaka et al. (1995b) have achieved the discharge of
fine powder as small as 0.4 μm by using a capillary tube
along with ultrasonic vibration applied by using a piezoelectric transducer of 20 kHz. They observed fine powder
passed through the vibrating capillary tube, and the powder movement was approximated by plug flow with a thin
boundary layer near the inner wall. They also found the
continuous discharge for fine powder by using this
method was possible.
Building on the former results, Jiang et al. (2006) have
proposed the evaluation method of flowability of powder
based on the vibrating capillary method. Jiang et al.
(2009) have explored the performance of this system, in
which a capillary tube was vibrated horizontally by a
piezoelectric vibrator. The range of sample powders was
from 5.2 to 58.2 μm. They examined the dynamic powder
flowability by the relationship between the mass flow rate
of powder and the vibration acceleration. According to
their result, when the vibration acceleration exceeded a
critical value, the powder flow began. The critical vibration acceleration was determined as the value where the
powder flow rate exceeds 2 mg/s. They also observed the
voids in the particle layer at a capillary tube by the CT
images, and found the packing structure distribution transitioned from inhomogeneous to homogeneous when the

vibration acceleration increased. Furthermore, Jiang et al.
(2009) analysed the relationship between the critical vibration acceleration and the angle of repose to evaluate
the powder flowability. The result found both the critical
vibration acceleration and the angle of repose decreased
with increasing mass median diameter. Furthermore, the
variation of the critical vibration amplitude was sufficiently larger than that of angle of repose. This result
showed the vibrating capillary method can have a high
resolution in the flowability analysis.
Ishii et al. (2011a) have experimentally investigated the
flowability of ZrO2 and WO3 particles by using the vibrating tube method. These particles had different concentrations, with mixtures made by coarse particles from 106 to
250 μm and fine particles under 45 μm. In this study, they
evaluated the powder flowability by the two characteristic
mass flow rates: the maximum mass flow rate for the increase in the vibration acceleration and the mass flow rate
for the decrease in the vibration acceleration. They found
the two characteristic mass flow rates were capable of
evaluating the flowability because these experimental
curves against the concentration of fine particles were
similar to the results of Carr’s flowability index. Furthermore, they showed the relationship between the Carr’s
flowability index and the two characteristic mass flow
rates, and argued the sensitivity of the vibrating tube
method was higher than that of the Carr’s flowability index. Additionally, Ishii et al. (2011b) have challenged to
reduce the sample amount required for the measurement
and evaluation of flowability. As a result, they concluded
the flowability can be measured using 10 g or less of particles, and the vibrating tube method is suitable for measuring the flowability of a small amount of particles.
In light of the results reviewed above, measurement of
the flowability by vibrating capillary tube turns out to be
a simple method, because the powder being discharged
only from a capillary. However, if the adhesion forces between particles are too large, bridging will occur in the
capillary, hence the measurement of powder discharge
will be difficult even though the vibration is increased. To
solve the problem of the capillary method, Zainuddin et
al. (2012) have developed an evaluation method for powder flowability by using the vibration shear tube method.
In this system, the powder can be discharged through a
narrow gap between a vibrating tube edge and a flat bottom surface, since the particles receive high shear forces
to overcome the adhesion and friction forces. Fig. 6 summarizes the schematic mechanism of powder flow in the
vibration shear tube method. To evaluate the static properties of the powder flowability, they proposed the critical
vibration acceleration which was determined by a threshold of mass flow rate at the beginning of particle discharge. On the other hand, to evaluate the dynamic
properties related to the dynamic friction of particles, a
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Fig. 6

Schematic mechanism of powder flow in the vibration
shear tube method. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. (Zainuddin et al., 2012). Copyright: (2012) Elsevier B.V.

characteristic mass flow rate at a vibration acceleration of
300 m/s2 was introduced, because a stable powder flow
was observed for all the samples on this acceleration. As
a result, they found the flowability depends on the mass
median diameter, and high vibration was required to disintegrate the agglomerates into small pieces, and to flow
through the gap. Furthermore, they stated that with this
method, an improvement of the measurement efficiency
can be expected by reducing the measurement time and
sample amount.
Horio et al. (2014) have also examined the effect of particle shape on the powder flowability by using the vibration shear tube method. In this research, microcrystalline
cellulose particles were used, and the variation of the aspect ratio was from 1.8 to 6.4. The critical acceleration
and the characteristic mass flow rate were determined in
the same way as Zainuddin et al. (2012). They showed the
angle of repose and the compressibility of powders were
related to the critical acceleration and the characteristic
mass flow rate. Furthermore, they indicated higher aspect
ratios resulted in higher static and dynamic friction
forces. This means the vibrating shear tube method can
detect the effect of particle aspect ratio in powder flowability. From these results, the vibrating capillary method
and the vibrating shear tube method can be recognized
effective in the evaluation of flowability of the cohesive
powders.

5. Powder flow by fluid force
With respect to powder flow by fluid force, the fluidization and aeration of powder are widely used in operations
such as a reaction, drying, and transportation. This is because good gas-solid contacts and heat transfer characteristics can be obtained. Furthermore, the blow tanks and
the air slides are classified as the powder supply equip-
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ment of the fluidization type. In these apparatuses, the
fluidized air is applied into the powder, and the influences
of inter-particle force and particle-wall surface force are
reduced. Based on this operation, the flowability of powder is improved, and a smooth supply of the powder is
achieved. In general operation of fluidization and aeration, the permeability air is supplied through the gas distributor at the bottom of the powder bed in a vessel.
Geldart (1973) explored that the group A and B particles
can be fluidized easily by permeated air, and the group D
particle is possible to fluidize by large inertia force. On
the other hand, it mentioned the fluidization of the group
C particle was extremely difficult, because of the influence of an increased cohesion force. Therefore, the evaluation of cohesive powder flow using fluidization and
aeration operations is highly important. To this issue, the
powder discharge from an orifice by fluidization and aeration is well known, and there are so many researches
such as the examples below.
De Jong et al. (1969/70, 1975a, b) have investigated the
discharge characteristics of the group B particle from an
orifice at the bottom of a vessel, where air was supplied
from the bottom of the powder bed or both the bottom and
the top of the bed. They proposed an empirical correlation
of the mass flow rate mp as a function of pressure difference between powder bed and outside of orifice pa, particle density ρp, initial void fraction εi, orifice diameter D
and particle diameter xp.
mp 
Cd

π
D  k p xp  2 2 1  εi  ρp pa
4

(4)

where Cd is discharge coefficient and kp is particle shape
factor.
Meanwhile they referred the supply position of air was
not important. Geldart and Haesebrouck (1983) also experimentally examined the spouting of powder from an
orifice at the bottom of the powder bed by using the
groups A, B, C and D particles. They compared between
the experimental results and a correlation as well as De
Jong (1969/70). Furthermore, Martin and Davidson (1983)
carried out the discharge experiments of the group A particle from the side of the vessel. The result revealed the
mass flow rate of powder was proportional to the square
root of pressure difference as the results of previous researchers.
On the other hand, when fluidization and aeration are
applied to cohesive powder such as the group A and C
particles in Geldart classification, the control of powder
flow would be difficult. This means the cohesive forces
between particles (such as van der Waals force, electro
static force, and liquid bridge force) and the particle-fluid
interaction forces have a strong influence on the powder
flow. Therefore, the evaluation of flow for cohesive powder under the same operating conditions is important. Re-
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garding this issue, Donsi et al. (2003) and Barletta et al.
(2007) have investigated the discharge properties of powder from an orifice by using air of aeration and fluidization, which was introduced at the bottom of the powder
bed of the group C particle (such as magnesium carbonate, silica, etc.). According to their results, the fluidization
of the cohesive powder in the vessel by giving air flow
was possible, whilst large agglomerates and cracks occurred in the powder bed. They also observed the aggregate diameter of discharged powder from an orifice was
in the range from 1 to 6 mm. These results can be understood the group C particles couldn’t maintain the primary
particle size by the influence in cohesive forces. Donsi et
al. (2004) also reported the rat hole and funnel flows were
arising when the given air velocity was lower. Meanwhile,
they found the mass flow phenomenon of cohesive powder
bed was exhibited when the air velocity was over the minimum fluidizing velocity. Furthermore, Cannavacciuolo et
al. (2009) have challenged the fluidized discharge using
cohesive powders of the range of micron and submicron
sizes. They revealed a high air velocity was needed in
order to eliminate the phenomena of piping and bridging
of the powder bed. The result indicated the air velocity
given to the powder bed was an important factor to suppress the unsteady flow of the cohesive powder.
Additionally, Ogata (2008, 2009) has experimentally
examined the spouting phenomenon of cohesive powder
bed through a circular orifice at the bottom of a vessel by
using air flow. The powder used was a soft wheat flour of
46 μm with a particle density of 1493 kg/m3. This powder
belongs to the group A particle, and the powder discharge
from an orifice by gravity force was difficult. In this
study, the air was supplied with three ways such as only
the top of the powder bed, only the bottom, and both the
top and bottom. As a result, when the same flow rate of
air was simultaneously introduced both the top and bottom of the powder bed, the steady flow of cohesive pow-

Fig. 7

der was obtained. They also revealed critical conditions
for the continuous spouting of the powder from an orifice
existed. Ogata et al. (2013) have also attempted the discharge of silica powder which belongs to the group C particle. They found the flow pattern of the powder bed in a
vessel became mass flow. They also referred the interstitial air pressure on the powder bed and the initial void
fraction were strongly related with the beginning of the
powder discharge and the mass flow rate of the powder.
From the above results, the cohesive powder in group A
and C particles can be smoothly discharged by using this
method. However, these studies did not focus on the evaluation of flowability of cohesive powder.
Based on the previous studies, Ogata et al. (2015) have
explored the evaluation of flowability of cohesive powder
by using the test of the powder discharge from an orifice
by air flow. The powders used were three kinds of Calcium hydroxide from 9.6 to 41 μm with the same particle
density. In this study, they determined the beginning conditions of powder discharge by the relation of the con
tinuous powder discharge through an orifice and the
interstitial air pressure on the powder bed. They also explained the flow mechanism of cohesive powder using
air flow as shown in Fig. 7. On the initial condition in
Fig. 7(a), the free-flowing of cohesive powder through an
orifice at the bottom of the powder bed was difficult to
achieve because of the effect of cohesiveness between
particles. When the air was supplied from both the top
and the bottom of the powder bed, they observed the cohesive powder flow did not occur as shown in Fig. 7(b).
This conditions were the low interstitial air pressure and
the low initial void fraction.
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 7(c), when the interstitial air pressure was increased, the cohesive powder
was discharged through an orifice at the bottom of the
powder bed. They concluded the difference in the powder
flow was deeply linked to the relation between the cohe-

Schematic of mechanism of powder flow in the test of powder discharge by air flow. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Ogata et al., 2015). Copyright: (2015) J. Soc. Powder Tech, Japan.
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sive force and the separation force on the particles. As for
this flow mechanism, in order to start of powder flow, the
separation force caused by the air pressure should overcome the cohesive forces on the powder in a stationary
state.
Furthermore, Ogata et al. (2017) estimated the separation force on a particle in the powder bed based on Rumpf
equation (Rumpf, 1970 and Tsubaki, 1984) as follows.

H

πps xp2

(5)

k c 1  εi 

where H is the separation force, ps is the interstitial air
pressure at the beginning of powder discharge, xp is the
mean particle diameter, εi is the initial void fraction of the
powder bed, and k c is the coordination number by
Ridgway-Tarbuck correlation (1967).
They also expressed the cohesiveness on the powder by
the ratio of separation force H and gravity force Fg as following equation.
H
6 ps

Fg
ρp gxp 1  εi  13.8  175  232 1  εi 





mean particle diameter of an original powder, Ca(OH)2-A,
was 13.1 μm and other particle diameters, i.e. Ca(OH)2-B
and Ca(OH)2-C, were 14.1 μm and 2.5 μm, respectively.
Flowabilities of these powders using Carr’s method were
in order: Ca(OH)2-A = Ca(OH)2-C < Ca(OH)2-B.
As for experimental conditions, the initial void fraction
and the interstitial air pressure were varied. Fig. 8 shows
the relationship between the mass flow rate and the averaged interstitial air pressure under the natural packing.
The result showed the mass flow rate of the smallest powder, Ca(OH)2-C, was lower than the other two powders,
and unsteady flow was arising. They also confirmed the
mass flow rate of Ca(OH)2-A decreased slightly compared
to that of Ca(OH)2-B. Based on these results, they revealed f lowabilities of three powders were in order;
Ca(OH)2-C < Ca(OH)2-A < Ca(OH)2-B. Furthermore, as
the result in Fig. 9, they found the cohesiveness of these
powders was classified by Ca(OH)2-B < Ca(OH)2-A <

(6)

In addition, they evaluated the flowability of cohesive
powder using the relationship between the mass flow rate
of powder and the averaged interstitial air pressure at the
top of the powder bed. In this study, three kinds of calcium
hydroxide with different particle diameters were used. The

Fig. 8
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Relationship between the mass flow rate and the average
interstitial air pressure as the natural packing where
Ca(OH)2-A: εi = 0.811–0.815, Ca(OH)2-B: εi = 0.796–
0.804, Ca(OH)2-C: εi = 0.860. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Ogata et al., 2017). Copyright: (2017) J.
Soc. Powder Tech, Japan.

Fig. 9

Relationship between the ratio of separation force
to gravity force and the initial void fraction (a)
Ca(OH)2-A and B (b) Ca(OH)2-A, B and C. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. (Ogata et al., 2017). Copyright: (2017) J. Soc. Powder Tech, Japan.
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Ca(OH)2-C. This was because the ratio of separation force
to gravity force increased with the decrease in the particle
diameter. In addition, they inferred a main factor of cohesive force in this study was van der Waals force. From
these results, this method can be applied in the evaluation
of the flowability and the cohesiveness of the powder.

6. Flooding phenomenon of powder
If the cohesive powder in a hopper contains a large
amount of air, the powder flows out suddenly from a hopper exit. In general, this phenomenon is called the flooding or the flushing of powder, and can induce serious
trouble in powder handling equipment such as rotary
feeders, mono pumps, and silos. Therefore, the understanding of the flow mechanism of flooding is necessary.
With regard to this subject, Schwedes (2003) explained
flooding of powder as a fluid-like behaviour of fine particles which are fluidized by the gas flow. The author
quoted the results of the flooding tendencies by Geldart
and Williams (1985), and described the tendencies were
classified by Geldart diagram (Geldart, 1973). As a result
of the review, the flooding of the group D particles cannot
occur, and the group B particles indicate only a low flooding tendency. Furthermore, the group A particles are
easily fluidized and they have a remarkable flooding
tendency. On the other hand, the group C particles are
very cohesive, and their flooding tendency is lower. Additionally, author mentioned the flooding tendencies cannot
be investigated in shear testers. Regarding the measurement of powder flooding, some studies are available. Carr
(1965a, 1965b, 1969) proposed the prediction method of
the floodability of powder. This method needs to measure
four kinds of powder properties such as angle of fall,
angle of difference, dispersibility and flowability index.
However, this method could not predict occasionally an
exact flooding phenomenon when a fine powder of the
group C particle was used. It is therefore necessary to understand the flow mechanism of flooding.
Flooding phenomenon is deeply related to aeration and
deaeration of the powder bed. Therefore, there are former
studies based on this point. Bruff (1969) has focused on
the aerated powder which induces the flooding, and proposed a simple tester as an indicator of flooding. This
study experimentally investigated the trend of flooding
which was measured by the state of a forming pile of discharged powder from a glass tube. In the experiment, the
powder was filled in a tube installed vertically, and was
deaerated by using the vertical vibration. As the measurement, the shape of pile of powder on the flat plane was
observed. It was concluded the flooding was arising when
an angle of pile of powder was small. Lloyd et al. (1987)
have also examined the deaeration of powder, and devel-

oped an annular shear cell of the Couette type to study in
detail the flooding phenomenon for alumina powder. They
found the shear stress was larger reduced when small
quantities of air entrainment were introduced. They also
revealed the transition from normal Coulomb-solid flow
to liquid-like flow at high shear rates. Furthermore, their
results suggested the addition of fine particles under
40 μm in diameter were greatly influencing the flooding
of powder. Rathbone et al. (1987a, b) theoretically and experimentally analysed the aeration, the deaeration, and
the flooding of fine powder, and referred the deaeration
was a most effective factor for the prevention of flooding.
However, the above researchers have focused merely on
aeration and deaeration of powder bed. In a practical process, this phenomenon will induce an unstable mass flow
rate and the powder leakage from an exit of the discharge
equipment, and there is not an accurate evaluation method
for the flooding phenomenon. On this subject, there are
some works about the flow mechanism of the flushing by
using an external loading, vibrating, and other forces.
Tomita et al. (1994) have explored the threshold conditions of the flushing generation. The tested powders were
eight kinds of materials from 14 to 99 μm which belong to
the group A and C particles. The experiment was conducted with a powder discharge device using a piston
pressure at the top surface of the powder bed in a cylindrical vessel which has a small side orifice between 2 and
4 mm near the bottom. Fig. 10 shows an example of the
flushing phenomenon, where an orifice diameter is 4 mm,
piston pressure is 2.77 kPa and the initial void fraction is
0.73 (Kuchii, 1997). The powder used is calcium carbonate of 24.6 μm which has a particle density of 2690 kg/m3.
This powder belongs to the boundary of the group A and
C particles in the Geldart diagram. From the figure, the
powder spouts out of an orifice due to the piston pressure
acting on the surface of the powder bed, and this flow

Fig. 10 Flow of calcium carbonate particles at the initial void
fraction εi = 0.73. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. (Kuchii, 1997). Copyright: (1997) Kyushu Institute of Technology Academic Repository.
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seems like a liquid flow.
They defined mechanism of flushing as follows. The
normal stress in a particulate material consists of interstitial fluid pressure and inter-particle or effective stress based
on the particle contacts. When the void fraction of the
powder is high, the load is mostly supported by the fluid
pressure, since the number of particle contacts is relatively small. When an external load acts on the top surface of powder, the flushing of powder occurs through an
orifice because the particle is dragged out by the fluid
pressure. Based on this mechanism, they analysed the relationship between threshold void fraction and threshold
piston pressure, and revealed the occurrence condition of
the flushing depends on the initial void fraction and the
interstitial fluid pressure.
Kuchii et al. (1996) have examined the relationship between the interstitial fluid pressure and the void fraction
at the onset and end of flushing. They used seventeen test
particles which belong to the group A, B and C particles.
In this study, they compared the Carr’s index and their results are shown in Fig. 11, where FW is the flowability index and FL is the floodability index. According to Carr’s
method (1965a), flushing arises easily if the floodability
index has a higher measured value. However, Kuchii et al.
(1996) pointed out that powders having a high floodability
are not always occurring to flushing as shown in Fig. 11.
Based on this results, they suggested the flushing occurs
when the floodability index of the powder is larger than
the flowability index, i.e. FL ≥ FW. Furthermore, the results of the occurrence of flushing were plotted on the
Geldart diagram, and it was confirmed flushing occurred
in the group A and C particles agreeing with the result of
Geldart et al. (1985). In addition, they referred the void
fraction is an important factor governing the flushing

Fig. 11 Flowability index versus floodability index by the
powder tester. Open symbols, flushing; closed symbols, no flushing. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. (Kuchii, 1997). Copyright: (1997) Kyushu Institute of Technology Academic Repository.
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phenomenon.
Furthermore, Kuchii and Tomita (2002) have defined
the flushing phenomenon as follows; when an external
load is applied to the powder, the spurting of powder is
generated by an increase in interstitial gas pressure in the
powder bed. They carried out the experiments by using a
rectangular vessel which has a slit at the bottom. They
also numerically simulated by gas-solid two-phase flow
model using Darcy’s law. In this study, the tested particles
were soft wheat flour and FCC catalyst which belong to
the group A particle. They analysed the flow pattern
during the flushing and the velocity distribution on the
powder bed. The results showed the particle flow began
near the slit at the bottom of vessel when the piston load
was applied, and the velocity of particles is larger than
that of free-flowing under gravitational acceleration. They
also mentioned an increase in the interstitial fluid pressure appeared near the slit. This result indicated the interstitial air pressure greatly influences the flushing of
powder.
Harada et al. (2002) have experimentally and numerically investigated the spouting of fine powder from a side
orifice on a vessel by using the vertical vibration. The result showed both the intermittent powder flow and the
continuous powder flow in response to vertical vibration.
They found the powder spouted out like a plug when the
vibration amplitude was comparatively small. Furthermore, when the vibration amplitude was large, they confirmed the powder flowed out like an intermittent dilute
jet and dense flow. Furthermore, they also proposed the
mechanism of the spouting of powder by vertical vibration as follows; (1) the relative motion of the powder bed
to the vessel is induced by the vibration, (2) the pressure
fluctuation is generated in response to the change in the
gap between the bed and the vessel base, (3) the pressure
difference between the vessel and the outside leads to periodic in- and out-flow of air through the orifice, and (4)
the particles near the orifice spout out intermittently.
Fig. 12 shows the schematic mechanism of motion of
powder bed and percolation fluid by using the vertical vibration (Harada, 2004). Additionally, they examined the
dependence of the mass flow rate on the vibration and the
particle properties by using dimensional analysis. The
results showed the mass flow rate of powder was in proportion to the generated air pressure and in inverse proportion to the vibration frequency. They concluded the
generated air flow influences the spouting of powder.
Tashiro et al. (2006a) have explored the onset condition
of flushing from an orifice at the bottom of a flushing vessel by using the impact force of free falling of the fluidized soft wheat flour, where the particle properties were a
mean particle size of 69.8 μm, a particle density of
1417 kg/m3, and the moisture content between 11.9 and
13.4 %. The equipment consists of an upper hopper and a
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Fig. 12 Schematic of motion of powder bed and percolation fluid by using the vertically vibration of cohesive
powder. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Harada, 2004). Copyright: (2004) Journal of Jet Flow
Engineering.

Fig. 13 Experimental apparatus for flushing by using the impact force of free falling powder. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Tashiro et al., 2006a). Copyright:
(2006) American Institute of Chemical Engineers.

flushing vessel which was arranged below an upper hopper as shown in Fig. 13. In the experiment, the mass flow
rate of powder from an upper hopper was changed to give
different impact forces on the powder in a flushing vessel.
To measure the mass flow rate of flushing powder from a
flushing vessel, the orifice diameter at the bottom of the
flushing vessel was also varied. They showed the flushing
occurs when the interstitial air pressure at the bottom of
the flushing vessel was larger than 300 Pa, the initial void
fraction was more than 0.54, and the mass flow rate of
powder from an upper hopper exceeded 500 g/s.
Tashiro et al. (2006b) have also investigated the effect
of the interstitial air pressure, the void fraction, the fluidized powder head and the orifice diameter of flushing vessel. In this study, a flushing vessel was directly fluidized,
and the powder spouted out of an orifice at the bottom of
the vessel as shown in Fig. 14. They found the interstitial
air pressure at the bottom of the fluidized bed was proportional to the powder head, and its slope depended on the
void fraction of powder. Furthermore, the liquid like characteristic was lost with the decrease in the void fraction of
the powder bed. They also revealed the mass flow rate
during the flushing was proportional to the square root of
interstitial air pressure, and decreased with the orifice di-

Fig. 14 Experimental apparatus for flushing by using the fluidized powder. Reprinted with permission from Ref.
(Tashiro et al., 2006b).

ameter.
From the above studies on the flushing phenomenon, it
can be concluded that the interstitial fluid pressure and
the void fraction greatly influence the flushing phenomenon, and the spouting of powder is dependent on the pressure difference between the interstitial air pressure and
the outside of an orifice. Consequently, it can be understood the void fraction of the powder bed and the interstitial f luid pressure generated inside the bed are the
dominant factors in the flushing of cohesive powder.

7. Conclusion
Recent progress in research on the evaluation of the
flowability and floodability of cohesive powder has been
reviewed. The contents have been classified by actual
powder handling processes such as consolidation, mechanical force, vibration force, fluid force, and flooding.
The ball indentation test is available as an effective
method because it can assess the flowability of a small
amount of cohesive powder at very low stress compared
to shear cell. The environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity will influence the particle proper-
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ties, and these parameters play an important role on the
flow of cohesive power. It is therefore necessary to use the
evaluating equipment of powder flowability accounting
for these parameters such as the environmental caking
tester.
FT4 powder rheometer can evaluate the powder flowability using the total energy which is estimated from the
torque on the impeller and the vertical force on the base.
From the results of investigation of flow mechanism in
this tester, shear stress can determine the flow energy for
a powder under given test conditions in the FT4. On the
other hand, it is necessary to note the results are influenced by particle properties such as particle shape and
cohesiveness.
Regarding the evaluation of flowability of cohesive
powder using vibration, the vibrating capillary method
and the vibrating shear tube method have been developed.
These systems can evaluate the flowability by using the
mass flow rate and the vibration acceleration. These are
effective operations to evaluate the flowability of strongly
cohesive powder.
Evaluation method of flowability using cohesive powder discharge from an orifice by air pressure has also
been introduced. This method can evaluate flowability
based on the relationship between mass flow rate of powder and average interstitial air pressure at the top of the
powder bed. Additionally, cohesiveness of powder can be
also studied by using the ratio of separation force and
gravity force on a particle.
To understand the mechanism of flushing, several
methods such as external loading, vertical vibration, and
the fluidized powder flow have been introduced. The results revealed the flushing occurred for high interstitial
air pressure and void fraction, and the spouting of powder
from an orifice is strongly related with the pressure difference between the interstitial air pressure and the outside of an orifice.

db

diameter of indenter (m)

D

orifice diameter (m)

E

total energy (J)

F

vertical force acting on the base (N)

Fg

gravity force on a particle (N)

Fmax maximum indentation load (N)
FL

Carr’s floodability index (–)

FW Carr’s flowability index (–)
g

gravitational acceleration (m s –2)

h

penetration depth (m)

hc

critical indentation depth (m)

hf

residual indentation depth (m)

hmax maximum indentation depth (m)
H

separation force (N)

HD

hardness of the consolidated powder (Pa)

kc

coordination number (–)

kp

particle shape factor (–)

mp

mass flow rate (kg s –1)

p

pressure inside vessel (Pa)

pa

pressure difference (Pa)

pavg average interstitial air pressure (Pa)
po

pressure at outside of an orifice (Pa)

ps

interstitial air pressure at the beginning of powder discharge (Pa)

R

impeller radius (m)

T

torque acting on the impeller (N m)

xp

mean particle diameter (m)

β

helix angle (degree)

ρp

particle density (kg m–3)

εi

initial void fraction (–)
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Nomenclature
a

real contact radius during the indentation (m)

Ai

projected area of the impression (m 2)

Cd

discharge coefficient (–)
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Abstract
Emulsion—a liquid dispersed in another liquid—is in many respects very similar to granular matter. In the early
2000s a new technology—droplet microfluidics—began emerging from the wider field of microfluidics. Droplet
microfluidics was quickly established as a discipline of science and engineering and has been used for the
generation of highly uniform emulsions. The last few years have brought significant advances to the field, directed
towards a wide range of applications in material sciences—from synthesis of nanoparticles in droplets to
assembling complex droplets and using droplets as templates for ordered materials, with applications in food,
cosmetic and diagnostic industries. Droplet microfluidic platforms are also successfully used as analytical tools in
molecular biology and biochemistry, in e.g. high-throughput screening, digital assays, encapsulation of single
cells, sequencing technologies, and in point-of-care diagnostic applications. This article provides an accessible
overview of the physical phenomena observed in multiphase flow at the microscale and the techniques in droplet
microfluidics systems. We also present the most interesting applications and potential further directions of
research in this fascinating young field of science and engineering.
Keywords: emulsions, microfabrication, microdroplets, microfluidics, double emulsions, material sciences

1. Introduction

2. General introduction to microfluidics

Granular materials are interesting from the physical
point of view as they can be considered both as unusual
solids and as unusual fluids. For example, despite being
large conglomerates of discrete macroscopic particles,
granular materials can flow like fluids (Hinrichsen and
Wolf, 2004). These materials comprise discrete pieces of
solid materials immersed in an interstitial fluid, e.g. air,
just like emulsions in which discrete volumes of liquid are
dispersed in another liquid (Everett, 1972). Similarly to the
physicochemical methods of production of monodisperse
particles and granules, microfluidics provides an approach
to generate monodisperse functional emulsions—fluidic
equivalents of granular materials (Fig. 1). Droplet microfluidics is a young and dynamic field of research that
focuses on precise manipulations of microdroplets with
volumes ranging from femto- to microliters—i.e. covering the range of three orders of magnitude in the length
scale (here measured by the diameter of the droplet) between a micrometer and a millimeter (Leman et al., 2015).

Microfluidics is an interdisciplinary field of research
intersecting engineering, physics, chemistry, nanotechnology, biology and material sciences (Joensson and
Andersson Svahn, 2012). Microfluidics studies the properties of fluids at the microscale and develops systems
relevant to both academic and industrial applications.
Microfluidic techniques are based on the precise handling
of small volumes of fluids confined to miniature channels
with typical dimensions from one to hundreds of microns.
The small dimensions guarantee the laminar flow of liquids and provide for precise control over the transport of
fluids (Jeon et al., 2000; Reyes et al., 2002). The channels
are usually microfabricated on small polymeric (thermoplastic or elastomer) or glass plates and are typically inexpensive and disposable (Berthier et al., 2012; Unger et al.,
2000).
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2.1 Single-phase microfluidics
In the first years of the microfluidic era, the research
focused only on the single-phase continuous-flow systems
which controlled the flow of miscible liquids in the networks of microfluidic channels (Squires and Quake,
2005). In these systems small portions of fluids are delivered to a chip in a specified order and are next mixed and
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Fig. 1

(A): Array sizing of monodisperse close-packed polystyrene particles observed by microscopy. Image
used in compliance with Creative Commons BY 4.0 (Mitchell, 2000). (B): Collection of monodisperse
water droplets submerged in oil and stored in a microfluidic chamber (Holtze et al., 2008). Reproduced
from (Holtze et al., 2008) with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

incubated under various conditions (Sackmann et al.,
2014). Flow is usually applied and controlled via the use
of pneumatic microvalves (pressure-driven flow), pumps
(displacement-driven flow) (Harrison et al., 1993) or with
the use of specific physical phenomena such as, e.g.
electro-wetting or electrokinetic f low (Persat et al.,
2009a, b). The breakthrough point for single-phase microfluidics was development of the microfluidic large-scale
integration—a fluidic equivalent of a technology routinely
used in the electronic industry that allowed for massive
parallelization in the execution of biological assays and
chemical reactions in complex microscopic hydraulic architectures (Melin and Quake, 2007; Thorsen et al., 2002).

2.2 Limitations of continuous flow microfluidics
Despite many unique characteristics that led to powerful and robust applications, single-phase microfluidics has
limitations. First drawback is the parabolic profile of flow
with faster velocity of the fluid at the center of the channel
(phenomenon known as Taylor-Aris dispersion) that results
in unequal residence times of substrates in single-phase
microfluidic reactors (Aris, 1960; Taylor, 1953). Additionally, mixing is slow due to the laminar regime of flow
typical at the microscale, and this problem is further amplified in the case of viscous fluids (Casadevall i Solvas
and deMello, 2011; Song et al., 2006; Squires and Quake,
2005). Moreover, the solid substrate is in direct contact
with the solution and as a consequence, chemical compounds and biological objects (biomacromolecules, proteins, nucleic acids, cells, etc.) can foul the surface of the
channel, thus leading to cross-contamination or, in extreme cases, to clogging of the channel (Schneider et al.,
2013). And vice versa—bulk material of the chip can release chemical compounds influencing the process in the
microfluidic reactor—e.g. monomers of uncured polymer
poly(dimethylsiloxane), PDMS, can be toxic for cells
growing in a single-phase microfluidic chamber (Regehr
et al., 2009). Another challenge lies in the demanding fabrication of multilayer devices that contain a relatively
large number of flow inputs and outputs providing complete control over the transport of the fluid, yet the entire

system is characterized by slow actuation of the integrated valves (Thorsen et al., 2002).

3. Droplet microfluidics
3.1 Introduction to droplet microfluidics
Microdroplets possess several unique properties that
justify the research on multiphase flows at the microscale
and their use as an attractive alternative to the classic macroscale reactors or continuous-flow microfluidic systems.
Droplet microfluidics is a technique in which multiple immiscible fluids are confined in microchannels whose size
is typically in a range from one to hundreds of micrometers. Discrete volumes of liquids or gases (i.e. droplets or
bubbles) are transported, manipulated and investigated in
the network of microscopic channels. The common and
main function of microfluidic multiphase systems is the
generation of highly monodisperse emulsions. Microdroplet emulsions are denoted as water-in-oil (or W/O), if an
aqueous phase is dispersed in an organic phase, or oil-inwater (O/W), if the phases are inversed (Xu et al., 2006).
There are other combinations of fluids used in microdroplet
systems, including i) water-in-water emulsion (Esquena,
2016); ii) oil in another oil, (Klapper et al., 2008) or iii)
emulsions that comprise more than two phases (highly ordered emulsions, e.g. double-emulsion W/O/W or O/W/O,
triple-emulsion W/O/W/O, etc.) (Abate and Weitz, 2009;
Vladisavljević et al., 2017).
Droplets dispersed in the immiscible continuous phase
offer the advantage of large numbers of isolated microvolumes—without the need to build solid wall enclosures for
each of the microvolumes (Agresti et al., 2010). Spatial
isolation of fluidic microcompartments limits the risk of
cross-contamination and completely prevents dispersion
of the time of residence of analytes in the flow-through
system (Temiz et al., 2015). Good heat and mass transfer
and fast mixing also occur thanks to the chaotic advection
(Gu et al., 2011; Tice et al., 2003, 2004). Microfluidic systems are used to perform typical laboratory operations
using a fraction of the volume of the reagents and overall
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in a shorter time when compared to batch methods (Teh et
al., 2008). The droplet microfluidic systems can be automated and operated at extremely high throughputs of up
to thousands of operations per second (e.g. generation or
sorting of droplets in the microfluidic device) (Guzowski
et al., 2011; Leman et al., 2015; Sciambi and Abate, 2015).

3.2 Basics of physics of microdroplet systems
3.2.1 Surface forces

The fundamental force in the generation and stability
of emulsions is that stemming from the energy of interfaces. Liquid molecules are held together by cohesive
forces and each molecule is pulled in every direction
equally by its neighbors. At the interface between two
immiscible fluids, molecules are pulled only by their
neighbors from the inside of the droplet, creating additional internal pressure, called Laplace pressure (ΔP). In
the equilibrium state, this pressure is balanced by the surface tension—a tendency to curve the interface to minimize the surface area. Balance of forces is described by
the Young‑Laplace equation:
ΔP Pinside  Poutside γ 1/ R1  1/ R2 

(1)

ΔP–Laplace pressure [Pa];
Pinside –pressure inside the curved interface [Pa];
Poutside –pressure outside the curved interface [Pa];
γ–surface tension [J∙m-2];
R1 and R2–principal radii of curvature. (Tadros, 2013;
de Gennes et al., 2004)
Surface tension plays the critical role in the stability of
droplets during their transport and the manipulation of
them on a chip (Joensson and Andersson Svahn, 2012).
Emulsions are metastable and with time they degrade via
the coalescence and Ostwald ripening—a process within
which the droplets merge with each other (Leal-Calderon

Fig. 2
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and Poulin, 1999). The lifetime of droplets (and the emulsion) may vary from milliseconds to years depending on
the stabilizing characteristics of a surfactant, physical
conditions of the environment and the index of polydispersity—i.e. the breadth of the distribution of volumes of
the droplets (Baret, 2012). The most common composition
of continuous phase used in droplet microfluidics comprises fluorinated liquid and a biocompatible fluorosurfactant which ensures stability of the emulsions (Holtze et
al., 2008). For other liquids one must use a suitable surfactant which is often a challenge (Baret, 2012; Holtze et
al., 2008).
Novel and promising approaches to stabilizing emulsions are based on the use of nanoparticles in the socalled Pickering emulsions (Pan et al., 2014, 2015), or
surfactant-free emulsions (Sakai, 2008). In complex
emulsions, such as double emulsions in which the droplets
encapsulate yet more droplets in themselves, it is important to use proper sets of additives for each phase (surfactants, osmotic agents) in order to balance all types of
forces in the system, including osmotic pressure, Laplace
pressure and interfacial forces (Deng et al., 2016; Kanouni
et al., 2002; Zinchenko et al., 2014).

3.2.2 Wetting

In droplet microfluidic systems, a phenomenon of utmost importance is wetting, i.e. the ability of the solid
surface to maintain contact with a continuous liquid due
to molecular interactions (Tarazona, 1987). Wetting can
be defined as the function of the surface tension and contact angle between the fluid and the solid and is schematically presented in Fig. 2. In general, for contact angles
θ < 90°, wetting of the surface by the liquid is favorable.
For contact angles θ > 90°, wetting is unfavorable—fluid
minimizes the contact area with solid. When θ ~ 90°, then
liquid partially wets the solid substrate and makes the
precise control over liquid very challenging, which is
highly undesirable in droplet microfluidics. For the droplet microfluidic systems to work reproducibly and controllably, it is a critical requirement that the droplet phase
does not wet the walls of the channels and is always separated from these walls by at least a thin wetting film of

Schematic illustration of the phenomena of hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity and partial wetting of the
surface as a function of the static contact angle of the aqueous droplet phase on the solid substrate.
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the continuous liquid. In droplet microfluidic systems,
wetting of the channel walls by both phases must be perfectly controlled in order for the system to work in a stable and predictable manner. Preferential wetting of the
walls by one of the phases determines which phase is the
continuous phase (the one that wets walls) and which one
will be dispersed (does not wet the walls). W/O emulsions,
or any multiple emulsion with oil as the outer phase, are
made in hydrophobic devices (Jankowski et al., 2011).
O/W or any multiple emulsions with an aqueous outer
phase are formed in hydrophilic devices (Derzsi et al.,
2011; Jankowski et al., 2013).

3.2.3 Capillary number

The capillary number (Ca) is a dimensionless quantity
that is used to define the mechanism of droplet formation
in each of the following methods of droplet generation: i)
in co-axial capillaries (Huang et al., 2014), ii) T-junction
(Christopher et al., 2008; De Menech et al., 2008; Garstecki
et al., 2006; Van Steijn et al., 2009), iii) flow-focusing
junction (Dollet et al., 2008; Garstecki et al., 2005b; Nie
et al., 2008) and iv) step-emulsification systems (Hein et
al., 2015a, b). Ca represents the ratio of viscous forces
versus interfacial tension forces and is defined as
Ca  μU / γ

(2)

μ–dynamic viscosity of the fluid [Pa·s];
U–characteristic velocity of the fluid [m·s–1];
γ–surface tension [J·m–2].
For low values of Ca (Ca <~ 10 –2), droplet formation is
driven by interfacial forces in the so-called squeezing regime (Garstecki et al., 2005b, 2006). The tip of the stream
of the droplet phase advances to the junction and blocks
the flow of the continuous liquid. The viscous shear exerted by the flow of the continuous liquid is too weak to
deform the growing droplet. At the same time, the droplet
obstructs the flow of the continuous liquid through the
junction and the pressure upstream of the droplet increases and causes squeezing of the neck connecting the
growing droplet with the inflow of the droplet phase. This
process gradually leads to collapse of the neck of the liquid to be dispersed and release of a discrete volume of the
liquid as a droplet. Within the squeezing regime, the volume of the droplet depends predominantly on the ratio of
flow velocities of both immiscible phases and does not
significantly depend on the viscosities of the liquids or the
interfacial tension between them.
The predominating force changes from interfacial to
shear stress at higher values of Ca in the dripping regime.
During this process, the droplet is formed before the

phase to be dispersed fills the cross-section of the microchannel, which results in much higher droplet formation
rates than in the squeezing regime. At very high flow
rates of fluids which result in high shear forces and high
values of Ca, the droplets are produced in a jetting regime
in which an unstable jet of fluid is formed and droplets are
pinched-off far downstream of the junction (Utada et al.,
2007; Zhu and Wang, 2017).
In some cases, besides Ca, other dimensionless numbers can also be used for the description of the process of
droplet formation—e.g. Weber number (We), Péclet number
(Pe), and Bond number (Bo). However, their significance
in the description of phenomena in microfluidic systems
is usually much smaller than the role of Ca (Lagus and
Edd, 2013).

3.3 Formation of droplets in microfluidic systems
3.3.1 Methods using co-flowing streams of immiscible
phases

The formation of droplets is the primary functionality
of droplet microfluidic systems. Currently, active microfluidic methods are mostly used for the generation of
monodisperse droplets. We define active droplet formation as a process during which the droplets are sheared
from the liquid thread by a stream of continuous phase.
Such methods are characterized by the use of dedicated
geometries for droplet formation, i.e. i) T-junction, introduced in the early 2000s (Thorsen et al., 2001) depicted in
Fig. 3A; ii) flow-focusing junction introduced to the planar microfluidic devices by Anna et al. (Anna et al., 2003)
shown in Fig. 3B; and iii) co-flowing geometry presented
in Fig. 3C (Umbanhowar et al., 2000; Utada et al., 2005).
The use of these geometries requires active control of the
flow of all the phases, and results in the high-throughput
production of droplets. During the active generation of
droplets, significant volumes of outer phase liquids are
used, in comparison to the volume of dispersed phase, resulting in quite sparse emulsions with a polydispersity index usually below 5 % in diameter (Zhu and Wang, 2017;
Zinchenko et al., 2014).

3.3.2 Passive methods requiring the flow of only the
dispersed phase

Microfluidic techniques exploiting interfacial phenomena rather than forces resulting from the flow of the continuous liquid are called passive methods and comprise
microchannel emulsification (Sugiura et al., 2000), membrane emulsification (Spyropoulos et al., 2014), EDGE
emulsification (van Dijke et al., 2010), and step emulsification (Dangla et al., 2013). Often they do not even require outer phase flow and yield highly monodisperse
droplets (Dutka et al., 2016; Zhu and Wang, 2017). Step
emulsification shares roots with microchannel emulsifica-
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Fig. 3

Schematic diagrams depicting different geometries used for formation of droplets: A) T-junction, B)
flow-focusing junction, C) co-axial capillaries, D) step-emulsification module. The volume of generated
droplets is defined by several factors, including flow velocities of the dispersed phase (Ud) and continuous phase (Uc) and dimensions of microfluidic channels.

tion and is presented in Fig. 3D together with methods of
active droplet formation (Dangla et al., 2013; Kobayashi
et al., 2002).

3.3.3 Production of multiple emulsions

A very interesting section of droplet microfluidics is
the formation of double emulsions (DE) that are defined
as emulsions of complex droplets with an inner immiscible core liquid encapsulated in a liquid shell. The complex
structure of the immiscible core and shell is suspended in
yet another liquid of continuous phase. The innermost and
outermost liquids may be the same fluid, e.g. water. Most
commonly, double-emulsion droplets comprise aqueous
droplets in an oil shell suspended in an aqueous environment (W/O/W), but emulsions of a higher order and different composition are also known and generated in
microfluidic systems (Choi et al., 2016a; Garti, 1997). Ideally, the volume of the middle phase should be as low as
possible since a reduction of the shell thickness makes
double emulsions more stable against rupture, defined as
a coalescence of the core droplet with the outer phase.
The rupture of the double droplet occurs when the inner
droplet moves towards the outer interface of the shell and
breaks it. The hydrodynamic resistance that impedes
movement of the inner droplet increases with the reduction in shell thickness—for sufficiently thin shells the hydrodynamic resistance allows only marginal fluid flows
(Kim et al., 2011; Vian et al., 2016). Currently, the most
advanced direct method of single-core DE production reports a 2.5-μm-thick shell in droplets 50 μm in diameter.
The thickness of the shell can be further reduced by
post-processing to submicron dimensions, i.e. squeezing
the double emulsion through the narrow slit that causes the
multiple emulsion to lose some shell volume (Akamatsu
et al., 2015; Arriaga et al., 2015; Vian et al., 2016) or by
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dewetting of the shell phase which may lead to the formation of polymerosome (Deng et al., 2016; Ho et al., 2008;
Kim et al., 2013).
Microfluidic systems for the generation of multiple
droplets are similar to those used for the formation of single emulsions—they utilize one droplet generation junction located in proximity to another junction. Usually,
systems for DE generation require chemical treatment of
the surface to adjust the wettability of the channel walls
(Abate et al., 2011).
Fig. 4 depicts selected and the most common methods
for the generation of DE in microfluidic channels. For
more information on double emulsion generation, the
reader is encouraged to study excellent reviews on the
subject (Chong et al., 2015; Vladisavljević et al., 2017;
Zhu and Wang, 2017).
All the actively controlled methods provide users with
a high degree of control over the process of formation and
over the structure of double emulsions, comprising droplets either with single or with multiple cores. The microfluidic methods are truly unique in providing the ability
to tune the volumes and number of the cores in multiple
droplets. The methods shown in Fig. 4A and 4B share the
principle that at first an aqueous droplet is generated in oil
in a hydrophobic junction. Next the droplet is transported
within an oil thread to another junction of different (hydrophilic) wetting properties where a second aqueous
phase shears off the (W/O) single droplet to form a double
(W/O/W) droplet (Nisisako et al., 2005; Yan et al., 2013).
The mechanism is different in the case of the liquids flowing co-axially in a glass capillary where the DE formation
occurs in a single step (Fig. 4C). The device comprises
two cylindrical glass capillary tubes nested within yet another glass capillary. The inner fluid is pumped through a
tapered cylindrical capillary tube, and the middle fluid is
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Fig. 4

Schematics of microfluidic technologies for the generation of double emulsions. A–C show methods in
which the outer phase flow is controlled, D and E depict methods without the control over the outer
phase. A—two consecutive T-junctions. Adapted from (Nisisako et al., 2005) with permission from The
Royal Society of Chemistry; B—two consecutive flow-focusing junctions (Yan et al., 2013); C—co-axial
microcapillary device that forms double emulsions—from (Utada et al., 2005). Reprinted with permission from AAAS; D—microchannel emulsification of a single emulsion into a double emulsion (Sugiura
et al., 2004). The image was created exclusively for the purpose of this review. E—a single emulsion fed
into a step-emulsification module to produce a double emulsion. Adapted from (Eggersdorfer et al.,
2017) with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

pumped through the outer coaxial region. Both fluids form
a coaxial flow at the exit of the tapered tube where they
meet the outermost fluid, supplied from the other direction
through the outer coaxial region. As there is only one outlet from the device, all fluids are forced to flow through
the exit orifice where they are hydrodynamically focused
into a co-axial thread that eventually ruptures to form
multiple droplets (Choi et al., 2016b; Utada et al., 2005).
Methods for the formation of double emulsions are
considered passive ones if just the final emulsification
step is passive. Firstly, the feed (single emulsion) is generated. Then, the single emulsion is passively split by an
outer fluid to form a double emulsion. Passive processes
provide a smaller degree of control over the droplet formation, because the operations are hard-wired into the
geometries of the devices. Droplet formation also depends
on the parameters of used fluids, however, to a smaller
extent than on the geometry (Chong et al., 2015; Van Der
Graaf et al., 2005). A first system for passive encapsulation of the precisely controlled number of cores inside a
double-emulsion droplet has been shown just recently—
the single emulsion is used as the feed. Core diameters in
the feed emulsion are much smaller than the resultant
double emulsions (Eggersdorfer et al., 2017). Fig. 4 shows
two systems for passive emulsification techniques: i) an

approach by Eggersdorfer who developed the so-called
‘millipede’ device where multiple step-emulsification
nozzles operate in parallel (Fig. 4E) (Eggersdorfer et al.,
2017), and ii) a system by Sugiura et al., where the single
emulsion is extruded from the microchannel through the
orifices in the silicone membrane to the outer phase
(Fig. 4D) (Sugiura et al., 2004).
An interesting method for the formation of a double
emulsion utilizes automated droplet microfluidic systems.
Such systems combine active and passive methods of
droplet formation, enabling the custom tailoring of multiple droplets one by one (Guzowski et al., 2013). The system allows the formation of multiple emulsions that differ
in many aspects—from the number of core droplets, the
volume fractions (ratio of volume of inner droplet to the
outer shell) to the shape of the formed multi-compartment
system (Guzowski and Garstecki, 2015; Guzowski et al.,
2012, 2013).
In automated microfluidic systems, the operator can
use externally controlled valves to program the protocol
to be executed, e.g. a sequence of single emulsion droplets
to be produced at the first T-junction and then transported
to the step at the entrance to the deep reservoir where it
becomes engulfed passively in the outer phase—see
Fig. 5A (Guzowski and Garstecki, 2015; Guzowski et al.,
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Fig. 5

Automated microfluidic systems for the production of multiple droplets. A—overview of the microfluidic
device operated in the three phases (blue—aqueous, grey—hydrocarbon oil, dark grey—fluorinated oil),
position at angle Ψ in relation to the ground. B—subsequent double droplets with various volume fractions, produced with the system depicted in frame A. C—snapshots of the formation of multiple droplets—a chain with the number of segments increasing in time. D—stability diagram for multiple droplets
containing N cores in a shell in relation to the volume fractions of the cores (φ). The areas correspond to
packing regimes of the cores: a) negligible deformation of the shell, b) strong deformation of the shell
(> 5 % asphericity) and c) linear chains of droplets. The inset shows the equilibrium contact angle between
the drops, 45° ± 5°. Panels A and D are reprinted from (Guzowski and Garstecki, 2015) under CC3.0,
panel B is reprinted from (Guzowski et al. 2013), with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry
and panel C from (Guzowski et al. 2012) with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

2012, 2013). Automated systems for the production of
double emulsions offer precise control over the size and
composition of complex droplets in multiple emulsions, as
well as their shape and packing of the core droplets—see
Fig. 5B–5D. The automated droplet microfluidic system
allows tailored single-core double emulsions (Fig. 5B) to
be obtained, as well as long, multi-compartment chains,
stabilized by capillary bridges between the core droplets
(Fig. 5C). Inner cores can be packed in a number of ways
depending on the number of cores and their volume fraction, as presented in Fig. 5D (Guzowski and Garstecki,
2015).

3.4 Operations on droplets
The versatility of the droplet microfluidic techniques
stems from the ability to first generate and then manipulate droplets on a chip. The droplets can be transported
through the network of microchannels and then they can
be merged, split, incubated, sorted and the outcome of the
reaction can be detected using optical, electrochemical or
other analytical methods (Haeberle et al., 2012). Each of
the operations can be performed in a dedicated module—
a building block of the whole microfluidic system, and
these modules can be arranged to form complex devices
with many functionalities integrated into a single microfluidic chip (Mair et al., 2017; Schuler et al., 2016).
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4. Fabrication of the microfluidic devices for
the production of microdroplets
4.1 Prototyping methods
Droplet microfluidic devices can be microfabricated
from various materials, e.g. glass, elastomers, thermoplastics, metal, silicone or hybrids of glass and polymer. The
choice of the material for fabrication of the chip depends on
numerous factors such as: application, cost, material properties and feasibility of fabrication. Some of the most popular methods of prototyping are multi-layer soft lithography,
etching, CNC milling, pulling glass capillaries and 3D
printing of the microfluidic devices (Jeong et al., 2016).
Microchannels in glass and silicone plates can be fabricated using the deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) technique.
The plate must be protected from etching everywhere except for the area of the desired pattern of channels, e.g. by
Ni-electroplating or photoresist deposition. Bonding two
glass plates with etched features requires a very precise
alignment and this process is technically challenging
(Harrison et al., 1993; Nisisako and Torii, 2008). Nowadays, glass or silicone plate microfluidic chips are rarely
used. Other types of glass devices such as coaxially
nested glass capillaries are very common for the production of multiple emulsions (Utada et al., 2005; Zhao et al.,
2016). Poly(dimethylsiloxane), usually referred as PDMS,
is a material that offers many advantages: it can be used
for the reproduction of micron-sized features by replica
molding, it is transparent to visible light, it cures at low
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temperature, it is non-toxic, biocompatible and gas-
permeable, and its surface can be easily modified (Duffy
et al., 1998; McDonald and Whitesides, 2002; McDonald
et al., 2000). PDMS is a perfect material to complement
lithographic techniques and gives a name to ‘soft’ lithography, and the elements of devices made of this elastomer
can be easily bonded to one another and to a range of others materials, most importantly to glass, after activation
of the surface, e.g. with oxygen plasma or corona discharge (Haubert et al., 2006). Soft lithography enables the
monolithic fabrication of fluidic components within one
piece of PDMS (e.g. inlets, outlets, connectors, valves,
mixers), allowing large-scale integration of the microfluidic circuits (Nisisako and Torii, 2008; Thorsen et al.,
2002). Poly(dimethylsiloxane) is highly biocompatible,
gas-permeable, is an easy-to-work-with material and is
the perfect choice for the fabrication of microfluidic devices for biomedical and biological experiments (Zhou et
al., 2010). However, PDMS has some disadvantages such
as low chemical compatibility—most importantly this
material is not well suited to working with organic solvents as they swell the elastomer and the dimensions of
the channels may be significantly distorted (Seemann et
al., 2012).
A breakthrough in prototyping was the development of
soft lithography by Xia and Whitesides presented in
Fig. 6 (Xia and Whitesides, 1998). In common microfabrication protocols, photoresist (e.g. SU-8) is first spin-coated
on a glass or silicone slide and then exposed through a
mask with a pattern of channels. The exposed resin hardens and the non-exposed photoresist is subsequently
washed away. Such a master of the microfluidic device is
chemically protected by the deposition of fluorosilanes.
Liquid non-polymerized elastomer (PDMS with the curing agent) can be poured onto the matrix, cross-linked by
baking at elevated temperatures and peeled off—yielding
a perfect negative replica of the silicone-photoresist master. Such an elastomer element cast can then be used as a
ready-made part of a microfluidic device and bonded to a
glass slide or piece of solid PDMS by activating the surface with plasma. Aligning and bonding two or more lay-

Fig. 6

ers of patterned PDMS is widely used and is known as
multilayer soft lithography. The PDMS cast can be utilized in an alternative way: a chemically protected PDMS
cast (by the deposition of fluorosilanes) can be used as a
master for the further casting of PDMS. This allows limiting the use of fragile silicon wafers and speeds up the
prototyping process, as many such masters can be prepared within a day while microfabricating photoresist on
silicone is time-consuming.
Many thermoplastic materials are more rigid than
PDMS and they are more robust in terms of mass production. Thermoplastics are also characterized by moderate
thermal and chemical compatibility properties, e.g. inferior to properties of glass, but still acceptable for many
applications (Jeong et al., 2016). The most common thermoplastics used for the fabrication of microfluidic chips
are the following materials: polycarbonate (PC)
(Ogończyk et al., 2010), polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
(Conchouso et al., 2014), cyclic-olefin copolymers (COC)
(Stachowiak et al., 2007), polystyrene (PS) (Li et al.,
2012), polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, also known under
the brand name Teflon®), fluorinated ethylene propylene
(FEP) (Horka et al., 2016). Prototyping in thermoplastics
is usually done by i) micromilling the channels in the
plate and bonding it to another plate (Ogończyk et al.,
2010); or by ii) 3D printing the appropriate polymer, e.g.
methacrylate-based photoresist, in the shape of the microfluidic device (Femmer et al., 2015). These prototyping
methods are fast, inexpensive and reliable, but fail to deliver large batches of microfluidic chips. For the mass
production of thermoplastic devices, other methods are
used, mainly injection molding and hot embossing (Jeong
et al., 2016).

4.2 Surface chemistry
In order to maintain precise control over the transport
of fluids in the microfluidic chip, the walls of channels
have to be preferentially wet by the continuous phase and
at the same time the droplet phase should be repelled
(Derzsi et al., 2011). Some materials have intrinsically de-

Schematics presenting consecutive steps in a common soft lithography procedure. Adapted with permission from (McDonald and Whitesides 2002). Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.
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fined wetting properties: hydrophilic (e.g. glass) or hydrophobic (e.g. PDMS), but modification of the surface is still
needed in order to i) further increase or decrease the contact angle between the solid of the channel walls and the
working fluids (Jankowski et al., 2013); ii) pattern the device with hydrophobic (or hydrophilic) areas in order to,
e.g. produce multiple droplets (Abate et al., 2010b; Kim
S.C. et al., 2015); iii) shield the microchannel walls from
the deposition of unwanted molecules and from the intake
of swelling solvents (Abate et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2003;
Zhou et al., 2012); or to iv) increase the adherence of the
mammalian cells to the solid substrate (Zuchowska et al.,
2016). Easy and durable methods for the modification of
the microchannels in PDMS and hybrid PDMS glass devices are available. We can divide the methods into two
categories: i) hydrophobic modification and ii) making the
surface of channels more hydrophilic.
To make PDMS hydrophobic, a sol-gel method is frequently used. It relies on coating the PDMS and glass
channels with a glass-like layer with tunable properties
(Abate et al., 2008). Other methods are based on the deposition of hydrophobic (or fluorophilic) compounds on the
surface of the channels via injection of a solution to the
microchannel and evaporation of the solvent (Derzsi et
al., 2016). The lifetime of such coatings differs—the solgel method is a very durable coating, while fluorosilanes
can be washed away even after a few hours of usage of a
microfluidic device, hence the modification agent is tailored to the application.
During bonding of the PDMS to the piece of glass/
PDMS by oxygen plasma or corona discharge, the PDMS
surface is rendered hydrophilic due to activation of the
surface (Haubert et al. 2006, Jo et al. 2000). The easiest
method to keep the device hydrophilic is to flood the microchannels with water—it will keep the surface hydrophilic as long as water is present. To maintain the
hydrophilic surface for a longer period of time, polymers
can be deposited on the activated PDMS surface (Kovach
et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2012).
Some methods allow for the patterning of the surface
of the channels, making it possible to define hydrophilic
and hydrophobic areas of the microfluidic network. This
is possible due to a selective modification of the channel
surface, e.g. flowing a modifying solution only to the desired regions of the channel network, e.g. hydrophilic
modification by acrylic monomer that can bind to the
glassy sol-gel coating (Abate et al., 2010b). Alternatively,
the device can be patterned by treating parts of the microfluidic channel network with oxygen plasma or corona
discharge—ionized oxygen species produced in those
processes bombard the exposed PDMS surface and oxidize the surface, rendering the natively hydrophobic
PDMS hydrophilic (Filla et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2015).
Other materials used in microfluidics such as thermo-
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plastics (polycarbonate, PMMA or COC) can have their
surface modified. Surface activation with, e.g. ionized oxygen species renders such polymers temporarily hydrophilic—after some time, the surface regains its original
properties (Jokinen et al., 2012). To modify the thermoplastics permanently, the surface needs to be physically or
chemically modified by, e.g. the layer-by-layer deposition
of the polyanions and polycations on a polycarbonate
(Derzsi et al., 2011), coating polycarbonate with either a
hydrophilic or hydrophobic compound (Jankowski and
Garstecki, 2016; Jankowski et al., 2012, 2013), sequential
photografting of poly(ethylene glycol) on COC (Stachowiak
et al., 2007), or by deposition of silica nanoparticles on
PMMA (Ortiz et al., 2017).

5. Applications of droplet microfluidics
Droplet microfluidics is a perfect approach for executing simple protocols that involve handling a large number
of small liquid microreactors. This feature makes the microdroplet technology extremely useful for biological applications including the high-throughput investigation of
single cells and droplet digital polymerase chain reactions
(ddPCR) (Agresti et al., 2010; Baker, 2012; Duncombe et
al., 2015; Hindson et al., 2011; Rakszewska et al., 2014;
Zinchenko et al., 2014). Droplet microfluidics is also useful
for drug research (Sackmann et al., 2014; Vladisavljević
et al., 2013), food industry (Neethirajan et al., 2011;
Ushikubo et al., 2014; Zanatta et al., 2017), and material
sciences for the synthesis and investigation of micro- and
nanomaterials such as, e.g. quantum dots, polymeric and
inorganic microparticles, capsules (Herranz-Blanco et al.,
2014; Vannoy et al., 2011; Zhang L. et al., 2015).

5.1 Chemistry in droplets
The excellent heat and mass transfer in droplets is exploited in the performance of various organic chemistry
reactions in microfluidic devices (Kreutzer et al., 2005;
Sobieszuk and Napieralska, 2016). For many reactions,
the yield is directly associated with the degree of mixing,
and microchannel patterns provide the means for the
rapid and controllable mixing of content of droplets (de
Mello, 2006; Tice et al., 2003). There are also applications
of microdroplets in green chemistry—energy consumption may be reduced compared to bulk synthesis (Pieber
and Kappe, 2013), and a higher selectivity of reactions allows easier product clean-up (Wiles et al., 2006).
Microfluidic devices offer the capability of performing a
wide range of reactions in droplets, e.g. catalysis using the
Suzuki-Miyaura reaction (Theberge et al., 2009), hydrolysis of p-nitrotoluene (Ahmed et al., 2006), bromination of
alkenes (Cygan et al., 2005), deacetylation of ouabain
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hexaacetate (Ac6 -OUA) (Hatakeyama et al., 2006) or synthesis of benzyl phenyl ester using PTC (Phase Transfer
Catalysts) (Ji et al., 2012). Additionally, reactions at the
microscale are safer since smaller volumes of dangerous
and explosive substrates can be used, e.g. elemental fluorine for direct regioselective fluorination (Chambers et al.,
2005), or preparation of radiolabeled probes (Lee et al.,
2005). The high-throughput and spatial separation of
samples make droplet microfluidics perfectly suitable for
discovery chemistry—screening the libraries of compounds in search of, e.g. new catalysts (Goodell et al.,
2009; Kreutz et al., 2010). Droplet microfluidics is also a
perfect tool to investigate the chemical communication of
compartments comprising chemical oscillators such as
the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction (Guzowski et al., 2016).
An excellent overview of the various reactions performed in microdroplets can be found in a review by Elvira
(Elvira et al., 2013) as well as in more recent publications
(Guardingo et al., 2016; Wleklinski et al., 2016).

5.2 Synthesis of nano- and microparticles
A wide range of nanoparticles (NPs) and microparticles
can be synthesized and generated in microfluidic devices,
including but not being limited to: metallic NPs, e.g. gold
(Duraiswamy and Khan, 2009, Sebastian Cabeza et al.,
2012), silver (Xu et al., 2016), core-shell NPs (Zhu and
Guo, 2016), Janus microparticles (Maeda et al., 2012;
Nisisako 2016), polymer microcapsules and microspheres
(Chuah et al., 2009; Ekanem et al., 2017; He et al., 2011;
Kumacheva and Garstecki, 2011a, b; Sugiura et al., 2001;
Thiele and Seiffert, 2011), semiconductor NPs including
quantum dots (Lignos et al., 2014; Vannoy et al., 2011),
and silica NPs (Shirk et al., 2013; Wacker et al., 2012).
Fig. 7 shows an exemplary synthesis of quantum dots in
the droplet microfluidic set-up. Double emulsions allow
easy and efficient synthesis of capsules and beads, including particles carrying bioactive ingredients (Datta et al.,

Fig. 7

2014; Deng et al., 2016; Deshpande et al., 2016; Kim et al.,
2011). Double emulsions can be efficiently combined with
the technique of polymerization of the outer liquid layer
in order to obtain various solid shells filled with desired
compounds (Wang et al., 2013). DEs with thin shells are
the most desirable in the process of fabrication of microcapsules (Datta et al., 2014). The polymerizing agent can
be suspended in the shell yielding liquid drops with the
solid shell. However, thick shells allow core droplets for
movement within the shell so they are off center. After
polymerization of such DEs, the shell thickness is not homogeneous and may hamper, e.g. control over the release
kinetics of encapsulants (Datta et al., 2012). Thin oil
shells may also serve as sacrificial templates for the production of aqueous-based microgels suspended in water—
they can spontaneously de-wet upon polymerization of
the core droplet (e.g. UV-initiated) to transfer freshly prepared microgels directly into the aqueous solution (Choi
et al., 2016b). Another interesting feature of the thinshelled DEs is that they can be stable until triggered. This
unique feature enabled use of DEs in the controlled release of small hydrophilic molecules and can be developed for controlled drug application (Zhao et al., 2016).

5.3 Crystallization in droplets
One of the main applications of droplet microfluidics
were the studies of crystallization processes, especially protein crystallization. Since there are no universal conditions
for the crystallization of proteins or microparticles—the
optimum parameters need to be found in multidimensional chemical space (e.g. pH, crystallizing agents, temperature) (Li and Ismagilov, 2010). Droplet microfluidics
offers great control over heat and mass transfer and low
sample volumes, providing at the same time the possibility executing high-throughput experiments. The synergy
of these advantages resulted in development of systems
that allow the automated determination of solubility dia-

Synthesis of PbS nanoparticles, adapted from (Lignos et al., 2014). Left panel shows how substrates, denoted as [Pb] and [S], are compartmentalized in the trains of droplets submerged in fluorinated oil and
then heated. The fluorescence is detected in-line. The inset shows droplets with synthesized quantum
dots. The middle panel shows the photoluminescence spectra of nanoparticles obtained under different
conditions. Right panel shows TEM micrographs of PbS nanoparticles obtained in the presented system.
Reprinted with permission from (Lignos et al., 2014). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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grams of proteins (Dolega et al., 2012), and the control of
the kinetic pathways in a phase diagram, and that give insight into nucleation and growth processes (Leng and
Salmon, 2009; Shi et al., 2017). Detection systems could
be coupled with droplet microfluidic devices for monitoring the course of crystallization reactions, e.g. using real-
time spectroscopy analysis (Lignos et al., 2015, 2017) or
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) (Pham et al., 2017;
Rodríguez-Ruiz et al., 2017). In combination with a large
number of droplets, new analytical methods make quantitative measurements of crystallization kinetics possible
(Prileszky and Furst, 2016).
High-throughput droplet crystallization assays were
developed to work with small volumes, which is invaluable for researchers working with precious materials or
samples that are difficult to obtain. In particular, Rustem
Ismagilov’s group has been active in investigating and
optimizing protein crystallization in nanoliter droplets
(Hatakeyama et al., 2006; Li and Ismagilov, 2010; Zheng
et al., 2003). The research group of Andrew deMello focused on the monitoring of crystallization phenomena of
various particles, with special emphasis on nanocrystals
(Lignos et al., 2015; Maceiczyk et al., 2016). An example
of such research is the time‑resolved measurement of the
nucleation and growth of PbS crystals in droplets that enabled elucidation of the kinetics of colloid crystallization.
Analysis of the kinetics indicated that there are two steps
during the early stage of the reaction: in a first step (< 1
second), the nucleation of uniform particles occurs, and in
the second one, the particles grow while their concentration decreases, which is consistent with the kinetic model
of Ostwald Ripening (Lignos et al., 2015).
Crystals may have many forms characterized by polymorphism expressed by different physical, chemical and
biological properties (Braga et al., 2009; Leng and
Salmon, 2009). Differentiating between the polymorphs
is crucial, especially for the pharmaceuticals industry—a
chemical compound may exist in multiple possible crystalline structures, directly influencing the quality of the
drug (Mangin et al., 2009). Droplet microfluidic methods
allow partitioning the crystallization assay into the small
volume of droplets, which may result in the encapsulation
of a single crystal nucleus per droplet. As the nucleation
process is stochastic, various forms can nucleate in neighboring droplets. With no competition from other nuclei,
even highly unstable forms can persist and grow inside
the droplet, yielding mononuclear crystals (Shi et al.,
2017). Hence, droplet microf luidics allows, e.g. the
screening of mononuclear crystals in order to find the
most thermodynamically stable form of an active pharmaceutical ingredient. Consequently, the optimization of the
crystallization conditions in droplets could be used for
obtaining the desired polymorph (Leon et al., 2015; Wang
et al., 2011; Yamaguchi et al., 2013).
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5.4 Biological and biochemical assays in high
throughput
A number of biological assays can be performed using
droplet microfluidic chips. The methods for spatiotemporal
control over the droplet position on a chip or the techniques
for droplet barcoding (Macosko et al., 2015; Rotem et al.,
2015; Zhang Y. et al., 2015) offer a way to link the outcome of the reaction with the chemical composition of a
droplet (Abate et al., 2010a; Amselem et al., 2016; Jakiela
et al., 2013). Well-developed methods for culturing bacteria and eukaryotic cells (Clausell-Tormos et al., 2008;
Jakiela et al., 2013; Moffitt et al., 2012), allowed for rapid
investigation on the level of single cells. Assays detecting
single biomolecules (Hughes et al., 2004; Rissin et al.,
2010; Shim et al., 2013) can be performed at a very high
throughput (Agresti et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2016; Lim
and Abate, 2013; Lim et al., 2015; Terekhov et al., 2017).
Droplet microfluidics offers an astonishing number of
applications in molecular biology, biochemistry, drug discovery, and cancer research. Here, we will mention just a
few of the important achievements of droplet research in
these fields: i) digitized diagnostic assays (Hindson et al.,
2011; Rissin et al., 2010; Tang and Shum, 2016); ii) directed evolution towards the improvement of the catalytic
functions of enzymes and microorganisms (Fischlechner
et al., 2014; Levin and Aharoni, 2012; Zinchenko et al.,
2014); iii) determination of optimum conditions for protein crystallization (Yamaguchi et al., 2013; Zheng et al.,
2003; Zhu and Fang, 2013); iv) new experimental approaches useful in the next-generation sequencing of cell
genomes (Ma et al., 2017; Macosko et al., 2015; Zhang K.
et al., 2016); and v) analysis of larger model organisms
such as C. elegans (Aubry et al., 2015).

5.5 Industrial applications
Microfluidic methods allow the production of emulsions
that are highly monodisperse, with precisely determined
diameters of the droplets, and tailored chemical composition of the interface. All these features allow tuning the
emulsions for a particular application, yet the microfluidic
methods are characterized by intrinsically low volumetric
throughput, limiting their applicability (Amstad et al.,
2016). Several attempts for parallelization to increase the
throughput of the generation of droplets have been reported, e.g.: i) 144 T-junctions in an annular chip (Nisisako
et al. 2012); ii) up to 512 flow-focusing junctions in a multilayer annular device, yielding up to a liter of emulsion
per hour (ca. 200 µm in diameter, CV~6 %); iii) 28
flow-focusing junctions producing monodisperse droplets
up to 3 l/h (ca. 500 µm in diameter); iv) parallel system
comprising over 500 step-emulsification junctions to produce up to 150 ml/h of emulsion (ca. 20–160 µm in diam-
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eter, CV~3 %, 256–550 nozzles) (Amstad et al., 2016); v)
numerous micropillars homogenizing the passing stream
of fluid into millions of droplets per second with a level of
dispersity higher than 5 %, which is sufficient for some
applications (Akbari et al., 2017).
Microfluidic methods for the production of droplets
have already found their use in certain industries, especially health-related ones, e.g. in the field of diagnostics
and detection of pathogens, e.g. i) performing droplet digital PCR (Hindson et al., 2011); digital ELISA in droplets
(Shim et al., 2013) for the detection of very low concentrations of DNA or proteins; ii) fast and precise quantitative detection of pathogenic bacteria in droplets of blood
(Kang et al., 2014). Droplet microfluidic technologies can
also be implemented in, e.g. food and pharmaceutical industries such as in the evaluation of food freshness (Itoh
et al., 2012) or encapsulation of active ingredients for
drug delivery (Mora-Huertas et al., 2010).
There is a number of university spin-offs and start-ups
founded on droplet microfluidic technologies that have
entered the market and might create new branches of industry (Neethirajan et al., 2011; Yetisen et al., 2015).
Some of them, together with well-established companies,
offer new products for researchers that work in the areas of
molecular and cell biology, molecular diagnostics and drug
development (Neethirajan et al., 2011; The Microfluidic
Circle, 2017). Some of the microfluidic companies have already been acquired by bigger players such as Biorad (who
acquired Raindance Technologies, Quantalife and GnuBio
for their ddPCR and sequencing technologies). There are
companies offering microfluidic solutions that are not directed at academia—for example Capsum (Capsum,
2017), a company offering the formulation of fine cosmetics or Calyxia, a start-up producing size-controlled
micrometer capsules for application in the chemicals industry (Walters, 2016).

6. Outlook
Droplet microfluidics has already come a long way
since the first demonstration of the formation of droplets
on a planar microfluidic chip (Thorsen et al., 2001). Hundreds of researchers across the globe solved a diverse set
of challenges and problems, especially in microfabrication, choice of materials and reagents and in the physics
of multiphase flow at the microscale.
The progress in droplet microfluidics has also led to academic demonstrations of applications that could open
new technological possibilities in such areas as:
i) analytical sciences and diagnostics, e.g. by providing users with an array of novel and unique assays
such as digital PCR or single-cell sequencing (Hatch
et al., 2011; Lan et al., 2017).

pharmacology, e.g. by introducing novel methods of
drug delivery using microcapsules formed with the
use of microdroplets, and the highly selective synthesis of polymorphs of active pharmacological ingredients (Leon et al., 2015; Vladisavljević et al.,
2013).
iii) fluid mechanics, e.g. by investigating the fundamental properties of fluid flow at the microscale (Garstecki
et al., 2005a; Nabavi et al., 2015).
iv) material sciences, e.g. by overcoming the slow or
non-uniform heat and mass transfer in chemical reactions (Song et al., 2006), developing new methods
for the generation of highly monodisperse microparticles, capsules (Ekanem et al., 2017; Wang et al.,
2011), and porous materials (Thurgood et al., 2017).
The highest impact, at least up till now, has been in biological sciences, listed very briefly in the previous section.
Droplet microfluidics helps with detecting medical disorders and microfluidic technologies are already found in
diagnostic systems for the detection of infectious, genetic
and degenerative diseases. The most important applications of microdroplet technologies comprise the analysis
of rare mutations associated with cancer (Pekin et al.,
2011), detection of circulating tumor DNA (Garrigou et
al., 2016), health monitoring after organ transplantation
(Goh et al., 2017) and detection and quantification of
pathogenic bacteria (Kang et al., 2014). As the basic physics behind microscale multiphase flows is already well
known and the microfabrication techniques are at the
level at which it is feasible to mass-produce inexpensive
cartridges, we can expect further development of droplet
microfluidic technologies for even more complex applications in biological research and medical diagnostics.
Droplet microfluidics is also used in synthetic and
physical chemistry. The use of microdroplet reactors will
be helpful in the optimization of reactions conditions
(Abolhasani et al., 2015a, c) and determination of selected
important properties of chemical compounds such as partitions coefficients (Abolhasani et al., 2015b). Droplet microfluidics can be useful in specific applications, as e.g.
controlled synthesis at the liquid-liquid interface. The
limited volume of the droplet microreactors restricts their
use in the classic and large-scale synthesis of common
chemical compounds. The situation is different in the case
of synthesis and formulation of fine and expensive chemicals such as nanocrystals and microcapsules for which
droplet microfluidic have already proved to be a very
promising alternative to classic technologies (Ekanem et
al., 2017; Nightingale et al., 2014; Phillips et al., 2014).
Further studies on the crystallization will be carried out
and they might reflect on the fundamental knowledge—
e.g. deeper understanding of the nucleation process—as
well as on the pharmaceuticals industry—e.g. reduction
of time needed for the development of novel drugs by alii)
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lowing early-stage screening of minimal amounts of crystals and co-crystals (Shi et al., 2017)
Microfluidics is still a rapidly developing field of research. The interest has slowly been shifting from the
methods for droplet production or manipulation to the development of new applications of already known droplet
microfluidic techniques and systems that now allow for
high-throughput investigation on biological and chemical
processes. High-throughput screening using droplet techniques can identify the most efficient reaction conditions,
properties of materials, strains or variants of enzymes that
can later be used either by microfluidic or bulk methods.
In terms of generation of new types of capsules, particles and materials for practical applications, currently the
biggest challenge is to scale up the production rate, at
least on the level of kilograms of materials per hour. This
can be realized either by massive parallelization and/or by
using new types of devices capable of sustaining very
high pressures. We envisage that the current extensive research efforts will lead to substantial improvement and
dissemination of droplet microfluidics which will become
an important and widely known approach in the research
of powders and microparticles.
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Abstract
Nanostructures in solar cells are used both for the active layers and for light management techniques. Particularly
thin-film solar cells will benefit strongly from such nanoscale approaches as the light absorption needs to be
improved. Nanoparticles produced by wet chemical techniques, sometimes in the form of quantum dots, are
currently used to fabricate thin-film solar cells for research purposes. Light management studies use
nanostructures that are often created by lithographic methods but which are too expensive for an industrial
realisation. In this review paper, the opportunities for using nanoparticles as a bottom-up approach for both the
active layer and light management nanostructures is discussed. Since both the wet chemical method and
lithographic techniques have considerable limitations, the use of gas aggregation cluster sources is proposed as a
promising method to advance the use of bottom-up nanoparticles for solar cells. Plasmonics, Mie scattering,
quantum dots and new materials are reviewed with respect to the nanoparticle potential. The increase of solar cell
efficiency by using ultra-clean and crystalline nanoparticles which are produced with a vacuum-compatible
technique at low temperatures should be very interesting for science and technology, ultimately leading to
industrial products.
Keywords: nanoparticle, solar cell, light management, plasmonics, Mie particles, quantum dots

1. Introduction
Solar cell technology is important for many reasons, of
which the ecological sustainability is the most important.
The first commercial solar cells based on silicon wafer
technology have been around for many decades and their
technology has shown incremental progress (Fig. 1). Currently, solar energy contributes to a bit more than 1 % of
the global energy demand (in some countries up to 7 %),
which clearly indicates that the price per kWh should be
further reduced to become competitive (with conventional
electricity sources) in more locations worldwide to obtain
significantly higher market shares. Because the price of a
solar cell is determined to a large extent by the module
and installation costs, the efficiency of a solar cell determines its commercial success. This forms the basis of
current ongoing solar cell research: the increase of photovoltaic efficiency. Research aims at higher efficiencies
with cheap materials and using novel techniques (Green
M.A., 2003; Conibeer G., 2007).
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The efficiency of a solar cell has fundamental limits as
determined by Shockley and Queisser (SQ), who calculated a maximum efficiency using a single p-n junction of
32 % for c-Si solar cells (Shockley W. and Queisser,
1961). With modern approaches such as tandem cells, the

Fig. 1

Typical mono- and polycrystalline silicon solar cells
(top), and simplified cross-section of a commercial
monocrystalline silicon solar cell (bottom). Reprinted
with permission of Saga T. (2010).

Copyright © 2019 The Author. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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theoretical efficiency is 45 %. One of the most important
processes to limit solar cell efficiency is the recombination
of electrons and holes inside the active layer. Particularly
for thick solar cells such as crystalline or multi-crystalline
Si wafer solar cells, this reduces the efficiency very
strongly. The obvious advantage of lower cost and lower
energy consumption during fabrication forms a strong
motivation for fabricating thin-film solar cells. It is clear
that by reducing the thickness of the active layer in a solar
cell, the optical absorption likely decreases as well. Therefore, the main aim in current thin-film solar cell development is the improvement of absorption by the choice of
composition and with advanced light management. Several materials are currently being explored for thin-film
solar cell technology, of which the a-Si, CdTe and CIGS
are already commercially available (Lee A.U. and Ebong,
2017; Mints P., 2010), and the perovskites are knocking on
the door (Fig. 2). Light management makes use of nanostructures which have intricate interactions with the incident light which can be used to stimulate optical
absorption in thin-film solar cells (Yu E.T. and van de Lagemaat, 2011). Both the composition of a solar cell and
light management with nanostructures form attractive
possibilities for using nanoparticles. Light management
can be achieved by light scattering on, for example metal
particles, light in-coupling and local field enhancement
(Atwater H.A. and Polman, 2010). Additionally, light in
the UV and in the infra-red range is not harvested efficiently in solar cells. In the UV range, a considerable
amount of energy is wasted by thermalisation of electrons, which are excited far beyond the band gap. In the
infra-red range, the band gap is too large to be able to absorb the light. Therefore up- and down-converter materials are being investigated (Huang X. et al., 2013), which
can be in the form of particles, to split the UV photons
into two photons and combine the infra-red photons to a
single photon, all resulting in an energy package comparable to that of the semiconductor band gap. Nanoparticles
are particularly interesting as quantum dots which are
semiconductor particles with a radius smaller than the
Bohr radius and which enable the tuning of the band gap
by changing the size (Jabbour G.E.and Doderer, 2010).
Most light management techniques currently being explored make use of lithography. Although this is very rewarding as a proof of principle, it is economically not
viable. Therefore the use of nanoparticles forms an industrially interesting alternative because they can be deposited as a bottom-up method, making it fast and cheap.
Nanoparticles can be fabricated by chemical or physical
techniques, each of which have their advantages and disadvantages. The chemical route to nanoparticle fabrication and deposition is generally well known, as are the
complications by matching it with existing solar cell fabrication techniques. Although the physical deposition of

Fig. 2

Cubic perovskite crystal structure. For photovoltaically
interesting perovskites, the large cation A is usually
the methylammonium ion (CH3NH3), the small cation
B is Pb and the anion X is a halogen ion (usually I, but
both Cl and Br are also of interest). Reprinted with permission of Green M.A., et al. (2014).

nanoparticles, particularly with cluster sources, has been
around for several decades, the use in solar cell research
and development has barely begun. This review paper is
written to create awareness of the scientific and technological opportunities of the (physical) fabrication and implementation of nanoparticles for photovoltaics.

2. Thin-film solar cells
Thin-film solar cells can be made of many possible materials which are all currently the object of research, and
the thickness ranges from several µm to hundreds of nm.
An overview of the most investigated, used and promising
materials by Polman et al. (Polman A. et al., 2016), shows
that the increase of efficiency due to research is the fastest
for quantum dots, CZTS, CdTe, organic and perovskite
solar cells. Except for Si (homojunction and heterojunction), GaAs and GaInP, most compositions are at least
25 % below their SQ limit, which implies that there is
much room for improvement (Fig. 3).
The thin-film solar cell with a large market share is
based on a-Si:H, which also forms an important research
platform for light management studies. The advantages of
a-Si:H based solar cells are its conformal growth, which
creates many perspectives in combination with nanoscale
approaches, and the possibility to form flexible solar cells.
Unfortunately the efficiency of the a-Si:H thin-film solar
cell did not improve much beyond 12 % for many years.
The main reason is the abundant presence of defects
which form recombination centres for the electrons and
holes.
Although CdTe, and the chalcopyrite compound copper
indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) are currently market
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3.1 Plasmonics

Fig. 3

Theoretical Shockley-Queisser detailed-balance limit
as a function of band gap (black line) and 75 % and
50 % of the limit (gray lines). The record efficiencies
for different materials are plotted for the corresponding
band gaps. Reprinted with permission of Polman A., et
al. (2016).

products as thin-film solar cells (Miles R.W. et al., 2007),
research is increasing the laboratory efficiency which
makes them more attractive.
Perovskites are currently being very intensively investigated, and impressive laboratory efficiencies of up to
22.1 % have been reported (Fig. 2). Although the advantages of perovskites include ease of fabrication, strong solar
absorption and low non-radiative carrier recombination
rates, the instability under ambient conditions and illumination due to the presence of organic compounds hinders
commercial success. Replacement of the organic components is an important goal which will bring this material
to the market. The low resistance of present perovskite
technology to moist air and water vapour together with
the inability to produce high-quality large surfaces forms
a serious bottleneck. Although perovskites can be used as
a thin-film solar cell, they can also be used as a dye particle in, for example a TiO2 electrode.

3. Light management
In thick conventional crystalline silicon solar cells,
light management techniques such as anti-reflection texture and coatings have been employed successfully for a
long time. Because such an anti reflection texture has dimensions much larger than the thickness of thin-film solar
cells they are not suitable. Therefore new light-trapping
techniques at the nanoscale, which are compatible with
the thin-film solar cell, have to be found (Brongersma M.L.
et al., 2014; Chattopadhyay S. et al., 2010; Kuznetsov A.I.
et al., 2016).
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Plasmonics, the electronic response of light interacting
with metal nanostructures, is a promising novel concept
in the quest for photovoltaic devices with high efficiencies
and low-cost materials. The interest in plasmonics, which
merges optics with electronics (Maier S.A. et al., 2001;
Ozbay E., 2006) at very small scales, has increased considerably since about a decade. Five main effects are distinguished with the metal plasmon and optically active
neighbouring materials (Maier S.A., 2007): 1) Plasmonic
field enhancement (Atwater H.A. and Polman, 2010; Ferry
V.E. et al., 2010; Pala R.A. et al., 2009; Pillai S. et al.,
2007), (a near-field effect) increases the electromagnetic
field close to the metal surface by orders of magnitude.
This is the result of the (dipole) electric field around the
metal nanoparticle in response to illumination. This is
particularly interesting for thin-film solar cells as light
concentration has a significant effect on the overall absorption. 2) Scattering at/by the metal nanoparticle
(Bohren C.F. and Huffman, 2004) increases the light path
length in a solar cell and is therefore an important mechanism to increase efficiency. Incident light is scattered off
the metal object into a distribution of optical modes
within the semiconductor. 3) Coupling of plasmon resonance to waveguide modes in thin semiconductor slabs. 4)
The coupling of an (semiconductor) emitter to plasmon
modes also affects both the radiative and non-radiative
decay rates. This phenomenon is based on the principle
that the strength with which an emitter couples with an
electromagnetic field depends on its environment (Anger
P. et al., 2006; Novotny L. and Hecht, 2006; Purcell E.,
1946). 5) Energy transfer from the absorber/emitter to
plasmon modes of a nearby nanoparticle or vice versa can
occur by, for example Forster Energy Transfer (FRET)
(Govorov A.O. et al., 2006). This energy will be partially
dissipated or coupled to radiation (Clapp A.R. et al, 2006;
Michalet X. et al., 2005). The balance between these effects depends strongly on the geometry, shape, size and
distance (Haes A.J. et al., 2004). A schematic of some
plasmonic interactions is shown in Fig. 4.
One of the first experimental investigations of plasmonic enhancement for photovoltaics involved silver
nanoparticles in an organic solar cell (Stenzel O. et al.,
1995; Westphalen M. et al., 2000). The first papers to explore the potential of localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR) in solid-state photovoltaics were published in the
late 1990s by Stuart and Hall (Stuart H.R. and Hall,
1996). Their device consisted of a thin silicon-on-insulator
wafer, where the Si was 165 nm thick, and since the absorbing Si layer was separated from the Si substrate by a
layer of SiO2, it acts as a thin waveguide. Metal island
formation was achieved by the deposition of a thin metallic film and annealing under N2 so that the film coalesced
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Fig. 4

Plasmonic light-trapping geometries for thin-film solar cells. (a) Light trapping by scattering from metal
nanoparticles at the surface of the solar cell. Light is preferentially scattered and trapped into the semiconductor thin film by multiple and high-angle scattering, causing an increase in the effective optical
path length in the cell. (b) Light trapping by the excitation of localized surface plasmons in metal
nanoparticles embedded in the semiconductor. The near-field of the excited particles causes the creation
of electron–hole pairs in the semiconductor. (c) Light trapping by the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons at the metal/semiconductor interface. A corrugated metal back surface couples light to surface
plasmon polariton or photonic modes that propagate in the plane of the semiconductor layer. Reprinted
with permission of Atwater H.A. and Polman A. (2010).

into discrete islands. Subsequent studies show that the local field enhancement and scattering of plasmonic nanostructures increases the solar cell performance (Atwater
H.A. and Polman, 2010; Maier S. et al., 2001; Pala R.A. et
al., 2009) (Ferry V.E. et al., 2010). Additionally, work by
Barnard et al. (Barnard E.S. et al., 2011) shows the enhancing effect of silver nanostructures on the photocurrent in silicon. Underneath a metal nanoantenna, the field
intensity is enhanced by a factor of 2.8 while locally, the
field enhancement can be significantly higher (up to 20) in
“hot spots” under the corners of the antenna. A theoretical
study of plasmonic nanoparticles for solar cells shows that
an absorption increase of 10–15 % is more than feasible
(Akimov Y.A. et al., 2009).
To date, most research focused on noble metals (Hägglund
C. et al., 2008; Nakayama K. et al., 2008) which have
strong resonances in the visible part of the spectrum and
have the advantage of being inert. However, the high price
of noble metals makes them difficult for commercial solar
cells. Although aluminium has its bulk plasmon resonance in the far UV range at around 150 nm, its plasmon
resonance can be shifted, making it a cheap alternative.
The plasmon resonance wavelength of aluminium
nanoparticles can be shifted towards the visible range by
selection of size, shape, configuration and dielectric environment (Ekinci Y. et al, 2008; Knight M.W. et al., 2012;
Langhammer C. et al., 2008; Olson J. et al., 2014; Tan S.J.
et al., 2014; Temple T.L. and Bagnall, 2011; van der Vliet
T. and Di Vece, 2016). The electron collision frequency at
a plasma frequency in the visible range in aluminium is in
between that of gold and silver (Tassin P. et al., 2012),
which make Ohmic losses acceptable. A theoretical study
by Akimov at al. (Akimov Y.A. et al., 2009) has demonstrated that aluminium particles increase the optical absorption in a-Si:H over a wide wavelength range better
than silver particles.
Nanoparticle plasmonics: although previous research
on using plasmonics for solar cells included both nanopar-

ticles and nanostructures formed by lithography as shown
in Fig. 5, much work remains to be done as commercial
applications are still not realized. Although lithography
has been very rewarding as a proof of principle method,
this top-down technique is economically not yet interesting. However, the roll-to-roll nano imprint lithography
technique has been used in such studies and is industrially more interesting (Ferry V.E. et al., 2010; Kooy N. et
al., 2014). The use of (plasmonic) nanoparticles from a
bottom-up approach as demonstrated by Faraone G., et al.
(2018) has many advantages such as speed and low cost,
which brings these novel concepts within industrial reach.

3.2 Mie scatterers
A new approach to more efficiently coupling light into
a thin-film solar cell is the use of Mie scatterers as shown
in Fig. 6. In a Mie scatterer, usually a dielectric particle
such as silicon (Spinelli P. and Polman, 2014) with the dimension of the wavelength of light (down to 10 %), the
scattering of light often has a stronger intensity in the forward direction which is useful when a light absorbing
material is placed beneath it. The forward scattering couples the light efficiently into the layers below it (Spinelli P.
et al., 2012). Since a Mie scatterer is made out of a dielectric material and not a metal with electric resistance acting on the plasmonic resonance, its optical losses are
minimal. When the Mie scatterer is large, the captured
light will resonate at particular wavelengths, depending
on the interference conditions, which enhances its optical
cross-section for these wavelengths. The circulating light
in this Mie scatterer can be coupled into a solar cell beneath it by leaking, which makes a more efficient and selective harvesting of light possible. Mie scattering can
provide a broad-band optical absorption with, for example
silicon nanocone arrays (Wang Z.Y. et al., 2015). The Mie
scatterer is not limited to solar cells but can also be employed in solar fuel generation by light (Cheng Y.Y. et al.,
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Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Current–voltage characteristics of nanopatterned cells. The cells are conformally deposited over the patterned substrate, as shown schematically in (a) and in SEM cross-section in (b). The maximum particle
diameter in the backpattern was chosen so that nanostructures in the ITO top layer would touch without
overlap. (c) Current density–voltage measurements for the best-efficiency cells on the substrate with
90 nm intrinsic layers. The optimized periodic pattern and the pseudorandom pattern have efficiencies
of 9.6 and 9.4 %, respectively. Reprinted with permission of Ferry V.E., et al. (2011).

Schematic showing how various optical resonances
supported by a model cell structure can be excited to
enhance light absorption in the active semiconductor
material (green). The numbers 1–4 label four distinct
coupling mechanisms. 1: Excitation of an optical (Mie)
resonance of hexapolar symmetry in the NWs. This
resonance is hybridized with a guided resonance in the
underlying Si layer. 2: Fabry-Perot standing-wave resonance that results from the confinement of light between the reflecting top surface of the high-index Si
film and the metallic back-reflector. 3: Guided resonance
of the Si layer. 4: Excitation of diffracted modes. Such
modes can be excited when incident light is redirected
into the plane of the light-trapping layer, where they
concentrate most of the field. These modes also extend
into the underlying semiconductor layer where they
can induce useful absorption. Reprinted with permission of Brongersma M.L., et al. (2014).

2012; Kim S.J. et al., 2014). The Mie scatterer composition can be chosen to obtain the desired optical properties
as shown by using silicon carbide (Schuller J.A. et al.,
2007), silica (Nunomura S. et al., 2010) and germanium
(Cao L. et al. , 2010) particles.
In most of the current research of Mie scatterers for solar cells, top-down techniques such as lithography and laser printing (Zywietz U. et al., 2014) are used to create the
desired nanostructures. As this is commercially not yet
attractive, alternative methods (i.e. bottom-up) to fabricate Mie scatterers for solar cells need to be explored. Although wet chemical techniques are used to fabricate Mie
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scattering structures (Araújo A. et al., 2017; Karg M. et
al., 2015), more industrially compatible techniques are
desirable. A recent work by (Giannakoudakis and Di
Vece, 2017) shows that TiO2 Mie scatterers can be produced with a gas aggregation cluster source and combined
with a-Si thin films. TiO2 has also been used as a Mie
scattering composite in dye-sensitized solar cells (Son S.
et al., 2013) and as a scatterer for solar cells (Kang S.H. et
al., 2008). Since thin a-Si films are used in solar cells,
they function as a photovoltaic model system. TiO2 Mie
scatterers can easily be fabricated with a gas-phase aggregation cluster source (Barborini E. et al., 2003; Polonskyi
O. et al., 2013), which is fast, cheap, vacuum-compatible
and provides ultra-clean and well-defined particles. TiO2
particles were also produced by a pulsed microplasma
cluster source (Barborini E. et al., 2003), which demonstrates its versatility.

3.3 Quantum dots
Although commercial quantum dot solar cells are not
available (Jabbour G.E. and Doderer, 2010), the quantumdot-based emitting displays (QDOT) (Dai X. et al., 2017)
demonstrate that this could become reality in the near future. Most of the current solar cell materials are used or
could be used in a thin-film design. The inspiration for
quantum dot solar cells is the tandem or multi junction
cells in which more photons of different energy are harvested. Although such solar cells are commercially available and indeed have a higher efficiency (Law D.C. et al.,
2010), they are, however, very expensive, leaving ample
space for research towards economically viable materials.
The band gap of a semiconductor can be changed by
reducing the size, typically well below 10 nm (Nebel C.E.
et al., 1998; Nozik A.J., 2002) due to quantum confinement
as illustrated in Fig. 7. These quantum dots (Alivisatos
A.P., 1996; Murray C.B. et al., 2000) allow the use of a
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Fig. 7 Size-dependent absorption enables QDs to be tuned to absorb, sequentially, the constituent bands making
up the sun’s broad spectrum, paving the way for the construction of multi-junction solar cells that overcome the energy loss in single-junction cells resulting from thermalization. This is achieved by reducing
the discrepancy between the energy of absorbed photons (hν) and the bandgap (e.g. dashed black arrow)
of the material in which they are absorbed, so that the energy lost by the photoexcitations due to thermalization (solid black arrow) is minimized. EC and EV are the conduction and valence band edges, respectively. Reprinted with permission of Lan X. (2014).

single cheap semiconductor in a tandem solar cell. However, solar energy conversion to electricity in these quantum dot solar cells remains too low (below 10 % (Jabbour
G.E. and Doderer, 2010)) and therefore requires fundamental improvements. One of the key factors is the efficient transport of charge carriers (electrons and holes)
toward the opposing electrodes. The chemical properties
of the quantum dot surface, the material between the
quantum dots and the contact properties with the electrodes are all very important to obtain the best efficiency.
One of the promising quantum dot compositions is PbS or
PbSe, these are conveniently produced and have promising optical and electronic properties (Carey G.H. et al.,
2015). A schematic of the different uses of quantum dots
for solar cells is shown in Fig. 8.
Silicon QD: although new concepts and materials are
intensively investigated to further increase efficiencies,
the “old work horse” silicon remains a very attractive
photovoltaics (PV) material. Silicon as a quantum dot
may lead to enhanced device performance (Conibeer G.,
2007). Besides the possibility of silicon quantum dots to
tune their band gap (Cullis A.G. and Canham, 1991)
which can be employed in a tandem cell, a direct band
gap may appear for the smallest sizes (de Boer W.D.A.M.
et al., 2010). In principle a direct band gap increases absorption as compared with the indirect band gap of bulk
crystalline silicon (Prokofiev A.A. et al., 2010). However,
small quantum dots have a low density of states which in
turn reduces their optical absorption.
The photoluminescence of silicon nanoparticles yielded
a clear size dependence of the luminescence emission en-

Fig. 8

Different QD-based photovoltaic cells. (a) Schottky
cell; (b) hybrid polymer solar cells; (c) heterojunction
cell and (d) QD-sensitized solar cell.

ergy due to quantum confinement (Delerue C. et al., 1998;
Ledoux G. et al., 2000; Takeoka S. et al, 2000; Tekin E. et
al., 2008; Wilson W.L. et al., 1993). Photoluminescence
on silicon particles which were fabricated by laser ablation showed radiative decay lifetimes of microseconds at
room temperature which also depends on size and the
available phonon contribution (Watanabe K. et al., 2002).
Multiple exciton generation in silicon nanoparticles was
observed by a step-like enhancement of the luminescence
quantum yield (Timmerman D. et al., 2011). In a work by
Trinh et al. (Trinh M.T. et al., 2012), the direct generation
of multiple excitons was even possible in adjacent silicon
nanoparticles.
The main reason why currently silicon quantum dot re-
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search is not very active is the inability to produce silicon
quantum dots by wet chemical means. Various methods
to fabricate silicon particles for solar cells have been studied with proof of principle devices. From silicon-rich silicon oxide or silicon carbide, nanoparticles are formed
upon annealing whereby the silicon atoms aggregate to
form particles (Conibeer G. et al., 2006). A similar process is possible by Si ion implantation (Shimizu-Iwayama
T. et al., 1998). However, these silicon nanoparticles have
a large size distribution and are often separated by large
distances, which hinders electrical conductance. The
large size distribution will prevent accurate tuning of the
band gap and forms exciton-trapping centres. The fabrication of monodisperse silicon quantum dots with controllable separation distance is a prerequisite for successful
application in a solar cell. Work by Mohan et al. (Mohan
A. et al., 2017) shows that it is possible to obtain silicon
nanoparticles by using a pulsed SiH4/Ar plasma. In a recent work by Tang et al. (Tang W. et al., 2015), the silicon
nanoparticles were fabricated with a gas aggregation cluster source, which is a promising route.

3.4 Spectral budgeting
Photons having an energy higher than twice that of the
band gap (i.e. in the 280–400 nm spectral range) do not
contribute efficiently to the energy conversion. To reduce
the losses, photon conversion concepts have been proposed: down-shifting (where an ultraviolet (UV) photon
is converted into a visible or infrared (IR) photon) ( Hovel
H.J. et al., 1979) and down-conversion (a UV photon is
converted into two visible or IR photons) (Richards B.S.,
2006; Trupke T. et al., 2002). Down-conversion is also of-

Fig. 9
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ten called singlet exciton fission (Lee J. et al., 2013). The
advantage of down-shifting is that the reduced photon energy enables the photon to penetrate deeper into the active
semiconductor layer while for down-conversion, the two
photons are better absorbed. A schematic image to illustrate up- and down-conversion for a solar cell is shown in
Fig. 9. To date, down-shifting and down-conversion have
not led to significant improvements, and better systems
need to be developed (Fix T. et al., 2015). Luminescence
provides a good way to down-shift the photon (Švrček V.
et al., 2004; van Sark W. G.J.H.M. et al., 2004).
Alternatively, the up-shifting (up-conversion) of IR
photons, which means that multiple IR photons will be
harvested by a nanoparticle and converted into a single
photon in the visible range, can be used to increase the efficiency of a solar cell (Bloembergen N., 1959; De Wild J.
et al., 2013). The commercially available up-converter,
Gd 2O2S:Yb3+, Er3+, in which Yb3+absorbs light around
980 nm and Er3+ emits in the visible spectrum (400 to
700 nm) needs to be improved (de Wild J. et al., 2011;
Haase M. and Schafer, 2011). For example, with nanocrystals of NaYF4:Er3+, Yb3+ also shows up-conversion. An
advantage of using nanocrystals is that transparent solutions or transparent matrices with up-converting nanocrystals can be obtained.

3.5 Nanoparticles as a constituent
Many of the thin-film solar cells can also be fabricated
by using nanoparticles as a constituent (Stolle C.J. et al.,
2013). The dye-sensitized solar cells are famous and use
TiO2 particles as (dye) support (Gratzel M., 2001). Although the technology can be cheap, the dyes are often un-

Spectral conversion design for PV applications involving down-shifting (DS), quantum-cutting (QC),
and upconversion (UC) of luminescent materials. In a typical downshifting process, upon excitation with
a high-energy photon, non-radiative relaxation takes place followed by radiative relaxation, thereby resulting in the emission of a lower-energy photon. In contrast, two-step radiative relaxation occurs in the
quantum-cutting process upon excitation with a high-energy photon, leading to the emission of two (or
more) lower-energy photons. The upconversion process can convert two (or more) incident low-energy
photons into a single higher-energy photon. The downshifting and quantum-cutting materials are generally placed on the front surface of a monofacial solar cell, allowing the downconverted photons to be absorbed by the solar cell. The upconversion material is typically placed in between a bifacial solar cell
and a light-reflection layer to harvest the sub-bandgap spectrum of sunlight. Reprinted with permission
of Huang X. (2013).
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stable in sunlight and the presence of electrolytes makes
it difficult to handle and seal. Additionally, the efficiencies have not surpassed 12 % during the last two decades
of research. Nanoparticle precursors are used to fabricate
CIGS (Kapur V.K. et al., 2003), CZTS (Lokhande A.C. et
al., 2016) and CdTe (Anderson I.E. et al., 2009) solar cells.
The particles are fabricated by wet chemical procedures
and deposited from solution by spin-coating, ink-jet
printing or spraying. The advantage is the relatively uncomplicated technique and the low temperatures. The disadvantages are the lack of crystallinity and presence of
contaminants.

4. Nanoparticle sources for photovoltaics
4.1 Vacuum-compatible techniques
Colloidal nanoparticles have the advantage of large-
volume production and ease of deposition by, for example,
spin coating or electro spray. The main disadvantages are
the stabilising chemicals in the solutions which form a
source of contamination and some (crystalline) compositions are not easily synthesised by wet chemistry. The diverse fabrication methods of solar cells provide many
opportunities for the different nanoparticle fabrication
techniques. Thin-film a-Si:H is grown by plasma-
enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PE-CVD) from Siand H-containing precursors (Schropp R.E.I., 2015).
Conductive electrodes and anti-reflection coatings are
also applied in a vacuum environment. This makes physical deposition of particles with cluster sources very attractive. An example of embedding silver nanoparticles
inside a-Si:H solar cells is given in Fig. 10. Although the
reactor chamber of a cluster source can be at about 10 –1
mbar, the deposition pressures of gas aggregation cluster
sources are between 10 –5 and 10 –8 mbar, which leaves the
solar cell (parts) undisturbed as the presence of reactive

Fig. 10 TEM cross-section of an a-Si:H solar cell with silver
nanoparticles embedded at a depth of 50 nm in the absorber layer. Reprinted with permission of Santbergen
R. (2010).

gaseous species is minimal. Along with the nanoparticles,
a carrier gas is transported to the deposition chamber,
usually argon and/or helium, both of which are noble gasses and therefore do not contaminate the solar cell.
Various cluster sources would be suitable for the fabrication of nanoparticles for PV. The different types of
cluster sources are well described in literature (de Heer
W.A., 1993; Popok V.N. et al., 2011; Wegner K. et al.,
2006b). In the gas-aggregation source, metal is vaporized
and introduced in a flow of cold inert gas. This causes the
vapour to become highly supersaturated. Due to the low
temperature of the inert gas, cluster production proceeds
primarily by successive single-atom addition. The cluster
size distribution is determined by the parameters of the
source such as the metal-vapour density, gas flow rate,
and dimensions of the various components. Gas-phase
cluster sources work in either pulsed or continuous mode,
both of which are suitable for optical layers. The term
“cluster source” is slightly confusing as in the past, the
device was often used to study few atom particles. Since
many cluster sources are capable of producing nanoparticles of up to tens of nm, a new name would be appropriate.
The seeded supersonic nozzle source (SSNS) and the
thermal gas aggregation source (TGAS) use thermal
evaporation to produce nanoparticles at high yield, but is
limited to the metals. The sputter gas aggregation source
(SGAS) uses sputtering to replace Joule heating to vaporize the material. The strong advantage of this method is
that any solid can be used: metals, semiconductors and
insulators. In Fig. 11, silicon nanocrystals made with
such a cluster source are shown. The laser ablation source

Fig. 11 TEM image showing the general morphology of the Si
nanoparticles produced by a magnetron sputtering
cluster source and the inset is the selected area electron diffraction pattern. Reprinted with permission of
Wang L. (2008).
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(LAS) also has the advantage of being able to ablate most
solids and having a high yield. However, only small particles can be produced. Pulsed-arc cluster ion sources (PACIS) use an arc discharge between two metallic electrodes
in combination with an inert gas burst. The yield is high
but oxide particles can only be produced by the oxidation
of metal particles, which is too complicated and time-
consuming for optical coatings on semiconductor surfaces. Additionally, the particle sizes are very small. The
pulsed microplasma cluster source (PMCS) combines the
LAS and PACIS, resulting in high particle fluxes. However, only metal or highly doped semiconductor nanoparticles can be produced.
Cluster sources are excellently suited for producing
light management structures with metal and dielectric
particles. The particles can be deposited at any stage of
the solar cell fabrication and the random distribution of
particles may be advantageous. The most promising cluster source is the magnetron sputtering gas aggregation
cluster source, which has the main advantage of being
able to use all materials (metal, semiconductors and insulators). The main disadvantage is the production of excess
material that deposits in the reactor chamber and which
needs to be cleaned regularly. The magnetron sputter
cluster source was developed by Haberland (Haberland H.
et al., 1994) (Fig. 12a), and is now one of the few cluster
sources which is commercially available (“Mantis”, “Oxford Applied Research Inc.”). Magnetron sputter cluster

Fig. 12 Production of size-selected cluster beams. (a) Cluster
formation by plasma sputtering and gas aggregation.
(b) Overview of the complete cluster beam source. (c)
Mass spectra of Ag clusters produced by the source.
Reprinted with permission of Palmer R.E., et al. (2003).
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sources with multiple targets are currently also available
which make it possible to produce complicated alloy or
core shell nanoparticles.
The nanoparticle sizes from these cluster sources range
from a few atoms to about 100 nm. The latter can usually
be obtained using magnetron sputtering with a large aggregation distance. Considering, for example the Bohr radius of silicon and germanium, this allows the fabrication
of quantum dots. With respect to plasmonic and Mie particles, this is clearly within range and compatible with
thin-film solar cell dimensions. Complicated compositions
such as perovskite particles are difficult to produce with
gas aggregation cluster sources although multiple target
magnetron sputtering is promising in this respect. A recent
work by Palmer et al. demonstrates a high yield cluster
source with the launch of a new type of cluster production: the “Matrix Assembly Cluster Source” (Palmer R.E.
et al., 2016), in which large quantities of clusters are produced by use of an Ar matrix in which the cluster atoms
aggregate and are subsequently sputtered out. Since the
output has increased from nanoamps (in conventional
cluster sources) to milliamps, this is indeed promising for
industrial applications.
The mass selection of nanoparticles from a cluster
source can be achieved by magnetic deflection (Gerlach
W. and Stern, 1922), time of flight (de Heer W.A. and
Milani, 1991; von Issendorff B. and Palmer, 1999), quadrupole mass filter (Paul W. and Steinwedel H., 2014),
aerodynamic lenses (Piseri P. et al., 2004), the Wien filter
(Wien W., 1902) and the magnetic sector. Although the
disadvantage of all these systems is the loss of most of the
particles produced by the cluster source and therefore a
smaller amount will be deposited, the particle size can be
easily tuned for optical purposes such as plasmonics or
quantum dots. With some mass selectors, monolayers can
be obtained in reasonable deposition times, such as the
time of flight and quadrupole. This will often be good
enough for light management structures. However, many
cluster sources have a size distribution in the order of 10–
20 % which is already sufficient for optical nanostructures. This does away with the necessity of a mass
selector and increases the deposition time considerably.
An example of a magnetron sputtering gas aggregation
cluster source with time-of-flight mass selector is shown
in Fig. 12b.
A laboratory gas aggregation cluster source can produce a monolayer of metal, insulator or semiconductor
particles within about a minute. Up-scaling would increase this speed and enable the coverage of large areas.
The produced nanoparticles are ultra clean and are therefore compatible with any solar cell fabrication stage. The
easy and quick control over particle size, often by tuning
parameters such as magnetron/laser power, gas flow and
aggregation distance, provides versatility with respect to
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the desired configuration. The magnetron gas aggregation
cluster source has the advantage of being able to produce
metal, semiconductor and insulating particles by DC or
RF sputtering. The nanoparticles from magnetron cluster
sources are often highly crystalline, which is important
for the plasmonic particles, Mie scatterers and quantum
dots. Because the nanoparticle quantity required for solar
cell applications ranges from sub-monolayers to about 50
monolayers, it is within the reach of most cluster sources.
For example, silicon and germanium quantum dots have
been very hard to fabricate with chemical methods, which
provided limited research results. With gas aggregation
cluster sources, it is possible to produce such quantum
dots in optically thick layers. The formation of patterns
made out of nanoparticles by using a hard mask may
prove very useful to apply structures in the photovoltaic
device (Wegner K. et al., 2006a). It is clear that this provides many research opportunities.

4.2 Colloidal deposition
The colloidal deposition techniques are currently routinely used and could be easily up-scaled. The spin-
coating of nanoparticles is probably the simplest method
to deposit nanoparticles. For applying light management
structures on solar cells, it has the disadvantage that the
solution often interacts with the delicate solar cell surface,
the solar cell needs to be exposed to the ambient and the
size is limited due to the rotational motion. Spin-coating
and layer-by-layer exchange lead to vast material waste:
typically only 1–10 % of the consumed quantum dots are
incorporated into the final film (Ning Z. et al., 2014).
(Electro-) Spraying is a promising alternative which can
cover very large scales reliably (Kramer I.J. et al., 2015;
Salata O.V., 2005). The droplets containing particles are
deposited on the desired substrate, after which the solvent
evaporates. Although some molecules from the solution
are also deposited, they may be able to evaporate or are
considered to be harmless. A new development is the inkjet deposition of colloidal quantum dots (Tekin E. et al.,
2008), which even allows the creation of structures in the
layers (Fischer A. et al., 2013; Kirmani A.R. et al., 2014).
An example of a working solar cell produced by ink deposition is shown in Fig. 13.
A promising route by employing colloids is the aerosol
deposition technique. The aerosol, in this case a liquid
droplet containing the colloid particles, is sprayed on to
the surface of interest, depositing metal, semiconductor
and insulating nanoparticles (Gurav A. et al., 1993; Noor
N. and Parkin, 2013; Palgrave R.G. and Parkin, 2006).
Ultra-porous TiO2 layers for perovskite solar cells are
made by the flame pyrolysis of aerosols (Mayon Y.O., et
al., 2016).
Colloidal particles have to be deposited from solutions,

Fig. 13 CuInSe2 solar cells fabricated from a nanocrystal ink.
FESEM images of (a) CuInSe2 nanocrystal thin film
after casting and (b) after sintering in a Se/Ar atmosphere. (c) A photograph of the completed solar cells
after chemical bath deposition of CdS, sputtering of
i-ZnO and ITO, and evaporation of metal contacts. (d)
The I–V characteristic of the finished device. Reprinted with permission of Guo Q. (2008).

which makes it compatible with solar cell materials such
as CIGS (Choi K.-H. et al., 2011), Perovskites or quantum
dot solar cells. Both CIGS and CZTS solar cells can be
fabricated by colloidal deposition (Akhavan V.A. et al.,
2012). However, the solvents are often toxic and may not
be compatible with vacuum techniques and reduce the
possibility to hybridise the fabrication.

5. The future for nanoparticles and
photovoltaics
Different scientific disciplines are often well separated
and it is therefore important to create bridges between
them, of which this review paper is an attempt. The photovoltaic community, including the novel concept work, is
in general not familiar with nanoparticle research and
vice versa. As described above, there are many aspects of
novel concept solar cell development in which nanoparticles can play an important role. This is particularly interesting with respect to industrial feasibility, in contrast to
lithographic techniques, which currently are limited to
the proof of concept designs.
Two main nanoparticle and solar cell fabrication techniques can be distinguished: 1) the physical fabrication/
deposition which often makes use of vacuum techniques,
and 2) the chemical fabrication/deposition which involves
the presence of liquids and is not necessarily compatible
with physical fabrication/deposition. In contrast to conventional wafer-based solar cells, these fabrication processes can be performed at room temperature, which
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reduces the fabrication cost considerably.
The integration of cluster sources with research fields
such as solar cells is currently not far beyond its conception. The maturation of using cluster sources for photovoltaics lies in the near future, which is stimulated by the
commercial availability of gas aggregation cluster
sources.
It is likely that nanoparticles will find their way into
photovoltaics by different techniques and approaches.
Light management remains interesting to increase the efficiency of thin-film solar cells for many years to come.
The different compositions of thin-film solar cells, including the promising perovskites, will provide decades of research possibilities for nanoparticle implementation. From
an industrial point of view, nanoparticles are cheap to
produce and easy to combine with existing fabrication
methods in PV technology. Not only do the separate scientific communities of PV and nanoparticles have to
cross-fertilize, their industrial counterparts may significantly benefit from such an approach.

6. Conclusions
Using nanoparticles for photovoltaics is a promising
bottom-up approach for various aspects of the thin-film
solar cell. The nanoparticles can be used as a constituent
such as CIGS or perovskite or as a quantum dot. Particularly the “traditional” materials such as silicon and GaAs
are waiting for new fabrication techniques to be employed
as quantum dots in solar cells. The nanoparticles can also
be used as a light management structure in or on thin-film
solar cells. Plasmonic particles can scatter light or the local field enhancement can increase absorption. Dielectric
Mie scatterers can also scatter light or can function as
light antennas to subsequently couple light into the active
solar cell layer. Photon up- and down-conversion materials can also be fabricated as nanoparticles. Although wet
chemical techniques can produce nanoparticles in large
quantities, the disadvantage is the presence of unwanted
chemicals from the fabrication procedure and a lack of
crystallinity. Moreover, some compositions such as silicon and germanium turn out to be very difficult to fabricate chemically in the form of nanoparticles. The gas
aggregation cluster source is proposed here as new fabrication technique for nanoparticles covering the compositional and light management parts in thin-film solar cells.
Because thin-film solar cells require only one or several
monolayers of particles, this is feasible. By merging two
historically independent research fields, a bright future
for nanoparticles and solar cells is on the horizon.
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Nomenclature
CdTe

Cadmium telluride

CIGS

Copper indium gallium (di)selenide

CZTS

Copper zinc tin sulfide

FESEM

Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy

LAS

Laser ablation source

PACIS

Pulsed-arc cluster ion sources

PE-CVD Plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition
PMCS

Pulsed microplasma cluster source

PV

Photovoltaics

QD

Quantum dot

SGAS

Sputter gas aggregation source

SQ

Shockley-Queisser

SSNS

Supersonic nozzle source

TEM

Transmission electron microscopy

TGAS

Thermal gas aggregation source
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Fine Particle Filtration Technology Using Fiber
as Dust Collection Medium †
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Abstract
Researches relating dust collector using fiber as particle collection body i.e., air filter, cartridge filter and
nonwoven bag filter, were reviewed. Their filtration process was classified into 3 stages, i.e., Stage 1.inner
filtration I, Stage 2.inner filtration II and Stage 3.surface filtration. Collection mechanisms of fresh circular fiber
have been well understood and so-called classic filtration theory is applicable except single nano-particle, where
discussion about the possibility of thermal rebound is necessary. In Stage 1, effects of shape of both fiber and
particle, and filter structure, non-uniformity are the important issues. In Stages 2 and 3, filtration process becomes
very complicated because of many affecting parameters. Main target in Stage 2 is to develop effective scheme to
describe the phenomena and to find filter structure having a large holding capacity. Most important issue in Stage
3 is to develop the effective cleaning technique to minimize the dust emission based on rational but not empirical
scheme.
Keywords: dust collection by fiber, collection mechanism, thermal rebound, dust holding capacity, dust cleaning

1. Introduction
Air pollution by particulate matter, especially PM2.5 is
still a big issue or it is getting even worse because of rapid
industrialization of developing countries, especially
Northeast Asia and generation of secondary particles in
the atmosphere. Nano safety is also a big issue in the field
of nano-particle production. Air quality of workplace environment is important from the point of view of workers’
health control. All of these issues are closely related to the
elimination of particulate matter from air. However, particle size and concentration ranges are too broad to handle
by only one dust collector and thus various types of dust
collectors have been used to solve these problems. Among
them, “filters using fiber” such as air filter, bag filter and
cartridge filters play very important role because of excellent collection performance and relatively low cost. They
are common in using as a particle collection body, but are
different at principal working principle, filter structure
and the covering area and so on.
Particle collection by the use of filter is a kind of old
technology and thus the number of studies has been done
from various view points and subjects. Even so, they are
still needed and area of demand is expanding. Hence it is
†
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inevitable to understand the filtration phenomena and
their applications.
Hence in this paper, filtration phenomena and theoretical and experimental researches, and their practical applications will be reviewed.

2. Classification of filter and collection
behaviour
Fig. 1 shows a rough sketch of covering area of those
filters. As seen from the figure, the covering area of filters
ranges broad in both particle size and concentration, i.e.,
particle size ranges from order of several ten micron meters to nano meters and particle concentration from more
than several dozen g/m3 to several particles/m3 or less. In
the figure, applicable area of each filter is shown by different colors and main usages or purposes of each filter
are also written in individual area.
The area of air filters locates at lower concentration
range. Covering particle size and concentration range of
air filter depends on the filter performance, i.e., middle
efficiency filter covers larger size and high particle concentration area, high efficiency filter locates at the middle,
and high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter and Ultra
low Penetration air (ULPA) filter, locate very fine size and
low concentration area.
Most important feature of air filters is that they collect
particles inside the medium. Once filter becomes dust

Copyright © 2019 The Author. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1

Area map of filters against particle size and concentration.

loaded, especially for the case of solid particles, they stay
and accumulate on the fiber. As a result, pressure drop
across the filter rises with filtration time and particles accumulated inside the filter is too hard to remove them, i.e.,
regeneration of filter is extremely hard and thus air filter
is usually discarded. Hence to increase the holding capacity of filter is an important issue. Collection of very fine
particle like nano-size particle is another important issue
for them.
Bag filter locates at the highest dust concentration
range as high as ten g/m3 or more, and cover whole particle size range. Cartridge filter is a kind of new type of filter and its coverage area overlaps almost but a little lower
concentration compared with bag filter. Different from air
filters, they are used at high particle concentration area,
especially to recover powder products from industrial
processes to suppress particulate emission of flue gas. Of
course initial particle collection by a fresh filter takes
place inside the filter, but it soon shifts to surface collection. Captured particles form a dust layer and it plays the
actual collection medium, which collect particles almost
perfectly regardless of particle size. Since dust layer becomes thicker with time and increases the flow resistance,
it has to be removed occasionally to maintain continual
operation. This also requires the filter medium to have
sufficient mechanical strength against pressure drop.
Although two types of bag filter such as nonwoven and
woven bag filters have been used for dust collection, nonwoven type bag filter is popularly used so that it increases
practical importance now. Hence, discussion about woven
type bag filter is eliminated in this article.
Table 1 compares the indices of 3 typical filters. They
are different in many items like fiber size, thickness,

packing density and etc. But they are still similar in using
independent fibers to collect particles. Hence, they can be
regarded as “air filters”.
If a fresh air filter is operated for a long time, its collection behavior changes to 3 stages with time as,
Stage 1: Particles are collected by any fibers in the filter
(inner filtration I). Rigorously, this stage is the period until first particle is collected but in practice, it is regarded
as the period when pressure drop and/or collection efficiency of the filter stay almost the same.
Stage 2: Particles are collected by both fresh and dust
loaded fibers in the filter (inner filtration). In this stage,
gas flow pattern near the dust loaded fiber changes due to
the change of apparent fiber shape and thus filter collection efficiency and pressure drop increase rapidly.
This stage can be defined as the period between the
starting time of pressure drop and filter efficiency increase, to the time before clogging of the filter.
Stage 3; Particles are collected on the filter surface and
forms porous dust cake, pore size of which is about same
size with incoming particles (surface filtration). In this
stage, particles arrived to the filter are collected by the
dust cake almost perfectly regardless of particle size and
pressure drop increases linearly.
Air filters used at Stages 1 and 2 are middle and high
performance filters, and HEPA and ULPA filters. Main
purpose of the usage of air filter, especially HEPA and
ULPA filter, is to make clean air into much cleaner air. To
achieve this, it uses fine fibers to enhance fine particle
collection. Although it can use for a long time because of
low inlet particle concentration, it cannot use no longer
than the holding capacity of the filter, which is unknown
but does not exceed its void. Hence to increase the hold-
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Table 1

Comparison of indices of filters.

Item

HEPA filter

Cartridge filter

Nonwoven bag filter

Fiber material

Glass, polymer

Polymer

Polymer

Fiber length

Short

Long (filament)

Short, long

Fiber size

Fine (< 2 μm)

Coarse (10~20 μm)

Coarse (10~20 μm)

Thickness

Thin (< 0.2 mm)

Middle (0.4~0.7 mm)

Thick (> 1 mm)

Packing density

Low (< 0.15)

High (> 0.25)
2

Fiber mass per area

Low (< 100 g/m )

Middle (100~300 g/m )

High (300~900 g/m 2)

Process

Paper making

Thermal-compression

Needle punching

Shape

Sheet (pleated)

Sheet (pleated)

Cylinder, envelop

Principal mechanism of
particle collection

Depth filtration

Surface filtration

Surface filtration

Re-generation

Non cleanable, discard

Cleanable, Re-use

Cleanable, Re-use

ing capacity is one of important subjects for air filter.
Nano-size particle removal is another important issue for
air filter, too.
Cartridge and bag filters are used at higher dust concentration. Important issue for them is how to reduce the
amount of emission accompanying to cleaning process of
dust cake from filter surface.
By the injection of cleaning air, most dust cake is removed to the dirty side of filter but small amount of dust
is emitted from the clean side of the filter, by the back
flow of cleaning air and dirty gas because almost no dust
remains on and in the filter, i.e., emitted amount strongly
depends on the collection performance of the filter itself.
Furthermore some dust remains and forms firm deposit in
the filter. Finally it effects on the life time of the filter.

2.1 Particle collection at Stage 1
This stage can be defined as the period when particle
collection takes place on a clean fiber, i.e., no particle is
collected on the fiber. Hence strictly speaking, this situation holds only at the point of the usage of the filter, but
practically it is considered as the time duration no significant changes in filter efficiency and pressure drop are
raised due to captured particles in the filter.
Capturing dynamics of particles is the basic of air filtration and thus it has been investigated from various
view point. Hence many books and reviews have been
published (Fuchs N.A., 1964; Davies C.N., 1966; Yeh H.C. and Liu B.Y.H., 1974a, b; Kirsch A.A. and Stechkina
I.B., 1978; Brown R.C., 1993; Friedlander S.K., 1977,
2000; Hinds W.C., 1999).

90

High (> 0.25)
2

Fig. 2

Definition of single fiber collection efficiency.

2.1.1 Filter efficiency E and single fiber collection
efficiency η

When a fresh air filter is composed of same size circular fibers and they are arranged perpendicular to the mean
gas flow and are packed uniformly, filter efficiency is expressed by Eqn. (1) (Davies C.N., 1952)
 4 α L 
E
1  exp  
η
 π 1 α df 

(1)

In Eqn. (1), parameters other than η are related to filter
itself. Hence, filter efficiency E can be estimated only by
knowing the value of η for given filtration condition.
Single fiber collection efficiency η is defined as the
mass ratio between particles captured on the fiber and total income particles in the projection area of the fiber in a
unit time. Hence when the limiting particle trajectory is
uniquely determined by solving the motion equation of
particle such as collection by inertia, interception and
gravity and so on, η is determined by Eqn. (2) by finding
the inlet height of limiting trajectories, shown in Fig. 2.

η
Y / d f / 2
Cua  2Y  / Cua d f  

(2)

ua in Eqn. (2) is the approaching velocity of particle to
the fiber and is 1/(1 – α) times of filtration velocity u.
For the case of diffusion, deposition rate is calculated
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by knowing the concentration profile of particle near the
fiber surface by solving convective diffusion equation or
Langevin equation.
From the previous studies, it is known that single fiber
collection efficiency is a function of following dimensionless parameters.
Reynolds number: Re 

(3)

μ

CC ρp d p 2u

Stokes number: Stk 

Peclet number: Pe 

ρg d f u

9 μd f
df u
DBM

Gravitational parameter: G =

Interception parameter: R 

(4)

(5)

ρp d p 2 g
18 μu
dp
df

η  η Re, Stk , Pe,G, R

Fig. 3

Inertia-interception efficiency vs. Re. (Modified from
Emi H. et al., 1977)

Fig. 4

Theoretical change of ηIR with Stk. (Modified from
Yoshioka N. et al., 1969a).

(6)

(7)

(8)

Eqns. (3) to (7) express the degree of influence of flow
field near the fiber, particle inertia, diffusion, gravity and
interception, respectively.

2.2 Single fiber collection efficiency by mechanical
effect
2.2.1 Inertia and inertia-interception ηI, ηIR

Collection efficiency is calculated from limiting trajectory for a given set of Stk, R and Re. Early studies were
performed for the impingement of mass particle to the fiber at potential and viscous flow fields (Landahl H.D. and
Hermann R.G., 1949; Davies C.N. and Peetz C.V., 1956;
Yoshioka, N. 1967a).
Davies C.N., (1952) also gave an approximate expression for Re = 0.2 as,
ηIR  0.16{R  0.25  0.5R Stk  0.0263R  Stk}

(9)

However, flow field changes significantly by neighboring
fibers, i.e., fiber packing density α (Kuwabara S., 1959;
Happle, J., 1959). Fuchs N.A. and Stechikina I.B. (1963)
first used Kuwabara flow model. Then flow calculation
based on so-called “Kuwabara cell” became popular.
Brown R.C. (1984, 1986) solved a flow through fibers in
parallel by Fourie series analysis at low Re. Yoshioka N.
(1969a), Emi H. et al. (1973, 1977) discussed the effect of
α on ηIR in broad Re region.
Fig. 3 compares calculated inertia-interception efficiencies ηIR for R = 0.1 but different α such as 0 and 0.1.

Clearly seen from the figure, difference of ηIR at small Re
is large but decreases with Re.
Wong J.B. et al. (1956) measured collection efficiency
of 0.4–1.3 μm sulfuric acid particle by a glass mat and
compared with their theory. Friedlander S.K. (1957, 1958)
correlated η with Stk, R and Re. Effect of fiber diameter,
packing density and etc. on ηIR was discussed by Iinoya K.
et al. (1965, 1970), Kimura N. and Iinoya K. (1965),
Kimura N. (1969b), Makino K. and Iinoya K. (1969b), Lee
K.W. and Liu B.Y.H. (1981). Yoshioka N. et al, (1967a, c,
1969a), Nguyen X. and Beeckmans J.M. (1975), Emi H. et
al. (1973, 1977) calculated ηIR for various Stk, R and Re,
and compared their experimental efficiency in Fig. 4.
Clearly seen form the figure, increasing trend of ηIR
looks little unusual at small and large Stk, i.e., ηIR is large
for large R but at intermediate Stk, ηIR for small R is larger
than that for larger Stk. This unusual change is explained
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by considering that Stk is the product of Re and R2 as
shown in the following equation, i.e., changing Stk in the
experiment also changes the flow, i.e., Re simultaneously.
Significant contribution of each parameter appears at different and thus this is the reason of the inversion in ηIR in
intermediate Stk.
2

Stk 

Cc ρp d f uρg  d p 
   K  Re  R 2
9 ρg
μ  dg 

(10)

tion efficiency at different conditions. For the case of
interception-gravity, efficiency also depends on flow direct
ion, Yoshioka et al. (1972) obtained analytical expressions
by taking account of orientation of filter and flow as
shown below,
Viscous flow Re = 0
Horizontal flow (filter is placed vertical)
1 R

ηGR 

1  G 2 1  R 2 / hG

2.2.2 Interception ηR and gravity ηGR

When particles do not have inertia, they move along
with gas stream and are collected on a fiber by interception. Collection efficiency in this situation was solved analytically by Langmuir I. (1942) for viscous flow (Lamb
H., 1932) and potential flow, given by Eqns. (11) and (13),
respectively.
Viscous flow Re = 0
1

ηR
2h

2 1  R ln 1  R  1  1  R 
 



 
1 R


(11)

Here, h is hydrodynamic factor for an isolated fiber and
is expressive as,
hL 2  ln Re (Lamb’s factor)

(12)

Potential flow Re = ∞
ηR 1  R 

1
1 R

(13)

(14)

Yoshioka N. and Emi, H. (1967b) also derived an approximate expression of Eqn. (11) as,

ηR 

1.25 1.82
R
2h

(15)

Lee K.W. and Liu B.Y.H. (1981) also derived a similar
expression as

ηR 

1 2
R
2h

(16)

Kimura and Iinoya (1965) obtained Eqn. (17) from velocity distribution in the boundary layer on a cylinder.

ηR 

1 1/ 2 2
Re R
3

(18)

Vertical down flow
ηGR 

1 R
1 G

1  1

2
 1  ln 1  R   G
 
2
h
2
  1  R



(19)

Potential flow Re = ∞
Horizontal flow

ηGR 

1  R 4 G 2  1  R 2  1

2

1  R 1  G 2


ηGR

1
1 G

G 1  R  1  1  R 



 
1 R


(20)

(21)

When G = 0, Eqns. (18) and (19) become Eqn. (11) and
Eqns. (20) and (21) become Eqn. (13). Thomas J.W. et al.
(1971) also discussed the effect of gravity.

2.2.3 Diffusion, diffusion-interception ηD, ηDR

Particle collection by diffusion and diffusion-interception
effect is important for very fine particles, especially nano-
size particles.
For mass point particles, most of analytical expressions
obtained for viscous flow are proportion to Pe –2/3 as
(Langmuir I., 1942; Friedlander S.K., 1957; Natanson
G.L., 1957b; Stechkina I.B. and Fuchs N.A., 1966; Kirsch
A.A. and Fuchs N.A., 1968; Lee K.W. and Liu B.Y.H.,
1981).

ηD  Ah1/3 Pe 2/3

(22)

(Langmuir, Friedlander, Natanson, Lee and Liu)


ηD 2.9hK1/3 Pe 2/3  0.62Pe 1
(17)

Kirsh A.A. et al. (1975), Brown R.C. and Wake D.
(1991) and Hubbard J.A. et al. (2012) studied intercep-
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2
2
2
 R 1/ 1  R  1  ln 1  R  

G
2h 2G



Vertical down flow

Stechkina I.B. and Fuchs N.A. (1966) obtained Eqn.
(11) by using Kuwabara’s hydrodynamic factor hK in a
group of parallel fibers (Kuwabara S., 1959).
1
hK 
 lnα  α  α 2 / 4  3 / 4
2

2

(23)

(Stechkina and Fuchs)
Natanson derived the following expression for potential
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Fig. 5

Single fiber collection efficiency by diffusion. (Modified from Emi H. et al., 1982a)

Fig. 7

Fig. 6

Single fiber collection efficiency by diffusion-
interception. (Modified from Kanaoka C., 1988)

flow (Natanson G. L., 1957b)

ηD  2.26Pe 1/ 2

(24)

Emi H. et al. (1982a) numerically calculated ηD at different Re and Sc shown in Fig. 5. It is remarkable that exponent of Pe changes from –2/3 to –1/2 as Re increases
from 0 to infinity, which coincides with exponents in
Eqns. (21) and (23). Ingham D.B., (1981) also obtained
similar result.
Collection efficiency for R ≠ 0, ηDR is very different
from ηD (Lee K.W. and Liu B.Y.H., 1982; Kanaoka C.,
1988). Fig. 6 shows the calculated ηDR for various R
(Kanaoka C., 1988). As seen from the figure, ηDR increases with decreasing Pe and becomes constant for each
R at large Pe. Pich J. (1966), Smutek M. (1972), Kirsh A.A.
et al. (1973), Van Osdell D. et al. (1990), Shapiro M. et al.
(1991) discussed the effect of gas slip near a fiber.
Dahneke B. (1971) suggested the possibility of thermal

Penetration of ultrafine particles and ion clusters
through wire screens. (Modified from Ichitsubo H. et
al., 1996)
* “air” refers the ions generated when no organic
impurity was added to the air;
** PF-5800 is a mix of perfluoro compounds, comprising primarily compounds with 8 carbons, manufactured by 3M.

rebound of nanoparticles. Wang H. and Kasper G. (1991)
have developed a theory predicting a thermal rebound of
particles smaller than 10 nm, it has been examined theoretically and experimentally.
Theoretically, it has been discussed from coefficient
of restitution and adhesion energy (Sato S. et al., 2007;
Mouret G. et al., 2011) and Givehchi R. and Tan Z. (2014)
discussed the effect of capillary force and existence of a
thermal rebound but it has not been clearly demonstrated
the existence of a thermal rebound.
Experimentally it has been examined by various combinations of particles (material and size), collection media
(material, fiber diameter) and operation conditions many
researchers such as Scheibel H.G. and Porstendörfer J.
(1984), Van Osdell D.W. et al. (1990), Otani Y. et al.
(1995), Skaptsov A.S. et al. (1996), Ichitsubo H. et al.
(1996), Wang H.-C. (1996), Alonso et al. (1997), Kim C.S.
et al. (2006), Kim S.C. et al. (2007), Japuntich D.A. et al.
(2007), Steffens J. and Coury J.R. (2007a, b), Wang J. et
al. (2007), Heim M. et al. (2005, 2010), Podgórski A. et al.
(2006), Huang S. et al. (2007), Rengasamy S. et al. (2008),
Shin W.G. et al. (2008), Golanski L. et al. (2009), Van
Gulijk C. et al. (2009), Yamada S. et al. (2011). Reduction
of efficiency was observed below 2 nm by only a few experiments. Fig. 7 shows the experimental penetration by
Ichitsubo et al. (1996). Givehchi R. and Tan Z. (2014,
2015) precisely reviewed the thermal rebound.
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Fig. 9

Fig. 8

Filter efficiency and penetration of HEPA filter. (Modified from Emi H. and Kanaoka C., 1981; Emi H. et al.,
1982b)

Contour chart of total collection efficiency. (Modified
from Emi H. et al., 1973)

2.2.4 Total collection efficiency by mechanical
effects ηIDGR

In the actual filtration, every mechanism contributes to
the capture of particle simultaneously. Hence collection
efficiency taken account of all mechanisms has to be used
for the estimation of actual filtration. Emi et al. estimated
ηIDGR for an isolated fiber by taking account of the contribution of individual efficiency at given filtration condition.
Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the predicted contour charts for
fiber diameter of 1 and 10 μm (Emi H. et al., 1973). In the
figure, each line is the line of equal collection efficiency
and efficiency of contour line gets small from outside to
inside. Furthermore, ηIDGR has a minimum efficiency ηmin
against filtration velocity u and particle size, dp by keeping dp and u constant, respectively. ηmin appears at the
transition region of two collection mechanisms and shifts
to higher u and lower dp, shown by the dashed arrow lines
in both figures.
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Fig. 10 Experimental single fiber collection efficiency (αf ≅
0.05). (Modified from Emi H. et al., 1982b)

2.3 Filter efficiency
2.3.1. Particle size at minimum collection efficiency
(MPPS)

As described above, η has minimum at certain filtration
condition. This is especially important for high performance air filter like HEPA and ULPA filter. Fig. 9 shows
filter efficiency of two HEPA filters against particle size
(Emi H. and Kanaoka C. 1981; Emi H. et al., 1982b). In
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Fig. 11 Correlation of MPPS with filtration velocity. (Data
from Emi H. et al., 1982b and Bao L. et al., 2015)

Fig. 13 Effect of inter-fiber distance on single fiber collection
efficiency. (Kanaoka C. et al., 1984a)
Test filter PTFE non-circular fiber, df = 13.7 μm,
mean fiber, Test particle: Atmospheric particle dp =
0.3~0.5 μm, mass 700 ± 70 g/m 2, mean permeability
15 ± 5 cm/s
Dust concentration measurement by Digital dust
counter
Size of one cell in the figure: 7 cm × 7 cm
Fig. 12 Penetrations of nanofiber and ordinary HEPA filters.
(Modified from Bao L. et al., 2015)

the figure, collection efficiency is higher than 99.9 % at
any particle size and minimum efficiency appears around
0.1 μm and both penetrations differs more than an order
of magnitude. Particle size at minimum collection efficiency (MPPS) is an important indicator of air filter since
single fiber efficiency at MPPS is the lowest and thus the
filter efficiency is higher than that at MPPS. Fig. 10 shows
behaviour of collection efficiency near MPPS of HEPA
and fibrous mat filters (Emi H. et al., 1982b) and Fig. 11 is
an experimental correlation of MPPS with filtration velocity and fiber diameter. As seen from the figures, MPPS
decreases as filtration velocity and fiber diameter decrease. Stechkina I.B et al. (1969), Wake D. (1989), Dhaniyala S. and Liu B.Y.H. (1999a, b), Podgórski A. et al.
(2006) reported MPPS by different type of filters and particles.
Nanoparticle collection is an important issue. Hunt B.
et al. (2014) calculated a single fiber collection efficiency
of nanoparticles based on a mean first-passage time
method. Wang J. et al. (2008a, b) demonstrated the superiority of a single layer nano-fiber filter against ordinary
filter below 100 nm because of slip flow. Gopal R. et
al.(2006), Yoon K. et al.(2006), Yun K.M. et al.(2007), Ma
H. et al. (2010), Podgorski. A. et al. (2011), Kuo Y.Y. et al.

(2014), Kao T.-H. et al. (2016) tested by spunbond nano
filters. Bao L. et al. (2015) compared the penetrations of
nanofiber filter and HEPA filters shown in Fig. 12. Their
MPPS is also plotted in Fig. 11 appearing smaller than
ordinary filter. It decreases with filtration velocity and is
almost parallel with previous result.

2.4 Effects of filter structure, particle shape, fiber
shape on filter performance
In actual filtration, filter and particles are very different
from ideal. Effects of fiber size distribution were studied
by Kirsh A.A. et al. (1975, 1978), Brown R.C. et al. (1987),
Brown R.C. and Thorpe A. (2001). Concerning the effect
of fiber orientation and packing was done by Overcamp
T.J. (1985), Otani Y. et al. (1998), Bao L. et al. (1998),
Dhaniyala S. and Liu B.Y.H. (2001), Endo Y. et al. (2001),
Steffens J. and Coury J.R. (2007b), Mouret G. et al.
(2009), Podgorski A. et al. (2009, 2011), Hunag S.-H. et al.
(2010), Fotovati E. et al. (2010), Yamada S. et al. (2011),
Eryu K. et al. (2011), Soltani P. et al. (2014), Shou D. et al.
(2015), Kanaoka C. et al. (1984a, 2016, 2017).
Fig. 13 shows the effect of neighboring fiber on η in a
parallel arrayed model filter by Kanaoka C. et al. (1984a).
η for constant HT is higher than that for constant HL, suggesting HT affects efficiency more than longitudinal interval.
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Fig. 14 Distributions of fiber mass, permeability and particle emission from fibrous filter with 63 cm × 147 cm.
(Kanaoka C. et al., 2016, 2017)

Fig. 14 shows the experimental distribution of fiber
mass, permeability and particle emission at filtration velocities of 1 and 2 m/min of PTFE filter media with
63 cm × 147 cm. They were measured 7 cm × 7 cm cells.
In the figure (a), cell with reddish color indicates smaller
fiber mass and greenish larger mass. Contrarily reddish
color in figures (b), (c) and (d) indicates high or large and
greenish low or small. Their color distribution coincides
with each other. This means that smaller is the fiber mass,
higher and larger are permeability and particle emission
from the filter.
On the influence of fiber shape, Kimura N. and Iinoya
K.(1969a), Inagaki M. et al. (2001), Wang W. et al. (2012),
Wang K. and Zhao H. (2015), Zhu C. et al.(2000).
Boskovic L. et al. (2005, 2007, 2008), Jin X. et al. (2017)
investigated for various shapes of fibers.

2.5 Single fiber collection efficiency by
electrostatic effect
Collection performance by electrostatic effects depends
on the charging states of particle and fiber and existence
of external electric field.
For no external electric field, collection of charged particles by charged fibers was studied by Kraemer H.F. and
Johnstone H.F. (1955), Yang S. and Lee, G.W.M.(2005),
and charged particles by uncharged fiber by Natanson
G.L.(1957a), Lundgren D.A. and Whitby K.T. (1965),
Yoshioka N. et al. (1968), Takahashi T. and Kanagawa A.
(1975).
For the case of existence of electric field, collection
of uncharged particles was studied by Zebel G. (1965),
Iinoya K. et al. (1965), Kirsch A.A. (1972), Takahashi T.
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Fig. 15

Single fiber collection efficiency of particles at different charging state by an electret fiber (Modified from
Emi H. et al., 1987)

and Kanagawa A. (1978), Makino K. and Iinoya K. (1968,
1969a), and charged particles by Zebel G. (1965), Takahashi
T. and Kanagawa A. (1978), Zhao Z.-M. (1991), Pnueli D.
et al., (2000) and Sanchez A.L. et al. (2013).
After Turnhout J.V. (1976) invented an manufacturing
method of electret filter, electret fibrous filter has been
used popularly as a high performance air filter. Investiga-
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tion about its collection mechanisms has been carried out
from various view points such as collection mechanisms
by Emi H. et al. (1987), Pich J. et al. (1987), Romay F.J. et
al (1998), filtration performance of various particles by
Baumgartner H.-P. and Löffler F. (1986), Kanaoka C. et
al., (1987), Otani Y. et al. (1992, 1993), Kim J. et al.
(2009), Chazelet S. et al. (2011), effect of charging process
and collection performance by Nifuku M., et al. (2001),
Kawabe M. et al. (2009), Choi H.-J. et al. (2015), Kilic A.
et al. (2015). Time change of electret fiber was investigated by Kanaoka C. et al. (1984b), Lee M., et al. (2002),
Choi H.-J. et al. (2014, 2015) and electrification method
and process was by Kawabe M. et al. (2009), Kilic A. et
al. (2015).
Fig. 15 shows η at different charging states by a rectangular electret fiber (Emi H. et al., 1987). As seen from the
figure, since charged particle is captured by Coulomb
force, η is very high at small particle and decreases with
particle size becomes large. For non-charged and Boltzmann equilibrium particles, they are collected by induced
force so that η is low at small size and increases with particle size.

3. Particle collection at Stage 2
Once particle is captured, gas flow in the vicinity of the
fiber changes and thus filter performance such as filter efficiency and pressure drop changes with time.
This type of particle collection is utilized mainly in the
field of air filtration such as for the creation of highly purified space, ventilation of air and intake air cleaning for
internal combustion air and so on.
For the case of collection of solid particles by a fibrous
filter, Yoshioka N. et al. (1969b), Kimura N. et al. (1969b,
c, 1970, 1985, 1989), Davies C.N. (1970), Kanaoka C. et
al. (1980a), Hinds W.C. and Kadrichu N.P. (1997), Bémer
D. and Callé S. (2000), Sakano T. et al. (2000), Wang Q.
et al. (2016), Hasolli N. et al. (2013a, b) measured evolution of filter performance and analyzed the phenomena
based on the measurements.
Yoshioka N. et al. (1969b) applied analysis method of
clarifying filtration and obtained analytical expressions
for filter efficiency and dust load as,
exp  λACinut
exp  λACinut  exp  AL  1

(25)

1
exp  λACinut
A exp  λACinut  exp  AL  1

(26)

E  1

m 

A

4αηm
π 1  α d f

(27)

In the derivation, they assumed collection efficiency of

dust loaded fiber ηm as,

η
m η0 1  λm 

(28)

Their experimental result was explained by Eqns. (25)
and (26) assuming λ = 5 m3/kg.
Clogging of nano-size particles in HEPA filter was carried out concerning effect of gas slip (Leung W.W.-F. and
Hung C.-H. 2008, 2009), particle distribution (Brourrous
S. et al., 2014), structure and loading capacity (Contal P.
et al., 2004; Kim S.C. et al., 2009), liquid and humidity,
hygroscopicity (Payet S. et al.,1992; Contal P. et al., 2004;
Gupta A. et al., 1993; Joubert A. et al., 2010; Agranovski
I.E. and Shapiro M., 2001) and etc.
Measurements for the case of electret filter were carried out by Baumgartner H.-P. and Löffler F. (1986,
1987), Brown R.C. et al. (1988), Hiragi S. et al. (1990b),
Stenhouse J.I.T. et al. (1992), Walsh D.C. and Stenhouse
J.I.T. (1996, 1997a, b), Janssen L.L. et al. (2003), Ji J.H. et
al. (2003), Yang S. et al. (2005), Yang S. and Lee, G.W.M.
(2005), Huang B. et al. (2006), Yang S. et al. (2007),
Ardkapan S.R. et al. (2014), Xiao H. et al. (2014). They
found a unique collection behavior relating to deterioration of electrostatic effect with dust load and recovery of
collection efficiency afterwards, and discussed influences
by various parameters.
At very initial stage, collected particles form dendritic

Fig. 16 Time change of particle deposit on a fiber.
df = 10 μm, dp = 1 μm, ρp = 11.34 g/m3
u = 50 cm/s, Stk = 3.5, R = 0.1 (Kanaoka C. et al., 1986).
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Fig. 17 Morphology of particle deposit by mechanical effects. (Modified from Kanaoka C. et al., 1982)

deposit on a fiber because of hindering effect. Accumulation of solid particles on a fiber was observed by Billings
C.E. (1966), Bhutra S. and Payatakes A.C. (1979),
Kanaoka C. et al. (1982) observed dendritic growth,
Myojo T. et al. (1984), Kanaoka C. et al. (1982, 1986,
1990), Hiragi S. et al. (1990a, b), Song C.B. et al. (2006),
Kasper G. et al. (2010), Müller T.K. et al. (2014a, b) observed and discussed the effect of re-entrainment of particles.
Fig. 16 shows the time change of accumulation of 1 μm
particles collected on a 10 μm cylindrical tungsten wire.
As seen from the figure, amount of collected particles increases with time so rapidly. Although particles are collected by very strong inertia effect such as Stk = 3.5 and
then particles accumulated on the front surface, morphology of particle deposit changes with filtration condition as
shown in Fig. 17. In the figure, deposition pattern at
Pe = 0 and Stk = ∞ is drawn from theoretical consideration such as distributed uniformly around the fiber for
Pe = 0 and sine curve shape in the front side of the fiber
for Stk = ∞, respectively.
When particles are captured by inertia and/or interception effect, they accumulate on the front side of the fiber
but for the case of diffusion, some of them will be collected in the rear side of the fiber. In general, collected
particles form porous accumulates and they become
coarser with R.
Payatakes A.C. (1976a, 1977), Payatakes A.C. and Tien
C. (1976b), Payatakes A.C. and Gradoń L. (1980),
Payatakes A.C. and Okuyama K. (1982) proposed a deterministic model of the formation of chain-like particle agglomerates on a fiber by interception and inertia effects.
Kanaoka C. et al. proposed a stochastic model of the
formation of dendrites by interception (1978), inertia
(1980b), diffusion (1982, 1983) and electrostatic force
(2001). Bahners T. and Schollmeyer (1986), Cai J. and
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Fig. 18 Simulated and experimental collection efficiency raising factor (Modified from Myojo T. et al., 1984)

Peterson F. (1989a, b), Wongsri M. et al. (1991),
El-shobokshy M.S. et al. (1994), Tanthapanichakoon W. et
al. (2003), Sae-lim W. et al. (2006) also simulated the
filtration process by different collection mechanism and
different fiber property and structure by Monte Carlo
simulation method. Schmidt E. (1996) simulated 3D dust
structures formation, Karadimos A. and Ocone R. (2003)
took into account the effect of change of the flow field by
dust loading and develop CFD simulation code, Wang H.
et al. (2013) and Przekop R. et al. (2003) used Lattice-Boltzmann two-phase flow model for simulation. Li
S.Q. and Marshall J.S. (2007) simulated by DEM based
on JKR theory for adhesive elastic contacts, Qian, F. et al.
(2013) used CFD–DEM, Dunnett S.J. and Clement C.F.
(2006, 2012) used boundary element model (BEM).
Kanaoka C. et al. (1978, 1982, 1983) obtained linear expression same as Eqn. (28) from simulation and experi-
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ments but value of λ was found as a function of filtration
condition as shown in Fig. 18.
Kasper G. et al. (2009) proposed a power law expression for packing density α < 0.04 as,
c
η
m η0 1  bm 

(29)

In the above equation, b and c are empirical fit coefficients. The exponent c is on the order of 0.7 ± 0.05 and
approaches to 1 for isolated fiber.
Evolution of pressure drop and holding capacity of particles in the filter is practically important. Medjimorec V.
et al. (1981), Japuntich D.A. et al. (1994) estimated the
drag forces acting on particle dendrites, Hiragi, S.
(1990a), Kanaoka C. and Hiragi S. (1990b) proposed a
model to predict pressure drop of dust loaded filter based
on the observation of dust captured on parallel arrayed
model filter at different times. Joubert A. et al. (2011) proposed a model for the pressure drop across HEPA filters
during cake filtration in the presence of humidity. Thomas
D. et al. (2014) and Bourrous et al. (2016) derived a model
of clogging process of nano-size particles based on precise measurement of porosity and thickness of deposit and
deposit distribution in the filter as,

β  x


m
kexp(kx)

S ρp 1  exp(kx)

(30)

Kanaoka C. and Hiragi S. (1990) and Hiragi S. (1990a)
proposed to estimate the evolution of pressure drop by a
drag theory.
Fm  C Dm d fm

1
ρgu 2 
2

αf(x) = 0.07(x/L) + 0.01) for gradient filter. Fiber diameter
and particle size were set the same as Kanaoka et al.
(1990). Non-consolidation of loaded dust due to the pressure drop of filter was assumed. Calculation conditions
are listed in Table 2.
Fig. 19 shows the calculated evolution of filter efficiency, E and pressure drop, Δp m of two filters, and
loaded mass distributions in Fig. 20.
As seen from Fig. 19, E and Δpm of both filters increase
with Cut but E and Δpm of the gradient filter are higher
than those of uniform filter from the beginning and
reaches 100 % collection efficiency faster. In the figure,
pressure drop curve of the uniform filter stops the middle
of the graph but that of the gradient filter continues much
longer. In this case, gradient filter can operate about 3

C Dm d fm

 F0
C D0 d f

Fig. 19 Comparison of filter efficiency and pressure drop of
uniform and gradient filters.

(31)

They determined the evolution of effective fiber diameter dfm and drag coefficient CDm of a fiber by the accumulation of 0.33 μm and 0.8–0.84 μm on a fiber in a parallel
arrayed model filter. Then they confirmed it by the experiments using a fan model filter and glass fibrous mat.
By using their proposal, evolution of filter efficiency,
pressure drop and dust load distribution for a uniform filter and a gradient filter having packing gradient in flow
direction was calculated. Packing density of both filters
was assumed to be αf,av = 0.04 for uniform filter and
Table 2

Calculation conditions

Filter thickness

L

50 mm

Fiber diameter

df

30 μm

αf,av

0.04

Particle size

dp

0.84 μm

Particle concentration

Ci

100 mg/m3

Filtration velocity

u

50 cm/s

Mean packing density

Fig. 20 Change of dust load distribution of uniform and gradient filters.
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times of the uniform filter. This difference is explained by
the difference in dust load distribution in the filter, for the
case of uniform filter, dust accumulates mainly inlet part,
but for the case of gradient filter, maximum load appears
at rear part of the filter at beginning and it increases and
shifts to front direction with time. Dust holding capacity
of the filter can be predicted from distribution curve and
expected maximum dust load shown by black and red
curves in Fig. 20(b). In this case, holding capacity of the
gradient filter is about 3 times larger than the uniform filter. Same change of dust load distribution takes place
when fiber has a size distribution in the depth direction.
Hence, it can be said that holding capacity and service life
time of air filter must be controllable by giving appropriate distribution in fiber packing density and/or size.

Fig. 21 Grade efficiency of bag filter medium. (Modified from
Shin-Kogaiboushi no gijutsutohouki, 2015)

4. Particle collection at Stage 3
In this stage, particles are at dust cake formed on the
filter media almost perfectly, i.e., forthcoming particles
will be collected almost perfectly. Bag and cartridge filtration is the technology to utilize this situation. Bag filter
is an important technology in the industrial sector. Hence,
practical handbook and books have been published such
as Billings C.E. and Wider J. (1970), Leith D. et al. (1978),
Donovan R.P. (1985), Turner J.H. et al. (1987a, b), Löffler
F. et al. (1988), Mukhopadhyay A. (2009a, b).

4.1 Dust cake formation and related phenomena
As described above, particles are removed perfectly at
dust cake. However, the practical bag filtration is the repetition of filtration and cleaning of dust cake. As a result,
grade efficiency η(d p) of filter changes as shown in
Fig. 21. As seen from the figure, η(dp) is fairly low when
the filter is fresh, i.e., never used before, but it becomes
100 % regardless of particle size just before dust cleaning,
i.e., filter is covered with dust cake. Furthermore, the filter
experienced 5 cleaning operations, η(dp) just after 5 cleanings is much higher than that of fresh filter at any particle
size. This means η(dp) just after cleaning operation rises a
little by the cleaning because of formation of primary dust
layer.
After the cleaning operation, large amount of particles
are emitted from the filter. Fig. 22 (Yoneda T., 2001) is an
example of the time change of exhausted dust concentration from a pilot scale bag filter system. As seen from the
figure dust concentration impulsively jumps up and down
more than 2 orders of magnitude from basement concentration just after the injection of cleaning pulse air.
Mori Y. et al. (1979) tested 9 different fabrics (fresh and
used for each fabric) with 3 different particles and found
pressure drop is expressive by the form of Δp ∝ un, n > 1.
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Fig. 22 Time change of emitted dust concentration from a bag
filter. (Modified from Yoneda, T., 2001)

Pressure drop and filtration velocity show a hysteresis behavior at same dust load. Leith D.H. et al. (1977a, b) investigated recapturing of removed particles due to the
strong back flow phenomenon. Hirota M. et al. (1985,
1987) discussed dust collection from the flowability of
dust and Ikeno H. et al. (2009) from pressure drop and filter medium. Koch M. and Krammer G. (2008) discussed
the effect of permeability distribution on the filter media
characterization.
Yamada M. et al. (1987) estimated the mechanical
strength of the dust Layer on bag fabric. Schmidt E. and
Löffler F. (1990) observed the cross sectional structure of
dust cakes by microscopic examination. Saleem M. et al.
(2012) discussed the influence of operating parameters on
the cake formation.
Ellenbecker M.J. and Leith D. (1980) obtained the effect of dust retention on pressure drop in a high velocity
filter, and Cheng Y.-H. and Tsai C.-J. (1998) investigated
factors influencing pressure drop through a dust cake
during filtration. Silva C.R.N. et al. (1999) estimated cake/
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Fig. 23 Outlet dust concentration after cleaning process. (a) Nonwoven filter by reverse air; (b) Woven filter by
pulsejet air. (Modified from Yoneda T., 1989; Dennis R. and Klemm H.A., 1979a, b)

the influence of operating conditions and filter surface
treatment, Fang C. et al. (2015) studied experimental investigation on particle entrainment behavior near a nozzle
in gas–particle coaxial jets.

4.2 Cleaning of dust cake on the filter medium

Fig. 24 Initiation and termination of the separation of dust
layer. (Modified from Kanaoka C. et al., 1994)

fabric adhesion force from filtration and cleaning measurements.
Fig. 23 shows the detail change of outlet dust concentration after cleaning process at different filtration velocity studied by Yoneda T. (1989) for nonwoven filter and
Dennis R. and Klemm H.A. (1979a, b) for woven filter. As
seen from the figure, decreasing trends of both filters coincide with each other against time and filtration velocity,
i.e., outlet concentration decreases steeply at the beginning and slows down and becomes stable in short time.
Furthermore, stabilized concentration is lower as filtration
velocity is low, despite of the different weaving and cleaning methods.
Leith D. and Ellenbecker M.J. (1982) measured dust
emission characteristics of pulse-jet-cleaned fabric filters.
Simon X. et al. (2014) also measured downstream particle
puffs emitted during pulse-jet cleaning and investigated

Cleaning of dust cake is one of the most important processes. During filtration period, filter is pressed toward
inside. When high pressure compressed gas is injected
from the open end of the filter bag for a short time, it expands toward outside.
According to this filter movement, dust cake moves
with filter but it is removed just before filter full expanded
state of filter. This situation is shown in Fig. 24 observed
by the plane type fabric test rig (Kanaoka C. et al., 1994).
In the figure, ΔDf and ΔDd stand, displacements measured
from clean side and dirty side, respectively. ΔD is defined
as ΔD = ΔDd – ΔDf and means the relative displacement
of dust cake, i.e., when ΔD = 0, dust cake moves with filter but ΔD > 0, dust cake movement is different form filter motion, i.e., dust cake is removed from the filter. In the
figure, after cleaning air is injected, ΔDf increases and
ΔDd decreases. This means filter expands outward and
filter and dust cake move together at very beginning (between left to middle red lines). Then dust cake moves
slightly different from filter with time (between middle to
right red lines). Finally, ΔD becomes large rapidly showing the separation of dust cake, which happens at red circle in the figure.
Dennis R. and Klemm H.A. (1980) and Dennis. R. et
al. (1981) gave modelling concepts for pulse jet filtration
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and then analysed the pressure loss for pulse jet filters
from the relationship between dust adhesion to the fabric
and the opposing force. Leith D. and Ellenbecker M.J.
(1980) also presented a theory for pressure drop in a
pulse-jet cleaned fabric filter.
Iinoya K. et al. (1979) measured dust dislodging performance of a pulse-jet fabric filter. Humphries W. (1981) investigated the inf luence of cloth structure on dust
dislodgement from fabric filters and discussed the relationship between residual dust load and the structure of
filter medium. Kanaoka C. et al. (1994) investigated
dust cleaning mechanism of a pulse jet type bag filter.
Kanaoka C. and Yao Y. (2003) studied time dependency
of the pressure drop in a flat type pulse jet fabric filter.
Ikeno H. et al. (2004) studied pressure drop in bag filter
based on patched cleaning model, Simon X. et al. (2007)
experimentaly studied parameters affecting pulse-jet
cleaning of bag filters supported by rigid rings. Binnig J.
et al. (2011) analysed the cleaning pulse intensity in a surface filter test rig by dimensionless analysis method. Yao
Y. et al. (2008) and Mao N. et al. (2008) compared the filter cleaning performance between VDI and JIS testing
rigs for cleanable fabric filter. Qian Y. et al. (2015) investigated the effect of filtration operation and surface treatment on pulse-jet cleaning performance of filter bags.
Ellenbecker M.J. and Leith D. (1983) measured dust removal characteristics of 3 fabrics with different surface
treatment. Makino K. et al. (1976) and Ikazaki F. et al.
(1978) studied dislodgement of dust cake by electrostatic
effect. Tsubaki J. et al. (1982) and Naito, M. et al. (1984)
studied dislodgement of deposited dust layer by applying
normal stress. Park B.H. et al. (2010) proposed a preparation and characterization method of porous composite filter medium by polytetrafluoroethylene foam coating to
improve separation performance.

Fig. 25 Conceptional expression of system parameters.

4.3 Improvement of system performance
Since bag filter system is composed of many filter elements, its performance depends not only on the performance of individual filter but also on the system design
and operation mode.
Fig. 25 schematically shows (a) the changes of system
parameters and (b) phenomena taking place in a bag filter
system with 3 pulse cleaning blocks. (a) shows the time
changes of parameters such as pressure drop of filter system Δp, dust load on a bag filter element in within each
cleaning block mi and emitted dust concentration from the
filter system Co, respectively. Pressure drop of the system
drops when cleaning pulse is injected and increases with
time until next cleaning operation so that it changes in zig
zag shape with time but does not change so much. Concerning dust load mi, by the cleaning operation at block 1,
m1 immediately drop down to almost zero but m2 and m3
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Fig. 26 Comparison of filter efficiency of different fiber mass
and surface treatment for polyester filter media.
(Modified from Hakamata T. et al., 1993)

stay fairly high values and then flow resistance of bag filters in block 1 decreases by the clean operation, m1 increases quickly because of the concentration of gas flow
to block 1 but dust load of other two blocks m2 and m3 do
not change so much. Outlet is concerned, it jumps up at
every cleaning process but drops down to very low level
quickly and keeps almost the same level until next cleaning operation. (b) and (c) show the phenomena taking
place in the filter system accompanying to the cleaning
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process, i.e., (b) shows the phenomena when cleaning
compressed air is injected and (c) represents the situation
just after filtration restarted. Since time interval between
cleaning operation and restart of filtration is very short,
removed dust has to fall down to the dust hopper against
dirty gas flow and thus it has to have settling velocity. In
another words, shape and size of fractures determine
whether or not fractures drop down to the dust hopper or
are recaptured by filter again.
Lu H.-C. and Tsai C.-J. (1998) studied to find the optimum design and operation parameters of a pulse-jet baghouse, and Ju J. et al. (2001) proposed a model to estimate
the relation between filtration velocity and dust load in
each cleaning cycle until reaching steady operation mode.
Improvement of collection performance of filter media
is another important issue to improve the system performance. Fig. 26 is the comparison of filter collection efficiency by the difference of fiber mass and surface
treatment. As seen from the figure, collection efficiency
increases fiber mass from 400 to 700 g/m2. However, collection efficiency of membrane laminated filter shows
very high efficiency at any particle size despite that fiber
mass of the basement filter is only 400 g/m2.

4.4 Particle collection by cartridge filter
Cartridge filter was first developed as an air intake filter for vehicle engine and has been now used popularly
even at high particle concentration region. Because of
pleated and compact structure, filtration area per system
volume can be larger than an ordinary cylindrical filter
media and thus filter system size becomes small. However, cartridge filter has many problems relating to its
structure.
Chen D.R. et al. (1995) and Chen D.R. and Pui D.Y.H.
(1996) tried to optimize pleated filter designs by using a
finite-element numerical model. Wakeman R.J. et al.
(2005) analyzed the effects of medium compression, pleat
deformation and pleat crowding are analyzed. Ming L. et
al. (2010) experimentally studied 6 pleated fabric cartridges with different base media and geometrical dimensions in a pulse-jet cleaned dust collector. Then they
evaluated the effect of cleaning methods and concluded
that clean-on-demand mode performed better for filters
with a low pleat ratio (< 4.0). Lo L. et al. (2010a, b) numerically and experimentally studied pleated fabric cartridges during pulse-jet cleaning. Joubert A. et al. (2010)
evaluated the influence of humidity on the clogging
pleated HEPA filters. Park B.H. et al. (2012) studied the
influence of pleat geometry on filter cleaning in PTFE/
glass composite filter. Bemer D. et al. (2013) studied clogging and cleaning cycles of a pleated cartridge filter by
ultrafine particles. Hasolli N. et al. (2013a, b) evaluated
the filtration performance of depth filter media cartridges

as function of layer structure and pleat count. Bourrous S.
et al. (2014) measured the nano-particles distribution in
the pleated filters during clogging. Li J. et al. (2015) studied the improvement of dust cleaning effect by the installation of cone in a pleated filter cartridge during pulse-jet
cleaning. Feng Z. and Long Z. (2016) simulated unsteady
filtration. Kim J.-U. et al. (2017) evaluated the effective
filtration area of a pleated filter bag in a pulse-jet bag
house and found that effective filtration area decreases
considerably due to its geometric configuration and dust
clogging between pleat. Chen S. et al. (2017) studied the
effect of pleat shape on reverse pulsed-jet cleaning of filter cartridges by CDF analysis and concluded that the
shape of pleats has its effect on the pressure drop across
pleated cartridges and pleat tip opening improves the uniformity of pressure on inner surfaces of pleats. Finally,
they concluded trapezoidal pleat shape is a better candidate for pleating filter cartridges.

5. Summary
In this article, researches relating to dust collector using fiber as particle collection body, i.e., air filter, cartridge filter and nonwoven bag filter, were reviewed.
Particle collection process of air filter can be classified
into 3 stages, i.e., Stage 1 (inner filtration I: collection by
a fresh fiber), Stage 2 (inner filtration II: collection by
both fresh and dust loaded fiber) and Stage 3 (surface filtration: collection by dust cake on the filter surface).
Particle collection in Stage 1 is practically applicable as
far as collection efficiency and pressure drop of filter are
stable. Collection behaviour of this stage is well understood and established for circular cylinder except in single
nano-particles. However, effects of filter structure, inhomogeneity in fiber size and shape, and non-uniformity of
fiber packing are not well understood.
Particle collection by fresh and dust loaded fiber take
place in Stage 2. Due to the stochastic nature of particle
collection, analysing method has not been established but
analysing techniques using CDF are progressing. However, there are many parameters and issue remained in
this stage. Especially, to find the suitable filter structure
having large dust holding capacity is the important issue
in this stage.
Particle collection Stage 3 is practically very important
but due to the complicated phenomena, it is not well understood. Hence, most of dust collectors are designed on
empirical basis. Hence, fundamental study in this stage is
still needed.
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Nomenclature
A

constant defined by Eqn. (27) [1/m]

b

empirical coefficient in Eqn. (29) [(kg/m3) –c]

C

particle concentration [kg/m3]

CC

Cunningham correction factor [–]

CD

Drag coefficient of a fiber [–]

c

empirical exponent in Eqn. (29) [–]

ΔD

displacement of dust cake from filter surface

μ

gas viscosity [Pa·s]

ρ

density [kg/m3]

Subscript
av

average

D

diffusion

f

fiber

g

gas

G

gravity

I

inertia

K

Kuwabara

ΔDf displacement of filter surface measured from clean side
[m]

L

Lamb

m

dust loaded

d

size [m]

p

particle

E

filter efficiency [–]

R

interception

G

Gravitational parameter (= ρp dp2g/18μu) [–]

0

without dust load

g

acceleration of gravity (m/s2)

H

distance between neighboring fibers

h

hydrodynamic factor [–]

k

constant in Eqn. (30)

L

filter thickness [m]

m

dust load per unit filter volume [kg/m3]

R

Interception parameter (= dp/df ) [–]

Re

Reynolds number (= ρgdf u/μ) [–]

P

penetration [–]

pe

number of elementary charges in particle [–]

Pe

Peclet number (= df u/DBM) [–]

S

filtration area [m 2]

Sc

Schmidt number (= μ/(ρg DBM) [–]

Stk

Stokes number (= Ccρp dp2u/9μdf ) [–]

T

temperature [K]

u

particle velocity or filtration velocity [m/s]

ua

approaching velocity to a fiber [m/s]

x

distance from filter inlet [m]

zp

electrical mobility [m 2/(V·s)]

α

packing density [–]

β(x)

deposition distribution function given in Eqn. (30) [–]

ε

porosity of filter [–]

η

single fiber collection efficiency [–]

κ

Boltzmann constant (= 1.38064852 × 10 –23) [J/K]

λ

collection raising factor [-]

DBM diffusion constant [m 2/s]
ΔDd displacement of surface of dust cake measured from dirty
side [m]
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Abstract
Ceramics with highly controlled microstructures at all levels from micrometer to nanometer order are required to
improve their properties. To realize such ceramics, advances in powder processing are indispensable. Powder
processing involves the preparation of fine particles, surface modification, consolidation, and sintering. The
colloidal processing using fine particles has received particular attention as a means of achieving ceramics with
highly controlled microstructures. Here, the preparation of fine-grained ceramics through a well-dispersed
suspension and the preparation of porous ceramics and nanocomposites through heterocoagulated suspensions are
demonstrated. Then novel colloidal processing under an external field such as a strong magnetic field and/or an
electric field and the fabrication of textured ceramics and laminated composites are demonstrated.
Keywords: colloidal processing, nanocomposite, heterocoagulation, porous ceramics, textured ceramics,
electrophoretic deposition

1. Introduction
Precise control of the hierarchical, graded, laminated,
and/or oriented microstructures at all levels from micrometer to nanometer order is required to add new functions
and improve the performance of advanced ceramics. To
satisfy the requirements for ceramics, advances in powder
processing are indispensable (Sakka Y., 2006). Fine powder processing consists of the following processes: (1)
preparation of fine particles, (2) surface modification of
the fine particles, (3) consolidation, and (4) sintering. To
obtain a fine microstructure after sintering, fine particles
should be used as the starting material. However, as the
particle size decreases, particles tend to agglomerate easily, leading to a nonuniform structure containing large
pores caused by the agglomerates. To address this problem, colloidal processing, in which fine particles are dispersed in a solvent, formed, and consolidated, has been
attracting attention (Lange F.F., 1989; Akasay I.A., 1991;
Sakka Y., 2007).
If fine particles are densely packed in ceramic compacts and the distribution of the pore size is narrowed by
controlling the dispersion of the fine particles, densification will occur at low temperatures, resulting in a dense
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and fine-grained microstructure. In addition, nanocomposites and ordered porous materials can be fabricated by
the heterocoagulation of suspensions with well-dispersed
fine particles having opposite charges. Furthermore, an
electric field and a strong magnetic field applied externally during colloidal processing enable the high-level
control of microstructures such as graded, laminated,
and/or oriented microstructures.
As effective sintering methods for realizing a rapid
temperature increase, microwave or millimeter-wave
sintering and pulsed electric current sintering, in which
pressure sintering is carried out while a pulsed current or
voltage is applied to specimens (generally called spark
plasma sintering (SPS), have been attracting attention
(Grasso S. et al., 2009). In particular, SPS enables us to
obtain compact and fine structures at a low temperature
in a short time by applying pressure. Owing to the page
limitation, novel sintering methods including SPS are not
discussed in this review, but the understanding of the basic sintering mechanisms is very important (Maizza G. et
al., 2007, 2009). Needless to say, for the development of
high-performance ceramics, feedback from advanced analytical technology and simulations is crucial (Sakka Y.,
2006).
This review discusses some merits of colloidal processing and demonstrates the fabrication of fine-grained ceramics using a well-dispersed suspension, and porous
ceramics and nanocomposites through heterocoagulated
suspensions. Then the fabrication of textured ceramics
and laminated composites by novel colloidal processing

Copyright © 2019 The Author. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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under external fields such as a strong magnetic field and/
or electric field is described.

2. Fabrication of fine-grained ceramics by
colloidal processing
In colloidal processing, fine particles are dispersed in
a solution and consolidated to obtain a dense compact.
Table 1 shows typical colloidal processing accompanied
by a drain step, in which the transport media and their
driving forces are indicated (Nicholson P.S. et al., 1997;
Sakka Y., 2007).
Slip casting (Fig. 1(a)) is the most widely used method
of colloidal processing; a suspension is poured into in a
porous mold and a consolidated layer is obtained. The
consolidation rate is controlled by the drain rate at which

Table 1

Typical colloidal processing accompanied by a drain
step. Revised by the table in Ref. (Nicholson P.S. et
al., 1997), where the movers indicate moving species
by each force and the watchers not moving ones.

Method

Force

slip casting

capillarity
capillarity

pressure/
vacuum
casting

and/or pressure

centrifugal
force casting

centrifugal force

and/or suction

Actors
Watchers
particles
both ions

Movers
liquid

particles
both ions
both ions

liquid
particles
liquid

liquid
tape casting

mechanical

particles

-

both ions
electrohydrodynamics

EPD

electrochemical

Fig. 1

liquid

particles
both ions

Schematic of slip casting (a) and EPD (b).

the solvent is removed through the consolidated layer
formed by the packed particles. Therefore, the consolidation rate is slower when using fine particles. Pressure
casting, vacuum casting, or centrifugal casting is useful
for the consolidation of fine particles. In these methods,
the solvent is removed and a porous mold is necessary.
Tape casting is a method for forming a sheet film in
which the suspension is poured onto a moving sheet via a
knife edge, a so-called doctor blade. This process is
widely used to form a laminated layer. In electrophoretic
deposition (EPD), charged particles are moved and deposited on a substrate in an externally applied electric field.
This method is suitable for the fabrication of ceramics
with a highly controlled structure from fine particles because the deposition rate is high, regardless of the particle
size, and the position and arrangement of the particles as
well as the layer thickness can be controlled via the electric field (Fig. 1(b)) (Sarkar P. and Nicholson P.S., 1996;
Besra L. and Liu M., 2007; Sakka Y. and Uchikoshi T.,
2010).
As another colloidal processing without accompanying
dehydration, gel casting and floc-casting have received
increased attention because of isotropic shrinkage and
precise dimensional accuracy (Young A.C. et al., 1991;
Omatete O.O. et al., 1997; Santacruz I. et al., 2005;
Bednarek P. et al., 2010). These methods are based on insitu solidification by the polymerization of monomers or
flocculation upon heating, etc., using a high-solid loading
suspension. When using fine particles, such as a highsolid loading suspension cannot be prepared and a special
technique is necessary for applying such a process.
The key to colloidal processing is to control the dispersion and the stabilization of fine particles in a solvent.
Therefore, understanding of the characteristics of each
particle in the solvent is essential. A ceramic particle is
charged in a solvent, particularly in an aqueous suspension, owing to the particle surface (or surface adsorbed
species) and solvent. During practical processing, systems
where the particle dispersion can be controlled by the pH
are limited; therefore, the adsorption of a polyelectrolyte
with -COOH or -NH3 on the powder surface is usually
conducted. In this case, electrosteric stabilization is expected owing to the surface charge of the electrolyte and
the adsorption of the polymer (Cesarano J. et al., 1998;
Zhu X.W. et al., 2003; Tang F.Q. et al., 2006). In general,
fine particles tend to agglomerate and a redispersion treatment in a solvent is necessary.
For the redispersion of nanoparticles and heavily aggregated particles, bead milling using small beads with a size
of 15–50 μm is effective (Inkyo M. et al., 2006; Suárez G.
et al., 2009a,b; Ogi T. et al., 2017). Fig. 2 shows fine particles of hydroxyapatite (HAP) with a mean size of 48 nm,
heavily aggregated HAP particles with a mean size of
280 nm after ultrasonic irradiation, and HAP particles
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Fig. 2

HAP fine particles with a mean size of 48 nm (upper), heavily aggregated HAP particles with a mean
size of 280 nm (lower) after ultrasonic irradiation (left), and those after bead milling (right).

with a mean size of 280 nm after milling using zirconia
beads with a size of 50 μm. From the figure, it can be seen
that the dispersion of the fine particles and heavily agglomerated particles by ultrasonic irradiation is difficult;
however, it is possible by bead milling. A dense compact
with a narrow distribution of pore size was fabricated by
the pressure filtration of a suspension of fine HAP particles. After sintering at 1000 °C, dense and fine grained
HAP with a mean grain size of 170 nm was successfully
fabricated (Fig. 3).
In ceramic materials in which the grains are rigid, the
combination of grain-boundary sliding, grain switching
and grain rearrangement due to diffusion (Ashby M.F.
and Verrall R.A., 1973; Gifkins R.C., 1978) can be regarded as the main mechanism of superplastic deformation. If this combination is ideally uniform and successive,
then superplastic deformation is also uniform and successive without cavitation damage along grain boundaries or
at multiple junctions. For such an ideal case, the stress–
strain rate relationship is given by


ε

Aσ 0n
Q 
exp  

p
d
 RT 

(1)

Here, ε indicates the strain rate; A, a constant; σ0, the
stress; n, the stress index; d, the grain diameter; p, the
grain diameter index; Q, the activation energy; R, the gas
constant; and T, the temperature. For a fixed combination
of stress and temperature, Eq. (1) implies that the strain
rate can be increased by a reduction in the grain size. In
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Fig. 3

SEM photo of fine grained HAP after sintering at
1000 °C, and photos before and after superplastic deformation.
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actual ceramic materials, however, the combination of
grain–boundary sliding, grain switching and grain rearrangement and accommodation is not ideal. Also note that
Eq. (1) does not consider any microstructural changes
during deformation. Experimental studies have shown
that superplastic deformation is inherently accompanied
by accelerated grain growth (dynamic grain growth) and
intergranular cavitation. The former increases the level of
flow stress for a given strain rate and enhances the latter.
Since cavitation damage leads to premature failure or degrades the post deformation strength, consideration of
these dynamic phenomena is indispensable for attaining
superplastic deformation (Hiraga K. et al., 2002, 2005,
2007).
Therefore, the factors contributing to the superplastic
deformation in monolithic ceramics are the refinement of
the grain size, the decrease in the initial defect density,
and a homogeneous microstructure (Sakka Y. et al., 2001;
Hiraga K. et al., 2007). These are the merits of colloidal

processing using fine particles.
When the strain rate was 5.56 × 10 –5/s at 1100 °C, the
tension extension of the fine-grained and dense HAP
reached the maximum value of 220%, and the superplasticity (above 200% elongation) was achieved in HAP for
the first time. Fig. 3 also shows the shape of the test specimen before and after the tensile test.

3. Heterocoagulation method
Fig. 4 schematically shows the relationship between the
pH and zeta potential of components A and B, and the
dispersion state of both components. In regions b and d in
the figure, the flocculation of one component occurs owing
to a low zeta potential, and the dispersion state cannot be
established, as schematically shown. In regions a and e, a
well-dispersed suspension is obtained owing to the higher
zeta potential of both components. In region c, both components are dispersed, but a heterocoagulated suspension
is obtained owing to their opposite zeta potentials. In the
multicomponent systems, either a well-dispersed suspension or a heterocoagulated suspension is used to obtain a
homogeneous microstructure. For a dispersed suspension,
segregation during colloidal filtration is a common problem
owing to differences in the sedimentation rate, but it can be
minimized by using a suspension with a high solid content.

3.1 Ordered porous ceramics

Fig. 4

pH and zeta potential of two components of A and B,
and the dispersion state of both components.

Fig. 5

The heterocoagulation method is also applicable to the
preparation of porous materials as is schematically shown
in Fig. 5 (Tang F. et al., 2003a, b, 2004; Sakka Y. et al.,
2005a). This is based on the templating-assisted approach
of a core-shell composite, in which monodisperse polymer

Schematic of fabrication process of ordered porous ceramics. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Tang
et al., 2004). Copyright: (2004) Elsevier B.V.
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Fig. 6

Relationship between pH and zeta potential when
PMMA, titania, or titania + PEI is added. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. (Tang et al., 2003a). Copyright: (2003) Elsevier B.V.

spheres are used as templates, and ceramic particles act as
the target materials. By particle surface modification,
well-dispersed suspensions of the polymer and ceramic
particles with high opposite charges can be obtained at the
same pH. When two suspensions are mixed, an electrostatic attractive force is induced between the polymer and
ceramic particles, and the polymer particles are uniformly
modified by the ceramic particles. After vacuum filtration
of the suspension obtained by the heterocoagulation process, the composite is subjected to calcination at a predetermined temperature to remove the spherical polymer
particles and loosely sinter the ceramic particles. Through
these processes, ordered porous ceramics with regularly
arranged pores having the same shape are obtained.
Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the pH and zeta
potential of aqueous suspensions when (1) polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) particles 1300 nm in size, (2) titania
particles 30 nm in size, and (3) titania and polyethyleneimine (PEI) particles, were added (Tang F. et al., 2003a).
Appropriate amount of PEI was added as a polyelectrolyte
to the suspension containing titania to add positive
charges to the titania particles, which are negative at
pH = ~8, similarly to PMMA. Well-dispersed suspensions
with PMMA and with titania and PEI were prepared at
pH = ~8 and mixed to enable heterocoagulation. Fig. 7
shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a
fractured surface of porous titania obtained by vacuum
casting, calcinating for 4 h at 500 °C, and heating again at
850 °C (Tang F. et al., 2003a). It can be seen that three-
dimensional porous titania with a uniform pore size was
obtained.
Using this method, porous materials of different systems with different particle sizes may be easily fabricated
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Fig. 7

SEM images of porous titania. High magnification (upper) and low magnification (lower). Reprinted with
permission from Ref. (Tang et al., 2003a). Copyright:
(2003) Elsevier B.V.

by changing the type and size of the ceramic and polymer
particles (Tang F. et al., 2004; Sakka Y. et al., 2005a).

3.2 Highly conductive carbon nanotube (CNT)dispersed alumina
CNTs with excellent strength and elastic moduli as well
as high chemical, thermal and electrical properties (Iijima
S. et al., 1996; Falvo M.R. et al., 1997; Palaci I. et al.,
2005) have been considered as an ultimate additive to
improve the mechanical and electrical properties of conventional ceramics such as alumina. As a method of increasing its conductivity while maintaining its mechanical
properties, large amount of multiwall carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) is added to alumina. In fact, however, the ability
of CNTs to directly improve the macroscopic mechanical
properties of CNTs reinforced ceramics has been questioned and debated mainly owing to CNTs agglomeration,
poor CNT/matrix interfacial compatibility, CNTs damage
during processing (Estili M. and Sakka Y., 2014a). To this
end, it is necessary to prepare a mixed powder in which
CNTs and alumina are well dispersed and to fabricate a
dense sintered material (Estili M. and Sakka Y., 2014a).
High-purity CNT (Bussan Nanotech), synthesized by a
catalytic-CVD process and graphitized at about 2600 °C,
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was prepared and functionalized as follows. The CNT
powder was treated with a mixture of H2SO4 and HNO3
with a volume ratio of 3:1 at 110 °C for 20 min. The oxidative agent produced by the sulfonitric mixture was

Fig. 8

Suspensions of alumina, CNT powder after hydrophillic treatment, and heterocoagulated suspension. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Estili M., 2012).
Copyright: (2012) Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim.

found that oxidation starts with the C-C and C-H bonds
generating different oxidized groups from alcohol to carboxylic acid, following a sequential oxidation (Gomez S.
et al., 2017). The mixtures were cooled with water and
washed up to pH = 7. The hydrophilic CNT powder obtained was dispersed in water by ultrasonic irradiation at
pH = 4.4, resulting in the surfactant-free and COOH-
terminated CNT aqueous suspension.
Suspensions of the hydrophilically treated CNT powder
and alumina powder were separately prepared (Estili M.
and Kawasaki A., 2008; Estili M. et al., 2008, 2012, 2013).
Considering the different surface potentials of CNTs and
alumina under acidic conditions, the suspensions were
mixed at pH = 4.4 and subjected to heterocoagulation to
obtain a well-dispersed mixed powder (Fig. 8). By SPS of
the CNT–alumina mixed powder (Fig. 9, upper) at 1300 °C,
a dense nanocomposite of 20 vol% well-dispersed CNT
dispersed alumina (Fig. 9, lower) was obtained. This sintered material exhibited an electrical conductivity of
5000 S/m, which is the highest reported for an alumina-
based material (Estili M. et al., 2012, 2013). The bending
strength and fracture toughness of the obtained sintered
material with different amounts of CNTs increased up to
a CNTconcentration of 10 vol%. It is seen in Table 2 that
the bending strength and fracture toughness obtained
with the addition of 20 vol% CNTs were similar to those
without the addition of CNTs (Estili M. et al., 2012).
This method has been attracting interest as a fabrication method for high-strength, high-conductivity oxide
and non-oxide ceramics (Estili M. and Sakka Y., 2014a;
Wu W.W. et al., 2017). This method is also applicable to
the graphene dispersed ceramics (Estili M. et al., 2014b).

Fig. 9 SEM photos of the heterocoagulated mixed powders (a), and TEM photo (b) and fractured SEM photo (c)
of the dense nanocomposite of 20 vol%-CNT dispersed alumina after SPS at 1300 °C. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. (Estili M., 2012). Copyright: (2012) Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim.
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Table 2

Comparison of mechanical properties of alumina and CNT dispersed alumina hybrid.

SPSed bulks

Density (g cm–3)

Strain to failure (%)

K1C(MPa m0.5) Three-point
bending (SENB method)

Flexural strength (MPa)
Four-point bending

α-Al2O3
(reference material)

3.960 (100%)

0.105

4.41

395.82

2.0 vol% hybrid

3.901 (99.44%)

0.11 (+8.2%)

5.78 (+31%)

413.46 (+4.5%)

10.0 vol% hybrid

3.733 (98.91%)

0.19 (+81%)

6.71 (+52.2%)

483.19 (+22%)

20.0 vol% hybrid

3.544 (98.8%)

0.21 (+98%)

4.62 (+4.7%)

403.72 (+2%)

4. Control of crystal orientation by colloidal
processing in strong magnetic field
The rotation of particles in a magnetic field is caused
by the generation of a magnetic torque due to magnetic
anisotropy. If the crystal structure is asymmetrical, such
as tetragonal or hexagonal, the magnetic susceptibility
depends on the direction of the crystal axis and shows anisotropy. On the basis of the interaction between the anisotropy and the magnetic field, the magnetic torque given
by Eq. (2) induces the rotation of particles (Suzuki T.S. et
al., 2001; Sakka Y. and Suzuki T.S., 2005b).
T = –ΔχVB2 sin 2θ/2μ0

(2)

Here, T is the magnetic torque, μ0 is the magnetic the permeability of vacuum, Δχ is the anisotropy of magnetic
susceptibility, V is the volume of particles, B is the magnetic flux density, and θ is the angle between the easy axis
of magnetization and the direction of the applied magnetic field. The magnetic torque is usually regarded as
negligible because the magnetic susceptibilities of paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials are extremely small.
However, with recent advances in the technology of superconductivity, strong magnetic fields exceeding 10 T
are now more easily obtained without supplying liquid
He, enabling orientation using magnetic torque. Our research group has demonstrated that it is possible to control the crystal orientation of alumina, titania, aluminum
nitride, silicon carbide, zinc oxide, silicon nitride, HAP,
and piezoelectric ceramics, all of which are diamagnetic
and have extremely small magnetic susceptibility, by colloid processing in a strong magnetic field (Sakka Y. and
Suzuki T.S., 2005b; Suzuki T.S., et al., 2006a). The uniaxial orientation of alumina and titania is possible by the
application of a static magnetic field because their magnetic susceptibilities along the c-axis are higher than
those along the a, b-axis (Sakka Y. and Suzuki T.S.,
2005b; Suzuki T.S. et al., 2006b). In contrast, for aluminum nitride, silicon carbide, zinc oxide, silicon nitride,
and HAP, only a c-plane-oriented material is obtained
when a static magnetic field is applied because their magnetic susceptibilities along the a, b-axis are higher than
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Fig. 10 Temperature dependences of relative density and the
grain size (upper), and the Lotgering orientation factor (lower) of heavily agglomerated R-HAP as ultrasonic irradiation and de-agglomerated B-HAP after
bead milling (shown in Fig. 2).

those along the c-axis. In this case, uniaxially oriented
materials are fabricated using a rotating magnetic field
(Tanaka S. et al., 2006; Suzuki T.S., et al., 2009, 2010;
Zhu X. and Sakka Y., 2008a; Zhu X. et al., 2010, 2014).
Fig. 10 compares the Lotgering orientation factor
(Lotgering F.K., 1959), grain size, and relative density of
heavily agglomerated HAP after ultrasonic irradiation
(R-HAP) and redispersed HAP after bead milling treatment (B-HAP) after sintering at fixed temperatures. The
higher degree of orientation for the B-HAP is mainly due
to the deagglomeration by the milling procedure. It is well
known that the slip casting of a well-dispersed suspension
yields a dense green body with a narrow pore size distribution, which results in a dense and fine-grained microstructure characterized by low-temperature sintering.
This colloidal processing technique is also useful for obtaining highly oriented ceramics.
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the c-axis, uniaxially oriented materials can be fabricated
using a rotating magnetic field. As an example of the
merit of using a rotating magnetic field, the processing of
textured β-Si3N4 is discussed (Zhu X.W. et al., 2006,
2008, 2010). α-Si3N4 (Ube Industry’s SN-E10) was used
as a raw powder, and 5 mol% Y2O3 and 5 mol% Al2O3
were added as sintering aids. As a seed, 5 mol% β-Si3N4
was added. Ethanol was used as a solvent, 1 wt% PEI was
used as a dispersant, and a 30 vol% slurry was prepared.
After slip casting under 12 T followed by consolidation,
drying, cold isostatic pressing (392 MPa), and calcination
(500 °C for 2 h in air), sintering was conducted in a
graphite resistance furnace at 1800 °C in 0.2 MPa N2.
As shown in Table 3, a static magnetic field leads to a
large decrease in the intensity ratio between the (200) and
(101) planes from the top surface to the side surface, indicating the orientation of the a, b-axis (Zhu X.W., et al.,
2008b, 2010). On the other hand, the rotating magnetic
field allows the intensity between the (002) and (200)
planes to become zero on the side surface, indicating the
successful orientation of the c-axis. Clearly, the addition
of the β-Si3N4 seed leads to the substantially higher orientation of β-Si3N4 crystals in green bodies in both cases, as
indicated by the larger intensity ratios on the top surfaces.
Fig. 11 schematically shows orientation mechanism of
static and rotating magnetic fields. Fig. 12 shows the microstructures of β-Si3N4 slip-cast in a static magnetic field
of 12 T (left) and β-Si3N4 consolidated in a rotating magnetic field (right). Elongated β-Si3N4 grains were observed
in random directions on an oriented c-plane in a static
magnetic field. In contrast, elongated β-Si3N4 grains were
oriented uniaxially along the c-axis in a rotating magnetic
field.
Using Y2O3 and MgSiN2 powders as sintering aids, the
fabrication of β-Si3N4 with a high thermal conductivity of
176 Wm–1K–1 along the c-axis was successful (Zhu X.W.
et al., 2014). When silicon nitride thus obtained is used as

It can be seen that the orientation factor is promoted by
sintering at higher temperatures. The magnetic energy is
proportional to the volume of the particle, the square of
the magnetic field, and the difference between the crystal
susceptibility of a, b and that of c. The orientation factor
of HAP is basically determined by the particle size and
the magnetic field when each particle is well dispersed.
However, owing to thermal fluctuation, each particle
tends to align in a specific direction with some distribution of the angle. Therefore, the orientation factor is not
so large initially. Then the orientation factor increases
with grain growth, where the oriented particles act as a
template for the oriented grain growth. These features are
confirmed by in situ observation (Hirota N. et al., 2008;
Terada N. et al., 2008).
To obtain oriented materials with weak magnetic susceptibility, the following conditions are necessary (Sakka
Y. and Suzuki T.S., 2005): (1) the particles should be
single-crystal and well dispersed, (2) the crystal structure
should be noncubic to yield an anisotropic magnetic susceptibility, (3) the magnetic energy should be larger than
the thermal motion energy, (4) the viscosity of the suspension should be sufficiently low for the particles to be rotated with a low energy, and (5) grain growth is necessary
to obtain a highly oriented structure, particularly when
spherical particles are used. For colloidal processing, slip
casting, gel-casting, and EPD have been conducted as will
be shown later.

5. Ceramics with highly controlled
microstructures
5.1 Highly oriented ceramics
As shown in the previous session, when the magnetic
susceptibility along the a, b-axis is higher than that along

Table 3

Orientation of β-Si3N4 grains in the green and sintered bodies using a static magnetic field (SMF) and rotation
magnetic field (RMF).

Sample

Non-seeded
Seeded

Tested
surface#

Texture in green body

Texture in sintered body

XRD Intensity ratio

Lotgering orientation factor ( f*)

SMF

RMF

SMF

RMF

I(200)/I(101)

I(002)/I(200)

15 min

6h

1h

3h

TS (⊥ B)

2.90

≈0.5

0.68

0.88

0.17

0.24

SS (// B)

0.75

≈0

TS (// B)

12.4

5.07

0.86

0.97

0.49

0.51

SS (⊥ B)

0.89

≈0

#

TS = top surface, SS = side surface. * f = (P – P0)/(1 – P0), for SMF, P0 = ΣI0(hk0)/ΣI0(hkl)
(JCPDS card), P = ΣI(hk0)/ΣI(hkl) (sample); for RMF, P0 = ΣI0(00l)/ΣI0(hkl), P = ΣI(00l)/ΣI(hkl).
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Fig. 11

Schematic of orientation mechanisms of β-Si3N4 crystals during slip casting in (a) static and (b) rotating
magnetic fields.

Fig. 12 SEM microstructures of β-Si3N4 slip-cast in a static magnetic field of 12 T (left) and β-Si3N4 consolidated in a rotating magnetic field (right) after sintering at 1800 °C for 5 h. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. (Zhu et al., 2008b). Copyright: (2008) Trans Tech. Pub. LTD.

a heat-radiating substrate, the c-axis can correspond to
the thickness direction. Thus, heat-sink substrates made
of β-Si3N4 are expected to be used in power electronics.
To control the structure of high-functionality materials,
biaxial or triaxial orientations are desired rather than a
uniaxial orientation.
Bi3TiNbO9 planar particles with a biaxial orientation
can be obtained by employing gravity and applying a
magnetic field (Keskinbora K. et al., 2010; Suzuki T.S. et
al., 2013; Gao Z.P. et al., 2015). For platelet particles with
micron-order sizes, the largest energy in the dispersion
state is the gravitational energy. Therefore, platelet particles are first oriented parallel to the bottom surface, and
then they are oriented biaxially by applying a magnetic
field. In this case, the lattice constants a and b are similar
(Suzuki T.S. et al., 2013). To obtain a triaxially oriented
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ceramics, platelet Bi4Ti4O15 particles, for which the lattice
constants a, b, and c are different in the orthorhombic
structure, were used and a two-step procedure involving
the application of a magnetic field from two directions
sequentially were employed (Suzuki T.S. et al., 2016). In
addition, triaxially oriented Y2Ba4Cu7Oy, which is paramagnetic at room temperature, was obtained in an epoxy
resin by changing the rate of rotation of a magnetic field
at a modulated rate (modulated rotating magnetic field)
(Fukushima T. et al., 2008).

5.2 Nacre-like ceramics
In general, the strength and toughness of ceramics are
very difficult to enhance simultaneously; these two factors usually show opposite tendencies. The intrinsic brit-
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tleness of ceramics also limits their wide application. The
keys to improve material characteristics by controlling
the microstructure can be found in nature (Lin A.Y.M. et
al., 2006; Munch E. et al., 2008). Through the process of
evolution over millions of years, plants and animals have
selected the optimal structures to survive in harsh environments. For example, oriented tabular calcium carbonate layers with a thickness of ~100 nm are laminated in
nacre. At the interfaces of the layers, a layer containing
several percent of protein membranes is inserted to form
an oriented laminated structure (hierarchical structure) in
Fig. 13(a) (Lee S.W. et al., 2008; Meyers M.A. et al.,
2008). Compared with sintered calcium carbonate, the hierarchical structure has much higher strength and toughness (fracture toughness). To improve both the strength
and toughness simultaneously, the microstructure of the
material must have (1) weak grain boundary interfaces
and (2) rodlike particles and a tabular structure (Lawn B.
R. et al., 1994; Tang Z. et al., 2003). Using these requirements as guidelines, M n+1AX n (MAX; M, transition
metal; A, group A element; X, C or N) phase ceramics
have attracted attention as nanolaminates, where ideally
n = 1–3. MAX has a layered structure (Fig. 14) (Barsoum

M.W. and EI-Raghy T., 2001; Wang X.H. and Zhou Y.C.,
2010; Sun Z.M., 2011).
As an example, the results of the microstructure and
mechanical properties for the MAX phase ceramic
Nb4AlC3 are shown (Hu C. et al., 2011a, b, c). The weak
bonding between Al atom layers, and Nb and C atom layers contributes to the easy formation of dislocations and
their slipping, which induce the development of kink
bands in the grains exhibiting “quasi-plastic” behavior. To
align Nb4AlC3 nanoparticles on a layer, a suspension of
Nb4AlC3 particles is slip cast in a strong magnetic field
and subjected to SPS to obtain a dense compact. From
SEM and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images, the obtained structure has a nacre-like microstructure with layer stacking from the nanoscale to the
milliscale shown in Fig. 13(b). Undoubtedly, the microstructure design explains the mechanical responses. Single-
edge notched bending (SENB) samples tested along the
c-axis direction exhibited the zigzag fracture mode. The
zigzag fracture surface corresponds to a high surface energy transformed from the mechanical energy. Additionally, the investigation of the microscale zigzag fracture
surface revealed pull-out grains distributed on the entire
surface, which means that the toughening mechanisms
may involve crack deflection, which increases the surface
energy, and crack bridging, which lowers the stress intensity factor at the crack tip (Dericioglu A.F. and Kagawa
Y., 2002)
Fig. 15 shows a diagram of the flexural strength and
fracture toughness of the textured Nb4AlC3 ceramic in
comparison with those of other advanced ceramics and
other textured MAX phase ceramics (Zhang H.B. et al.,

Fig. 13 Microstructures of (a) nacre-like layer and (b) textured Nb4AlC3 ceramic. Reprinted with permission
from Ref. (Hu et al., 2011a). Copyright: (2011) Elsevier
B.V.

Fig. 15

Fig. 14 Layered structures of three types of MAX phase ceramics.

Relationship between bending strength and fracture
toughness of textured MAX phase ceramics and other
ceramics, where oxide dispersed MAX phase ceramics was prepared by oxidation of MAX phase powder
during powder processing. This figure is revised and
added newly obtained data of the Ref. (Hu C. et al.,
2011a).
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2015). Here the oxide phase is introduced during the powder processing. Textured Nb 4AlC3 ceramics have the
highest bending strength and fracture toughness. The textured MAX phase ceramics are also expected to show
anisotropic properties such as electric and thermal conductivities, oxidation resistance, and tribological properties (Xu L.D. et al., 2017). In addition, the processing of
MAX phase ceramics is straightforward (Mishra M. et
al., 2012a, b; Zhou T.L. et al., 2014; Sato K. et al., 2014a,
b; Idzkowska A. et al., 2015). Therefore, structural components with a complicated shape can be easily formed,
which is expected to lead to the development and design
of high-performance layered ceramic materials.

5.3 Laminated composites
As shown in session 2, during the EPD in which particles themselves move, the deposition rate does not depend
on the particle size and is extremely fast. Based on this
point, EPD is a suitable method for consolidating

nanoparticles and EPD has received a significant amount
of attention for fabricating highly structured controlled
ceramics resulting in advanced ceramics. As compared
with tape casting, EPD is also suitable for the production
of thickness-controlled laminates with good adherence
between the layers (Uchikoshi T. et al., 2002). Therefore,
recently EPD has recently been applied in many fields.
We have demonstrated that EPD in a high magnetic
field is an excellent method to fabricate thick crystalline
textured ceramic bodies (Uchikoshi T. et al, 2003, 2004).
Fig. 16 shows a schematic of the experimental setup used
for EPD in a strong magnetic field. By changing the angle
between the magnetic field and the electric field (φB–E)
during the superposed application of the two fields, the
crystal orientation with respect to the substrate is controlled. In addition, by changing φB–E during EPD at predetermined intervals, layers with different crystal orientations
can be deposited.
Fig. 17 shows an example of a crystalline textured alumina/alumina laminated composite deposited by alternately applying magnetic fields with (a) φB–E = 0° and 90o
and (b) φB–E = 45° and –45°. It was possible to align the
crystal orientations by controlling φB–E, regardless of the
crystal orientation of the underlying layer, even when the
oriented layers were laminated (Uchikoshi T. et al, 2003,
2004; Suzuki T.S. et al., 2006b).
The orientation and laminating technology is effective
not only for controlling the mechanical properties but also
for improving the functions and reliability of thermoelectric elements, photoelectrodes, ion conductors, piezoelectrics, and dielectrics (Horii S. et al., 2007; Okamoto T. et
al., 2006; Kawakita M. et al., 2009; Yamada H. et al., 2013;
Zhang C.N. et al., 2014; Miwa Y. et al., 2015; Matsuda M.
et al., 2016).

6. Concluding remarks
Fig. 16 Schematic of EPD in strong magnetic field.

Colloidal processing has been attracting attention as a
consolidation process utilizing the advantages of fine par-

Fig. 17 Crystalline textured alumina/alumina laminated composites deposited by alternately applying magnetic
fields with (a) φ B–E = 0° and 90° and (b) φ B–E = 45° and –45°. Reprinted with permission from Ref.
(Suzuki et al., 2006b). Copyright: (2006) NIMS & Elsevier B.V.
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ticles. Controlling the dispersion of fine particles will enable the fabrication of dense sintered materials, porous
ceramics and CNTs-ceramic nanocomposites. In addition,
applying electric and magnetic fields externally during
consolidation is expected to enable the advanced control
of the microstructure. In this review, examples of the fabrication of nacre-like ceramics with textured MAX phase
ceramics and laminated composites were introduced.
Various material properties, such as corrosion resistance,
wear resistance, thermal conductivity, electric conductivity, piezoelectric properties, and transparency, depend on
the crystal orientation. Therefore, the method outlined in
this review is applicable to all ceramics except those with
cubic crystals. In future studies, the characteristic structures and related properties will be analysed to optimize
the material structure, which is expected to lead to the
development of advanced functional ceramics.
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Abstract
Significant progress has been made over the last half-century in delivering therapeutics by the pulmonary route.
Inhaled therapeutics are administered to humans using metered-dose inhalers, nebulizers, or dry powder inhalers,
and each device requires a different formulation strategy for the therapeutic to be successfully delivered into the
lung. In recent years, there has been a shift to the use of dry powder inhalers due to advantages in the consistency
of the dose delivered, ease of administration, and formulation stability. Numerous preclinical studies, involving
small and large animals, have evaluated dry powder drugs, vaccines, and immunotherapeutics delivered by the
pulmonary route. These studies used different dry powder delivery devices including nose-only, whole-body,
and intratracheal administration systems, each of which works with different aerosolization mechanisms.
Unfortunately, these delivery platforms usually lead to variable powder deposition in the respiratory tract of
animals. In this review, we will discuss obstacles and variables that affect successful pulmonary delivery and
uniform powder deposition in the respiratory tract, such as the type of delivery device, dry powder formulation,
and the animal model used. We will conclude by outlining factors that enhance the reproducible deposition of dry
powders in the respiratory tract of preclinical animal models and identifying knowledge and technology gaps
within the field. We will also outline the important factors necessary for successful translation of studies
performed in preclinical models to humans.
Keywords: pulmonary delivery, dry powders, preclinical models, intratracheal, endotracheal, inhalation devices

1. Introduction
Inhaled therapies and medicines date back to 2000 B.C.
in India, where datura roots were smoked for their broncho-
dilating properties (Anderson, 2012). The ancient Egyptians, the Greeks, and Native cultures in Central and
South America all used different forms of inhalable medicines (Anderson, 2012). Even inhaled insulin, a therapy
considered relatively recent, was first explored in 1925 by
a German scientist named Gansslen (Ghosh and Collier,
2007; Patton and Byron, 2007).
However, the development of dry powders for inhalation by the pharmaceutical industry is a more recent development, with the first commercially available dry
powder inhaler (DPI) patented in 1949 (Fields, 1949; Stein
and Thiel, 2017). Dry powder therapeutics continue to be a
popular pulmonary therapeutic option for patients because
of the consistency in the lung dosing, ease of administra†
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tion, short delivery time, and the excellent stability that is
inherent to these formulations (Telko and Hickey, 2005;
Vehring, 2008; Sou et al., 2011; Kunda et al., 2016). Since
1987, the number of commercially available DPIs has dramatically increased, and preclinical drug development using dry powders has grown rapidly (Stein and Thiel,
2017).
It is interesting, then, that pulmonary delivery of medicines often meets with resistance and pushback from the
general medical community, and that the transition of
successful preclinical drug and therapeutic candidates to
the clinical trial stage, and finally to the market, has been
difficult. A strong argument can be made that this is the
result of a lack of the basic foundational tools and regulations which are required to make this transition smoother.
This article will review the benefits of pulmonary drug
administration, specifically dry powder aerosols, and follow up with an examination of several weak points of preclinical pulmonary delivery of dry powders and how these
might be restricting successful translation to humans.
Furthermore, the authors will propose areas in need of
improvement and speculate on the directions that future
dry powder pulmonary delivery in preclinical models
needs to take.

Copyright © 2019 The Authors. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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2. Pulmonary delivery in humans
2.1 Lung anatomy and physiology in the context
of drug delivery
The human lung is an excellent platform to deliver
drugs both locally and systemically. The large surface
area, rapid absorption due to dense vasculature, minimal
enzymatic activity (no hepatic first pass), and thin alveolar epithelium (0.1 μm to 0.2 μm) make the lungs an attractive, non-invasive site for delivering drugs (Patil and
Sarasija, 2012).
The lungs are a highly structured tissue which resembles
an inverted tree. In humans, the primary bronchi divide
into the left and right lung, and each lobe further divides
into three lobes on the right side and two lobes on the left
(Kunda et al., 2013). Each lung branches into at least 23
generations with the first 16 generations made up of bronchi and bronchioles, and by the 17th generation alveoli begin to appear on the respiratory walls (Weibel, 1963).
Each branch always divides into two smaller branches or
bronchioles (dichotomous branching). By the 20th generation, alveolar ducts begin to appear and the entire lung
wall is made up of alveoli. Toward the last generations,
the alveolar ducts end in alveolar sacs (Effros, 2006;
Kunda et al., 2013) (Fig. 1). Together, these lung branches
result in a large surface area of approximately 140 square
meters (Fernandes and Vanbever, 2009).
The physical, chemical, and physiological factors inherent to the inhaled particles of a particular drug affect
the behavior of and ultimately the deposition of the drug
in the lungs (Scheuch et al., 2006; Demoly et al., 2014).
Proper consideration of the above factors allows for the
development of an inhalation product that will deposit reproducible amounts of the drug into the lungs across patient populations. In addition to these factors, barriers to
drug deposition and absorption presented by the diseased

lung anatomy should be taken into consideration. Barriers
such as mucus thickness, alveolar lining fluid, uptake by
macrophages, and proteolytic degradation must be adequately incorporated in the design of a suitable formulation for inhalation (Scheuch et al., 2006).

2.2 Formulation and delivery of inhalation
products
The formulation of a drug intended for pulmonary
delivery together with an inhaler device constitutes an
inhalation product (Hou et al., 2015). The compatibility
between the inhalation device and the formulation, comprised of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) and
the excipients, is essential to efficiently deliver the API to
the target site. An ideal inhalation product must be easily
operated, uncomplicated, handy, should deliver reproducible doses irrespective of temperature, humidity, and patient inspiratory flow rate (Bäckman et al., 2014).
An optimized formulation in a suitable inhaler is crucial
for a successful inhalation product. The physico-chemical
properties of the formulation such as particle size, morphology, size distribution, particle growth, and solid-state
characteristics influence the deposition profile of the API
in the lungs (Shaji and Shaikh, 2016). A review by Shaji
and Shaikh discussed in detail the characterization techniques used to evaluate various aerosol drug delivery systems (Shaji and Shaikh, 2016). Currently, there are three
main pulmonary drug delivery devices marketed: a) nebulizers, b) pressurized metered-dose inhalers (pMDIs),
and c) dry powder inhalers (DPIs). The device employed
for an inhalation product depends on the properties of the
drug substance, choice of excipients, and patient compatibility. In addition, other factors that affect the choice of
inhaler include device availability, clinical setting (inpatient, outpatient, emergency department, etc.), patient age,
correct usage, device cost, administration duration, and
patient convenience (especially during long-term use)
(Dolovich et al., 2005).
Furthermore, the choice of drug state (aqueous vs
solid), excipients, and device determine the inhalation
product (nebulizer vs pMDI vs DPI). For example, albuterol sulfate is available as: a) Ventolin HFA (inhalation
product), wherein the drug is a suspension (API in HFA
134a) and device is a pMDI, and b) ProAir Respiclick dry
powder, wherein the drug is a dry powder (blend of API
and lactose monohydrate) and device is a DPI.

2.3 Pulmonary drug delivery market

Fig. 1 Human lung with generations. (Adapted from (Kleinstreuer,
Zhang and Donohue, 2008; Kunda et al., 2013))
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chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder (COPD) are the
major drivers for the inhalation market (Hickey, 2013).
Inhalation product development, against cystic fibrosis
(CF) (Garcia-Contreras and Hickey, 2003), chemotherapeutics, and macromolecules against lung cancer (Storti
et al., 2015) have seen increased attention and are contributing to the continued interest in the development of new
aerosol-based therapies. Furthermore, the ability to
achieve rapid absorption of drugs from the lungs into the
systemic circulation has initiated efforts to develop inhalable macromolecules. New macromolecule dry powder
formulations are being designed for many diseases including diabetes, lung cancer, and alpha 1 antitrypsin deficiency. Most of the formulation testing in preclinical
models begin with a liquid form of the macromolecule
and subsequently transitions toward a dry powder formuTable 1

lation, probably due to the ease of delivery of liquid formulations in animals. However, this linear development
process does not lead to novel dry powder inhalation
products and the translational success of de novo dry
powder products from preclinical studies to the clinic has
been abysmal. The problems associated with this development process will be discussed later in detail in the “Implementation of lessons learned from humans to animals”
section.
Table 1 lists a few of the different inhalation products
that have been approved over the last few decades. The
table shows the expansion of the inhalation market from
the 1990’s to date with pMDIs and nebulizers occupying
the majority of the market compared to DPIs. Moreover,
availability of more than one inhaler type per drug by different manufacturers shows the competition in the inhala-

Selected inhalation products approved or in clinical trials.

Indication

API

Albuterol sulfate

Asthma and
COPD

Budesonide

Beclomethasone
dipropionate +
Formoterol fumarate
Fluticasone furoate +
vilanterol
Tobramycin
Cystic fibrosis

Idiopathic
pulmonary
fibrosis

Manufacturer

Approval Date

pMDI

Proventil HFA

Merck

1999

pMDI

Ventolin HFA

GlaxoSmithKline

2001

Nebulizer

AccuNeb

Mylan

2001

pMDI

ProAir HFA

Teva

2004

DPI

ProAir Respiclick

Teva

2015

DPI

Pulmicort
Flexhaler

AstraZeneca

1998

DPI

Pulmicort
Turbuhaler

AstraZeneca

1998

Nebulizer

Pulmicort Respules

AstraZeneca

2000

pMDI

Fostair

Chiesi

2007

DPI

Fostair Nexthaler

Chiesi

2014

DPI

Breo Ellipta

GlaxoSmithKline

2013

Nebulizer

Tobi

Novartis

1997

Nebulizer

Bethkis

Chiesi

2012

DPI

TOBI Podhaler

Novartis

2013

DPI

PUR1900

Pulmatrix

Soft-mist

Dance-501

Dance
Biopharm Inc

In Development

DPI

Afrezza

Mannkind/Sanofi
Aventis

2014

DPI

PUR1800

Pulmatrix

Clinical Trial
Phase II

Nebulizer

Tyvaso

United Therap

2009

Glycopyrrolate +
Formoterol fumarate

pMDI

Bevespi Aerosphere

AstraZeneca

2016

Budesonide,
glycopyrronium, and
formoterol (PT010)*

pMDI

NA

Pearl Therapeutics

Clinical Trial
Phase III

Insulin

A kinase inhibitor
Treprostinil

Pulmonary
arterial
hypertension

Product

Nonclinical
Development

Itraconazole

Diabetes

Device
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tion market. Further, with recent advancements in dry
powder formulation and inhaler technology, manufacturers have been developing DPI products for APIs currently
available as pMDI/nebulizer products (shown as greyed
area in the table). In 2015, MDIs accounted for 67 % of
inhalation market; however, DPIs are forecasted to report
an exceptional compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
16.9 % over the next few years (Grand View Research,
2016). This shift toward developing DPI products is due
to an increase in the physical and chemical stability of
compounds formulated into solid-state; a DPI also simplifies the inhalation maneuver required by the patient compared to the other available inhaler technologies.

2.4 Problems associated with different inhaler
devices
A major problem with current inhalers is the significant
deposition of drug particles in the oropharyngeal region
and upper airways (Ibrahim, Verma and Garcia-Contreras,
2015). In addition, lack of coordination between device
actuation and patient inhalation (hand-breath coordination) increases the deposition in the upper airways leading
to insufficient amounts of drug being delivered to the
deep lungs (Scichilone, 2015). Fink and Rubin have estimated that improper inhaler maneuvers have a huge economic impact, with roughly $7–15.7 billion wasted, with
no benefit to the health-care system or the patient population (Fink and Rubin, 2005).
pMDIs: For pMDIs, to overcome the hand-breath coordination problem, the use of add-on devices such as a
spacer or valve-holding chamber is recommended, especially for children and the elderly (Kunda et al., 2017).
These add-on devices increase the time between device
actuation and inhalation allowing patients to inhale drug
over longer periods of time thereby enhancing drug delivery to the deep lungs and decreasing deposition in the
oropharyngeal regions and upper airways (Zhou et al.,
2014; Kunda et al., 2017). More recently, pMDIs have
been designed to operate on breath-activation rather than
hand-breath coordination (Newman, 2005; Zhou et al.,
2014).
Nebulizers: Nebulizers are recommended for patients
who are unable to perform proper hand-breath coordination
or perform a forceful inspiration; further, these devices
work well for diseases which require higher inhalation
doses (eg. CF patients). Three main types of nebulizers
are available on the market and are differentiated by their
aerosolization mechanism: Jet nebulizers, ultrasonic nebulizers, and vibrating mesh nebulizers. The vibrating
mesh nebulizer overcomes some of the disadvantages observed with the first two nebulizer types, like lowering
the total treatment time, minimal residual drug volumes,
and better efficiency in drug delivery to the lung. However,
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the complicated operational procedures for nebulizers
along with their high cost remains a barrier to better patience compliance (Ari and Fink, 2013; Chan et al., 2014;
Ibrahim, Verma and Garcia-Contreras, 2015; Tashkin,
2016).
DPIs: For these devices, the properties of the dry powder formulation, the device design, and the patient inspiratory flow rate determine the efficiency of the inhalation
product and the drug deposition to the deep lungs (Islam
and Cleary, 2012). In addition, the inspiratory flow rate
must be maintained for the duration of inhalation, with
deep and forceful breaths, to de-aggregate drug/lactose
carrier particles and facilitate drug deposition to the deep
lung (Scichilone, 2015). Moreover, a ‘deep and forceful’
inspiration may be difficult to achieve for patients suffering from asthma or COPD, thereby limiting the use of
passive DPIs. Passive DPIs require the patient’s inspiratory effort to first disperse the powder in the device and
subsequently deliver the formulation to the deep lung. In
addition, a rapid inspiration is likely to cause higher oropharyngeal deposition of the drug. Recent progress in the
development of active DPIs that use an external energy
source, such as compressed air or electrical vibration,
may help in powder dispersion and de-agglomeration and
thus increase drug deposition to the lungs. However, the
major obstacle to the success of active DPIs is their high
cost and portability (bulky devices) (Zhou et al., 2014). In
addition, specific attention must be given to the pediatric
and geriatric population since most DPI devices are designed for the adult population.

2.5 Progress in DPIs: The story of insulin
In recent years, the increasing worldwide diabetic population has motivated many pharmaceutical companies to
focus on developing an inhalable insulin product that is
fast-acting and can be administered without needles. In
2006, the FDA approved the first inhaled insulin, Exubera®, which was developed and marketed by Nektar
Therapeutics and Pfizer laboratories, respectively (Mack,
2007). It is thought that Exubera® was withdrawn in 2007
because of poor patient compliance due to the cost and
bulkiness of the device. Perhaps this may be explained by
the reported lack of input from the physicians and patients
on the design of the device before marketing Exubera®;
most of the patients felt uncomfortable using the bulky
device, which was almost the size of a flashlight (Mack,
2007).
With lessons learned from the failure of Exubera®,
MannKind Corp. developed a smaller inhaled insulin
product, Afrezza®, that could easily fit the palm of the patient (later marketed by Sanofi). Afrezza® was approved
by the FDA in early 2015 for patients to help control their
blood sugar levels during mealtime. The product reaches
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peak insulin levels in 12–15 min and remains active for
up to 3 hours (Hoskins, 2017). However, Sanofi recently
withdrew from marketing Afrezza® due to mediocre profits. Dance Pharmaceuticals is currently testing an inhalation insulin product, Dance-501, that delivers a gentle
mist of recombinant human insulin using a vibrating
mesh micropump technology (developed by Aerogen,
Inc.). The story of insulin reflects the challenges associated with successful development of a DPI inhalation
product which depends on the formulation, device, delivery, packaging, and proper marketing toward the physicians and patients. Despite the uncertainty observed with
the development of an inhaled insulin product, there is renewed interest in exploring dry powder delivery of macromolecules for local and systemic delivery via inhalation.

3. Pulmonary delivery in preclinical models
3.1 Animal models
Animal models are crucial to evaluate the fate of inhaled material and providing valuable information for
inhalation product development. When selecting the appropriate animal model, many parameters are considered,
including cost, disease pathology, and immunological
similarity to humans. Although the data obtained from
preclinical studies is valuable in advancing inhalation
drug delivery, extrapolation to humans is not straightforward due to the differences in the nasal, tracheobronchial,
and the deep lung region across species (Phalen et al.,
2008; Fernandes and Vanbever, 2009). For this reason, the
similarity of the structure of the respiratory tract of the
animal model to humans should be a significant parameter in choosing an appropriate animal model for preclinical studies (Phalen et al., 2008).
Human breathing differs from that of rodents. The latter, such as mice and rats, are obligatory nose breathers
and are unable to perform mouth breathing, while adult
humans can breathe through the nose and the mouth

Fig. 2

(Fig. 2). In contrast to adult humans, newly born human
infants are obligate nose breathers during the first 2–6
months of life (Fig. 2) (Rubin and Williams, 2014;
Amirav et al., 2015; McGregor, 2017).
The inability to inhale via the mouth limits the relevance of lung deposition data obtained through preclinical
animal models that utilize whole-body and nose-only exposures. When using a nose-only or whole-body exposure
systems, particles larger than a few microns are trapped
in the nasal-pharyngeal region of the rodents and do not
necessarily represent the true lung deposition profile observed in humans (Phalen et al., 2008). Another difference between humans and rodents is the presence or
absence of respiratory bronchioles. The absence of respiratory bronchioles in the commonly used preclinical models results in different region-specific lung deposition data
compared to humans. The clearance mechanism of inhaled insoluble particles also varies in the presence or
absence of respiratory bronchioles (Phalen and Mendez,
2009).
In addition to the differences in the respiratory physiology and anatomy, cells present in the lung may also vary
between humans and the animal model used. It is estimated that human alveolar macrophages are greater in
number and are two-to-three fold larger in size than rodent alveolar macrophages (Stone et al., 1992). Additionally, humans have intravascular macrophages, cells that
attack pathogens entering the lungs through the bloodstream, that are absent in rodents (Balhara and Gounni,
2012). These notable differences between humans and the
most commonly employed rodent-based animal models
call for a more cautious approach in extrapolating pulmonary drug delivery and disposition results from preclinical studies to humans.

3.2 Preclinical inhalation methodologies
One of the greatest obstacles to the successful transition of dry powder products from the research bench to
the clinic is the lack of preclinical pulmonary delivery de-

Upper airway structural differences between human infants, adults, and rodents.
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vices. Ideally, preclinical devices should work on similar
mechanisms to that of human pulmonary delivery devices. Currently, inhaled medicines are delivered with
three types of devices in humans: pMDIs, DPIs, and nebulizers, as discussed in a previous section (Hickey, 2013).
However, human inhaler devices work on principles that
differ from those used in preclinical models; this usually
leads to variable deposition profiles of the agent in the respiratory tract.
The pulmonary delivery devices currently available for
preclinical evaluation of aerosols can be categorized into
passive and direct inhalation devices. Passive inhalation
describes the ability of the animal to breathe an aerosol
normally without anesthesia, whereas direct inhalation
devices force the aerosol into the upper respiratory tract
of the animal, usually under anesthesia. While both types
of devices are widely used in the aerosol preclinical research field, the choice of device type, passive or direct,
may be appropriate to certain experimental designs.
Passive inhalation delivery devices include whole-body
inhalation chambers and head- and nose-only chambers
(Fig. 3A, B). These devices do not require surgery or that
the animal be anesthetized during the aerosol delivery.
Further, passive aerosol delivery devices are considered
more physiologically-relevant because the animal breathes
in the aerosol normally with tidal breathing, and without
any external force delivering the aerosol into the lungs.
For small animals such as rabbits and rodents, the inhaled
aerosol passes through the nasal cavity before reaching
the lungs, as these animals are obligate nose breathers
(Fig. 2) (Hoppentocht et al., 2014b). The passage of the
aerosol via the nasal cavity will affect the amount, as well
as the site, of aerosol deposition in the lung. Importantly,
this deposition will be different compared to humans who
inhale via the oral cavity using the existing oral inhalation devices. The fraction of dose deposited in the lung is
further altered by the complex nasal turbinate anatomy of
rodents, compared to a simple structure observed in humans (Table 2).
Whole-body chambers expose the whole animal to an
aerosol atmosphere (Fig. 3A). These chambers have the
advantage of housing several animals at once and the
chambers can include food and water access. Commercially available devices include the Glas-Col® inhalation
exposure systems and other units from TSE-systems and
Shibata Biotechnology (Yi et al., 2013; Chung et al., 2015).
Other advantages of whole-body exposure chambers include the ability to house animals for long periods if the
experimental design requires long-term exposure, and repeated dosing is also possible. However, drawbacks of the
whole-body exposure system include extra-pulmonary
exposure through other administrations routes such as
skin and oral/ GI tract, the requirement of large amounts
of drug or dosing material, and difficulty quantifying and
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characterizing the dose delivered into the lung per animal
(Table 3) (Cryan, Sivadas and Garcia-Contreras, 2007;
Wong, 2007; Fernandes and Vanbever, 2009; Nahar et al.,
2013). Ultimately, these chambers make excellent devices
to study environmental exposures that require long-term
dosing.
Head- and nose-only exposure chambers are like the
whole-body chamber in that animals are not anesthetized
during exposure and are able to breathe in a more physiologically-relevant environment. However, in contrast to
the whole-body chamber, animals are held immobilized
in an exposure tube with the animal’s nose or head exposed to an airflow containing the dosing agent (Fig. 3B).
Such an exposure chamber decreases extra-pulmonary
exposure by other delivery routes and decreases the total
amount of material needed for the experiment. However,
several independent studies have shown that 80–90 % of
inhaled aerosols are deposited into the nasopharynx and
upper respiratory tract, despite the aerosols being in the
respirable range (Society of Toxicology report, 1992;
Kaur et al., 2008; Kuehl et al., 2012; Hoppentocht et al.,
2014b). Very little of the aerosol reaches the deep lung,
and therefore quantification of dose can be difficult. Other
flaws of the system include stress on the animal, due to
restraints and lack of access to food and water, as well as
suffocation (rare occasion) if the animal moves around in
the tube or the chamber generates heat (Table 3).
Direct inhalation devices include intratracheal methods
of delivery and tracheostomy. These methods of aerosol
delivery are considered less physiologically-relevant as
the animal is anesthetized while the aerosol is forced directly into the trachea, rather than through normal inspiration. However, unlike passive inhalation methodologies,
the quantification of the dose delivered into the lung is
much easier with these devices because the nasopharynx
is bypassed and the aerosol is forced directly into the trachea and upper lung airways (Hoppentocht et al., 2014b).
Intratracheal instillation (also called intratracheal/
endotracheal intubation or aerosolization) is the most utilized method of direct administration of therapeutics into
the respiratory system of rodents. Several tools have been
developed for this type of delivery; however, options become limited when delivering dry powders compared to
liquid aerosols. Dry powder tools include the Penn Century InsufflatorTM (Fig. 3C) and the BioLite Intubation
System from Braintree Scientific, Inc (Walters et al.,
2004; Morello et al., 2009). Using these devices an anesthetized rodent is intubated with an insufflator tube or
catheter as far as the first bifurcation of the lungs
(Fig. 3C). The dry powder is then aerosolized directly
into the lung using a syringe or pipette bulb. The methodology is technically difficult and time intensive in smaller
animals (i.e. mice and rats), however, repeated dosing and
long-term studies are possible (Table 3).
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Table 2

Pulmonary characteristics of different animal models.

Characteristics

Human

Rhesus
monkey

Beagle
dog

Rabbit

Guinea-
pig

Rat

Body Weight (kg)

70

38

10–15

2.5–3.5

0.4

0.25–0.35 0.02–0.04

(Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009)

Nose and/or
mouse breather

Nose and
mouth
breather

Nose and
mouth
breather

Nose and
mouth
breather

Obligate
nose
breather

Obligate
nose
breather

Obligate
nose
breather

Obligate
nose
breather

(Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009)

Simple

Simple
scroll

Very
complex

Complex
scroll

Complex
scroll

Complex
scroll

Complex
scroll

(Schreider and Raabe,
1981; Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009)

Lung weight (g)

1000

—

100

18

3.2

1.5

0.12

(Brewer and Cruise,
1997; Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009)

Lung symmetry

dichotomous

dichotomous

monopodial

monopodial

monopodial

monopodial

monopodial

(Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009)

0.7/0.12

(Hoyt, Robert F. et
al., 2007; Fernandes
and Vanbever, 2009;
Purser, 2010)

0.74

(Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009;
Asgharian et al.,
2012)

Mouse

Ref.

Nasal Anatomy
Turbinate
complexity
Pulmonary Anatomy

Trachea length/
diameter (cm)

Lung volume (mL)

12/2

4341

3/0.3

204

17/1.6

736

6/0.5

79.2

5.7/0.4

13

2.3/0.26

8.6

Number of
Alveoli (×106)

950

81.8

1040

135

69

43

18

(Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009;
Asgharian et al.,
2012)

Diameter of
Alveoli (μm)

219

—

126

88

65

70

47

(Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009)

Alveolar macrophages (×106)

5990

—

3940

142

58.8

29.1

2.9

(Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009)

Respiratory parameters
Respiratory rate
(min–1)

12

38

23

51

90

85

163

(Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009)

Tidal volume
(L/min)

400–616

20–21.2

11.4–16.6

15.8

1.72–1.75

0.87–2.08

0.15–0.18

(Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009)

Mucus clearance
rate (mm/min)

3.6–21.5

7.5.21.6

3.2

2.7

1.9–5.9

—

(Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009)

3

(Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009;
Asgharian et al.,
2012)

Particle size for deep
lung delivery (μm)

1–5

1–3

1–3

—

—

3.5

Modified from Fernandes et al. (Fernandes and Vanbever, 2009)

Major drawbacks of the intratracheal instillation technique include the requirement of anesthetization of the
animal and a lack of universal availability of devices in
the market. Repeated use of anesthesia can alter the physiology of animals (Balcombe et al., 2004; Hildebrandt et
al., 2008), and makes intratracheal instillation a challenging method for long-term dosing studies. The lack of a

universally accepted dry powder delivery device among
different research laboratories leads to in-house fabrication of devices which result in variable delivery efficiency
in published animal models. The Penn Century InsufflatorTM was the most-published direct inhalation (for dry
powders), until recently when the company closed. Now
this device has become difficult to purchase and research-
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ers are developing alternatives (Durham et al., 2017).
The insufflator was not without its problems however,
and had been evaluated in several animal models using
variable dosing parameters. Penn Century stated that the
insufflator was designed to hold 1–4 mg of dry powder.
However, Morello et al. showed that powder doses above
350 μg delivered with the InsufflatorTM could cause immediate death in mice (Morello et al., 2009). Furthermore,
the same study showed that use of more than 250 μL of
air (4–5x) resulted in mouse death. In contradiction to
these studies, Duret et al. published an evaluation of the
insufflator with powder doses ranging from 0.5 mg to
4.3 mg and suggested that dose recovery (drug amount
that reached the lung lobe) was proportional to the amount
insufflated into the lung (Duret et al., 2012). Hoppentocht
and colleagues showed that powder aerosolized with less
than 500–1000 μL of air led to significant powder remaining in the insufflator and had decreased lung deposition
efficacy (Hoppentocht et al., 2014b). In rats, intubation
with the insufflator alone (no drug delivered into the lung)
was shown to cause lung trauma (Guillon et al., 2012).
Tracheal impaction and deposition is another problem
associated with powder delivery using direct intubation
strategies. The insufflator intubates the trachea up to the
first bifurcation of the lungs. The powder is aerosolized
through the firm depression of a syringe plunger attached
to the insufflator (Fig. 3C). The force required to deagglomerate and aerosolize the powder from the insufflator
results in an excessive force exerted on the particles, such
that their momentum carries them directly into the walls
of the trachea due to inertial impaction. Duret et al. and
Tonnis et al. both showed independently that only about
65 % of the powder dose emitted from the insufflator
reaches the lungs (Duret et al., 2012; Tonnis et al., 2014).
Particles deposited onto the tracheal walls are rapidly
cleared through mucociliary clearance and swallowed by
the animal. In addition to the dose lost through tracheal
impaction, a certain amount of powder is lost through exhalation due to the return airflow caused by overpressure
within the lungs due to the sudden burst of air blown via
the insufflator (Tonnis et al., 2014). Price et al. recently

Fig. 3
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showed that poor lung deposition might also be associated
with the humid lung environment in the rodent lung leading to powder agglomeration and retention in the insufflator (Price et al., 2017).
The only other methodology reported for direct delivery of dry powders is tracheostomy (Lombry et al., 2004;
Wong, 2007; Fernandes and Vanbever, 2009). This method
involves a surgical incision to expose the trachea and the
placement of powders into a cannula that is inserted towards the lung or directly into the upper respiratory tract.
The advantages of this method include efficient use of
dosing material and easy characterization of deep lung
dosing (Wong, 2007). However, this method has the drawback of invasiveness and cannot be used for long-term or
repeated studies (Table 3) (Wong, 2007; Fernandes and
Vanbever, 2009).

3.3 Dry powder formulation for preclinical
pulmonary delivery
Dry powder flow properties and lung distribution patterns vary depending on the device with which they are
delivered, the animal model used, and the formulation
characteristics of the powder itself (Fig. 4) (Foster et al.,
2001; Fernandes and Vanbever, 2009). Foster et al.
showed that the mucociliary clearance of aerosolized insoluble colloidal particles and its distribution in a mouse
lung were dependent on the delivery device (Foster et al.,
2001). Nose-only administration delivered significantly
fewer particles to the lung than intratracheal instillation
and the deposited particles were cleared much more efficiently from the lung within 6- and 24-hour observational
timepoints than particles delivered by intratracheal delivery. Further, small operational changes within a delivery
technique using a particular delivery device can change
the lung distribution patterns within the animal (Foster
et al., 2001; Wong, 2007; Hasegawa-Baba et al., 2014).
Hasegawa-Baba and colleagues showed a significant difference in pulmonary distribution patterns generated by
intratracheal instillation depending on the angle at which
the animal was intubated, the speed at which the drug

Preclinical dry powder delivery devices. Passive inhalation devices include A) Whole body and B) Noseand head-only devices. Direct inhalation methods require intubation of the rodent trachea. Shown in C)
An intubated rodent with the Penn Century dry powder InsufflatorTM (inset: InsufflatorTM).
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Table 3

Preclinical pulmonary delivery methodologies.

Methodology

Tissue Distribution

Tools required/
formulation

Benefits

Drawbacks

Ref.

Aerosol generator
and exposure
chamber,

Physiologically relevant, animals can be
housed in chambers,
long-term exposure
capable, accommodates large group sizes

Other exposure routes,
large amounts of
material required,
homogeneous air flow
required, difficult to
characterize deep lung
dosing

(Cryan, Sivadas and
Garcia-Contreras, 2007;
Wong, 2007; Fernandes
and Vanbever, 2009;
Nahar et al., 2013)

Aerosol generator
with compatible
restraining tubes

Reduced extra-
pulmonary exposure,
reduced material
requirements, suitable
for repeated dosing

Animals are restrained,
possible heat buildup,
probable stress on
animal and potential
suffocation, labor intensive, difficult to characterize deep lung dosing

(Cryan, Sivadas and
Garcia-Contreras, 2007;
Wong, 2007; Fernandes
and Vanbever, 2009;
Nahar et al., 2013)

Penn Century
InsufflatorTM or
Anesthesia, tracheal
Braintree Scientific Direct dosing, Efficient
damage, technically
dosing
Lung intubation
difficult, time-intensive
system, plastic
intubation needle

(Cryan, Sivadas and
Garcia-Contreras, 2007;
Wong, 2007; Morello et
al., 2009; Duret et al.,
2012; Hoppentocht et al.,
2014b)

Passive methodologies

Whole body

Head Noseonly

Respiratory
tract, GI tract,
skin/fur,
nasopharynx

Respiratory
tract, GI tract,
nasopharynx

Direct methodologies

Intratracheal
Instillation

Trachea,
Respiratory
tract

Trachea,
Respiratory
Tracheostomy
tract (diffusion)

Surgery tools

Anesthesia, surgery, not
(Lakatos et al., 2006;
Direct dosing, Efficient suitable for repeated or
Fernandes and Vanbever,
dosing
long-term dosing, labor
2009)
intensive

Modified from Wong et al. (Wong, 2007)

was aerosolized into the lungs, and the volume of the dose
delivered (Hasegawa-Baba et al., 2014). These differences
in the operation of preclinical devices are inevitable based
on individual operators working in different laboratories.
Historically, small and large animal models have been
used for inhalation studies, and as mentioned earlier,
these models differ greatly in their respiratory physiologies. The textbook definition of the optimal size range of
particles delivered to the deep lung is 1–5 μm, without
distinction between the animal models used. However, it
is likely that the optimal pulmonary size range changes
with the animal, the device used, and even by the device
operator as mentioned above. Kuehl and colleagues delivered polydisperse powders (0.5 to 5 μm) to rats and mice
using a nose-only inhalation system and observed different powder deposition patterns in the lung, as a function
of particle size, within these two animal models (Kuehl et
al., 2012). Phagocytosis and immune cell recruitment in
response to pulmonary vaccines and therapeutics may
also differ between animal models based on the macrophage numbers in the lung (Fernandes and Vanbever,
2009). Likewise, differing mucociliary clearance rates
between animal species may affect drug retention in the

Fig. 4

The reasons for poor translational success of DPI products from preclinical studies to human. *Integration of
inhalation maneuver remains a problem in infant and
pediatric human populations.
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lung and therefore efficacy, especially in long-term treatment studies (Fernandes and Vanbever, 2009).
Dry powders for pulmonary delivery may require different characterization for preclinical studies, separate from
what goes into clinical trials. The lung distribution of the
powder delivered by the insufflatorTM varies based on the
powder properties and how it was formulated (Duret et
al., 2012; Hoppentocht et al., 2014b). Powders with increased hygroscopicity may be difficult to deliver by intratracheal instillation, as the humid environment of the
trachea may cause powder aggregation and clogging of
the intubation tube (Price et al., 2017). Lastly, because
dosing varies greatly between different methods of pulmonary delivery, i.e. passive and direct, it is critical to
optimize the amount of powder delivered based on the device and the animal model used.

4. Innovations in the dry powder pulmonary
delivery field
Significant progress has been made in the dry powder
field (both in the formulation and device development) for
humans since DPIs were first introduced almost half-
century ago (Table 1). In this section, we will discuss
some of the recent innovations in powder formulation,
and inhaler devices that could improve not only drug
deposition in the lung but patient adherence to treatment
as well. We will end by discussing how these innovations
can be applied toward animal inhalation studies.

4.1 Formulation innovations
Dry powders for pulmonary delivery were historically
made using the ‘top-down’ approach of milling larger
crystalline particles into a size appropriate for inhalation.
This led to irregularly shaped particles that were cohesive
and promoted particle aggregation. Although adding inert
carrier particles such as lactose or mannitol to drug particles decreased particle cohesiveness to a variable extent,
it also reduced delivery efficiency to the lung due to an
increase in the total inhaled powder volume (Rubin and
Williams, 2014). Newer formulation technologies have focused on engineering spherical particles in the respirable
range where the active ingredient is encapsulated within
an inert matrix, usually using a ‘bottom-up’ approach
(precipitation and solvent evaporation techniques). Such
an approach allows for greater control of particle size and
polydispersity, morphology, porosity, density, and surface
energy (Weers, Clark and Challoner, 2004). Lower contact points for spherical particles has helped in particle
dispersion without the need for carrier particles; this has
improved the delivery efficiency of the API by significantly decreasing the total volume of dry powder inhaled
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by the patient. Carrier-free spherical particles have been
manufactured using techniques such as supercritical fluid,
spray-freeze drying, and spray drying. These techniques
can formulate liposomes and polymeric micro- and nano
particles in the appropriate size range for pulmonary delivery. Liposomal formulations are usually well-tolerated
and non-immunogenic when delivered into the lung since
they can be prepared using surfactant phospholipids that
are endogenous to the lung, for eg. dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) (Cipolla et al., 2014).
Spray drying produces large porous particles in the respirable range with reduced particle aggregation during
aerosolization (Edwards et al., 1997). Further, porous particles have achieved significantly higher drug loading;
PulmoSpheresTM, manufactured by an emulsion-based
spray drying process, has achieved more than 90 % tobramycin loading by mass (Geller et al., 2011). PulmoSpheresTM offer substantially improved lung deposition
efficiency and more convenient administration over the
nebulized delivery of tobramycin. Spray freeze-drying is
used to produce dry powders for pulmonary delivery that
have lower aggregation capability. However, due to their
high porosity, spray-freeze-dried particles allow for low
powder volumes to be loaded in DPIs (Saluja et al., 2010).
Supercritical fluid technology is another bottom-up technology that generates uniformly sized particles for pulmonary delivery (Sacchetti and Van Oort, 2007). For
reviews on dry powder formulation for pulmonary delivery, the readers are directed to articles that broadly cover
these topics (Yang, Chan and Chan, 2014; Carvalho et al.,
2015; Hickey, 2018).

4.2 Device innovation
Human DPI devices are categorized into passive and
active inhalers as discussed earlier. Passive inhalers require the patient’s inspiration to deaggregate powders into
the respirable range. Powders loaded in passive inhalers
should, therefore, exhibit improved flow and dispersion
properties based on the patient’s inspiratory strength.
Conversely, active inhalers provide the energy for powder
dispersion and are not dependent on the patient’s peak inspiratory flow rate. Newer passive inhaler devices enhance powder de-agglomeration and are less dependent
on the patient’s inspiration. Such technologies include reverse flow cyclone technology (Harrison et al., 2011),
mesh-sieving technology (Friebel et al., 2010), flutter-
induced powder dispersion (Selvam et al., 2010). Although
these device designs have minimized dependency on the
patient inspiration to disperse powders in the inhaler device, low flow rates could still be a concern in patients
with limited lung function or a reduced tidal volume, including children, the elderly, and patients suffering from
cystic fibrosis. Current DPIs use carrier-based dry pow-
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ders that worsen the above concerns, in addition to the
significant deposition in the mouth and throat area observed with such powders, irrespective of the inhaler
used. Carrier-free dry powders were evaluated using the
HandiHaler® device and turbulence was shown to be their
primary deaggregation mechanism (Longest et al., 2013).
Highly effective passive inhalers may be required for
carrier-free powders in order to improve the respirable
fraction (10–70 %) currently achieved with the marketed
DPIs (Islam and Cleary, 2012; Behara et al., 2014). Active
inhaler devices disperse powders based on an external energy source such as compressed air, electrical vibration,
and mechanical barriers. Although a few active dry powder inhalers have been clinically tested (Hoppentocht et
al., 2014a), their widespread use in the future may be hindered due to their complexity, expense, failure due to the
requirement for an external energy source, and most importantly, poor patient compliance due to the numerous
operational steps required for inhalation (Smutney, Grant
and Kinsey, 2013; Chan et al., 2014; de Boer et al., 2017).
Drug delivery efficiency to the lung has shown significant improvement when a powder inhaler is evaluated in
combination with a specific formulation technology in
human trials before being marketed (Frijlink and De
Boer, 2004; Smutney, Grant and Kinsey, 2013). The TOBI
PodhalerTM, when tailored with tobramycin PulmoSpheresTM, delivered up to 60 % of the total dose into the lung
of healthy human subjects (Duddu et al., 2002); a significant increase from the usual 1–2 % delivery efficiency
observed with earlier DPIs. Thus, the ability to characterize the inhaler device along with the formulation is critical for improving the amount of powder delivered into the
lung (Fig. 4 & 5).
The ability to manipulate the patient’s ‘inhalation maneuver’ while using a DPI has shown to improve the drug

Fig. 5

delivery efficiency to the lung. Conversely, incorrect inhaler use is a major factor in poor disease outcomes; up to
68 % of patients using DPIs do not use the device correctly (Fink and Rubin, 2005). Inhalation maneuver includes controlling the inhalation flow rate, holding breath
for 10s or more, and varying the inhalation volume and
inspiration time (Haidl et al., 2016). The patient’s ability
to hold their breath has shown to improve lung deposition
efficiency by allowing the particles to settle in the deep
lung region by diffusion (Horváth et al., 2017) and possibly leading to minimal exhalation of particles. Inhalation
maneuver becomes even more critical for DPIs, compared
to pMDIs and nebulizers, since the ability to vary the inspiration volume and time will dictate the amount of powder dispersed and ejected from an inhaler. However,
manipulating the inhalation maneuver in human infants
and rodents is challenging; both these groups are obligate
nose-breathers compared to human adults (Fig. 2) and
this results in significant powder deposition in the nasopharyngeal region rather than in the lower respiratory
tract (DiBlasi, 2015).

4.3 Implementation of lessons learned from
humans to animals
Many preclinical studies using dry powder pulmonary
delivery for drugs, vaccines, and immunotherapies have
been conducted in the last two decades. However, the
translational success from these preclinical studies to human trials has been abysmal (Fig. 5). The poor success in
clinical translation may be associated with the complexity
of the pulmonary route of administration, especially when
compared to the parenteral route of administration. For
parenterally delivered products, similar formulation and
devices are used across animals and humans. For exam-

Linear (conventional) drug discovery versus bidirectional drug discovery.
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ple, a drug solution administered using a syringe and needle in preclinical studies will not require significant
modifications to the formulation (solution) or device (syringes and needles) when subsequently evaluated in humans. However, for pulmonary delivery, differences in
lung anatomy, respiratory physiology, formulation characteristics, and device type between preclinical and clinical
studies could have significant implications for translation
success (Fig. 4). Due to these differences, drug deposition
patterns in the lung and drug clearance rates can vary between humans and animals (Cryan, Sivadas and Garcia-
Contreras, 2007). In addition, variable drug losses are
observed in the delivery device and in the host (both humans and animals). The complex nasal passage in rodents
usually leads to significant powder deposition in the nasal
passage, compared to the deposition observed in the oral
passage in humans, when delivering dry powders to the
lung. Furthermore, the compatibility of a powder formulation in combination with a specific inhalation device is
not characterized in preclinical studies. This is due to the
scarcity of inhalation devices available for preclinical
studies (see preclinical inhalation methodologies section);
in addition, as discussed previously, preclinical devices
work on different mechanisms than that of human inhalers and do not take into account the lung anatomy and
physiology of the preclinical model (see animal models
section).
In the drug discovery process, preclinical studies precede human studies. However, recent drugs approved for
DPI use were previously marketed as pMDIs and nebulizers, or utilized existing dry powder formulation technology and inhaler devices (Fig. 5B); very few of these DPIs
went through the linear (conventional) drug discovery
process involving preclinical studies (Fig. 5A). This
shows that the translational success for pulmonary drug
development can be significantly improved by including
reverse- and forward-signaling loops (bidirectional) in the
linear drug discovery process based on a feedback mechanism (Fig. 5C) (Wehling M., 2009). Although using such
a feedback system cannot replace any of the steps required in the drug discovery cycle, it could increase the
likelihood of a DPI product reaching the market.
The important and positive lessons learned from dry
powder formulation and characterization, inhaler design,
and subsequent evaluation in humans should be employed
in preclinical studies to the extent possible (Lightfoot et
at., 2017). In addition, a new drug can use the existing
technology with regards to powder formulation and inhaler device in a forward-signaling loop in the discovery
process (Fig. 5C). Such a feedback system will allow better collaboration between the basic scientist, industry
partners, and clinicians working on preclinical inhalation
studies, formulation and device development, and evaluating novel DPIs in humans, respectively. If possible, we
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need to develop preclinical inhaler devices that more
closely mimic the devices being tested in humans. However, we need to also acknowledge the limitations of animal models with regards to their translational potential.
This could be particularly true for drugs and biologics for
pulmonary delivery.

5. Conclusion
Dry powder inhaled therapeutics have solved many
problems associated with liquid therapeutics and their associated inhalers. However, drug development for dry
powder formulations and inhalers have consistently faltered as they transition to the clinic, and de novo dry
powder drug development is sparse when a linear drug
discovery process is followed. The low success rate of
these products may be due to the lack of innovation in
other areas of preclinical pulmonary drug development.
Current preclinical pulmonary delivery methodologies do
not model human inspiration or current DPI mechanisms.
Further, dry powder formulations are never modulated to
fit preclinical models and devices; they are formulated
with only human drug delivery in mind. Thus, innovation
in dry powder therapeutics has become unidirectional in
terms of development and very few products make it to
market. To increase the success of dry powders in the
pharmaceutical industry, efforts must be shifted to fix the
current problems with preclinical development, and innovation must become bi-directional. This will create a system where novel research and discovery can inform
preclinical and clinical drug development.
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Abstract
Magnetite (Fe3O4) is one of the most important iron oxides due to its extensive range of application in various
fields. The characteristics of magnetite can be considerably enhanced by reducing the particle size to the
nanometer scale. When novel functions of nanoparticles are desired, it is necessary to have monodispersed or
nearly monodispersed nanoparticles. Many synthesis methods have been proposed to produce monodispersed
magnetite nanoparticles, including co-precipitation, sol-gel, hydrothermal and electrochemical methods. In this
review, progress in the preparation of magnetite nanoparticles and their composites through the electrochemical
method and the scale-up method are discussed.
Keywords: magnetite nanoparticles, electrosynthesis, scale-up, monopolar, particle formation, precipitation

1. Introduction
Magnetite (Fe3O4) is one of the most important iron oxides, a common compound that is widespread in nature
and readily synthesized in the laboratory and is widely
used in industry. Magnetite is a black, ferrimagnetic mineral containing both Fe(II) and Fe(III). Other names are
recognized for magnetite, including black iron oxide,
magnetic iron ore, iron(II, III) oxide, loadstone (when
natural polarity is present), tri-iron tetroxide, ferrous ferrite and Hercules Stone. Although several of the names
are not recognized as mineral names, they are in current
use. The names reflect the diversity of disciplines for
which this mineral is of interest.
Magnetite is a magnetic material and contains many
exciting properties and potential for various applications.
Magnetite particles have been used in data storage and
improved electronic devices (Sharrock M.P. and Bodnar
R.E., 1985). These particles also have considerable potential for use in the biomedical industry, such as targeted
drug delivery, hyperthermia treatment, cell separation,
magnetic resonance imaging, immunoassays and the separation of biomedical products (Jain T.K. et al., 2005;
Mahmoudi M. et al., 2011; Qiao R. et al., 2009). Magnetite particles are also used as active catalysts for several
†
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oxidation/reduction and acid/base reactions and as an efficient candidate in environmental catalysis (Jin X. et al.,
2012; Moghanian H. et al., 2014). The catalytic activity of
magnetite can be considerably enhanced by reducing the
particle size to the nanometer scale. It has been demonstrated that magnetite nanoparticles exhibit high catalytic
activity for the esterification of oleic acid with methanol
in the production of methyl oleate (biodiesel) (El-Nahas
A.M. et al., 2017). These particles can also be used as
promising electrode materials for electrochemical energy
storage systems, such as Li-ion batteries and supercapacitors (Cheng J. et al., 2012; Liu J. et al., 2013).
Magnetite is naturally found in the form of an iron ore
containing a significant amount of impurities. The iron ore
must be processed to obtain higher purity of magnetite
having specific properties suitable for various applications.
The synthesis of magnetite nanoparticles is complicated
because of their natural colloidal behavior. The most common method to synthesize magnetite nanoparticles is the
co-precipitation of ferric and ferrous ions in highly basic
conditions (Petcharoen K. and Sirivat A., 2012; Shen L. et
al., 2014). The formation of magnetite is in favor in the
pH range of 8 to 14 along with a Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio of 2:1 under non-oxidizing conditions (Ramimoghadam D. et al.,
2014). The advantage of this technique is its capability for
a high production rate of magnetite nanoparticles. Controlling particle size distribution is, however, inconvenient
due to the immediate reactions in the mixture that make it
difficult to control the crystallization process.
Hydrothermal and sol-gel methods are among the most
well-known techniques, as well as co-precipitation, for

Copyright © 2019 The Authors. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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the production of magnetite nanoparticles with controlled
morphology and chemical composition (Daou T.J. et al.,
2006; Han C. et al., 2012; Haw C.Y. et al., 2010; Lemine
O.M. et al., 2012; Xu J. et al., 2007). In the hydrothermal
technique, reactions are carried out in aqueous media at
high pressure and temperature. The size and shape of the
nanoparticles can be controlled by manipulating the reaction time, temperature, reactant composition, solvent type
and surfactant (Daou T.J. et al., 2006; Han C. et al., 2012).
Depending on the synthesis method and conditions,
synthetic magnetite may have different morphologies and
crystal structures. The hydrothermal method usually produces magnetite with octahedral crystals, but it grows to
have a combination of rhombic dodecahedral crystals in
the presence of mineralizers (Qu X. et al., 2010). Synthesis in aqueous systems at temperatures less than 100 °C
produces rounded magnetite having cubic or octahedral
crystals. For example, octahedral and spheres are obtained by oxidizing green rust with KNO3 at 90 °C and
pH 6–10. Spheres are formed when Fe2+ > OH–, but they
change into cubic crystals in excess OH– (Thapa D. et al.,
2004). Divalent iron may be partly or entirely substituted
by a broad range of other divalent ions because of the
availability of tetrahedral and octahedral positions. The
substitution ions can be fitted well into the structure due
to the flexibility of the oxygen framework, which can accommodate the cations of different sizes. The ion is accompanied by changes in the length of unit cell edge. The
products in which the Fe(II) is fully substituted by another divalent ion M(II) to form MFe2O4 are known as
ferrites. There has been considerable interest in ferrites
themselves, owing to their applications in, for instance,
electrical appliances and as catalysts (Galindo R. et al.,
2012; Mazario E. et al., 2013).

2. Magnetite properties
2.1 Bulk properties
The general properties of magnetite are presented in
Table 1 (Cornell R.M. and Schwertmann U., 2003). The
naturally occurring and synthesized magnetite crystals
exhibit metallic luster and opaque black color. The density is approximately 5.18 g/cm3, lighter than pure iron (αFe; 7.87 g/cm 3). The hardness is approximately 5.5,
identical to glass. Magnetite particles are non-porous with
surface areas that vary according to synthesis method.
Different methods generate different particle sizes, and in
turn, different surface areas. The standard free energy of
formation is –1012.6 kJ mol–1, indicating that magnetite
formation is thermodynamically favorable. Magnetite is
soluble under acid conditions (Setyawan H. et al., 2012).
The solubility product is dependent on the appropriate
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Table 1

General properties of magnetite.

Properties
Crystal structure

cubic

Cell dimension (nm)

a = 0.8396

Formula units, per unit cell, Z

8

–1

Density (g cm )

5.18

Color

black

Hardness

5½

Type of magnetism

ferrimagnetic

Curie temperature (K)

850

Std. free energy of formation (kJ mol–1)

–1012.6

Solubility product (pFe + 3 pOH)

35.7

Melting point (°C)

1583–1597

Boiling point (°C)

2623

Heat of fusion (kJ mol–1)

138.16
–1

Heat of decomposition (kJ mol )
–1

Heat of vaporization (kJ mol )

605.0
298

dissolution reaction.
The crystal structure of magnetite follows an inverse
spinel pattern with a face-centered cubic cell based on 32
O2– ions, which are regularly cubic close-packed along the
[111]. The unit cell has eight formula units per unit cell with
a length edge of 0.839 nm. Magnetite contains both divalent and trivalent iron and is frequently non-stoichiometric,
i.e., it has a cation-deficient Fe(III) sublattice. The divalent iron species occupy half of the octahedral lattice sites
due to higher crystal field stabilization energy. Conversely, the trivalent iron species occupy the other octahedral lattice sites and all tetrahedral lattice sites. The
octahedral and mixed tetrahedral/octahedral layers
stacked along [111] (Cornell R.M. and Schwertmann U.,
2003).
The melting point of magnetite ranges from 1583 to
1597 °C, and its boiling point is 2623 °C. The heat of fusion, decomposition, and vaporization are, respectively,
138.16, 605.0 and 298 kJ mol–1.
The Curie temperature of magnetite is 850 K. Below
that temperature, magnetite possesses ferrimagnetic behavior. In this case, magnetic moments on tetrahedral
sites, occupied by Fe(III), are ferromagnetically aligned,
while magnetic moments on octahedral sites, occupied by
Fe(III) and Fe(II), are antiferromagnetic and cancel each
other out. When the Curie temperature is attained, net
magnetization is zero, and magnetite possesses superparamagnetic behavior.
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Table 2

General properties of magnetite.
Lattice parameter
(Å)

Unit cell volume
(Å)

Bulk magnetite

8.39

590.6

6.4 nm magnetite

8.40

592.7

Material

2.2 Nano-sized properties
The effective surface area of magnetite particles should
increase with decreasing particle size. The effective surface area of 0.2 μm-magnetite particles is approximately
6 m2 g–1 and increases considerably to 100 m2 g–1 when
the size is down to ~50 nm. The change in surface area
due to the change in size does not change the crystal structure of magnetite (Li Q. et al., 2017). Nano-sized magnetite
still exhibits black color, having a face-centered cubic unit
cell of the same lattice parameter and unit cell volume, as
shown in Table 2 (Cornell R.M. and Schwertmann U.,
2003; Thapa D. et al., 2004).
As discussed above, bulk magnetite is ferrimagnetic at
room temperature and has a Curie temperature of 850 K.
The magnetic property changes with the change of particle size. The ferrimagnetic behavior of magnetite tends to
change towards paramagnetic or superparamagnetic behavior when the particle size is below 6 nm. Superparamagnetic behavior is indicated by a zero remanence and a
negligible coercivity in the absence of an external magnetic field. In the size range of 1 to 10 nm, each particle
becomes a single magnetic domain, and the energy barrier for its spin reversal is easily overcome by thermal vibrations (Iglesias O. and Labarta A., 2004). Coercivity
builds slowly as the particle size increases (Thapa D. et
al., 2004).

3. Electrochemical synthesis of magnetite
nanoparticles
An electrochemical synthesis is primarily conducted by
passing an electric current through two or more electrodes, which consist of an anode and a cathode, in an
electrolyte solution. The production of nanoparticles using this method involves the reduction and oxidation (redox) reactions at electrodes that induce precipitation from
the solution phase. The reduction process is a reaction
where a species in solution accepts an electron from the
cathode, and the oxidation process is a reaction where a
species in solution releases an electron to the anode. Thus,
the redox process is a chemical phenomenon associated
with charge transfer to or from an electrode. The amount
of electron transfer at the cathode and the anode must be
equal.

Electrode reactions are heterogeneous and occur in the
interfacial region between electrode and solution. The reactions produce a slight unbalance in the electric charges
of the electrode and the solution. Hence, the electrode reactions can be controlled by manipulating the interfacial
potential difference through the potential difference between pairs of electrodes in an electrochemical cell.
The kinetic limitation in an electrochemical system at
low temperature can be easily overcome by an applied
potential or electric field (Bard J.B. and Faulkner L.R.,
2001). Therefore, this method can be conducted at a low
temperature below the boiling point of the electrolyte.
The electrochemical reaction is also sensitive to the characteristics of the electrode surface and the electrolyte
composition. The method represents a means of obtaining
products that are not possible to gain from conventional
chemical synthesis (Fajaroh F. et al., 2012).

3.1 Operation mode
A typical electrochemical cell is illustrated in Fig. 1,
which consists of an anode, a cathode, and an electrolyte.
During the electrosynthesis, the electrode reactions induce precipitation from the solution phase. Therefore, it
appears that the key factors to control the reactions are
the applied current and the applied potential. Table 3
presents selected studies on synthesis of magnetite
nanoparticles by the electrochemical method. For most
studies, the electrochemical synthesis of magnetite
nanoparticles is mostly performed under galvanostatic or
potentiostatic mode although other modes such as cyclic
voltammetry, pulsed potential, and pulsed current are also
used. The magnetite nanoparticles produced by the electrochemical method are mainly spherical, although other
morphologies, such as nanorod and cubic, can also be
produced.
In the galvanostatic mode, the current is controlled to
remain constant during the electrosynthesis. Since current
is related to the number of materials reacted, it implies

Fig. 1

Typical electrochemical cell.
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Table 3

Selected studies on synthesis of magnetite nanoparticles by electrochemical method.

Precursor

Electrode

Electrolyte

Operation mode

Time

Particle size (nm)

Reference

Fe anode +
Fe(ClO4)2

Fe sheet for both
anode and
cathode

0.0–1 M
Fe(ClO4)2 (aq)

Galvanostat:
40–60 mA cm–2

30 and
45 min

15–35
(cubic)

(Gopi D. et
al., 2016)

Fe anode

Carbon steel
plates for both
anode and
cathode

0.04 M NaCl (aq)
bubbled with air

Galvanostat: 62.5
and 125 mA cm 2

30.5–45.2
20 and
(spherical)
30 min
(room temp.
and 70 °C)

(Weng, Y.C.
et al., 2005)

Fe anode

Fe sheet for both
anode and
cathode

0.04 M Me4NCl (aq)

Potentiostat: 1–15 V;
Galvanostat:
10–200 mA cm–1

1800 s
(60 °C)

23–33
(spherical)

(Cabrera L.
et al., 2008)

Fe(NO3)3

Three electrodes: 0.01–0.16 M
Fe(NO3)3.9H2O in
carbon disk
(WE), Ag/AgCl ethanol
(RE), Pt rod
(CE)

Cyclic voltammetry
(potential 20–60 V;
current 30 mA cm –2)

NA

6.2
(spherical)

(Ibrahim M.
et al., 2009)

Fe anode

Three electrodes:
Stainless steel
pellets (WE),
SCE (RE), Pt
wire (CE)

0.04 M NaCl; 0.02 M
NaSO4; 0.02 M
NaSCN; 0.02 M
NaS2O3 Dissolved in
water at pH 10

Galvanostat
12.5 mA cm–1

30 min

45–80
(spherical)

(Franger S.
et al., 2004)

Fe anode

Fe sheet for both
anode and
cathode

0.25 M Na2SO4 and
0.04 M stabilizing
agent (TU, PA, BU,
HMTA, β-CD, or
TBA)(a)

Potentiostat 5 V
(60 °C)

30 min

(Mosivand S.
25–90 (primary);
β-CD: agglomerate, et al., 2013)
fusiform structures;
TBA: sheet-like;

Fe anode

Three electrodes: 0.5 M KCl (aq)
Fe foil (WE &
CE), SSE (RE)

Pulsed potential

60 min

27–32
(spherical)

(Rodríguez-
López A. et
al., 2012)

Fe anode

Fe sheet for both
anode and
cathode

2 M KOH with
CTAB

Pulsed current
(A = 18 mA cm–2;
f = 8 Hz)

24 h

~67
(nanorods)

(Karami H.
and Chidar
E., 2012)

Fe anode

Fe plate for both
anode and
cathode

Deionized water

Galvanostat: 205–
415 μA cm–2

20 h

10–30
(spherical)

(Fajaroh F. et
al., 2012)

Fe(NO3)3

Carbon cylinders 0.01 – 0.016 M
(anode and
Fe(NO3)3·9H2O in
cathode)
ethanol

Potentiostat: 62 V

12 h

4.4–9
(spherical)

(Marques
R.F.C et al.,
2008)

(a)

TU = thiourea; PA = propylamine; BU = sodium butanoate; HMTA = hexamethylene-tetra-amine; β-CD = β-cyclodextrine;
TBA = tetrabutylammonium bromide.

that the reaction kinetics are kept constant. The cell potential deviates during the process, which causes a decrease in the reactant activity. Conversely, the potential is
kept constant during the electrosynthesis in potentiostatic
mode. A suitable potential window must be appropriately
selected to yield a desirable reaction using a certain type
of electrode and chemical composition of the electrolyte.
For example, in an aqueous system, water can undergo
both oxidation (Eqn. 1) and reduction (Eqn. 2).
+

–

2H2O → O2(g) + 4H + 4e
E° = –1.23 V
–
–
2H2O + 2e → H2(g) + 2OH E° = –0.828 V
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(1)
(2)

Thus, if an aqueous solution is electrolyzed, one or
both reactions may compete with the electrolysis of the
dissolved substances. The reaction depends on the value
of the potential standard E° of the substance relative to
that of water.
As an illustration, suppose an aqueous NiCl2 solution is
electrolyzed using a Pt electrode. For this case, reactions
of Eqns. 3 and 4 occur.
Ni2+ + 2e – → 2Ni(s) E° = –0.24 V (anode)
2Cl– → Cl2(g) + 2e – E° = –1.36 V (cathode)

(3)
(4)
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Comparison of the E° of reactions 1 and 3 and of reactions 2 and 4 would lead us to predict that the oxidation 3
would be favored over that of 1, and the reduction 4 would
be favored over that of 2. When NiCl2 is replaced with
NaCl, H2 will be generated at the cathode, not Na. At the
cathode, reaction 1 will occur, and at the anode, Cl– → 1/2
Cl2(g) + e – (E° = –1.36 V). The value of E° for the Na+/Na
pair is –2.714 V, and that for the H2O/H2 pair is –0.828 V.
Because E Na  /Na is more negative than E H 2O/H  , reduction of Na+ is more difficult than the reduction of water,
meaning that the latter will occur. If Cl– ion is replaced by
an anion that is more difficult to oxidize, such as NO3– or
SO4 –, water will oxidize.
In a galvanostatic operation, a low current density significantly influences the particle size of magnetite nano
particles (Fajaroh F. et al., 2012). The particles size
increases with the increase in current density. Conversely,
the current density has no significant effect on the particle
size at high current density, i.e., the particle size is constant even if the current density is varied (Cabrera L. et
al., 2008). At high current density, the effects of the diffusion rate and the Helmholtz layer can be ignored during
the reaction. In contrast, these effects cannot be neglected
at low current density. As a result, both charge transfer
and diffusion rate have a significant effect on the overall
reaction of magnetite formation at low current density,
i.e., low reaction rate.
Alternatively, pulsed potential or pulsed current has
been used to produce magnetite nanoparticles (Setyawan
H. et al., 2014). The use of pulsed potential or pulsed current can effectively prevent the particle aggregation and
bubble formation that occur during synthesis due to the
electrolysis of water. Particles dispersed in an electrolyte
carry electrical charges due to the attachment of ions surrounding the particles. In the presence of the electrical
field, especially near the electrode surface, the motion of
charged particles is influenced by electrophoretic and
electroosmosis forces (Naim M.N. et al., 2010). Hence, the
charged particles are accelerated towards the electrode
surface and tend to collide with each other to form an aggregate. Under pulsed potential or pulsed current, the motion of particles due to the two forces are stopped at the
off-condition that prevents particles collision and, in turn,
particles agglomeration (Rodríguez-López A. et al., 2012).
The potentials of the pulses must be appropriately selected to ensure the formation of magnetite. The applied
minimum and maximum values of the potential pulses
must cover the potential reductions of ferric to ferrous
ions, of water to hydroxyl ions and of ferrous ion to metallic iron, and the oxidation of iron to ferric species. Using a dissymmetric pattern of potential pulses, i.e.,
changing the polarity of the electrodes, ferrous and ferric
ions are generated when the iron acts as an anode and
later generates hydroxyl ions to form chemically ferric

hydroxide while simultaneously reducing that hydroxide
to magnetite, when it acts as a cathode (Karami H. and
Chidar E., 2012). In this way, the energy related to the
mass transfer of hydroxyl ions generated at the cathode to
the anode can be saved because they are no longer traveling to the other electrode.
The particle morphology can be controlled to become
nanorods under pulsed current mode with the addition of
surfactant (Karami H. and Chidar E., 2012). The nanorod
structures in the pulsed-electrochemical synthesis may be
formed as the result of the directional growth of initial
magnetite formed on the electrode surface. The pulsed
current slows the chemical reaction rate and may influence the nucleation process and growth. The electric field
created during the pulsed current may interact with chemical reaction systems since it contains charged ions such
as Fe3+, Fe2+ and OH– that form Fe3O4 cluster with a structural motif. If the electrostatic force is parallel to or far
greater than the composition of forces in the structural
motif and the nucleation process and growth are prolonged, structural motifs are likely to follow the minimum energy principle and growth along the easy electric
field axis occurs to build single-crystal rod-like structures
(Zhang W. et al., 2011).
Based on the above descriptions of various modes of
operation to synthesize magnetite nanoparticles by an
electrochemical method, the advantages and disadvantages can be understood. The applied potential to the
electrochemical cell is constantly controlled using the potentiostat mode. This approach ensures that the electrochemical reactions taking place in the system can be
maintained during the synthesis. Using the galvanostatic
mode, the current supplied to the cell is set constant. The
mode ensures the kinetics of reaction can be maintained
over the period of synthesis. The potential may change,
however, during the synthesis, influencing the electrochemical reactions in the system. It seems that the potential mode can give the desirable electrochemical reactions.
As the precipitation is strongly influenced by the concentration of the reactants, however, the current mode is
likely to be a better choice. If it is desired to have monodispersed, uniformly sized, stable magnetite nanoparticles, the pulsed mode may become the most suitable
choice, but it requires considerably more time to obtain
the desired amount of product.

3.2 Precursors and electrolytes
The most common method to prepare magnetite nano
particles by electrochemical synthesis is electro-oxidation
of iron (see Table 3). Typically, the iron source acts as an
anode in an electrochemical cell. When the current/voltage is imposed on the cell, the iron is oxidized to become
Fe2+ ions that are dissolved in the electrolyte solution. The
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ions subsequently interact with other ions to form iron
oxide nanoparticles, either in the anode or cathode regions. In this case, the particles are generated by a primary nucleation and growth process. The continuous
supply of Fe2+ ions generated by anodic dissolution causes
a high concentration of Fe2+ ions, and when the concentration reaches supersaturation, homogeneous nucleation
begins. The nuclei start colliding with each other and coagulation occurs to form larger particles.
The formation of magnetite nanoparticles using the
sacrificial iron anode is influenced by certain parameters,
the most critical one is the distance between electrodes. If
the distance between electrodes is far away, the region
close to anode will not reach a pH value necessary to
form iron hydroxide. Although the hydroxide ion is
formed, it would not reduce at the cathode, at least not in
an appreciable amount. Thus, there is a critical distance
in which magnetite nanoparticles can be formed (Fajaroh
F. et al., 2012). It is apparent that pH is also a critical factor in the formation of magnetite nanoparticles. The formation of magnetite is favored in basic condition, typically
at a pH between 9 and 11 (Ramimoghadam D. et al., 2014).
The supporting electrolyte solution is often necessary
to enhance the electrical conductivity of solution during
the electrochemical synthesis. The electrolyte must be appropriately selected for the magnetite nanoparticles to be
formed. For example, magnetite can be formed in NaCl
solution in the presence of Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions, while it is
formed only slightly in the presence of Cu2+ ions (Ying
T.Y. et al., 2002). The presence of Mg2+ and Ca2+ ions hinders the formation of magnetite particles because both
ions tend to precipitate or incorporate in the particles.
This problem can be overcome, however, by adding a
strong electrolyte such as NaCl that significantly increases
the conductivity and, in turn, increases the current density. On the other hand, the presence of Cu2+ ions interfere
with the formation of magnetite particles. In this case, the
Cu2+ ions make the pH of the solution lower due to the
formation of Cu2O. When Cu2O is formed, hydrogen ions
are produced, decreasing the pH, which leads to unfavorable condition for magnetite formation.
In addition to enhancing the conductivity, the electrolyte may also act as a surfactant or complexing agent. For
example, amines are surfactants that acts as a supporting
electrolyte and coating agent to control particle size and
aggregation during synthesis (Cabrera L. et al., 2008). The
magnetite nanoparticles produced using this surfactant
have sizes between 20 and 30 nm. Various compounds may
be used to serve as a complexing or stabilizing agent such
as salts, e.g., NaCl, Na2SO4, NaSCN and Na2S2O3 (Franger
S. et al., 2004) and organics, e.g., thiourea, propylamine,
sodium butanoate, hexamethylene-tetra-amine, β-
cyclodextrin and tetrabutylammonium bromide (Mosivand
S. et al., 2013), and CH4H12NCl (Cabrera L. et al., 2008).
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The role of the complexing entities in the electrolytes is
purely kinetic. The elementary charge transfer process at
an iron electrode is prolonged. Therefore, complexing
agents are added to the electrolytes to enhance this electrochemical step by decreasing overpotential. The complexing species must have a lower affinity for iron(III)
ions than hydroxide entities for an efficient process (i.e.,
pKd < 11). Otherwise, the formation of iron oxides in
aqueous solution is not possible because of competitive
reactions; this is the case with citrate, the complexing
constant of which is much too high, being pKd = 25
(Franger S. et al., 2004).
Combining an iron anode precursor and an aqueous
solution of Fe(ClO4)2 to produce magnetite nanoparticles
by the electrochemical method changes the particle morphology from spherical to cubic (Gopi D. et al., 2016) giving particle size was in the range of 15 to 35 nm. Another
precursor to synthesize magnetite nanoparticles by the
electrochemical method is Fe(NO3)3 in ethanol medium
(Ibrahim M. et al., 2009; Marques R.F.C. et al., 2008).
The magnetite nanoparticles produced using this precursor have sizes ranging from 4.4 to 9 nm. The purity of the
product is quite vulnerable to the iron concentration and
current density. Moreover, this method requires a relatively water-free bath to obtain pure magnetite nanoparticles. The presence of water tends to favor the formation of
Fe(OH)2, which contaminates the magnetite nanoparticles.
It is well-known that the chemical co-precipitation
method of iron salts is the most common technique to pro
duce magnetite nanoparticles. This method is a straightforward and efficient wet chemical route. Magnetite is
precipitated from an aqueous solution of Fe(II) and/or
Fe(III) salts with alkali along with suitable aging time.
The reaction in this system is very fast, making it difficult
to control the precipitation process, and in turn, monodispersed nanoparticles are difficult to obtain. Since the precipitation is mainly governed by adjusting the solution pH
by adding OH –, this ion can be supplied with well-
controlled rate by water reduction in an aqueous electrochemical cell (Aghazadeh M. et al., 2017; Karimzadeh I.
et al., 2017a). It can be performed by electrolyzing an
aqueous solution of Fe(II) and Fe(III) with a molar ratio
of 1:2 using a stainless steel cathode and graphite anode.
During the electrolysis, OH– ions are produced by water
reduction at the cathode (Eqn. 2). The OH– ions later induce magnetite formation through the chemical reaction:
Fe2+ + 2Fe3+ + 8OH– → Fe3O4 + 4H2O

(5)

As in the conventional co-precipitation method, when
the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio is 2:1, magnetite can be generated when
the pH is in the range of 8 to 14 (Franger S. et al., 2004;
Manrique-Julio J. et al., 2016; Melnig V. and Ursu L., 2011).
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Fe2+ + 2Fe3+ + 8OH– → Fe3O4(s) + 4H2O

3.3 Mechanism of particle formation
There are several different proposed mechanisms for
the electrochemical formation of magnetite nanoparti
cles. The proposed mechanisms have been compiled and
discussed thoroughly by Lozano I. et al. (2017). In gene
ral, the proposed mechanisms can be divided into four
groups although the detail steps for each group may be
different. They are (i) iron hydroxide reduction at the
cathode (Cabrera L. et al., 2008; Ibrahim M. et al., 2009;
Rodríguez-López A. et al., 2012; Ying T.Y. et al., 2002),
(ii) hydrogen gas as a reducing agent of iron hydroxide
(Franger S. et al., 2004; Manrique-Julio J. et al., 2016;
Melnig V. and Ursu L., 2011), (iii) direct reaction between
Fe2+ and Fe3+ (Karami H. and Chidar E., 2012; Ying
T.Y. et al., 2002), and (iv) oxygen as oxidant agent and
subsequent in-solution precipitation (Fajaroh F. et al., 2012;
Gopi D. et al., 2016; Lozano I. et al., 2017; Pascal C. et al.,
1999; Starowicz M. et al., 2011).
The first step for all of the proposed mechanisms involves the production of Fe2+ ions by the oxidation of a
sacrificial iron anode and OH– ions by the reduction of
water at the cathode. The iron oxidation at the anode and
water reduction at the cathode can be written, respectively, as
Fe → Fe2+ + 2e –
H2O + e – → 1/2 H2 + OH–

(6)
(7)

The subsequent mechanism steps are different for the
four proposed mechanisms as will be discussed in the following. In the first and second mechanisms, Fe2+ ions are
further oxidized to Fe3+ and in the presence of an OH–
ions leads to the formation of Fe(OH)3. The Fe3+ ion is
later reduced at the cathode to produce Fe3O4. The difference between the two mechanisms is the reducing agent.
The reduction of the first mechanism occurs on the cathode surface via Faradaic reaction (Eqn. 8) and the second
one by hydrogen produced on the cathode (Eqn. 9).
3γ–FeOOH(s) + e – → Fe3O4(s) + H2O + OH–
3γ–FeOOH(s) + 1/2 H2 → Fe3O4(s) + 2H2O

(8)
(9)

As noted by Lozano I. et al. (2017), however, it is unlikely that solid species such as Fe(OH)3 can reach the
cathode to undergo reduction. Additionally, due to its
high propensity to escape from the reacting medium, it is
almost impossible for hydrogen gas to react with iron hydroxide (Eqn. 9).
In the direct reaction mechanism, in addition to Fe2+
ions, Fe3+ ions are also produced on the anode surface.
The two ions then react to form Fe3O4 in the presence of
OH– ions following the reaction

(10)

This mechanism has, however, a lack of further explanation.
The last mechanism which involves dissolved oxygen
as an oxidizing agent for Fe(OH)2 in solution to produce
magnetite seems to be the most likely appropriate to
describe the electrochemical formation of magnetite
nanoparticles. This mechanism was first proposed by
Fajaroh F. et al. (2012), and the validity was confirmed by
Lozano I. et al. (2017) through experimental strategies to
provide relevant information to prove the mechanisms. In
brief, Fe2+ ions produced by iron dissolution (Eqn. 6) in
the presence of OH– ions precipitate to Fe(OH)2. In the
presence of oxygen, Fe(OH)2 can be partially oxidized to
form FeOOH, and they transform into magnetite when an
appropriate proportion of the two substances is achieved.
They can be summarized as, after Eqns. 6 and 7,
3Fe(OH)2 + 1/2 O2 → Fe(OH)2 + 2FeOOH + H2O (11)
Fe(OH)2 + 2FeOOH → Fe3O4 + 2H2O
(12)
Reaction 11 represents partial oxidation of ferrous
hydroxide in the presence of oxygen to form FeOOH.
Magnetite is formed when an appropriate proportion of
Fe(OH)2 and FeOOH is created by reaction 12.

4. Electrochemical synthesis of functional
magnetite nanoparticles
The magnetite nanoparticles may be modified at their
surface to have functional properties and applications.
These functional nanoparticles are also be obtained by the
combination of two or more constituents. The surface
modification or the combination of more than one material may give rise to many varieties of properties that lead
to various applications. For example, bare magnetite
nanoparticles are susceptible to degradation in some
environments, e.g., dissolve in an acidic environment
(Setyawan H. et al., 2012) and susceptible to air oxidation
(Fajaroh F. et al., 2013; Setyawan H. et al., 2012; Vatta
L.L. et al., 2007). One way to protect magnetite nanoparticles from possible acid dissolution or air oxidation is by
coating the particles with a more inert material, such as
silica (Fajaroh F. et al., 2013; Setyawan H. et al., 2012).
The electrochemical method seems to be effective and efficient to produce functional magnetite nanoparticles.
When an electrochemical route using a sacrificial iron
anode coupled with an appropriate electrolyte, two metal
oxide nanoparticles may be produced. For example, nickel
ferrite (NiFe2O4) nanoparticles can be produced using
two sheets of iron and nickel as sacrificial anodes in a
three-electrode electrochemical cell (Galindo R. et al.,
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2012). Cobalt ferrite (CoFe2O4) nanoparticles having a
size of approximately 20 nm are produced when the nickel
sheet is replaced by cobalt (Mazario E. et al., 2012, 2013).
The nickel ferrite nanoparticles have a cubic spinel structure and are spherical with sizes in the range of 5-45 nm.
The same crystal structure and particle shape can be obtained for cobalt ferrite nanoparticles, but with a particle
size of approximately 20 nm. Both kinds of ferrite particles have soft ferromagnetic behavior with a saturation
magnetization of 48 emu/g (bulk 55 emu/g) and coercivity
31 Oe for nickel ferrite, and 71 emu/g (bulk 80 emu/g) and
442 Oe for cobalt ferrite.
When the electrolyte solution is dilute aqueous sodium
silicate, silica-coated magnetite nanoparticles are produced (Setyawan H. et al., 2012). The silica-magnetite
nanoparticles produced by this system are spherical, with
a mean size ranging from 6 to 10 nm. They exhibit superparamagnetic properties with a saturation magnetization
of approximately 20 emu/g. The superparamagnetic behavior of the silica-coated magnetite nanoparticles which
is different from that of magnetite nanoparticles synthesized by the same electrochemical approach is probably
caused by the smaller size of particles (< 10 nm). For very
small particles, the energy barrier for its spin reversal is
easily overcome by thermal vibrations because each particle becomes a single magnetic domain (Iglesias O. and
Labarta A., 2004). The silica layer formed by this method
is stable and can serve as a protective layer against an
acidic environment and high temperature (Fajaroh F. et
al., 2013; Setyawan H. et al., 2012).
Magnetite nanoparticles coated with polydopamine can
be obtained when the electrochemical oxidation of iron is
performed in the presence of dopamine (Mazario E. et al.,
2014). The polydopamine-coated magnetite nanoparticles
are spherical with the size varying between a few nanometers and 25 nm. The polymer coating makes the
nanoparticles suitable for use in biomedical applications
due to their excellent physicochemical and magnetic properties, excellent biocompatibility and nontoxicity. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)-coated magnetite nanoparticles of size
64 nm can also be obtained by electrodeposition using an
iron chloride/nitrate solution in the presence of PVA
(Karimzadeh I. et al., 2017a). Other organics such as vitamin C and sucrose have also been successfully used to coat
magnetite nanoparticles by electrodeposition (Aghazadeh
M. et al., 2017).
It appears that the electrochemical method is an efficient and facile route to synthesize functional magnetite
nanoparticles. The substitution of iron in the magnetite or
coating magnetite nanoparticles can be performed in one
single step by merely changing the electrode or electrolyte
composition.
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Fig. 2

Monopolar arrangement of an electrochemical cell for
scaling up of magnetite nanoparticles production.

5. Scale-up
As discussed above, the electrochemical cell can be
scaled up easily by enlarging the current density/potential
and electrode size. The electrochemical cell used for the
production of magnetite nanoparticles discussed above
primarily consists of two electrodes, with one acting as
the sacrificial anode for the iron precursor. The production rate of nanoparticles using such an electrode arrangement is very lacking in quantity. At a current density of
0.3 mA/cm2, it takes 20 h to produce approximately 0.7 g
of magnetite nanoparticles. The production rate can be increased significantly by enlarging the electrode size with
the same reactor volume using many electrodes with the
monopolar arrangement as shown in Fig. 2, in which each
electrode is connected individually (Manrique-Julio J. et
al., 2016).

6. Summary
The methods for the preparation of magnetite nanoparticles by electrochemical technique are briefly reviewed.
The electrochemical method has emerged as an option for
the preparation of magnetite nanoparticles and their composites. This method offers many advantages over other
techniques. One advantage is that this method can easily
control particle size by adjusting the imposed current and
potential to the system. Additionally, the system is scalable to mass production by merely increasing the current
or potential and enlarging the size of the electrode.
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Abstract
The state of a suspension is crucial with regard to processing pathways, functionality and performance of the end
product. In the past decade, substantial progress has been made in designing highly specialized and
functionalized particles. In current particle technology, besides classic particle properties such as particle size
distribution, shape and density, surface properties play an essential role for processing, product specification and
use. For example, in medical therapy, analytical diagnostic applications, as well as in separation processing and
harvesting of high-valued materials, magnetic micro- and nanoparticles play an increasing role. In addition to
traditional parameters such as size, the particle magnetization has to be quantified here.
Sedimentation techniques have been used for hundreds of years to determine the geometrical characteristics of
dispersed particles. Numerous national and international standards regarding these techniques have been
published. Mainly due to the fast growing market share of laser scattering techniques over the past two decades,
most customers these days are not aware of some advantageous features of particle characterization via a firstprinciple fractionating approach such as sedimentation. This is unfortunate as sedimentation techniques have
made huge technological leaps forward regarding electronics, sensors and computing abilities.
This paper aims to give a short review about different cumulative and incremental sedimentation approaches to
measure the particle size distribution. It focuses mainly on the in-situ visualization (STEP-Technology®) of
particle migration in gravitational and centrifugal fields. It describes the basics of the new multi-sample
measuring approaches to quantify the separation kinetics by spatial and time-resolved particle concentration over
the entire sample height. Based on these data, the sedimentation velocity and particle size distribution are
elucidated and estimates of accuracy, precision and experimental uncertainties are discussed. Multi-wavelength
approaches, correction of higher concentration, and the influence of rheological behavior of continuous phase will
also be discussed. Applications beyond the traditional scope of sedimentation analysis are presented. This
concerns the in-situ determination of hydrodynamic particle density and of magnetophoretic velocity distributions
for magnetic particulate objects.
Keywords: STEP-Technology, sedimentation velocity distribution, particle sizing, particle optical properties,
particle density, magnetic particle velocity

1. Introduction
Particles were ubiquitous on our and on other planets
all across the galaxy long before mankind. Regarding
particle separation methods, winnowing grain in ancient
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Egypt is perhaps one of the oldest approaches to separating/classifying particles by their mass. Sir George G.
Stokes’ work about the resistance of a particle moving
relative to a viscous incompressible liquid marks the
milestone of “modern” sedimentation analysis. He linearized the corresponding general equation of motion, arrived at the time-dependent equation of creeping motion
and applied it to the frictional damping of a spherical
pendulum bob (Stokes, 1851). The obtained relationship
between the resistance and the movement of such a spherical body at constant slow velocity is today known as
Stokes’ law and forms the basis of all sedimentation techniques. Since the days of Stokes, additional other techniques were developed to measure the particle size. The

Copyright © 2019 The Author. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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ISO Technical Committee ISO/TC24/SC4 “Particle Characterization” alone counts 13 active working groups dealing with numerous different physical principles to
determine particle size distributions (ISO, 2017). There
are plenty of articles and numerous books dealing with
size measuring techniques and approaches focusing on
the needs of academia, regulatory administration or industry. We restrict ourselves to referencing several books
of the last 10 to 20 years (Leschonski, 1988), (Allen, 1999),
(Babick, 2016), (Masuda et al., 2006), (Merkus et al.,
2014), (Schärtl, 2007). It should be emphasized that most
commercial sizing analyzers feature high repeatability.
But the reproducibility of these techniques depends in
large part on representative sampling, sample size and sample preparation (e.g. (Sommer, 1986), (ISO 14887:2000),
(Jillavenkatesa et al., 2001)).
General principles: Any measurand depending directly
or implicitly on particle size can be used for size determination. Due to the various dependencies, developed different measuring techniques “see” a particle with different
eyes. Particle sizing techniques may be grouped based on
particle characteristics such as geometrical properties,
mobility in external force fields, and signals due to interaction responses with externally applied fields. Most
straightforward is the visual analysis of geometrical parameters by light, scanning electron or transmission electron microscopy. These techniques have the advantage
that they can evaluate each individual particle. But even
for this relatively simple technique, the primary measuring information is not the size but the 2D contour of the
particle. It depends on the orientation of the particle with
regard to the imaging focus plane. Image analysis of falling particles reduces orientation effects, but is limited to
particles of micrometer scale. Other single particle analyzing techniques are based on counting principles. Particle detection is made by electrical or optical means. Well
known is the Coulter Counter principle (electrical detection, (Coulter, 1953)) famous for blood cell counting.
These instruments allow precise size and count determinations for narrow particle size distributions. Special single particle optical sizing detectors (White, 2002) enlarge
the dynamic range and are widely used for tail detections
of droplet size distributions of emulsion (USP-788, 2012),
(USP-729, 2016). Measuring techniques with hydrodynamic focusing allow for an especially high size resolution (Shuler et al., 1972). Lichtenfeld was able to
discriminate between 600 nm and 610 nm particles as
well as to measure changes in thickness of individual layers of about 0.5 nm of LBL-coated particles by means of
an optical detection system (Buske et al., 1980), (Lichtenfeld et al., 2004). Due to the latest EU regulations regarding the classification of nanomaterials (European Union,
2011), (Linsinger et al., 2012) improved methods are
needed for providing direct number-weighted size distri-

butions for nanoparticles.
Today, most laboratories employ ensemble methods such
as static (SLS) or dynamic (DLS) light scattering as their
standard analysis methods, (Allen, 1999), (Schärtl, 2007),
(Merkus, 2009), (ISO 13320:2009), (ISO 22412:2017).
Classic SLS analysis is based on the Fraunhofer diffraction theory, stating that the intensity of light forward-
scattered by a particle bigger than the wavelength is
directly proportional to the particle size (Ward-Smith et
al., 2013). Size distribution is specified volume-weighted
despite the fact that primary measurement data is area-
weighted. Fraunhofer-based size analysis should only be
used for micron-sized particles. For submicron particles,
the Mie scattering theory has to be employed (Mie, 1908),
(van de Hulst, 1981). However, since most real-world
particles are non-spherical, any analytical results should
be viewed with caution. Furthermore, the results are influenced by the deconvolution algorithms used by indi
vidual manufacturers. For additional details, refer to
(Kuchenbecker et al., 2012), (Kelly et al., 2013).
In contrast, DLS is based on the temporal fluctuation of
scattered laser light (speckle pattern) reflecting temporal
fluctuations of the particle position due to Brownian motion (Schärtl, 2007). The autocorrelation function allows
determination of the mean travel distance, and based on
this, the diffusion coefficients of particles. This information can be converted by the Stokes-Einstein relation to a
hydrodynamic equivalent spherical particle size distribution. Obtained distributions are intensity-weighted. The
dynamic range is from about 1 nm to 1 μm. Review in
nanoparticle sizing using DLS were very recently given
by (Zhou et al., 2017).
Particle tracking analysis (PTA) is another emerging
technique based on tracking the stochastic movement
(trajectories) of individual dispersed particles due to
Brownian motion (diffusion) by light scattering microscopy (ISO 19430:2016). Similar to DLS, hydrodynamic
spherical equivalent diameters are obtained. Distribution
is number-weighted and covers a size range from about
50 nm to 1 μm. Estimation of particle concentration can
be given but has to be treated with care (Filipe et al.,
2010), (Chenouard et al., 2014).
Finally, acoustic spectroscopy is another measurement
principle to obtain particle size information based on interaction with externally applied fields. It is based on
measuring the attenuation of ultrasound at a range of
MHz frequencies. The attenuation at these different frequencies (raw data) is used for calculating a particle size
distribution. In contrast to optical methods, the material
parameters and acoustic properties such as sound speed,
density and heat conductivity have to be known to come
up with a particle size. Particle sizes can be measured in
the range of 10 nm to 3 mm. In contrast to, e.g. SLS techniques, the volume concentration of particles should meet
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a given critical concentration. On the other hand, developed theories take into account particle-particle interactions, and particle size distributions can be extracted from
attenuation spectra in concentrated systems (ISO 209981:2006), (Dukhin et al., 2010), (Zhou et al., 2017).
In our review, we aim to give an overview regarding
different sedimentation approaches to measuring particle
size distribution (ISO 13317-3:2001), (ISO 13318-2:2007),
(ISO 13318-3:2004). In addition, we would like to point
out to the reader the analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC)
method. Numerous publications regarding particle characterization (see, e.g. (Mächtle et al., 2006), (Planken et
al., 2010), (Uchiyama et al., 2016)) were published over
nearly the last 100 years since its invention by (Svedberg
et al., 1924).
Classic sedimentation techniques can be classified according to particle distribution at the beginning (line start
or homogeneous sedimentation), to the measuring principle (incremental/differential or cumulative/integral) and
to the driving force field (earth gravity or high gravity by
centrifugation) (e.g. (Allen, 1999), (ISO 13317-1:2001),
(ISO 13318-1:2001)).
This article focuses on the most recent and advanced
sedimentation techniques. In particular on one using
STEP-Technology®, which allows the direct and in-situ
observation of particle migration in gravitational and centrifugal fields. The primary experimental data obtained
by this technique are terminal particle sedimentation velocities (first-principle measurement) obtained from the
kinetics of spatial concentration changes within the sample over time due to gravity fields. Particle velocity distributions allow detailed characterization of dispersed
particles such as size and/or density modalities, and
broadness and kind of distribution. Based on experimental particle velocities, which demand neither prior assumptions nor particle and liquid material constants, the
size distribution of particles can be derived via Stokes’
law (Stokes, 1851). It results in an extinction-based size
distribution according to the transmission measurement
principle. Volume (number)-based particle size distribution calculation demands optical particle properties such
as the refractive particle index and particle shape. The
Mie theory derived for spherical particles (Mie, 1908),
(van de Hulst, 1981) is commonly used for taking into account the refractive contrast between particles and liquid.
With regard to volume- and number-weighted particle
size calculations based on extinction-weighted distribution, we restrict ourselves to a short overview, as this part
is fairly standardized (ISO series 13317 and 13318).
There are numerous references and books dealing with
various aspects of particle characterization but in general
they all center on particle sizing. The third part of this paper reports on the extension of the traditional scope of
sedimentation size analysis towards particle characteriza-
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tion in a more general sense. This includes in-situ determination of the density of particles dispersed into liquids
(ISO 18747-1:2018), magnetization and magnet responsiveness of particles.
While this article is about the current state of sedimentation research, it centers somewhat on our own research
and experience.

2. In-situ visualization of particle
migration—STEP-Technology®
Conventional cumulative sedimentation techniques record the amount of settled particles. The reader may think
of the weight-balance approach, where the weight of settled particles is recorded on a special tray (ISO 133174:2014). Another example is the time-dependent detection
of the hydrostatic pressure at a given position in the lower
part of the cell (Bickert, 1997). On the other hand, incremental methods determine the change of particle concentration in a small measuring zone of known position by
optical or X-ray measuring systems. The latter techniques
provide concentration data of the sample only from a
small fixed volume at a time t. Scanning sensors (Mächtle
et al., 2006) typical for AUC, provide more information
but do not allow for the capture of fast concentration profile changes.
Initially, particle settling was analyzed at gravity (e.g.
Ladal photosedimentometer, Paar Lumosed). An early
centrifugal field application was invented by (Whitby,
1955). Known is the start line incremental disc rotor technique and was first used by (Kaye, 1962), and today is
marketed by CPS Instruments Inc., Stuart, Florida, and
Brookhaven Instruments Corp., Holtsville, New York.
Homogeneous incremental methods were also available
using cuvette-based photocentrifuges up to the turn of the
last century from Japanese manufacturers such as Horiba
Scientific Ltd. (e.g. CAPA 500), and Shimadzu Corp. (e.g.
SA-CP3). All of these techniques pass a more or less parallel, focused light beam (ROI about 0.2 mm up to 1 mm)
through the sample and measure at a single given position
p the changes of transmission over time due to settling or
creaming of particles (Fig. 1a, b). These techniques therefore provide the concentration only at a distinct small
fixed data-point at a time ti in the sample. Scanning sensors are typical for AUC and provide more information
but do not allow recording an entire concentration profile
over sample height at selected points of time.
As Fig. 1c displays, more comprehensive information
can be obtained illuminating the entire sample by means
of a narrow line beam of parallel light I0 and recording
the transmitted light intensity It instantaneously for any
position p and any set time t by multiple sensors. This measuring technique allows the user to record concentration
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Fig. 1

Schematic drawing (© by LUM GmbH, Berlin) of homogeneously distributed particles in a sample cell at
the start of the experiment (t = 0) and the corresponding constant particle concentration over the entire
height of the sample (a). Classic techniques monitor
changes of particle concentration due to sedimentation
or creaming at a small volume with no information of
spatial concentration (b). STEP-Technology® quantifies
the concentration profile over the entire sample at selected points of time (c).

changes across the entire sample height due to the migration of particles or droplets driven by earth gravity or
centrifugal fields, respectively, as well as, e.g. magnetic
fields (Mykhaylyk et al., 2015).
Fig. 2 displays the main features of patented STEPTechnology® (Space- and Time-resolved Extinction Profiles) schematically in more detail as implemented in the
multi-sample analytical photocentrifuge LUMiSizer ®
(AC-L, LUM GmbH, Germany). A linearly shaped parallel NIR or VIS light beam passes through the optical cells
placed horizontally into one of the 12 channels of a disk
rotor. The channel positions at the rotor are indicated by
pale areas and numbering 11, 12, 1 and 2 in Fig. 2. Particles scatter the light, resulting in an attenuation of the
forward beam. This forward intensity is recorded during
centrifugation in real time as a function of the radial position p over the entire sample height with a space resolution
of 13.7 μm. In the case of, e.g. a gravity sedimentometer
LUMiReader® (GS-L, LUM GmbH, Germany), it amounts
to 8.7 μm.

Fig. 2

Principle of measuring space- and time-resolved extinction profiles (displayed as transmission profiles)
implemented in an analytical photocentrifuge (© by
LUM GmbH, Berlin). (a) Transmission profile of an
unseparated sample at t0. (b) Transmission profile (green
line) at t1. Dotted lines indicate the situation at t0 and t2
for comparison. (1) light source(s); (2) parallel NIR or
VIS light; (3) sample cell; (4) multi-sample rotor with
indicated channel numbers 11, 12, 1 and 2; (5) line detector

In this way, space-resolved intensity profiles are obtained at adjustable time steps, monitoring concentration
changes over time due to the sedimentation or creaming
of dispersed particles. The recorded intensity at every position I(ri, tj) is normalized by I0(ri) measured with no
cells (empty rotor) as is usually done in a photometer. The
change of transmission and extinction profiles during
centrifugation are calculated according to Eq. 1

I ri , t j 
 T ri , t j 
I 0 ri 
 exp E ri , t j 

= exp(–Av ∙ ϕ(ri, tj) ∙ L)

(1)

and displayed by the software package SEPView® as fingerprints of transmission or extinction (Fig. 3a, b).
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Fig. 4

Fig. 3

Progress of separation over time visualized and recorded by STEP-Technology®. Fingerprints of particle
separation can be quantified based on transmission (a),
extinction (b) or clarification (c). The first recorded
profile (red) displays the initial particle distribution of
the sample just after centrifugation start (< 1 s). The
green profiles visualize the final distribution of particles over sample height (position r) due to separation.

At the position of about 107 mm (distance from the
center of revolution), the meniscus (filling height of sample) is identified as well as the bottom of the sample cell
(130 mm). As indicated, the first red profile corresponds
to the first recorded measurement, e.g. one second after
start. The sharp decline (a, c) and increase (b) of green
profiles at 107.4 mm indicates the interface between suspension and sediment at the end of the separation process
(here by centrifugation). Clarification is another visualization approach. In this case, the initial transmission I(ri,
t0) is subtracted from any later recorded transmission profile I(r i , t j) and the incremental change is displayed
(Fig. 3c). For details refer to (Detloff et al., 2014). Visualization of the separation process by the change of transmission profiles at wavelengths of visible light gives
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Extinction of different concentrations of β-Methyl
Orange (0.014 g/ml–0.142 g/ml, optical glass cells)
measured by a calibrated photometer (y-axis) and an
AC-L (x-axis). Points: Experimental data of different
concentrations; Line: Linear fit.

similar information to an observation by the naked eye.
Extinction profiles, on the other hand, are directly related
to the corresponding concentration alterations within the
sample according to Lambert-Beer-law (Eq. 1, 3rd line,
right part). Fig. 4 displays experimentally determined extinction for β-Methyl Orange solutions of different concentration (points) determined by the AC-L and a
calibrated UV/VIS spectrophotometer Lambda 2 (Perkin
Elmer). The correlation is very satisfying. The slight deviation from the ideal slope of unity is explained by the
spectral line half-width of used LED as light source of
AC-L which amounts to 25 nm compared to the monochromatic source (470 nm +/– 3 nm) of the calibrated
spectrophotometer.
The response (extinction) of the sensor systems of
AC-L was also validated for a concentration range of
more than 3 decades of different dispersed phases as
shown in Fig. 5 (Detloff, 2004). The theoretical extinc
tion values were calculated by the Lambert-Beer law
combined with a semi-empirical approach to account for
multiple light scattering at higher particle volume con
centrations. An error function was determined which is sub
tracted from the extinction values of the Lambert-Beer
law. This function does not depend directly on the particle
size x. The information about the differences in the particle sizes are delivered by the volumetric scattering cross-
section AV calculated by the Mie Theory. Only one set of
parameters in the empirical part is required to calculate
the extinction. The parameters were determined by fitting
to experimental data (Detloff et al., 2007).
The light beam, penetrating the suspension or emulsion,
interacts with both the particles (dispersed phase) and the
continuous phase. The NIR-range of 850 nm–900 nm is
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advantageous to minimize the influence of optical properties of the continuous phase. For these wavelengths, most
liquids and solutions are transparent independent of their
color at visible light. Fig. 6 displays the transmission
changes monitored by STEP-Technology® at NIR (top)
during centrifugation over the entire dispersion sample
made of an organic pigment. No separation is detectable
by the naked eye at visual light (photo middle). In contrast, recorded concentration changes could be also visualized by photographic means (Fig. 6, bottom), if the
sample was illuminated in a special set-up with light in
the NIR- range. Originally, this approach was invented to
quantify the settling of red particles (red blood cells) in a
continuous phase (blood plasma) of different color due to
medication or surgery (Lerche et al., 1988), (Lerche et al.,
1992).

Visible light on the other hand, e.g. blue wavelengths,
has the advantage that it increases the sensitiveness towards much lower particle concentrations and nanoparticles as shown in Fig. 7. Scattering of non-adsorbing
particles decreases with decreasing particle radius by
(x/2)6 according to Rayleigh, and correspondingly for NIR
wavelengths, the dispersion sample is more transparent

Fig. 6
Fig. 5

Natural extinction of different silica and latex suspensions (280 nm to 1550 nm particle size, volume fractions from 0.014 % to 14.9 %) measured by an AC-L
(x-axis) and theoretically calculated (y-axis) by the
Lambert-Beer law extended by a semi-empirical approach for multiple scattering (Detloff et al., 2007).

Separation kinetics of a pigment recorded by
STEP-Technology (NIR) and visual appearance of the
sample cell at the end of centrifugation (last green profile) photographed by visible light (middle) and by a
special NIR illumination set-up (bottom), respectively.
Note that the sample cell is lying horizontally in the rotor with the applied centrifugal acceleration being from
left to right.

Fig. 7 Fingerprints of the separation behavior of the same silica nanoparticle suspension quantified by transmission changes recorded by NIR (λ = 870 nm) or blue light (λ = 470 nm) illumination. Arrow lengths indicate the difference between transmission of the initial sample and the particle-free supernatant,
respectively.
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compared to blue light as indicated by the first profile
(red) of each fingerprint. Accordingly, the total transmission change amounts to 45 % and 75 %, respectively, for
complete separation of particles (indicated by green profiles).
Eq. 1 obeys the linearity between extinction and particle concentration. In other words, multiple scattering of
particles at higher particle concentration should be
avoided. The applicability of the Lambert-Beer law regarding particle concentration can be broadened with no
sample dilution by employing cells with shorter optical
path (virtual dilution). As Fig. 8 verifies, using sample
cells of an optical path length as small as 1 mm allows
working at 10-times higher volume concentrations with
no sample dilution compared to 10-mm cells. (Luigjes et
al., 2012), (Erne, 2012) reported on super thin made glass
cells of 50 μm path length allowing the analysis of magnetic iron oxide particles dispersed in oleic acid-decalin
of concentrations up to 300 g/l and measurement of osmotic pressures of strongly adsorbing and very concentrated dispersions.
Typical dispersion fingerprints—patterns of transmission profiles—visualizing the behavior of different types
of suspensions and emulsions at original concentration (no
dilution) are shown in Fig. 9. Sample fingerprints allow

Fig. 9
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classification of the different types of dispersions based
on their separation behavior over time. SEPView® provides
the quantitative and direct evaluation of fingerprints by different analysis tools. The instability or separation index
(Detloff et al., 2014), integral transmission and front tracking (Lerche et al. 2001), (Sobisch et al., 2010) or first derivative (Wiese, 2010) allow application-specific comparison

Fig. 8

Maximum concentration of β (Methyl Orange) accurately measured (linear range of detector) by AC-L using optical glass cells with path lengths from 0.1 cm to
1 cm.

Typical fingerprints of different types of dispersions recorded by an analytical space-resolving photocentrifuge (AC-L): (a) monomodal monodisperse suspension, (b) tetramodal monodisperse suspension (c)
polydisperse suspension (d) particle-particle interaction, flocculated suspension (e) emulsion (f) suspoemulsion (flotation and sedimentation).
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and ranking of differently designed formulations and
products and identification of destabilization phenomena
as well as prediction of shelf life (Badolato et al., 2008),
(Lerche et al., 2011), (Takeda, 2012), (Staudinger et al.,
2014), (Lerche et al., 2014), (Cai et al., 2018). Nowadays,
the use of AC-L gains also large interest in characterizing
highly concentrated dispersions, especially in the field of
centrifugal filtration and sediment consolidation (Usher et
al., 2013), (Cao et al., 2014), (Loginov et al., 2017a, 2017b)
as well as mechanical properties (rigidity, deformability)
of e.g. hydrocolloid beads (Schuldt et al., 2018).
On the other hand, particle characteristics such as size,
density and magnetic responsiveness can be quantified,
upon which we focus in this paper.

3. Particle sizing in line with ISO 13317 and
13318
3.1 Particle velocity distribution
Any experimental set-up to analyze particle size must
measure the terminal (stationary) velocity of particles
(solid particles or droplets) due to gravity or centrifugal
fields, respectively. If the density of dispersed particles is
higher than that of the continuous phase, they settle. They
cream or float in the opposite case. Conventionally, sedimentation velocity is determined by measuring the required time t for particles to settle from the filling height
(meniscus) a fixed distance h (gravity sedimentation) or to
a fixed radial position r (analytical centrifugation),
respectively. This is the typical procedure in the case of
line start centrifugal sedimentation techniques (Constant
Position Approach, CPA) based on the time course of
registered intensity of the emergent optical beam (ISO
13318-1:2001). Alternatively, the particle velocity can be
determined by the “Constant Time approach (CTA)”
(Detloff et al., 2006), (ISO 13318-2:2007) measuring the
traveled distance of particles in a given time t by spatial
resolving techniques.
v r, t 

r  rm
t

the different traveling distances of the smaller and larger
particles (Fig. 9c). The resolution of the particle velocity
distribution improves with increasing sedimentation time
(larger distances). It should be emphasized that the light
intensity is merely recorded to determine the distance the
particles move over a set time interval and is not used in
itself to determine the particle size. This is in contrast to
scattering methods, e.g. to laser diffraction, which uses
the light intensity patterns to deduce the particle size
based on applied algorithms.
In any case, the experimental determination of the particle velocity is a first-principle approach—measurands
are time and distance and no assumptions have to be
made, e.g. such as density, viscosity, refractive index,
shape, and empirical models or fitting parameters. High
accuracy (precision, trueness) as well as traceability can
be achieved for the physical quantity “sedimentation velocity vst”, dividing the basic quantities settling distance h
for a particle of size x and settling time t.
The hydrodynamics for a sphere slowly settling in a
liquid due to gravity and the corresponding frictional coefficient were first described by (Stokes, 1851), and Eq. 3
was derived based on these considerations called Stokes
law.
v

h  ρ p  ρl   x 2  g

 K  x²  g
t
18  η

(3)

Fig. 10 displays as an example velocity distribution for a
suspension consisting of a mixture of four quasi-monomodal
PMMA particles (reference material (RM), same weight
concentration) obtained by GS-L. Calculation of the sedimentation velocity was based on detection of the extinction changes at constant positions of 38.0 mm, 41.5 mm
and 45.0 mm and thereafter averaged. The velocity of
particles of the nominal size 15 and 20 μm can be differentiated easily (left two peaks).

(2)

Here, v denotes the particle velocity and rm the position
where the particles start to sediment/cream (sedimentation = position of the meniscus; creaming = position of
the cell bottom). For a suspension of monodisperse particles, all profiles, independent of measurement time ti,
have a vertical transmission profile (horizontally placed
sample cell) and therefore all particles have moved the
same distance h = r – rm (Fig. 9a). Accordingly, a unique
velocity is obtained. For polydisperse particle systems,
the profiles deviate from the vertical shape and become
more and more skewed with increasing time ti, displaying

Fig. 10 Particle velocity distribution of a suspension made
from batches of 4 monodisperse PMMA reference
particles (nominal size indicated, LUMiReader PSA,
120 profiles, Δt = 20 s, ϑ = 30°C, λ = 870 nm). Particles were supplied by the company Dr. Lerche KG,
Berlin, Germany.
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The uncertainty of velocity measurement depends
mainly on time resolution of the measuring system and,
on the other hand, on distance resolution and precision of
meniscus detection (rm). Time resolutions that are technically easy to reach are in the order of less than a second
(e.g. LUMiReader ® PSA, 250 ms). The physical space
resolution of sensors of GS-L was determined by calibrated mechanical references to be 8.7 μm and the expanded measurement uncertainty was determined for
k = 2 to be 4.63 % (Rodriguez, 2017).
In a centrifugal field, the applied local gravity depends
on angular velocity and the distance of the considered
particle from the center of revolution r (Eq. 4)
2

a  2  π  n  r  ω 2  r

(4)

Where n equals the frequency of revolution (1/s =
RPM/60s), ω equals the angular speed (radians/s) and r is
the distance from the axis of rotation to be inserted in meters. According to (Svedberg et al., 1924), the earth acceleration g in Stokes’ law (Eq. 3) is replaced by centrifugal
acceleration a. Particle motion in this frame is a/g = RCA
(relative centrifugal acceleration, also called separation
factor G or Froude number F) times faster than Stokes’
velocity under earth gravity g. Therefore, small nanoparticles and even molecules can be analyzed by high-speed
AUC (Schuck et al., 2002), (Mächtle et al., 2006), (Mehn
et al., 2017). Svedberg also introduced the so-called sedimentation coefficient:

s

π  x 3   ρ p  ρl 
v

ω2  r
6 f

(5)

where f describes the translational frictional coefficient
well known from hydrodynamic theory (Ungarish, 1993),
(Happel et al., 1983).
Svedberg’s simplified approach of constant RCA fits
well, if particles move only short distances within the
measurement time. But in general, acceleration and therefore particle velocity depends also on the position within
the sample cell (Eq. 4). Therefore, the velocity of dispersed particles increase as they move radially outward
from the center of rotation. This can be seen in the dispersion fingerprint profiles where the distance between consecutive profiles taken at the same time interval increases
(see Fig. 9a, monodisperse particles). To take this into account, acceleration and therefore particle velocity v has to
be expressed in a differential way. Eq. 3 becomes
v(t ) 

drp
 K  x 2  ω2  r
dt

(6)

After integration we get:
t (r )
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1
 r 
 ln  
K  x 2  ω2
 rm 

(7)

Fig. 11 Particle velocity distributions for a 4 modal monodisperse silica particle suspension (nominal size indicated, analytical photocentrifuge LUMiSizer, RCA
ramp, ϑ = 25°C, λ = 470 nm). RMs were supplied by
the company Dr. Lerche KG, Berlin, Germany.

Fig. 11 displays extinction-based velocity distributions of
a suspension consisting of a mixture of 4 quasi-monomodal
silica particles (RM, same weight concentration) obtained
by the AC-L (Uhl, 2015). The uncertainty of velocity
measurement depends on the time resolution of the measuring system and on the distance resolution and precision
of meniscus detection (rm). Time resolution scales with
applied RPM and amounts of 0.1 s (4000 RPM) to 0.3 s
(200 RPM) for a typical analytical photocentrifuge (AC-L
type). Space resolution is independent of RPM and was
determined to be 13.9 μm by means of a calibrated physical reference. Determination of the meniscus position was
evaluated by 3 different approaches (SEPView algorithm,
direct boundary model (Walter et al., 2015b)) for 2-mm
and 10-mm cells and 4 different RPMs of the rotor. The
standard deviation for each approach (n = 65) was below
0.2 % (Boldt, 2017). The expanded measurement uncertainty was determined for k = 2 to be 4.29 % in the case
of default settings by the manufacturer (Rodriguez, 2017).
The terminal sedimentation velocity demands a
time-independent centrifugal acceleration. In other words,
the final rotor speed has to be reached in a short time
compared to the expected necessary sedimentation time
and should not fluctuate. The above-described AC-L instruments reach a final RCA of 1000 at 8 s and of 2300 at
15 s and the RPM variation is below 0.75 % (RPM = 200)
and 0.1% (RPM = 4000), respectively. To take into account the acceleration kinetics, the quantitative data obtained should be plotted against the so-called running
time integral “∫ω2dt” (Mächtle et al., 2006).
The velocity distribution is of great importance for the
classification and separation of polydisperse fine particulate suspensions. Of practical interest is the flow of the
main fraction as well as the particle size distribution of
the fines in the centrate as a function of the residence time
in a process unit (Leung, 2004). The composition of centrate can be simulated with velocity distributions of the
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sedimenting particles obtained by a laboratory analytical
photocentrifuge using the “Constant Time Approach”
(CTA) (Detloff et al., 2012). From Fig. 12 it is obvious
that with increasing time of centrifugation, the amount of
coarser particles within the centrate decreases and that
the distribution becomes narrower. The velocities for
smaller particle fractions remain constant.
As the velocity determination is a primary method, the
terminal sedimentation velocity can be determined experimentally for any particle shape, particle concentration,
rheological behavior of liquid, laminar flow condition,

Fig. 12 Particle velocity distribution for an aqueous technical
latex suspension within the centrate in dependency of
the time of centrifugation (AC-L, RCA = 2325, (Detloff
et al., 2012)).

etc.. But simulations or calculations based on Eq. 3 and
Eq. 5 are only valid for dispersions of spherical particles
of low concentration and settling in an unbounded Newtonian liquid at low Reynolds numbers.
Shape of particles: The geometry of particles can be
taken into account by the so-called Stokes shape factor. As
any non-spherical particle shape has a larger surface area
than a sphere with the same volume, frictional coefficient
f will consequently differ along with its terminal sedimentation velocity (Eq. 5). It was shown that sphericity
can be used to predict the average resistance (Pettyjohn et
al., 1948), (Happel et al., 1983). The sedimentation shape
factor equals the ratio of corresponding sedimentation velocities. It is one for a sphere and smaller than one for
non-spherical isotropic particles. For a cube, for example,
it amounts to 0.921 according to the above authors. In the
case of non-isotropic, non-spherical particles, the settling
velocity depends in addition on particle orientation (Happel et al., 1983). The resistance of rod-like objects as, e.g.
MWCNT were found to depend on the cross-section multiplied by the square root of its length in the case of disk
centrifuge experiments (Nadler et al., 2008).
(Hogg, 2015) described in detail a spheroid model to
account for the shape influence regarding different sizing
methods. For different basic geometries, Fig. 13 displays
the settling (Stokes shape) factor in dependence of different height-to-diameter (cross-section) ratios (Happel et
al., 1983).
The above considerations apply for rigid particles. In

Fig. 13 Settling factor for cylinders, rectangular parallelepipeds, and spheroids calculated in dependence of the
height-diameter ratio (Happel et al., 1983).
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the case of deformable ones, the particle geometry and
orientation depend on the flow conditions and may change
depending on the applied shear stress. In general,
shear-induced deformation decreases frictional resistance
and enhances sedimentation. Pioneering work for emulsion droplets was published by (Taylor, 1932), relating the
shear deformation to the ratio of inner viscosity of the
droplet and the viscosity of the continuous phase (Kaur et
al., 2010).
Lerche showed experimentally that rigidified human
red blood cells settle at a slower rate compared to physiologically deforming ones (Lerche et al., 2001). The basics
of this phenomenon are similar to the shear thinning effects of deformable particles and droplets (Pal, 2000).
There are also other definitions and approaches to take
into account geometrical shapes (Arakawa et al., 1985),
(Leith, 1987), (Luerkens, 1991), (Hölzer, 2007).
High particle concentration: Stokes’ law was derived
for a single particle settling in an unbounded (infinite)
liquid. These requirements are never fulfilled by sedimentation methods. Let us first discuss concentration effects.
In general, particles dispersed in liquid are separated by
finite distances and mutually affect each other resulting in
disturbed flow path trajectories around particles. This hydrodynamic interaction between particles reduces the settling velocity compared to their Stokes velocity. It is
obvious that hydrodynamic hindrance depends on the
number of particles dispersed in a given volume. In addition, hindrance depends on particle size distribution for
the simple reason that the mean distance between two
particles narrows with decreasing size of the dispersed
phase for a given volume concentration. The retardation
can be quantified by the so-called hindrance function
H(ϕ), defined as the ratio of sedimentation velocity as a
function of the volume concentration v(ϕ) to the Stokes
velocity v of a single particle under otherwise identical
settling conditions. Both (Steinour, 1944) and (Kynch,
1952) introduced the basic idea for the first time to describe sedimentation kinetics for virtually any particle
volume concentration. The hindrance function is frequently used as given in Eq. 8,

H 


v
1   

v0
ηrel

2

(8)

where ϕ is the initial volume concentration of the dispersed phase and ηrel is the relative viscosity of the disper
sion. Numerous empirical, semi-empirical and analytical
models have been proposed since the pioneering work of
Kynch (Fig. 14). The generic approach of Eq. 8 allows
taking into account any apparent viscosity-concentration
relationship η(ϕ) for dispersions, (Quemada, 1977, 1978a,b),
(Bullard et al., 2009), (Brouwers, 2010).
Maude and Whitmore (Maude et al., 1958) proposed a
two-parameter approach (Eq. 9) to describe hindered set-
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Fig. 14 Overview of the hydrodynamic interaction between
particles in dependence of the volume concentration
described by differently proposed hindrance functions.

tling, where β depends on size, shape and Re.
H   1   

ß

(9)

This relationship is very often used for solid micronized particles, and with β = 4.65, it is the well-known
Richardson-Zaki-approach (Richardson et al., 1954). Eq. 9
does not take into account the experimental fact that separation velocities for suspensions go towards zero at volume concentrations of between 0.64–0.72. It also does not
consider polydispersity. Michaels and Bolger (Michaelis
et al., 1962) introduced a three-parameter approach for the
relative viscosity of Eq. 8:

 

ηrel  
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n

(10)

The introduction of maximum packing concentration
ϕmax enables accounting for particle shape and particle
size distribution but not for particle size. Different exponents were proposed. (Quemada, 1977, 1978a,b) set n = 2.
Eq. 10 is also known as the Krieger-Dougherty equation
in the rheology community with a factorized exponent
n = [η]ϕmax, where [η] is the intrinsic viscosity (Krieger et
al., 1959). In the case of deformable particles such as
blood cells or oil droplets, intrinsic viscosity [η] quantifies
the cell or droplet deformability (Dintenfass, 1980).
Fig. 15 shows as an example of the velocity distributions for an aqueous technical latex suspension at different
volume concentrations. It can be seen that with increasing concentration, the distributions are shifted to smaller
velocities. This occurs due to the increasing hindrance.
The distance between the particles is smaller at higher
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concentrations and so the hydrodynamic interactions increase and result in slower settling.
If experimentally determined sedimentation velocity
values are plotted against the volume concentration, the
functional dependence of the hindrance function can be
obtained easily by curve-fitting (Detloff et al., 2007).
Fig. 16 shows the particle sedimentation velocity dependence of monodisperse spherical silica particles on the
volume concentration. The results show that the general
shape of the hindrance function is independent of the particle size. Hindrance diminishes for particle volume concentrations lower than about 0.005. Interestingly, the
exponent of the power law (Eq. 9) increases with decreasing size, and becomes more strongly pronounced in the

Fig. 15 Particle velocity cumulative distribution for an aqueous technical latex suspension (x = 100 nm–170 nm,
density 1230 kg/m3) in dependence of the mass ratio
(AC-L data, RCA = 2325) (Detloff et al., 2012).

Fig. 16 Hindrance function in dependence of the size of monodisperse particles (see symbols) determined by
means of an analytical centrifuge (LUMiFuge). Settling velocities (symbols) v were determined from the
slope of the position of the interphase supernatant/dispersion versus time by Front Tracking. The given exponents were obtained by best-fitted curves (lines)
based on Eq. 9.

lower nanometer size range. In addition to the particle-
particle separation distance, both the immobilized water
at the particle surface as well as the ionic double layer becomes increasingly important for smaller particle sizes
(Salinas-Salas et al., 2007). In other words, the effective
or apparent particle volume is larger than the geometrical
one. On the other hand, it influences also the effective
density of the particle (Hinderliter et al., 2010), (DeLoid et
al., 2013). The hindrance also depends on particle shape.
(He et al., 2010) demonstrated that for iso-volumetric
platelet-like particles having different shapes, the hindrance function also depends on the aspect ratio. A single
functional relationship over the whole concentration range
for spherical particles was found. In contrast, the behavior
of platelet-like-shaped particles show two different functional relationships with regard to volume concentration.
Both slopes and critical onset concentration depend on
the platelet shape aspect ratio.
Furthermore, the polydispersity of the dispersed phase
has to be taken into account with respect to the hindrance
function. The mean particle-particle separation distance
depends on the size distribution of the dispersion. This is
especially important since most applications involve
broad distributions. The idea is supported by rheological
references regarding the relative viscosity of dispersions
made of a mixture of different-sized particles, e.g. (Horn
et al., 2000).
Fig. 17 compares the hindrance of a suspension of
monodisperse silica particles (0.18 μm) in dependence of
the volume concentration (red line and red symbols) and
binary suspensions containing 500-μm particles of increasing ratios (2/1 to 1/2) at the same total volume concentration. Hindrance is most pronounced for the small
particles and decreases with increasing ratio of the large
ones. Correspondingly, the exponent of Eq. 9 decreases. For
a given total volume concentration, again, the hindrance

Fig. 17 Hindrance functions of binary mixtures (ratios as indicated) of differently sized monodisperse particles in
dependence of the total volume concentration. Other
details as Fig. 16.
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for the monodisperse suspension of small particles
(0.18 μm) is greater than for mixtures with the larger
ones. This effect is also shown for the polydisperse technical latex dispersion (Fig. 15). The hindrance function
determined based on different velocity quantiles showed
that the exponent of Eq. 9 amounts to 6.5 and 8.2 for v10
and v90, respectively.
Wall effects: In addition to the hydrodynamic particle-
particle interaction, under real conditions, we also have to
deal with a “bounded” liquid. Stokes’ law did not account
for the influence of cell walls (bounded liquid), where
fluid streamlines are disturbed. Any container will influence the flow pattern around a settling particle causing
increased drag for spheres. This applies to walls as well
as to the top and bottom. In the early part of the last century, (Lorentz, 1907) and (Ladenburg, 1907) analyzed
this phenomenon for single-ball viscometers. A correction
term was added to the friction force taking into account
the ratio of particle size x to the diameter of the circular
cylinder-shaped container multiplied by a k-factor of
2.1044 (rectangular cross-section deviates only slightly).
In the case of a 500 nm particle and a measuring cell of
1 mm optical path, the real settling velocity is about
0.11 % lower compared to Stokes velocity. If the size-
container ratio amounts 1:100, the error is up to about
2 %. Regarding the influence of the bottom, the measurement position (e.g. for CPA) should be 50 particle diameters above the bottom to account for a friction error of
less than 0.6 % (Allen, 1999). As shown recently, cylindrical particles may orient with regard to the wall and settle in narrow cylindrical cells even faster (Lau et al.,
2010).
Reynolds number: It should be further underlined that
Stokes’ law (Eq. 3) was derived assuming the steady lowspeed motion of a rigid spherical particle through a Newtonian liquid. A laminar flow condition is classified by the
dimensionless Reynolds number defined as the characteristic flow speed multiplied by the characteristic flow
length divided by the liquid kinematic viscosity. It reads
(Re = ρl∙v∙x/η = v∙x/κ). The numerator characterizes the
flow, whereas the denominator characterizes the liquid.
Re increases with continuous phase density ρp and size x,
faster sedimentation velocity v and lower liquid viscosity
η. Re should be lower than Re < 0.25 for the application of
Stokes’ law (laminar Stokes regime). This critical Re
would be reached if a particle of 1 μm in size settles in
water at 20°C as fast as 0.25 m/s. In general, the drag coefficient decreases with increasing Re. If Re equals 0.25,
the experimental terminal particle velocity will be about
3.5 % higher than that calculated by Stokes’ law (Allen,
1999). Note that for particle sizing, this number is reduced
by its square root (Eq. 12), and therefore amounts to 1.4 %.
In the case of high-gravity settling (centrifugation), the
weight force and associated flow pattern around moving
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particles depends not only on particle mass and rheological behavior of the liquid but also on RCA, and the Re
numbers may reach values above 0.25 (Stokes regime).
For higher particle velocities (Re > 0.25), laminar flow
ceases and two symmetrical recirculating eddies emerge
near the rear stagnation point. For a Reynolds number at
about Re = 130, these eddies already occupy a space
larger than the particle and finally the flow around the
particle becomes unstable and turbulent. Stokes’ law underestimates the drag coefficient (C D = 24/Re) as the
Reynolds number increases, and the measured real velocity will be larger than that estimated for the Stokes regime. There are numerous papers dealing with extensions
of Stokes’ law for Re numbers up to turbulent flow, e.g.
(Allen, 1999).
Non-Newtonian liquids: Eq. 3 and Eq. 5 hold only for
slow particle movement in a Newtonian liquid. This
means that shear viscosity does not vary with shear rate,
and viscosity is a constant with respect to the time of
shearing, respectively. Particle velocity is inversely proportional to the dynamic viscosity of the continuous
phase and, in the case of analytical centrifugation, it
scales linearly with centrifugal acceleration (Lerche et al.,
2006), (Lerche et al., 2011), (ISO/TR 13097:2013). As far
as that goes, sedimentation is very comparable to a vertical falling ball viscometer. Typical Newtonian liquids are
those containing compounds of low molecular weight, as
sugar in food, or low concentrations of dissolved polymers (e.g. starch, pectin, xanthan). Dynamic viscosities
increase linearly with low solute concentration (Einstein
equation) to become increasingly sloped upwards at
higher concentrations. For Newtonian continuous phases,
this concentration-dependent increase in viscosity can be
taken into account according to Eq. 5.
Fig. 18 displays “normalized” sedimentation velocities
of monodisperse polystyrene particles dispersed in different concentrated sucrose solutions normalized for dynamic viscosity and solution density (Werner, 1966).
Despite the absolute solution viscosities differing by a
factor of 5.4, a master curve is obtained after “normalization” of experimentally determined velocities by Stokes’
law with respect to continuous phase density and dynamic
viscosity, respectively.
Nowadays, research and dispersion formulators are
dealing more and more with rheologically tuned continuous phases that exhibit non-Newtonian or gel-like behavior (Schulz et al., 1991), (Kuentz et al., 2003), (Arabi et al.,
2016). Under such circumstances, dynamic viscosity is
not a constant anymore and has to be described by means
of a shear-stress versus shear-rate relationship (for details
refer to (Macosko, 1994)). The dependence is non-linear
and/or does not have its origin at zero. Another complication is often the time-dependent rheological behavior as a
result of structural changes of the continuous phase due to
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cosities of the PAA solutions of different concentrations
were calculated by Eq. 5 based on experimentally obtained velocities (first-principle approach), densities of the
two phases and particle size. Concentration-dependent
shear thinning behavior was detected with increasing
centrifugal force. To compare the shear thinning behavior
measured by a Couette rheometer and the sedimentation
approach (multi-ball viscometer), the maximal shear rates
created by gravity-driven falling balls (particles) in its
neighborhood were approximated according to (Guyon et
al., 2001) by:
γmax
Fig. 18 Normalized sedimentation velocities of polystyrene
particles (0.03 % m/m, 1.1 μm) in water and solutions
of increasing mass fraction of sucrose up to 28.9 %
(AC-L, ϑ = 4°C, RCA = 580).

shearing. Shear-thinning, the decrease in viscosity with increasing shear rates, is the most common relevant behavior
with respect to sedimentation (Quemada, 1977, 1978a,b).
The question arises as to how the translational frictional
coefficient f (Eq. 5) is influenced? During sedimentation,
particles are driven by gravity fields through a stagnant
liquid creating streamlines and shear rate gradients in the
immediate vicinity of each particle. The qualitative and
quantitative characteristics of this flow field in the neighborhood depend primarily on the velocity of the moving
particle, as well as on the rheological behavior of the continuous phase. In addition, the flow pattern is influenced
by particle shape and orientation of the settling particles.
There are numerous papers dealing theoretically with the
gravity settling of solid particles in rheologically
well-defined continuous phases, e.g. (Deshpande et al.,
2010). But there is no theoretical model to predict structural changes of the continuous phase due to forced particle movement or to deduce an apparent viscosity to be
inserted into Eq. 3 and Eq. 5.
Interestingly, the apparent viscosity can be experimentally determined by monodisperse tracer particles. To this
end, continuous phases of anionic polyacrylamide solutions (PAA, molecular mass 7 million Dalton, charge
density 32 %, Praestol 2540 Ashland) of concentrations
up to mass ratios of 0.1 % were prepared and the apparent
viscosity in dependence of the shear rate was determined
by means of a rheometer (LOW SHEAR 40, Contraves
AG, Switzerland). The apparent viscosity rises with PAA
concentration and, on the other hand, decreases with increasing shear rates (shear thinning behavior). Monodisperse silica tracer particles of about 1 μm in size were
dispersed in these solutions and the settling velocities
(CPA) of primary tracer particles were determined for increasing RCA of 33, 270, 740 and 1900. The apparent vis-

3 v

2 x

(11)

Fig. 19 displays the results of both approaches. There is
a very reasonable coincidence. Higher maximal shear
rates result in a more pronounced shear thinning. Results
can be interpreted in a way that the settling of polydisperse
particles in a polymer solution (e.g. rheological thickener
application) results in a broadening of the velocity distribution compared to Stokes’ law prediction assuming a
shear-rate-independent viscosity (Newtonian liquid).
In-situ visualization and quantification of the movement of tracer particles of known size can also be applied
to study the time-dependent structuring and aging phenomena of polymeric liquids. Using a model polymer
solution system, the sedimentation velocity of monosized
silica particles was measured in continuous phases of increasing pectin concentrations and under different centrifugal forces (Sobisch et al., 2018).
Fig. 20 clearly demonstrates that the settling velocity
of tracer particles slows down by about 2 decades with increasing pectin mass fraction up to 3 % (RCA = 2300).

Fig. 19 Shear-dependent apparent viscosity of PAA solutions
of different concentrations determined traditionally
by a Low Shear 40 rheometer:
and based on Stokes’ law by sedimentation velocity of
monodisperse tracer particles (“falling multi-ball viscometer”):
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The separation behavior of silica particles in pectin solutions (non-Newtonian continuous phases) does not depend
linearly on RCA. In contrast, shear thinning-like behavior
is observed and this behavior becomes more pronounced

Fig. 20

Sedimentation velocity of silica tracer particles in
dependence of the pectin concentration and RCA.
Velocity determination by the slope of interface supernatant/suspension (front) tracking (threshold 10 %
transmission). Data by AC-L, 2-mm cells, ϑ = 20°C,
mass fraction of 1-μm silica particles 5 % (Sobisch et
al., 2018).

with increasing pectin concentration.
To investigate the aging of the pectin solution in situ,
solutions of different pectin concentration, using silica
tracers with a mass fraction of 2 %, were filled into sample vials immediately after preparation, and aged for up to
29 days at 4°C. Vials analyzed for structural changes after
a set aging period (see indications in Fig. 20) were equilibrated at room temperature for about 30 minutes, carefully placed into the analytical centrifuge LUMiSizer, and
then analyzed for any movement of the primary silica
particles. In this way, the process of structure build-up
can be investigated with no distortion by sampling quasi
in-situ. Fig. 21 displays the settling of the tracer particles
for the freshly prepared sample (day 0, top). The red line
represents the first transmission profile, green the last one
taken. As can be seen, the area between transmission profiles for a sedimentation time of 230 minutes (quantifying
clarification) decreases with increasing pectin concentration and aging. Interestingly, pectin solutions of 3 % and
3.5 % exhibit about the same aging alteration after 15
days and 1 day, respectively. No particle movement could
be detected at RCA = 2300 after 29 days (3 %) and 15
days (3.5 %), respectively. This indicates that some kind
of structure building occurred, resulting in a motion decrease of the tracer particles with aging time. The analytical

Fig. 21 Probing pectin gels at different concentrations and aging times by tracking the settling velocity of monodisperse tracer particles (AC-L, RCA = 2300, 230 min., 2-mm cells, ϑ = 20°C). Only the first (red) and
last (green) transmission profiles are displayed.
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approach in this case tracks the particle movement directed by gravity fields, in contrast to particle tracking
methods based on Brownian motion (Schuster et al., 2015)
Fig. 22 summarizes possible relationships between
particle velocity and relative centrifugal/relative centrifugal force acceleration with regard to the rheological behavior of the continuous phase, as well as structural
alterations due to shear stress acting on moving particles.
In accordance with Stokes’ law, the particle velocity is
proportional to the centrifugal acceleration or RCA for a
Newtonian continuous phase (line 1). In contrast, if the
continuous phase exhibits shear thinning (line 2) or shear
thickening (line 3), the particle velocity increases non-
linearly. On the other hand, non-linearity may indicate
“changes” of the particles themselves due to hydrodynamics. Line 2 could be also provoked, e.g. by shear-stress-
induced agglomeration (dilatancy), particle orientation, or
deformation of emulsion droplets reducing the frictional
coefficient. A behavior depicted schematically by line 3
may have its origin in a shear-stress-governed breakdown
of agglomerates or flocs (Lerche et al., 2001). Created
smaller particles settle at a slower rate compared to the
initial size of the particles. The onset of consolidation of
the disperse phase in the course of separation manifests
itself earlier at a higher RCA (RCF) and also results in
lowering the increase of the particles’ settling velocity expected by Eq. 5 (Sobisch et al., 2006), (Usher et al., 2013).
The depicted non-linearity can often be described by a
simple power law. The exponents are greater than one for
shear thinning (line 2) and less than one in the case of
shear thickening (line 3) of the continuous phase. Finally,
line 4 of Fig. 22 demonstrates the effect of a continuous
phase exhibiting a yield point. Particles start to move if
the shear stress created by the particles due to centrifugal

force destroys the polymer structure (Lerche et al., 2003).
It should be underlined that a yield point does not always
imply that particles do not settle (Kuentz et al., 2002).
The fact that the rheological behavior of dispersion can
be probed by sedimentation techniques was successfully
demonstrated by (Kuentz et al., 2003), (Jacob, 2015).
Kynch model: We now depart from the basic approach
of Stokes and focus on moving particles in a bounded quiescent liquid. The law of volume continuity demands that
settling particles displace the same volume of continuous
phase as they occupy. In other words, the volume flux of
particles creates a flux of continuous phase directed in the
opposite direction. In literature, two major physicomathematical models are employed for the formulation of the
governing equations of motion. The whole particle-liquid
dispersion is assumed as a single flowing continuum—the
“mixture” (“diffusion”) model—or, the continuity and
momentum balance are described separately for disperse
phase and continuous phase—the “two-fluid (two-phase)”
model (Ungarish, 1993). It was Kynch who proposed a kinematic theory of sedimentation based on the assumption
that the suspension is a continuum and the sedimentation
process is represented by the continuity equation (mixture
model). The approach is governed by the local volume
concentration of the dispersed phase as a function of
space and time, and by the so-called flux density function
(Kynch, 1952), (Concha et al., 2002). On the other hand,
the approach assumes that the local solid-liquid relative
velocity is a function of the total volume concentration of
the dispersion only. For the first time, this basic framework allows the description of the complete “sedimentation” process, linking free-settling and consolidation by a
unified theory. For details, industrial applications, progress and future work to be performed in this research
field, refer to, e.g. (Fitch, 1983), (Buscall et al., 1987),
(Schaflinger, 1990), (Ungarish, 1993), (Bustos et al.,
1999), (Lerche et al., 2001), (Concha et al., 2002), (Frömer
et al., 2002), (Berres et al., 2008), (Detloff et al., 2008),
(Anestis et al., 2014).

3.2 Extinction-weighted size distribution

Fig. 22 Schematic drawing of particle (separation) velocity in
dependence of the RCA for different classes of dispersions with respect to rheological behavior.

Particle velocity distributions are experimentally measured based on the primary principle with no assumptions
regarding dispersions properties, models or algorithms.
Experimentally determined velocities can be transformed
to a particle size distribution for gravity sedimentation
based on Eq. 3 and for centrifugal sedimentation based on
Eq. 7, respectively (ISO 13317-1:2001), (ISO 133181:2001). The result is the Stokes diameter of a settling
particle, more precisely an equivalent spherical Stokes diameter. If the particle shape is known, such a shape influence may be accounted for by introducing corresponding
shape factors into the basic Stokes’ law. In principle,
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particle size determination is merely a transformation of
the calculated particle velocity distribution data. There is
no change in the distribution pattern or modality. For the
gravitational sedimentation transformation, this is given
by Eq. 12:

x(h, t ) 

h
K  g t

(12)

and for centrifugal techniques by Eq. 13:

x r, t
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 r 
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Remember that the material constant K according to
Eq. 3 depends on the density difference of the disperse
and continuous phase as well as the viscosity of the continuous phase.
The amount of particles for each particle size class—
cumulative distribution values Qext(x) (y-axis)—is calculated based on the determined extinction values at time t
obtained by means of:
Qext  x 

E h, t
E h,end

(14)

As the concentration of each particle class is physically
based on an extinction measurement (Eq. 1), the obtained
size distribution is extinction-weighted and cannot be directly compared with, e.g. intensity-weighted DLS or SLS
or mass-weighted acoustic data, respectively.
In contrast to sedimentation under gravity, in a centrifugal field the initial concentration of dispersion decreases
with increasing radial position r due to a radially outward
higher acceleration acting upon the particles. The dilution

is further elevated by particle motion on radial trajectories (Fig. 23). These so-called effects of radial dilution
have to be taken into account calculating the distribution
density data of velocity or particle size distribution
(y-axis). It was shown that the concentration change of
samples does not differ in the middle of the sample cell,
regardless of whether rectangular or sector-shaped cells
(Fig. 23) are employed (Detloff et al., 2008).
The mass balance
  r, t   r 2  t   m  r   m  rm     rm , 0   rm2

states that the mass in any cross-sectional area is conserved when moving from the radial position rm to r(t)
and is given by:
 r 
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Here, ϕ(r, t) denotes the total concentration of all particles at position r at time t.
The distribution values (y-axis; qext(x)) of the extinction-
weighted particle size distribution in the centrifugal field
are obtained by solving the following integral equation
Eq. 17:
E 
r, t E r, 0  L 
xt ,r

 exp 2  K  x 2  ω 2  t  qext x dx

xmin

This can be done in an analytic way for CTA by:

Fig. 23 Schematic illustration of centrifugal sedimentation with regard to the geometry of the sample cell
shortly after the start of separation; left: sector-shaped AUC cell; right: AC-L rectangular cell.
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and for CPA in a numeric way by:
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3.3 Volume-weighted size distribution

= 1, 2, 3,..., N, j ≤ i, y0,i = 1 and yi,i = yi
It should be noted that in the case of centrifugal separation, in addition to buoyancy, the motion of the particles
is driven by a second body force—the Coriolis force. Coriolis acceleration equals the particle velocity multiplied
by the angular velocity of the rotor. Its direction is perpendicular to the radius (Ungarish, 1993), (Frömer et al.,
2002), (Probstein, 2003). For an estimate let us assume
the centrifugal separation of large and dense cement particles (x = 10 μm, ρp = 3150 kg/m3) dispersed in isopropanol (η = 2.1 mPas). At an RCA = 4000 for a rotor speed of
5250 min–1, computation of the ratio of Coriolis acceleration to centrifugal acceleration amounts to 0.9 %. Hence
the Coriolis force for analytical centrifuges operating up
to the above acceleration range can be neglected even for
rather large and heavy particles.
Finally, we have to consider that the local concentration
of particles at position r not only depends on directed
body forces, as discussed so far, but also on particle diffusion. This becomes especially relevant for nanoparticles, as diffusion coefficients D increase inversely with
particle size. A gravity-governed particle transport creates
concentration gradients in the direction of the acting/
applied gravity ∂ϕ/∂r, which causes a collective particle
transport in the opposite direction of the concentration
gradient by diffusion (Fick’s law). Both transport terms
were combined for the first time for AUC applications by
(Lamm, 1929).
 1 

r r
t

sion does not prevent particle sedimentation. It is broadening the separation created by concentration gradients.
In other words, the mean particle velocity is not changed
but the particle dispersity appears more polydisperse. Diffusion may be expected to be insignificant if the dimensionless Péclet number—relating the advective transport
rate to the diffusive transport rate—is greater than one
(Ungarish, 1993), (Probstein, 2003).
Recently, it was shown that primary sensor signals of
AC-L saved by SEPView software can be imported into
AUC software packages. This will allow users to tap into
the existing AUC knowledge pool (Walter et al., 2015a).

rD     sω 2r 2
  r 


(20)

Eq. 20 describes the change of (particle) concentration
∂ϕ/∂t due to the net transport by diffusion (first term) and
sedimentation (second term) in the bracket. Above equation applies when both transport terms are independent of
particle concentration. For details refer to (Fujita, 1962). It
should be pointed out that even for nanoparticles, diffu-

Extinction-weighted particle size distribution does not
account for the optical properties of the dispersion. Thus,
the different particle classes contributing to the total recorded extinction intensity are not correctly weighted. To
measure the correct amount of particles present in defined
size distribution classes, the differences in the refractive
index between particles and continuous phase, and the
geometrical particle shape have to be accounted for. The
volume-weighted particle size distribution is calculated
by transforming the y-axis of the extinction-weighted size
distribution by Eq. 21:
ΔQext,i
Av,i
ΔQ3,i 
N ΔQext, j
 j 0 Av, j

(21)

Here, A v corresponds to the volume scattering
cross-section which can be obtained by applying the Mie
theory (Mie, 1908), (van de Hulst, 1981). Fig. 24 compares exemplarily the extinction- and volume-weighted
size distribution of polydisperse submicron silica particles. Polydispersity regarding size stays identical between
the extinction- and volume-based results. However, fractions of size classes differ by about 10 %. The Mie correction assumes spherical particles. Therefore, strictly
speaking, the calculated sizes should be called equivalent
spherical particle sizes.
Of added interest is the fact that cuvette liquid centrifugal sedimentation methods are very flexible regarding
different continuous phases (e.g. pH, ionic strength, solutions of different solutes, organic solvents, ionic liquids).
It allows viscosity and density contrasts to be accounted
for, as shown for the velocity in Fig. 18. The median size
x50,3 of the polystyrene particles dispersed in 8 different
continuous phases amounts to x50,3 = 1.081 μm ± 0.012 μm
(Eq. 13 and Eq. 21). The accuracy (trueness, reproducibility) of sedimentation-based particle sizing (separation
principle) is known to be on a very high level. An example is the round robin test (Lamberty et al., 2011), as well
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33.7 % (CPS disk centrifuge, 14 RMs measured), 28.8 %
(LUMiSizer, 14 RMs) and 30.2 % (AUC, 10 RMs). For
comparison, the deviation for DLS (14 RMs) amounts to
80.2 % (Babick et al., 2016a).

3.5 Multi-wavelength particle sizing

Fig. 24 Particle size distribution for polydisperse silica (SiO2,
0.1 μm–1 μm) obtained by LUMiSizer, (RCA ramp,
λ = 470 nm, ϑ = 25°C, ρp = 2200 kg/m3 ρl = 997.3 kg/m3,
η = 0.899 mPa s, RIp = 1.475-0i, RIl = 1.3377-0i); red:
Extinction-weighted; blue: Volume-weighted.

as reports and publications issued by the European Research Project “Nanodefine” (NanoDefine, 2018).

3.4 Number-weighted size distribution
The number-weighted particle size distribution is obtained from the volume-weighted distribution by the
method of moment-notation, as described in (Leschonski
et al., 1974), (ISO 9276-2:2014). It is straightforward if the
volume-weighted particle size distribution is correct and
the particles are spherical. For non-spherical particles, the
conversion situation is more difficult because different
measurement principles derive an equivalent spherical
size depending on the technique used.
This topic is intensively studied by the EU project
“Nanodefine” (www.nanodefine.eu) inasmuch as the EU
definition for the classification of products regarding
“Nanomaterials” is going to be based on counting. The
proposed definition states that a material (product) has to
be classified a nanomaterial if for 50 % or more of particles in the number size distribution, one or more external
dimensions is in the size range of 1 nm–100 nm
(Bergeson et al., 2017). Recently, the performance of 12
different measurement techniques (microscopic, ensembleand separation-based) was investigated regarding tier 1
classification, and compared to an SEM “reference.” Altogether, 15 polydisperse RMs were included in this study.
Number medians ranged from 5 nm to 2016 nm and the
distributions were characterized as monomodal or polymodal for size, and spherical, non-spherical or fractal for
shape, respectively. The use of liquid centrifugal sedimentation techniques was deemed appropriate for the tier
1 classification of nanomaterials. The deviation of median
size values of the RM compared to SEM sizes was about
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Besides wavelength, the extinction coefficient of particles at visible light depends on size and optical properties
(refractive index difference with respect to the continuous
phase, particle shape) at a given wavelength. If the complex refractive index is known, the scatter and absorption
of light by spherical particles of different sizes can be
taken into account by the Mie theory (Mie, 1908), (van de
Hulst, 1981). Problems arise if the particle size or optical
properties are not available.
The extinction values of dispersion depend on the
wavelength. The ratio obtained at different wavelengths
should provide information of the particle size. The Mie
calculation shows that in general, for particles of submicron size, ENIR /EVIS is less than one, with the ratio depending on the particle size. The new LUMiReader® and
LUMiSizer® models are equipped with multi-wavelength
functionality, enabling the capture of extinction profiles
across the entire sample height by multiple wavelengths
de facto simultaneously. A decrease in the extinction ratio
over time indicates, e.g. destabilization due to flocculation
(Detloff et al., 2011). Note that particle size does not have
to be determined directly.
Another way to circumvent the necessity of quantitative
optical models consists in determining extinction-based
particle size distributions at different wavelengths—as
already proposed by (Weichert, 1981). The basic idea
behind it is as follows. The wavelength dependency of
turbidity for defined particle sizes is approximately equivalent to the size dependency of turbidity at fixed wavelengths. Hence, the multi-wavelength detection itself
yields the required optical model. Extinction-weighted
size distributions can be transferred into a volume-
weighted distribution with no assumption regarding material parameter and particle shape. It relies on the
assumptions that a) the extinction coefficient of a particle
is a function of the dimensionless size x/λ, and b) extinction-
weighted size distributions of different wavelengths give
the same volume-weighted distribution (to be published).
Fig. 25 shows the results for colloidal Al 2O3 particles
obtained by the developed multi-wavelength LUMiSizer.
(Babick et al., 2016b). The result of a cumulative weighted
size distribution shows good conformity between the
classic Mie approach and the newly developed analysis algorithm based on extinction-weighted distributions obtained by multi-wavelength experiments. Work is currently
in progress to answer questions regarding detection limits
for very fine and coarse particles on wavelength, and
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Fig. 25 Comparison of a cumulative volume-weighted size
distribution of polydisperse colloidal Al2O3 determined by classic analysis (Mie approach, AC at
455 nm wavelength) and new Multi-Wavelength Particle Size Analysis obtained by an MW-LUMiSizer operating at 410 nm, 455 nm and 470 nm. In comparison,
the results given are obtained by the DLS technique.

smoothing signal noise to derive high-quality optical
models.

4. Beyond particle sizing
4.1 Hydrodynamic particle density
Density is an important material parameter. Its determination is a routine task for liquids and solids, but a
challenge for nano- and microparticles such as biological
cells, brushed, porous or hydrocolloid particles, core shell
particles, particles stabilized by Pickering emulsification,
droplets or fractals dispersed in a liquid. It is an important
parameter for particle size determination based on sedimentation techniques by gravity or analytical centrifugation (ISO 13317-1:2001), (ISO 13318-1:2001), field flow
fractionation (Kirkland et al., 1983) or acoustic techniques
(Horváth-Szabó et al., 1996), (ISO 20998-1:2006). In addition, there are also many other application fields where
density matters. Stabilization of dispersion is achieved by
density matching (e.g. liquid food products (McClements,
2004)), optimization of solid-liquid separation, e.g. recycling, mining (Callahan, 1987), or to characterize the purity or composition of structured particles (e.g. internal
phase of double emulsions, homogeneity of “hollow” particles or core/shell particles (Kirsch et al., 1999). Nowadays, there is an increasing interest in the particle density
to enable estimation of the mass transfer of nanoparticles
atop cell layers by sedimentation to calculate doses for
in-vitro nanotoxicity assessment (Kato et al., 2009), (Hinderliter et al., 2010), (DeLoid et al., 2013).
Sedimentation techniques allow determining the den-

sity of dispersed particles in situ. The particle density can
be calculated from experimentally determined velocities
based on Stokes’ law (Eq. 3), if the shape and particle size
are known. But in most cases, especially for nanoparticles
and surface-decorated particles, both material parameters
are not available. In such cases, two different sedimentation
approaches may be applied (Lerche, 2011), (Woehlecke et
al., 2012). The first one—“isopycnic velocity interpolation
approach” principally dates back to Archimedes of Syracuse (3rd century BC). The Archimedean principle or
buoyancy principle states that a body or a particle stays
suspended in a liquid if the densities of liquid and particle
match. It sinks if the particle density is higher and it
floats/creams, if the particle density is lower. There are
different liquids and solutions available that allow for the
density measurements of particles having a density from
about 800 kg/m3 to above 3000 kg/m3. The measuring
task simply consists of detecting the direction of particle
migration in a series of liquids with appropriate densities—lower and higher as the expected particle density—
and to interpolate the liquid density for zero migration
velocity (ISO 18747-1:2018). This technique determines
the buoyant density defined as the ratio of particle mass to
particle volume including filled or closed pores as well as
adjacent layers of liquid or other coating materials. Sedimentation methods are very attractive for detecting the
direction of particle migration (sedimentation or creaming
/flotation).
Fig. 26 displays as an example of the experimental data
for RMs (PMMA) of different size supplied by the company Dr. Lerche KG, Berlin, Germany. The obtained particle velocities were multiplied by the corresponding
continuous phase viscosity to normalize viscosity effects
(Lerche et al., to be published). The density of the particles

Fig. 26 Gravity sedimentation velocity of monodisperse
PMMA particles of different size in dependence of
the density of the continuous phase (polytungstate
solutions of different concentration, particle mass
fraction 0.2 % to 0.8 %, ϑ = 30°C, LUMiReader PSA,
λ = 870 nm, 10-mm PC cells).
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then equals the liquid density corresponding to the zero
number of the y-axis (dashed lines in Fig. 26) and the
mean value of particle density amounts to 1201.5 kg/m3.
The density of the four particle size classes differs by
only less than 0.1 %. This is to be expected, as size and
shape do not enter into the equations of gravity and buoyancy forces. Therefore, reasonable agglomeration or flocculation during the experiment does not influence the
density determination. The method is also robust for the
chosen particle volume concentration over a wide range.
On the other hand, accuracy depends on trueness of velocity determination, distance of interpolation points and
precision of liquid density and viscosity data. Because of
this, temperature changes during the experiment have to
be avoided. Furthermore, the particles should not swell or
shrink in the test solutions.
The second density determination approach—“multivelocity approach”—is based on measurement of the
mean sedimentation velocity or sedimentation velocity
distribution of the particles in gravitational or centrifugal
fields. It can be applied both for particles exhibiting sedimentation or flotation/creaming. This approach is already
known from AUC (McCormick, 1964), (Mächtle, 1984).
A draft ISO standard is currently available (ISO/DIS
18747-2, 2018). According to Stokes’ law (Eq. 3, Eq. 5),
the velocity v for a given particle size depends on liquid ρl
and particle density ρp, respectively, and on liquid viscosity η. The multi-velocity approach is based on the velocity
determination of particles dispersed in two different liquids having a different density. Based on Stokes’ law applied to sedimentation in both dispersions, we get:
ρp 

v1  η1  ρl,2  v2  η2  ρl,1
v1  η1  v2  η2

(22)

where indices 1 and 2 correspond to the two different liquids.
Fig. 27 displays the cumulative velocity distribution of
1.1-μm spherical polystyrene particles. Particles from the
same batch were dispersed at (mass fraction 0.03 % m/m)
in continuous phases of different densities (water and
solutions of different sucrose concentrations). At higher
sucrose concentration, the particles float (negative velocity) as the density of the corresponding sucrose solution is
higher than the particle density. For each possible combination of different continuous phases, the particle density
was calculated according to Eq. 22 (Woehlecke et al.,
2012). The mean density value amounts to 1053 kg/m3
(standard deviation 0.4 %) based on all 9 liquid combinations. This value corresponds well to the known density
of polystyrene (1055 kg/m3). Often, normal water H2O
and D2O are chosen as the continuous phase.
Fig. 28 displays exemplarily a cumulative velocity distribution of oil droplets dispersed in the two kinds of water. As the density difference is higher in the case of D2O,
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Fig. 27 Velocity distributions of monodisperse polystyrene
particles dispersed in water and 5 different concentrations of sucrose solutions (sucrose/water mass fraction: 4.1 % to 28.9 %) measured by AC-L (RCA = 480,
ϑ = 4°C, 2-mm PC cells, ROI 0.5 mm width at 20 mm
(sedimentation), and 2 mm and 5 mm (creaming)
above bottom.

Fig. 28 Cumulative creaming droplet velocity of a rapeseed
oil emulsion prepared in H2O (ρ = 997 kg/m3, left red
line) and in D2O (ρ = 1103 kg/m3, right blue line).
(AC-L, RCA = 2325, ϑ = 25°C, 2-mm PC cells).

the velocity distribution is shifted to the right. Based on
the harmonic mean velocities of 26.72 μm/s and
53.64 μm/s, respectively, the density of rapeseed oil was
calculated to amount to 923.6 kg/m3. It differs only by
0.5 % from 918.5 kg/m3 of the oil/emulsifier phase used to
make the O/W emulsion. It should be mentioned that Eq.
22 can be applied to each percentile of the velocity distribution. Neglecting experimental uncertainties, the measured densities will be the same as long as all particles are
of the same material or composition. On the other hand,
the density differences for percentiles indicate that fast
and slow particles have different densities and therefore
differ in their composition. It has been shown that a destabilization by Ostwald ripening of density-matched
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emulsions leads to a density distribution of emulsion
droplets (Sobisch et al., 2009). The density increase of
slow (small) particles is due to the increase of the weighting agent concentration and vice versa for the faster
(larger) particles. The described approach can also be employed for quality control of the homogeneity of “hollow”
particles or core/shell particles, as well as for determining
the internal phase of double emulsions. The multi-velocity
approach relies metrologically on reliable determination
of the particle velocity or velocity distribution. The
smaller the difference in densities between the two continuous phases, the more accurately the particle velocity
has to be determined. The chemical composition/density
distribution of the particles themselves does not matter.
Here too, the state of particles/dispersion should not
change, e.g. the particles should neither swell nor shrink
in the continuous phases, nor agglomerate or flocculate.
Determination of the velocity distribution is preferably
made at low volume concentrations.
A similar approach for line start sedimentation was
published by (Kamiti et al., 2012), (Neumann et al., 2013).
In contrast to the homogeneous sedimentation approach,
it does not operate at constant continuous phase viscosity
due to the built-up density gradient, and the density evaluation is more complex. Furthermore, the decane layer on
top of the spinning liquid has to be taken into account.

(similar to manipulating particles in an inhomogeneous
electrical field, dielectrophoresis (Pethig, 2017). In addition to gravity or centrifugal forces, the particles are additionally accelerated by the magnetic field and the
terminal velocity depends on the directions of the corresponding force vectors (Wilhelm et al., 2002). As proposed by (Lerche et al., 2008), analytical centrifugation
(e.g. of LUMiFuge / LUMiSizer-type) or earth-gravity-
based separation analysis (e.g. LUMiReader) can be
adapted with permanent magnets of field directions parallel or orthogonal regarding the gravity field (Fig. 29a and
Fig. 29b). The strength of the magnetic field can be varied
by the type of magnet and distance to the sample cell.
The first example of a “sedimentation-based technique”
to analyze magnetic particles (Mykhaylyk et al., 2015) revolves around the analysis of magnetic lipoplexes formulated by different MNPs combined with liposomal
enhancers for gene delivery to human corneal endothelium (Czugala et al., 2016). Complexes were assembled at
a pDNA concentration of 10 μg/mL by 3 different MNPs
but different Fe-to-pDNA w/w ratios (Tab. at Fig. 30b).
The size of magnetic objects was in the range of
0.83 μm to 1.1 μm. To confirm proper complexing and

4.2 Characterization of magnetic particles
Magnetic micro- and nanoparticles have increasingly
wide applications in information technology, magnetic
fluids, selective separation, and nanomedicine (Holschuh
et al., 2014), (Anker et al., 2017). There are differently designed particles. Magnetic particles may be prepared by
coating, i.e. uniform-sized core particles covered by a
layer consisting of dispersed magnetite in a non-magnetic
material (e.g. polystyrene). The magnetite content of these
objects represents 10 % to 20 % and they are paramagnetic. Nanoparticles can also be built starting with a magnetite core of a few nanometers with a surrounding
“isolating” non-magnetic layer of, e.g. silica carrying
mostly polymers or macromolecules for functionalization.
These particles are often supermagnetic. The magnetic
behavior of these particles is very complex. Their susceptibility (responsiveness) and magnetization has to be analyzed during particle design, optimization of application
and quality control of the production process (Wilhelm et
al., 2002), (Mykhaylyk et al., 2008), (Eichholz et al.,
2014).
As previously described, STEP-Technology® provides
particle velocity as a primary experimental result. If an
inhomogeneous magnetic field acts on magnetic particles,
they start to move in the direction of the higher magnetic
field strength in dependence of its magnetic properties

Fig. 29 Schematic drawing of vertical/radial (a) and orthogonal (b) magnet (M) arrangements (black arrow) with
regard to earth gravity/centrifugal field (green arrow)
and sample cell. Photo (c) shows the adapter to build
an orthogonally directed magnet field and the sample
cell with a formed bridge of magnet particles between
magnets before centrifugation.
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stability of these magnetic gene carriers, the magnetophoretic velocity was determined based on changes of spaceand time-resolved extinction profiles both under gravity
and superposed magnetic fields. The extinction profiles
were registered along the vertical axis of the sample cell
with a customized LUMiReader® device equipped with 2
disk Neodymium-iron-boron magnets positioned underneath an optical cell (Fig. 30a, right). This resulted in a
magnetic flux density and gradient averaged over the vertical sample height of 0.16 T and 33.5 T/m, respectively.
The magnetophoretic velocity ν (Fig. 30b, right) was calculated based on an integral normalized extinction at
410 nm wavelength, E/E0, versus time t (Fig. 30b, left).

No sedimentation of the magnetic carriers was detected
within 1500 s with no magnetic field application (horizontal lines at about 1.0 in Fig. 30b, left). With the magnetic
field, a significant decline of the integral extinction (clarification) was observed indicating a decrease of magnetic
particle concentration (magnetophoresis) depending on
the type of lipoplexes (different MNPs and the amount
per complex, Tab. of Fig. 30b). The calculated cumulative
distribution of effective magnetophoretic velocity is
shown in Fig. 30b, right). For details refer to (Mykhaylyk
et al., 2015) and (Czugala et al., 2016).
Determination of magnetophoretic velocity by STEP-
Technology® as a tool to characterize assembled objects

Fig. 30 Principle of the determination of magnetophoretic velocity of different MNPs (Tab. (b)) by STEP-
Technology® (customized LUMiReader, LUM GmbH, Berlin) (a, left). The magnetic field is applied
from the bottom (a, right) parallel to the gravity field. The cumulative distribution of magnetophoretic
velocity vmag (b, bottom right) is determined based on the kinetics of the integral extinction profiles (b,
bottom left) calculated between 2.3 mm and 7.3 mm (ROI) as indicated not greyed out in (a, left) (adopted from (Czugala et al., 2016)).
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Fig. 31 Magnetophoretic velocities (orthogonal magnetic field
with regard to earth gravity, Fig. 29b) of different
MNPs and magnetic objects. (a) assemblies of MNPs;
(b) micro particles; (c) siRNA-MNP; (d) pDNA-MNP;
(e) virus-MNP; (f) micro bubbles; (g) labeled cells
(Plank C. et al., 2011).

and determination of magnetic responsiveness can be applied to very different magnetic objects as depicted in
Fig. 31. Magnetic fields cause magnetophoresis and
change particle velocity compared to a gravity field. Mean
magnetophoretic velocities amount to some tens of μm/s
up to over 100 μm/s.
For the sake of completeness, besides magnetophoretic
velocity distributions under gravity, analytical centrifugation can be employed to quantify the magnetization and
magnetic forces between magnetic particles using magnetic fields directed orthogonally to the centrifugal field
(Fig. 29b). The magnetic flux density (field strength) of
different holders may vary up to 0.5 T in the middle of the
sample cell and increases in the direction of the magnet
surfaces. Holders are placed on the horizontal centrifuge
rotor (Fig. 2). Due to the applied magnetic field, magnetic
particles migrate in the direction of increasing magnetic
strength and finally form a “bridge” between the magnets
(Fig. 29c). If the “bridge” is exposed to an increasing centrifugal force, it slides down and starts to deform under
the applied load like a two-end fixed rubber strap. Finally,
at a critical centrifugal force, the magnetic interaction
forces between particles are overcome and the “bridge”
breaks (Lerche et al., 2008), (Eichholz et al., 2014).

5. Concluding remarks
In this review we discussed the in-situ visualization
and quantification of particle movement in suspensions
and emulsions using an advanced sedimentation measuring technique. STEP-Technology® can be applied for settling or creaming both at earth gravity or elevated
centrifugal gravity, covering particle sizes from a few nm

up to 100 μm. Although when talking about sedimentation measurement, first of all particle size comes to mind,
it was demonstrated that the particle velocity distribution
itself is a very powerful particle characteristic obtained
based on a first-principle method. The influence of particle shape, particle concentration, rheological behavior of
continuous phase on sedimentation or separation processes can be studied. Velocity can be analyzed in terms
of particle size distribution in a straightforward manner
and stands out with regard to sensitivity and accuracy.
Advanced sedimentation measuring techniques can also
be employed for additional particle characteristics such as
the in-situ determination of density of dispersed particles
in suspensions and emulsions or the magnetophoretic velocity (responsiveness) of MNPs and other magnetic objects.
Due to restricted space, we had to omit particle surface
characterization which is gaining increasing attention in
nanoparticle technology with respect to dispersion, polar-
polar and hydrogen bond interaction (Hansen Dispersibility
Parameters). This information is closely related to the dispersibility of particles in different liquids (Hansen et al.,
2008), (Lerche et al., 2015), (Süß et al., 2018). Classification of stable and flocculated/agglomerated dispersed
phases is another interesting application of the in-situ visualization of separation phenomena by analytical photocentrifugation (Lerche et al., 2007), (Paciejewska, 2011),
(Bharti et al., 2011), (Lerche et al., 2014). The latter is applicable, in contrast to the Zeta potential, also for electrokinetically soft particles (Oshima, 2012) and does not
need any dilution.
What could be the next steps in cuvette-based analytical photocentrifugation? It would be beneficial to increase
the rotor speed to reduce the measurement time and to increase the pressure load for consolidation and filtration
experiments (Loginov et al., 2017b). Higher flexibility with
respect to the multi-wavelength approach would broaden
application fields and allow 2-dimensional particle characterization. The determination of the volume-based particle size with no reference to particle shape and complex
refractive index is also of great interest. From a theoretical point of view, a unified sedimentation theory based on
the Kynch and Lamm approach is a very challenging goal.
Finally, I would like to underline that this review would
not have been possible without the permanent communication, discussion and exchange of opinions with the academic and industrial communities, which has lasted now
for about 25 years. Joint work in standardization organizations, especially WG 2 “Sedimentation, classification”
of ISO TC24/SC4 has sharpened the understanding of the
discussed matter.
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Nomenclature
AC-L analytical photocentrifuge LUMiSizer ®
Al2O3 aluminum oxide
AUC

analytical ultracentrifuge

CA

centrifugal acceleration

CPA

constant position approach

CTA

constant time approach

F

Froude number

G

separation number

GS-L gravity sedimentometer LUMiReader®
D2O

heavy water

DLS

dynamic light scattering

H 2O

water

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

SiO2

silica, silicon dioxide

SLS

static light scattering

TC

technical committee

VIS

visible light

WG

working group

a

acceleration (m/s²)

AV

volumetric scattering cross-section (1/m)

B

magnetic flux density (T)

CD

drag coefficient

D

diffusion coefficient (m 2/s)

E

extinction

f

translational frictional coefficient

g

acceleration due to gravity (m/s²)

h

sedimentation distance (mm)

H

hindrance function

i

index

j

index

k

coverage factor of uncertainty equation

K

factor for material data in Stokes equation

L

optical path length (m)

m

mass (kg)

n

rotational speed (RPM)

N

end of index

q3(x)

volume-weighted particle size distribution density

Q3(x)

cumulative volume-weighted particle size distribution

Qext(x) cumulative extinction-weighted particle size distribution

MNP magnetic nanoparticle

Q(v)

cumulative velocity distribution (%)

NIR

near infrared

ΔQ

increment of cumulative distribution

O/W

oil/water

r

position, distance from rotation center (mm)

PA

polyamide

rm

meniscus position, filling height (mm)

PC

polycarbonate

ro

outer position, position of cell bottom (mm)

rp

position of the particle, distance of particle from rotation center (mm)

Re

Reynolds number

RIl

fluid complex refractive index

RIp

particle complex refractive index

p

particle position (mm)

s

sedimentation coefficient (s = 10 –13 s)

t

time (s)

Δt

time interval between transmission profiles (s)

pDNA plasmid-deoxyribonucleic acid
PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate)
PTA

particle tracking analysis

RCA

relative centrifugal acceleration

Re

Reynolds number

RM

reference material

ROI

region of interest

SC

subcommittee

SEM

scanning electron microscope
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T

transmission (%)

ΔT

change in transmission (%)

v

velocity (μm/s)

x

particle size (nm)

y

coefficient

η

viscosity (mPa s)

ηrel

relative dispersions viscosity

ϑ

temperature (°C)

λ

wavelength (nm)

κ

kinematic viscosity (m²/s)

ρl

liquid density (kg m-3)

ρp

particle density (kg m-3)

ϕ

concentration (cm3/cm3, %)

Δϕ

change in concentration (cm3/cm3, %)

ω

angular speed (rad/s)
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Abstract
The stability of particle suspensions, which is important in numerous industrial processes, is generally dominated
by the interaction forces between the suspended particles. Understanding the interaction forces between surfaces
in liquids is therefore fundamentally important in order to evaluate and control how particulates, including fluid
droplets in emulsions and air bubbles in foams, behave in various systems. The invention of the surface force
apparatus (SFA) enabled the direct measurement of interaction forces in liquids with molecular level resolution
and it has led to remarkable progress in understanding surface forces in detail. Following the SFA, the application
of atomic force microscopy (AFM) to force measurement has further extended the possibility of force
measurements to a broad field of research, mainly due to the range of materials that can be employed. This review
provides an overview of developments in the investigation of interaction forces between surfaces using AFM. The
properties of various interaction forces, important in particle technology, revealed by the studies using AFM are
described in detail.
Keywords: atomic force microscopy, interaction force, direct measurement, liquid phase, suspension stability

1. Introduction
As suspensions of particles play a role in numerous industrial processes, evaluating and controlling particle behavior in various processes is of utmost importance. Rapid
developments in nanotechnology over recent years have
led to the adaptation of these industrial processes to handle nanosized materials, including nanoparticles, in order
to take advantage of their specific functions. Because
such nanomaterials are often handled in liquids as colloidal dispersions, it has become significantly important to
control the properties of nanoparticle suspensions properly and precisely, including their stability, sedimentation
and rheology.
The stability of particle suspensions is generally dominated by the interaction forces between the surfaces of
two opposing particles in suspension, which depend intricately on the properties of the liquid, the surfaces, solutes,
and so on. Understanding of the interaction forces in liquids is therefore fundamental in many fields of science
†
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and engineering in order to evaluate and control how particulate matters (including two phase fluids such as emulsions and foams) behave in various systems.
The theoretical basis for analyzing surface forces between charged particles in aqueous solutions was provided
by Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory
in the 1940s (Derjaguin and Landau, 1941; Verwey and
Overbeek, 1948), and is still used widely today. However,
the detailed experimental analysis of surface forces had
been impossible until the invention of the surface force
apparatus (SFA) in the late 1960s. The SFA enabled the direct measurement of interaction forces both in air (Tabor
and Winterton, 1968) and in liquid (Israelachvili and Tabor,
1972) with molecular level resolution, which led to remarkable progress in understanding surface forces in detail.
Following the SFA, the application of atomic force microscopy (AFM) to force measurement further extended
the possibility of force measurements to new fields of
research. AFM was invented as a new form of scanning
probe microscope in 1986 (Binnig et al., 1986). Since its
invention, the AFM has become a powerful tool in a wide
range of research areas in science and engineering, including powder technology, as a technique to explore surface structures and properties. In addition to surface
imaging, the introduction of the colloid probe technique
(Butt, 1991; Ducker et al., 1991) enabled force measurements performed using the AFM to be compared to those

Copyright © 2019 The Authors. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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performed with the SFA. In the colloid probe technique, a
spherical particle is attached to the end of a probe tip and
the force is measured between this particle and a flat surface, allowing quantitative evaluation of forces between
macroscopic surfaces. This technique can utilize a much
wider variety of materials than SFA and has therefore
found applications in a wider variety of systems.
In this article, we review the development of investigating the interaction forces between surfaces, mainly focusing on studies using AFM. An overview of the various
interaction forces important in particle technology is provided, as well as the principles of AFM and force measurements.

typically in the diameter range of 2–40 μm is attached to
the probe with epoxy glue or hot-melt epoxy resin, using
a micropositioning device such as a micromanipulator
whilst observing with an optical microscope or a CCD
camera. During scanning, the probe-substrate interaction
force is determined from the vertical deflection of the
probe cantilever. Fig. 3(a) shows a schematic representation of typical deflection versus piezo translation data one
can obtain by a force measurement between surfaces in
an aqueous solution. In most commercial AFMs, approaching the probe to the flat substrate, bringing the surfaces into contact and retracting the probe from the

2. Principle of AFM and force measurement
The basic composition of an AFM instrument is illustrated in Fig. 1. The probe has a very sharp tip (the typical radius of commercial tips is 2–20 nm) attached to the
end of a microfabricated cantilever, usually made either
of Si or Si3N4. Scanning of the probe over the sample surface is carried out with the piezoelectric scanner, which
expands or shrinks in response to applied voltages. A laser
beam reflected from the back of the cantilever is detected
with a four-segment photodiode detector. From the location
of the incident beam at the detector, vertical deflections
and lateral distortions of the cantilever can be evaluated.
The controller evaluates the signals from the photodetector to adjust the z-displacement of the piezo scanner, i.e.
moves the sample or the probe upward and downward, to
keep the feedback control parameter constant. The mapping of the resulting z-piezo movements in the x and y
dimensions provides the various images of the sample
surface. By using a fluid cell, operation in liquid phase is
possible.
In order to apply the AFM to force measurements, the
probe or the sample substrate is moved vertically (z-
direction) to alter the distance between the probe and the
surface. For the colloid probe (Fig. 2), a spherical particle

Fig. 1
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Schematic drawing of the atomic force microscope.

Fig. 2

Scanning electron microscope image of a colloid probe.

Fig. 3

Typical force data by AFM measurements. (a) The raw
data and (b) the force-separation distance curve converted from (a).
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substrate constitutes one measurement cycle. A positive
deflection (force) value usually indicates a repulsive force.
During the measurement, the deflection of the cantilever
is recorded by the photodetector output voltage as a function of the relative displacement of the sample or the
probe. In the case of the force in Fig. 3(a), an attractive
force between the surfaces is detected. When the surfaces
are in firm contact, the change in cantilever deflection
equals the change in displacement as indicated by a linear
region often called the “constant compliance region.”
Unlike the SFA, the AFM usually contains no device or
system to directly measure the separation distance between the interacting surfaces. Therefore, the force versus
distance relationship has to be calculated from the photodiode voltage vs. piezo displacement curve, which is obtained directly from the AFM (Ducker et al., 1991). The
cantilever deflection is calculated by dividing the photodiode voltage by the slope of the constant compliance region. By setting the separation distance to zero at the
constant compliance region, the separation distance at
each point of the data is simply calculated by adding the
cantilever deflection to the piezo displacement at each
point. Then, the force-distance relationship can be obtained by multiplying the cantilever deflection with the
spring constant of the cantilever k as shown in Fig. 3(b).
When a colloid probe is used, the obtained force values
are commonly divided by the particle radius R, because
this value can be shown to be proportional to the interaction energy per unit area between parallel planes by the
Derjaguin approximation.
If the attraction is a strong function of separation, the
surfaces often “jump-in” to contact, due to the instability
of the cantilever, which is denoted by point A and A’ in
Fig. 3. This occurs when the slope of the interaction force
along the separation distance exceeds the spring constant
of the cantilever. As the surfaces are separated, an adhesion force may be seen between the surfaces. In this case,
the cantilever usually undergoes a jump-out to zero interaction force, which is marked by point B in the figure.
This is the reverse effect of the jump-in.
It should be noted that an accurate zero distance cannot
be guaranteed by this method, although it is the dominant
means used to determine the separation distance in AFM
measurements. In particular, if there is an adsorbed layer
of any kind of molecules on the surfaces and if the molecules are not excluded when the surfaces are brought into
contact, a certain offset of the distance should be expected. Therefore, the distance obtained with this method
should be regarded as the relative distance from the point
of closest approach in the AFM force measurements and
this should be kept in mind when precise distances between the surfaces need to be considered. Additionally,
most surfaces have some degree of roughness and this
complicates both the definition of zero separation and the

practical determination of zero separation in a force measurement. (Parsons et al., 2014)

3. Force measurements in liquid phase
3.1 DLVO force
As mentioned in the Introduction, the DLVO theory
provides the theoretical basis for the surface forces between charged particles in aqueous solutions. In the
DLVO theory, the total interaction force between two like
particles is assumed simply to be the sum of the van der
Waals attraction and an electrostatic double-layer repulsion. Force measurements with the SFA and the AFM
were validated by the fact that the measurements between
charged surfaces in aqueous electrolyte solutions were in
broad agreement with the DLVO theory (Fig. 4). This in
turn confirmed that DLVO theory describes real interaction forces quite accurately.
Since a variety of materials can be used for AFM force
measurements, DLVO forces have been measured between many types of surfaces using AFM. The metals
and their compounds that have been used include gold
(Biggs et al., 1994), alumina (Larson et al., 1997), titania
(Larson et al., 1995), zirconia (Biggs, 1995), zinc and lead
sulphide (Toikka et al., 1997), iron oxide (Sander et al.,
2004), tungsten (Andersson and Bergstrom, 2002) and
cobalt (Andersson and Bergstrom, 2002). The forces between polymer particles have also been measured using
polystyrene (Li et al., 1993), poly(etheretherketone)
(Weidenhammer and Jacobasch, 1996) and Tef lon

Fig. 4

Forces between carboxyl latex particles in aqueous KCl
solutions at pH4. The solid lines represent the theoretical data calculated from DLVO theory. Adopted with
permission from Montes et al., 2017. Copyright (2017)
John Wiley and Sons.
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(Drechsler et al., 2004). Not only the forces between identical surfaces, but those between different surfaces have
also been analyzed (Larson et al., 1997; Toikka et al.,
1997).
It is fundamentally important that the surfaces used in
the measurement of interaction forces accurately represent the system of interest. Typically flat surfaces and
spheres with an extremely low level of roughness are required in order to be able to interpret the data with confidence. In practice, however, this is not easily achieved as
many materials are not available in such forms. In recent
years, Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) (George, 2010)
has been applied to silicon and silica substrates to access
a range of materials that are not available in a form suitable for surface force studies. This process involves a
two-step gas phase chemical reaction that results in the
production of a single conformal monolayer of material
being grown on the surface during each cycle. By repeating the cycle a given number of times, a surface of controlled thickness can be grown on a substrate. The process
can be performed with little or no increase in surface
roughness, if the appropriate material and growth conditions are used (Walsh et al., 2012a). To date ALD films of
alumina (Teh et al., 2010), titania (Walsh et al., 2012b),
and hafnia (Eom et al., 2015) have successfully been used
as substrates for force measurements.
In non-aqueous solvents, electrostatic double-layer
forces are present when the dielectric constant is sufficiently high to allow the dissociation of surface groups
which gives rise to a surface charge. The existence of
double-layer forces have been confirmed practically in
propylene carbonate (Christenson and Horn, 1983) and
alcohol-water mixtures (Kanda et al., 1998). In apolar
media such as hydrocarbons, the electrostatic forces can
also be present when certain surfactants are added. The
surfactants form reverse micelles in apolar solvents and
dissolve free ions in the liquid and charge the surfaces at
the same time. McNamee et al. (2004) measured the force
between two silica surfaces in n-dodecane with the anionic surfactant AOT (bis(2-ethylhexyl)-sulfosuccinate)
and observed electrostatic forces.

usually deviate from the theory. This is because the DLVO
theory assumes the liquid medium is a continuum, whereas
the confined liquid can no longer be regarded as a continuum and the physical properties and the granularity of the
liquid molecules are manifest at these small distances.
Between charged surfaces in aqueous electrolyte solutions, particularly at high concentrations, monotonically
repulsive forces with the range of about 1–5 nm are typically measured instead of the predicted van der Waals attraction, as indicted in Fig. 4. The repulsive force, called
hydration force (Pashley, 1981), can be attributed to the
energy required to remove water of hydration from surface functional groups (primary hydration) and hydrated
ions from surfaces (secondary hydration) when they are
brought into contact. The repulsive force can be empirically fitted with an exponential function, and its decay
length is typically in the range of 0.6–1.1 nm for 1:1 electrolyte. Israelachvili and Pashley using the SFA found that
the hydration force is not always monotonically repulsive
but exhibits oscillations at separations below about 1.5 nm
when the surfaces are molecularly smooth, like mica, and
the salt concentration is low (Israelachvili and Pashley,
1983). In this case, the mean periodicity of the oscillatory
force was found to be approximately equal to the diameter
of a water molecule.
Hydration forces are inevitably influenced by the species of solute molecules. In experiments using SFA, the
range of force between mica increased following the hydration enthalpy of the cations, in the order of Li+ ~ Na+ >
Cs+ (Pashley, 1981). This tendency was also confirmed
with AFM (Higashitani and Ishimura, 1997) as shown in
Fig. 5. On the other hand the addition of alcohol removes
the hydration repulsion (Yoon and Vivek, 1998), which is
likely due to the adsorption of alcohol molecules displacing
the first layer of water on the hydroxylated silica surfaces.

3.2 Hydration and solvation force
Developments in direct force measurements with the
SFA and the AFM have not only provided an experimental basis for the DLVO paradigm, but have extended our
understanding of the forces to those that lie outside of the
DLVO paradigm. These are often called non-DLVO forces.
The hydration force is one of the most important nonDLVO forces. Although the force curves between charged
surfaces in aqueous solutions measured with SFA and
AFM fit well to the DLVO theory at surface separations
down to several nanometers, the forces at shorter range
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Fig. 5

Forces measured between an AFM tip and a mica surface in 1 M electrolyte solutions of monovalent cations.
Reprinted with permission from Higashitani and
Ishimura, 1997. Copyright (1997) The Society of
Chemical Engineers, Japan.
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Although the hydration force is a very short-ranged
force, it has a significant influence on the bulk stability of
suspensions, particularly in the case of nanoparticles. It
has frequently been reported that the stability of particle
dispersions disagrees with theoretical predictions at high
salt concentration because the coagulation rate decreases
when the size of the particle is less than several hundred
nanometers (Kobayashi et al., 2005), whereas in the
DLVO theory, the rate should be independent of particle
size. This reduction is attributed to the hydration force or
related structural forces. Recently, Higashitani et al.
(2017) proposed a model that can successfully predict the
reduction in the coagulation rate taking into account the
effect of hydration layers.
In non-aqueous solvents, the force due to the solvation
and structuring of liquid molecules adjacent to surfaces
that gives rise to specific interactions, are referred to as
solvation forces (Horn and Israelachvili, 1981). In most
cases the force is an oscillatory function with a periodicity equal to the mean molecular diameter, decaying with
distance. Using AFM, the solvation force has been observed in several solvents such as OMCTS (octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane) (Han and Lindsay, 1998) and n-alcohols
(Franz and Butt, 2002) (Fig. 6).

3.3 Steric force
In various industrial processes, polymers are widely
used as dispersants or flocculants to control the behavior
of particle dispersions. The interactions of polymers with
particle surfaces alter the interparticle forces in a manner
that is dependent on the type and concentration of polymer and the interaction of the polymer with the particles,
as schematically represented in Fig. 7.
When adsorbing polymers are added to a solution with
particles, aggregation occurs when the polymer concentra-

Fig. 6

tion is low, as mentioned in the next section. If the surface
coverage of the adsorbed polymer becomes sufficiently
high, a repulsive interaction arises from the overlapping
of the polymer molecules on opposing surfaces as shown
in Fig. 7(b). This produces a repulsive force due to the
unfavorable entropy of confining polymer chains between
the surfaces. This repulsive force is well known as steric
repulsion and is the controlling force when polymers act
as dispersants in liquids. AFM measurements of steric repulsion have mainly been conducted between silica surfaces with polymers adsorbed from solution (Musoke and
Luckham, 2004; McLean et al., 2005) or polymers grafted
onto silica (McNamee et al., 2007).
Currently there is no simple, comprehensive theory
available to describe experimentally measured steric
forces, as steric forces are complex and are influenced
significantly by many factors. The magnitude of the force
between surfaces with polymers depends on the quantity
and density of polymer on each surface and on whether
they are physically adsorbed or irreversibly grafted onto
the surfaces. The quality of the solvent also affects the
force. For two brush-bearing surfaces, the Alexander-de
Gennes (AdG) theory is usually used to approximate the
steric force between them, while the theory has a limited
validity for the steric force between physisorbed surfaces.
McLean et al. (2005) reported that the Milner, Witten,
and Cates (MWC) model (Milner et al., 1988) gives a better fitting than the AdG theory for the interaction between
hydrophobic surfaces with adsorbed triblock copolymer
layers, presumably because the segment density profile on
the adsorbed polymer on the surfaces is in line with the
assumptions of the MWC model. Further, it is theoretically and experimentally difficult to decouple steric forces
from hydrodynamic forces associated with the expulsion
of solvent during compression of a polymer brush or film
(Wu et al., 2018).

Force curves for the interaction of a silicon nitride AFM-tip with mica in 1-butanol and 1-pentanol. The
forces are normalized by radius of the tip. The solid and dotted lines show the fitting with an exponentially decaying periodic function and the calculated van der Waals forces, respectively. Adapted with
permission from Franz and Butt, 2002. Copyright (2002) American Chemical Society.
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Fig. 7

Schematic drawing of the change in the interaction forces between surfaces depending on the polymer
concentration. An attractive bridging force (a) is replaced with a repulsive steric force (b) in adsorbing
polymer solutions when the concentration increases. The depletion force (c) acts in a solution of a nonadsorbing polymer at high concentration.

The steric force also acts between surfaces with adsorbed aggregate structures, such as micelles. The adsorption of charged surfactant micelles onto the surfaces
gives strong steric repulsion at short range, along with
electrostatic repulsion (Stiernstedt et al., 2005). Between
silica surfaces in solutions of nonionic poly(oxyethylene)
surfactants, a strong repulsive force was also observed at
short range, at concentrations above the critical micelle
concentration, due to the formation of surfactant bilayers
(Rutland and Senden, 1993).

3.4 Bridging of polymers and depletion forces
As mentioned in the previous section, when adsorbing
polymers are added to a dispersion of particles, aggregation occurs when the polymer concentration is low, as
drawn in Fig. 7(a). In this case the low surface coverage
of the polymers allows the bridging of polymer molecules
between particle surfaces, resulting in an attractive force
evident at large separation distance. With the AFM, this
attractive bridging force, with a range of several 10’s of
nanometers, was observed by Biggs (1995) between zirconia surfaces in polyacrylamide solutions and by Zhou
et al. (2008) for cationic polymers between silica surface.
While polymers adsorbed at high concentration give
rise to steric repulsion, the interaction is attractive in nonadsorbing polymer solutions at high concentration, as
shown in Fig. 7(c). Empirical knowledge of the ability of
nonadsorbing polymers to promote particle flocculation
has been long known. During the 1950s, Asakura and
Oosawa presented a theory for an attractive force, referred
to as a depletion force, as an explanation for this flocculation (Asakura and Oosawa, 1954). When solid surfaces
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are in a solution of a nonadsorbing polymer at high concentration, the polymer molecules are excluded from the
region between the surfaces, when the distance between
them is less than the effective diameter of the polymer.
This reduces the osmotic pressure between the surfaces
relative to the bulk solution, resulting in an attractive depletion force.
The existence of the depletion force was experimentally confirmed between stearylated silica surfaces in
polydimethylsiloxane solutions in cyclohexane (Milling
and Biggs, 1995). The depletion forces were observed not
only in polymer solutions but in solutions containing surfactant micelles (Richetti and Kékicheff, 1992) and solid
nanoparticles (Sharma and Walz, 1996), indicating that
the depletion phenomenon is common in solutions containing nonadsorbing particulate matters at high concentration.

3.5 Hydrophobic attraction
It had been known empirically that there is a strong attractive force between hydrophobic particles in aqueous
solutions as they aggregate quite rapidly. The first direct
evidence that the force is of greater magnitude than the
van der Waals force was obtained between mica surfaces
bearing adsorbed cationic surfactant, by Israelachvili and
Pashley with the SFA (Israelachvili and Pashley, 1982).
Since then countless studies have been performed to elucidate the nature of the hydrophobic attraction. The origin
of the hydrophobic attraction, however, was much disputed because the experimentally observed forces have
sometimes shown an inconceivably long-range, that
reaches up to several hundreds of nanometers (Kurihara
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Fig. 8

Typical approaching and retracting force curves between silica surfaces hydrophobized with octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) measured in water (a) and a tapping-mode AFM image (3 × 3 μm 2) of the substrate
hydrophobized with OTS obtained in water (b). The steps that appear in the approaching and retracting
force curves in (a) are considered to represent the force changes when a bridging of nanobubbles between the surfaces forms and disappears. The nanobubbles on the surface are observed as domain-like
structures (bright regions) in the image in (b).

and Kunitake, 1992), which no conventional thermodynamics can explain. In addition, the fact that the observed
forces had a variety of ranges and magnitudes depending
on the systems used (Christenson and Claesson, 2001)
precluded a single theory from describing all the experimental results.
Gradually the contribution of numerous studies investigating the hydrophobic attraction, has revealed the origin
of the measured force and multiple phenomena have been
found to apply depending on the system. Bridging of nanobubbles is now recognized as the main cause of the
very long-range forces. This mainly occurs when the surfaces are highly hydrophobic and robust, such as chem
isorption of materials that produce hydrocarbon layers, as
an example of the force data is shown in Fig. 8(a). The
existence of stable nanobubbles on surfaces in contact
with an aqueous solution was first predicted in the mid1990s (Parker et al., 1994) and was later experimentally
confirmed by AFM observations (Ishida, et al., 2000a)
(Fig. 8(b)) in relation to the hydrophobic attraction (Ishida
et al., 2000b). On the other hand, when hydrophobic surfaces are prepared by physical adsorption of surfactants
or amphiphiles, electrostatic forces can arise as they tend
to form domains of aggregates on the surfaces (Zhang et
al., 2005). Such aggregates can form as the surfaces approach (Meyer et al., 2005). Domains of these aggregates
create patches with different charge properties. Upon interaction it is favorable for oppositely charged regions to
align and this results in a long-range electrostatic attractive
force that is dependent on the ionic strength of the solution.
Recent studies on the hydrophobic attraction are focusing on the “pure” component of the force, because the
forces arising from the bubbles or charge domains are
sometimes not regarded as that produced by the surface
hydrophobicity itself. Indeed, the hydrophobic attraction
has been found between highly hydrophobic surfaces in

Fig. 9

Approaching and separating force curves between hydrophobic (OTS-coated) silica surfaces in 1 mM
NaNO3 solution obtained after the nanobubble-removing
process. The inset shows a close-up plot of the shortrange region of the approaching force. The solid line
shows the calculated van der Waals attraction.

the absence of nanobubbles or electrostatic attraction
(Ishida et al., 2012), as shown in Fig. 9. The general consensus thus far seems to be that such “pure” hydrophobic
attraction has a short-range of less than 10–15 nm for all
types of hydrophobic surfaces (Meyer et al., 2005). Although the origin of the force is still under intense scrutiny, this attraction seems to have an exponential form
that decays with the surface separation. The experimentally obtained value of the decay length often lies in the
range of 0.3–2.0 nm (Donaldson et al., 2015). On the other
hand, Tabor et al. (2013) measured the forces between fluorocarbon oil droplets with the refractive index matched
to that of solution, in order to minimize the effect of the
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van der Waals attraction. They measured D 0 value to be
0.3 nm, shorter than that for solids. This difference in the
decay length implies that the nature of the pure hydrophobic force could also vary depending on the system. Ishida
et al. (2018) measured the interaction forces between silica surfaces modified to different degrees of hydrophobicity and found one surface is highly hydrophobic, this
promotes the hydrophobic attraction such that it is observed even against a mildly hydrophobic surface. In this
case, the contact angle of the other surface dominates the
range and strength of the force and nanoscopic properties
of the molecules on the surface play only a minor role.
However, despite these contributions the mechanism responsible for this “pure” hydrophobic attraction remains
unresolved and further studies are still necessary to reveal
the origin of the force.

3.6 Capillary bridging
Capillary condensation of water vapor and bridging
of condensed water films between surfaces is a well-
established origin of a long-range and strongly attractive
force between particles in the gas phase. Similarly,
capillary-induced phase separation and bridging in a liquid phase often produces strong and complex interaction
forces.
In several different cases it has been observed that confinement between surfaces has induced a phase separation, resulting in an attractive force. The best example of
this would be water in nonpolar (water-insoluble) solvents.
A trace amount of water present in cyclohexane was
found to give rise to an extraordinary long-range force,
the range of which was up to 250 nm, between silica surfaces (Kanda et al., 2001), as shown in Fig. 10. This force
originates from the capillary condensation of water between the surfaces, due to its higher affinity with the silica surfaces than cyclohexane. The Laplace pressure
associated with a bridge of the condensed water phase
causes a long-range attraction. Similar phenomenon has
also been observed in alcohol-cyclohexane mixtures
(Mizukami et al., 2002), in which case the alcohol molecules are thought to form a network structure. Lee et al.
(2011) found such capillary condensation occurs even in a
mixture of miscible solvents. They found a long-range attractive force between a silica particle and a glass plate in
mixtures of water and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP),
which are strongly heteroassociating liquids, when the
NMP concentration range is within 30–50 vol%. In this
case, it was also suggested that the bridging of macrocluster layers of water and NMP formed adjacent to hydrophilic surfaces.
Attractive forces also arise by the capillary condensation of solutes between surfaces. Solutions of polymer
mixtures particularly have a strong tendency to phase
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Fig. 10 Interaction forces between silica surfaces in cyclohexane with various amount of water. In the plot, ϕw denotes the mixing ratio of water-saturated cyclohexane
(contains 68 ppm of water) to dried cyclohexane. Reprinted with permission from Kanda et al., 2001.
Copyright (2002) The Society of Powder Technology,
Japan.

separate and form two phases. Wennerström et al. (1998)
observed a very long-range attractive force between mica
surfaces in mixed aqueous systems of dextran and
poly(ethyleneoxide) (PEO) using SFA. Further, Sprakel et
al. (2007) found capillary condensation of polymer molecules from aqueous solutions, measuring a long-range force
between hydrophobic surfaces in solutions of alkylchain-
terminated PEO. They pointed out that in this case the interfacial tensions between the capillary bridge and the
coexisting bulk phase is extremely low, on the order of
10 μN/m. Long range attractive forces between alumina
surfaces in the presence of muconic acid were also attributed to capillary bridging due to the low solubility of
the munconic acid (Teh et al., 2010).

3.7 Force between fluid interfaces
Interactions of particles with fluid interfaces such as air
bubbles and oil droplets are found in many industrial processes, such as froth flotation. The interactions of a solid
surface with fluid interfaces, therefore, should be as important as particle–particle interactions. Evaluation of the
interactions between a particle and a bubble or oil droplet
with the AFM or with AFM related setups, however, has
not been as widely adopted as measurement of the solid-
solid interactions. Whilst the measurements with the
AFM can be readily performed by using the colloid probe
technique in which the probe interacts with a small bubble or oil droplet attached to a hydrophobic plate in a liquid cell, interpretation of the obtained forces is often quite
complex because of the deformation of fluid surfaces. The
colloid probe, if hydrophobic, can even penetrate into the
bubble or oil droplet.
Nevertheless, understanding of the interaction force
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between particles and fluid interfaces has progressed due
to several studies. Fielden et al. (1996) confirmed that a
monotonically repulsive force acted between a hydrophilic
silica particle and an air bubble. The repulsive force fits to
DLVO theory, indicating the water–gas interface is negatively charged at neutral pH as reported in previous meas
urements of bubble zeta potential (Li and Somasundaran,
1991).
The interactions of fluids with hydrophobic particles
are more complicated to analyze because the attraction
between a particle and an interface of the fluid, and the
engulfment of the particle into the fluid happens almost
simultaneously. In this case, the measured forces usually
only reveal a single long-range jump and most of the detailed information on the attraction between the surface is
lost. Ishida (2007) measured the forces between a hydrophobized silica particle and a bubble and estimated the
separation of the surfaces just prior to the particle jumping in and being engulfed in the bubble by fitting the repulsive force before the jump to the DVLO theory. The
thickness of the water film between the particle and the
bubble surface when it ruptured was estimated to be 10–
15 nm. Interestingly, this thickness is very close to the
distance of the hydrophobic attraction, which is mentioned in the previous section.
The interaction between a particle and an oil droplet is
similar to that between a particle and a bubble. As oil surfaces are usually negatively charged, a repulsive interaction has been found between a silica particle and a decane
droplet with a decay length equal to the Debye length
(Hartley et al., 1999).
Recently, an Australian group has successfully developed methods to measure and analyze forces between two
fluid interfaces in solution (Dagastine et al., 2006; Clasohm
et al., 2007; Vakarelski et al., 2010), such as bubble-bubble
and oil-oil, as shown in Fig. 11. They attached a small
bubble or an oil droplet on the top of a specially microfabricated cantilever and measured the forces of interaction
with another bubble/oil droplet deposited on a hydrophobic plate. The separation distance of the surfaces and the
deformation of the bubbles was calculated using mathematical models combining the surface forces, hydrodynamics and the deformation of the surfaces. One of the
important findings they provided in the series of the experiments is that the coalescence of bubbles and oil droplets occurs within the paradigm of the DLVO force– no
additional force was evident. This was surprising as a
hydrophobic attraction had been expected based on earlier
experiments on solid hydrophobic surfaces. Instead, hydrodynamic forces were influential, deforming the surfaces and inducing water drainage during the thinning of
the water film between the surfaces.

Fig. 11 The approaching (open symbols) and retracting (filled
symbols) interaction force versus piezo drive motion
ΔX between two decane droplets in 0.1 mM SDS solution in water measured at different probe velocities
(green circles, 2 μm/s; blue triangles, 9.3 μm/s; red diamonds, 28 μm/s). The solid lines are the calculated
force curves from a comprehensive model of the dynamic droplet interactions. Translated from Dagastine
et al., 2006 with permission from AAAS.

3.8 Hydrodynamic force
In addition to “static” interactions described above, the
hydrodynamic force is certainly an important issue in
processing particles during stirring, separation, and transportation. Most AFM studies related to the hydrodynamic
force seem to have focused on the boundary slip condition
of Newtonian liquids over a solid wall. In classical fluid
mechanics, the assumption was made that when a liquid
flows over a solid surface, the liquid molecules adjacent to
the solid have the same velocity as the solid (i.e. stationary relative to the solid), this is called the non-slip boundary condition. The boundary slip of liquid along a solid
surface, however, has been observed at the micro-and
nanoscale under certain conditions by sensitive experiments. The degree of boundary slip is characterized by
the slip length, which is defined as the distance behind the
interface at which the liquid velocity extrapolates to zero.
The first utilization of the AFM to measure the boundary slip in aqueous solutions was made by Craig et al
(2001). They used the colloid probe technique to measure
the hydrodynamic drag force between gold-coated silica
and mica with a partially hydrophobic coating, in aqueous
sucrose solutions. They observed slip occurring with a
varying slip length of up to ~20 nm, depending on the liquid viscosity and the shear rate. As the result of numerous
studies conducted following this report, it is now generally accepted that slip occurs for liquids on lyophobic surfaces, although a broad range of the observed slip length
depends on the experimental conditions. On the other
hand, when the surfaces are completely wetted and
smooth, slip is not likely to occur (Maali et al., 2009),
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though surface roughness could induce slip (Bonaccurso
et al., 2002).

3.9 Friction force
In circumstances where the flow of solutions with relatively high particle loadings occurs, not only normal
forces but frictional forces between particles are important. In addition, the frictional forces play an important
role in emerging technologies such as chemical mechanical planarization (CMP) and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). As such, understanding of frictional
phenomena at a nanoscale level has become one of the
critical topics in various fields of technology.
The measurement of friction by AFM can be conducted
by scanning a probe over a surface with a constant normal
load and measuring the twisting of the cantilever using
the photodiode output in the lateral direction. From the
magnitude of the twist, the lateral force can be determined as a function of the normal load. Biggs et al. (2000)
was the first to apply the colloid probe technique for friction measurements. They observed a difference in the
friction properties depending on the surface hydrophobicity.
Higashitani’s group has extensively investigated the
friction between silica surfaces in aqueous electrolyte
solutions. They found that the presence of salt ions has
shown better lubrication between silica surfaces than pure
water and the degree of lubrication has been found to follow the order of hydration of cations (Li+ > Na+ > Cs+)
(Donose et al., 2005), as shown in Fig. 12. This can be attributed to the lateral mobility of the water molecule in
the hydration shell of adsorbed cations. The friction was

Fig. 12 Dependence of friction force on the applied load measured between a silica particle and a silica wafer in
pure water and CsCl, NaCl, or LiCl solutions of 1 M.
Adapted with permission from Donose et al., 2005.
Copyright (2005) American Chemical Society.
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found to increase linearly with the applied load without
any dependence on pH in the range of pH 3.6 to 8.6,
whereas the friction becomes extremely small and the dependence on the applied load became nonlinear at higher
pH (Taran et al., 2007). They suggested that this transition
is caused by the development of a gel layer composed of
polymer-like segments of silicic acid anchored on the surface at high pH.
Adsorption of surfactant also reduces the friction coefficient. Vakarelski et al. (2004) reported that the friction
between silica surfaces in a cationic surfactant solution
reduced with increasing concentration and became constant at concentrations higher than the CMC. An adsorbed
layer of the weak polyelectrolyte (Notley et al., 2003) and
hydrophilic polymer (Li et al., 2011) also reduced the friction between surfaces, implying that any form of hydrated
layer will play an important role in friction reduction.

4. Conclusion
This review has presented an overview of how AFM
has been employed for investigating the interaction forces
between surfaces and interfaces. The studies introduced
herein clearly show that AFM is arguably one of the best
tools for gaining direct understanding of how the interaction forces change depending on the properties of the
liquid, the surfaces, and solutes down to the nanometer
scale.
There are some challenges in AFM force measurements
that need to be resolved to allow the application of this
technique to an even broader range of research problems.
One of the issues is the application of the colloid probe
method to interactions between nanoparticles. The rapid
progress of nanotechnology has led to a demand for measurement of the interactions between nanoparticles directly. As the behavior of the particles is affected by the
size and/or the shape of the particle, it is unclear whether
the force data for spherical particles with a diameter of
several micrometers could be directly applied to analyze
the behavior of real nanoparticles. As nanoparticles are
too small to be observed optically, effective methods are
certainly necessary to attach a nanosized particle stably
on the tip of an AFM. Even then for small nanoparticles
the presence of tip itself will alter the interaction forces.
Correlation between the interaction forces measured by
AFM and the behavior of real suspensions is another important challenge in the field of particle technology. The
complicated behavior of concentrated slurries in particular, has scarcely been described in terms of particle interactions. Understanding of the effect of interaction forces on
the precise rheological properties of suspensions remains
limited. This requires that the surface forces measured
between two surfaces be incorporated in understanding
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how this influences the larger scale structure of the dispersion and the forces between many particles. Further
improvements in AFM force measurements in combination with other experimental methods and with other approaches such as computer simulation is expected to
achieve a more comprehensive understanding of the behavior of particulate matters in liquids in the foreseeable
future.
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Abstract
Semiconductor-based photocatalysis is regarded as an effective approach to harness solar energy to address the
critical energy and environmental issues, such as fossil fuel shortage and climate change. The overall efficiency
of the semiconductor-based photocatalysts can be further improved by creating nanocomposites with the
incorporation of other functional materials, including metals, graphene, and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs).
This critical review highlights the recent progress on the rational design of semiconductor-based photocatalysts
via microdroplets, where the synthesis can be completed in a fast and controlled manner. Particular emphasis is
given to three typical semiconductor-based composites, including semiconductor heterojunctions, crumpled
graphene oxide/semiconductor composites, and MOF/semiconductor composites. The rationale behind the
nanocomposite design, photocatalytic performance, and fundamental mechanisms are systematically discussed.
Keywords: heterogeneous catalysis, heterojunction, spray pyrolysis, crumpled graphene oxide, MOFs, CO2
photoreduction

1. Introduction
The Earth’s surface (i.e., the land and oceans) receives
about 89 petawatts (PW = 1015 W) of solar energy from
the total incoming solar radiation (Tian Y. and Zhao C.Y.,
2013). This enormous sustainable energy has stimulated
numerous applications, such as solar desalination, solar
thermal electricity, and photocatalysis, to mitigate environmental deterioration and energy crisis. Among these
strategies, semiconductor-based heterogeneous catalysis
by harnessing solar energy, that is, the so-called photocatalysis, has drawn extensive attention since the first demonstration of photocatalytic water splitting by Fujishima and
Honda in 1972 (Fujishima A. and Honda K., 1972). The
fundamental mechanisms of the semiconductor-based
photocatalysis have been widely explored and established
by prior studies (Fujishima A. et al., 2008; Hoffmann
M.R. et al., 1995; Linsebigler A.L. et al., 1995; Schneider
J. et al., 2014). As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 (Wang
H. et al., 2014), a typical process of the semiconductor-
based photocatalysis is composed of several steps, including light absorption, charge generation, separation and
migration, and redox reactions. Initially, the photons, with
†
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energy equal to or exceeding the bandgap energy of the
semiconductors, induce the generation and separation of
electron-hole (e – -h+) pairs, where electrons are excited to
the conduction band (CB), leaving holes in the valence
band (VB). Subsequently, the electrons and holes migrate
to the semiconductor surface and act as reductants and
oxidants, respectively. The whole process is completed at
very short time scales. Taking TiO2 as an example, the
characteristic times for the charge carriers’ generation,
migration, and interfacial charge transfer are at the time
scales of femtoseconds, femtoseconds to picoseconds, and
picoseconds to microseconds, respectively (Schneider J.
et al., 2014).
The photocatalysis, however, still suffers from low efficiencies, resulting from several factors, including limited
light absorption, inefficient molecule adsorption, and fast
recombination of photo-induced charge carriers. To enhance the efficiency, a myriad of efforts have been devoted,
such as creating photocatalysts by combining semiconductors with other functional materials (e.g., metals, metal
oxides, graphene, and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)).
For instance, the formation of semiconductor heterojunctions, such as CdS/WO3 (Jin J. et al., 2015), Fe2O3/Cu2O
(Wang J.-C. et al., 2015), CdS/C3N4 (Cao S.-W. et al.,
2013), ZnO/CuO (Wang W.N. et al., 2015), and TiO2/Cu2O
(He X. and Wang W.N., 2018), can enhance the light absorption and facilitate the charge separation. The enhanced charge separation can also be achieved by creating
the semiconductor/graphene composites (Jiang Y. et al.,

Copyright © 2019 The Authors. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Therefore, a comprehensive review is provided here, covering the basics of the spray processes and the utilization
of these processes for the rational design and facile synthesis of efficient photocatalysts, including semiconductor
heterojunctions, graphene/semiconductor composites, and
MOF/semiconductor composites.

2. Basics of the spray processes

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the principle of semiconductor
photocatalysis: (I) the formation of charge carriers by a
photon; (II) the charge carrier recombination to liberate
heat; (III) the initiation of a reductive pathway by a conduction-band electron; (IV) the initiation of an oxidative
pathway by a valence-band hole; (V) the further thermal
(e.g., hydrolysis or reaction with active oxygen species)
and photocatalytic reactions to yield mineralization products; (VI) the trapping of a conduction band electron in a
dangling surficial bond; (VII) the trapping of a valence-
band hole at the surface of the semiconductor. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. (Wang H. et al., 2014). Copyright: (2014) The Royal Society of Chemistry.

A schematic illustration of a representative spray system for the synthesis of nanomaterials is shown in Fig. 2.
The system generally comprises of an atomizer (or nebulizer), an aerosol reactor, and a sample collector. In a
spray pyrolysis process, the atomizer produces microdroplets from the precursor solution. The microdroplets
are then fed through the aerosol reactor (e.g., an electrical
furnace, a flame reactor, or a plasma chamber) by the carrier gas, where the solvent evaporation, nucleation, pyrolysis, and crystallization occur to form the final products
(Wang W.N. et al., 2011a). In a spray drying process, a
colloidal suspension is used as the precursor and the
evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) of the colloids
inside the microdroplets (Boissiere C. et al., 2011; Iskandar
F. et al., 2003; Lu Y.F. et al., 1999) is a major step to form
the final particles. Finally, the products are collected by the
collectors, such as filters and electrostatic precipitators.
Theoretical understanding of mass and heat transfer
principles within the microdroplets is of paramount importance to guide the design and synthesis of materials by
using the spray process. For example, great attention has
been attracted to the design of functional materials via
the EISA of nanoparticles within microdroplets by manipulating the solvent evaporation rate of the droplets
(Boissiere C. et al., 2011; Iskandar F. et al., 2003; Lu Y.F.
et al., 1999; Wang W.N. et al., 2011b). Practically, two key
parameters, i.e., the size and temperature of the microdroplets play significant roles in the droplet-to-particle
conversion process. Their dependence on time is governed
by the equations as shown below:
In continuum regime (i.e., the Knudsen number, Kn << 1):
(Xiong Y. and Kodas T.T., 1993)

2014; Li N. et al., 2011; Nie Y. et al., 2016; Wang W.N. et
al., 2014). While the incorporation of MOFs with semiconductors can improve the molecular adsorption (He X.
et al., 2017a; He X. et al., 2017b). Given the aforementioned benefits of the formed semiconductor-based composite photocatalysts, a variety of methods have been
applied, such as in situ growth (Cao S.-W. et al., 2013; He
X. et al., 2017b; Wang D. et al., 2017), and chemical precipitation (Huang H. et al., 2015; Huang L. et al., 2009). It
should be noted that, complicated steps and long reaction
durations are inevitable in these methods.
On the other hand, a microdroplet-based aerosol process (i.e., the spray process, hereafter) is an alternative
approach for the facile and fast synthesis of semiconductor-
based photocatalysts. In a typical spray process, microdRd
Dv  m
droplets serve as the reactors, which produce materials 
(n  ns )
(1)
d
t
Rd  ρ
with controllable stoichiometry, tunable size, and high
crystallinity in a fast manner (Okuyama K. and Wuled
dTd
3
dRd
k

 a (Tc  Td )]
[ Hvap
Lenggoro I., 2003; Wang W.N. et al., 2011a, 2013), offer(2)
dt
dt
cp Rd
ρRd
ing lots of opportunities to improve the efficiency of catalysts. Given the growing studies regarding the design of
In free molecular regime (i.e., Kn >> 1): (Fisenko S.P. et
semiconductor-based photocatalysts via microdroplets
al., 2006)
during the past years, it is of great importance to summadRd m
pv
ps
rize the progress on this subject, which would promote

[
]
(3)
dt
ρ
2πmkTc
2πmkTd
the future development of photocatalysts and their applications to address energy and environmental issues.
where Rd is the radius of the microdroplet; t is time; Dv
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Fig. 2

dTd

dt

Schematic illustration of particle synthesis by using the spray route. Left: an example of experimental
setup; Right: typical particle formation pathways in spray pyrolysis and spray drying (EISA*: Evaporation-
induced self-assembly).
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indicates the diffusion coefficient of solvent vapor in air;
m is the molecule mass of the solvent; ρ represents the
solvent density; n∞ and ns denote the number densities of
solvent molecules at the infinite region and droplet surface, respectively; Td and Tc are the temperatures of the
droplet and the carrier gas, respectively; cp and Hvap are
the specific heat capacity and the specific latent heat of
the solvent, respectively; ka is the heat conductivity of air;
k is the Boltzmann constant; pv and ps are the partial and
saturated pressures of the solvent, respectively; p is the
pressure of the carrier gas.
Several precursor and process parameters, including
precursor concentration, viscosity, surface tension, droplet size, reactor pressure, temperature, and residence time,
can be adjusted to control the properties of the final products (Hidayat D. et al., 2010; Wang W.N. et al., 2011a). For
instance, the particle size is highly correlated with the
concentration of the precursor solution (Nandiyanto
A.B.D. et al., 2008). A governing equation describing this
relationship has been developed based on the law of mass
conservation (Iskandar F. et al., 2009; Wang W.N. et al.,
2007; 2008; 2011b),

 1
Dp  Dd 
 (1  ε)

(4)

1



M iCi  3
ρi 

(5)

where the Dp and Dd are the volume mean diameters of
the particles and droplets, respectively; M, C and ρ indicate the molecular weight, concentration and density of
components in the precursor solution, respectively; ε represents the porosity of the final particles. In a conventional spray process, a high precursor concentration
usually results in a larger particle size.
The pressure also has a significant effect on the properties of the products. At ambient pressure, a conventional
spray process follows a one-droplet-to-one-particle (ODOP)
principle, which can only generate large particles (i.e., ~
micrometers) due to the limitation of the fine droplet formation (Wang W.N. et al., 2011a). On the other hand, reducing the gas pressure inside the tube furnace reactor
(i.e., low-pressure spray process) can significantly fasten
the evaporation of the solvents and thus the nucleation of
the products (Ashgriz N., 2011; Wang W.N. et al., 2011c).
Besides, the low-pressure environment can also limit the
aggregation of the products. Therefore, the low-pressure
spray process usually produces much smaller particles
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(< 1 μm), following a one-droplet-to-multiple-particles
(ODMP) principle (Ashgriz N., 2011; Hidayat D. et al.,
2010; Wang W.N. et al., 2004; 2011a).

3. Design of photocatalysts via microdroplets
Based on the fundamental understanding of the spray
process, various semiconductor-based photocatalysts have
been designed via microdroplets, including semiconductor heterojunctions, graphene/semiconductor composites,
and MOF/semiconductor composites.

3.1. Semiconductor heterojunctions
As mentioned above, the photocatalytic efficiency of
semiconductors can be improved by combining the semiconductors with metals or other semiconductors to form
heterojunctions, where the photoexcited charge carriers
can be efficiently separated and migrated due to the
built-in potential (Kittel C., 2005; Somorjai G.A. and Li
Y., 2010; Wang D. et al., 2018). The doped metals typically have three functions in the enhancement, including
(1) reducing the over-potential as cocatalysts, (2) promoting the separation of charge carriers by creating an electric field near the interface, and (3) increasing light
absorption of semiconductors with plasmonic effect (Qu
Y. and Duan X., 2013).
A large number of metal/semiconductor hybrid photocatalysts have been designed by using the spray pyrolysis
process. In a typical synthesis procedure (Fig. 3), a mixture of metal ions and semiconductors are atomized to
generate microdroplets. The microdroplets then pass
through the reactor, where the metal ions are thermally
reduced to metals and creating metal/semiconductor composite. For instance, a Pt/TiO2 hybrid was directly synthesized by a single-step flame spray pyrolysis (Teoh W.Y. et
al., 2005). The size of Pt can be adjusted by varying the
concentration of the Pt precursor. The results show that
the incorporation of Pt affects not only the crystallinity
and surface area of TiO2, but also the overall photocatalytic performance. The flame spray pyrolysis was also applied to synthesize noble metal/ZnO composites (e.g., Au/
ZnO and Pt/ZnO) in one step (Pawinrat P. et al., 2009).

Fig. 3
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The noble metals were homogeneously dispersed with average size between 3 and 7 nm. Species of the incorporated noble metals have significant effects on the
photocatalytic activity. To be specific, the incorporation
of Au can retard the recombination of charge carriers by
modifying the Fermi level and trapping electrons. While,
in the case of Pt, the electrons might be discharged into
electrolytes. Similarly, Haugen et al. applied the spray pyrolysis technique to directly prepare metal (i.e., Ag and
Au) doped TiO2 photocatalysts (Haugen A.B. et al., 2011).
The incorporated metals were found homogeneously distributed within the composite. The as-prepared composites exhibit promising performance in photodegradation
of environmental pollutants. Zhao et al. designed Ag/TiO2
composite photocatalysts by using an ultrasonic spray pyrolysis route (Zhao C. et al., 2012). The as-synthesized
composite showed better dispersion of Ag, larger surface
area, and thus a six-fold improvement in hydrogen production, in comparison to the one prepared by using the
conventional wet-impregnation method. Recently, continuous spray pyrolysis was also applied to synthesize Au/
CdS composite nanoparticles by using cadmium acetate,
thiourea and chloroauric acid as the precursors (Kumar N.
et al., 2014). The entire process is simple, fast and free of
surfactants. The as-prepared hybrid nanoparticles exhibited enhanced photocatalytic efficiency as compared with
bare CdS, which was mainly attributed to interfacial
charge transfer as evidenced by the photoluminescence
study. In addition, a Pt/WO3 composite photocatalyst was
designed by Okuyama’s group (Widiyandari H. et al.,
2012), where the existence of Pt could be indicated from
the stacking-fault in the high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) image. The Pt in the composite acted as a capturer to snatch the photo-induced
electrons and thus promotes the separation of the charge
carriers. Another example of template-free synthesis of
mesoporous Cu-TiO2-SiO2 nanocomposites by means of a
spray route was demonstrated by Wang et al. (Wang W.N.
et al., 2011b). As schematically shown in Fig. 4A, the
nanocomposites were prepared from the aqueous suspensions of nanosized TiO2 and SiO2 colloids and copper nitrate via EISA. The particle size, composition, structure,
and hence the catalytic performance were tailored by manipulating precursor properties and process parameters.

Schematic illustration of the formation of metal/semiconductor composite.
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Fig. 4

(A) Possible formation mechanism of Cu-TiO2-SiO2 composites; (B) TEM and HR-TEM images of TiO2–
SiO2 composite particles prepared at 400 (B) and 800 °C (C). Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Wang
W.N. et al., 2011b). Copyright: (2011) The Royal Society of Chemistry.

For example, the reactor temperature was adjusted to control the solvent evaporation rate and hence the movement
of TiO2 nanocrystals within the microdroplets. As shown
in Figs. 4B and C, more TiO2 nanocrystals can be allocated on the surface of the nanocomposites by increasing
the reactor temperature, resulting in enhanced catalytic
performance. The self-assembly of the nanoparticles
within the microdroplets was considered due to the thermophoretic force (Iskandar F. et al., 2003) and the Brownian motion (Hinds W.C., 1999). The thermophoretic force
was created by the temperature gradient at the droplet surface, stemmed from the large heat transfer from droplet
surface to gas stream due to the fast solvent evaporation.
Regarding the semiconductor/semiconductor (SS) heterojunctions, the photocatalytic efficiency is mainly facilitated by the migration of charge carriers. The migration
pathways at the interfaces are highly dependent on the
band structures of the components. Representative types
of SS heterojunctions are summarized in Fig. 5, including
type-II, p-n, and Z-scheme. Detailed discussion of the
charge transfer with different heterojunctions has been
comprehensively documented in a recent review (Low J.
et al., 2017). Therefore, only a brief explanation for each
heterojunction is presented here. In the case of type-II
heterojunctions, with the staggered gap, the electrons are
confined to the one component semiconductor, while the
holes are confined to the other one (Zhou H. et al., 2012).
This produces spatially localized charges and promotes
separation of charge carriers and thus the photocatalytic

Fig. 5

Schematic illustration of the charge transfer patterns of
typical semiconductor heterojunctions.

efficiency. The migration of the charge carriers can be
further accelerated with p-n heterojunctions created by
p-type and n-type semiconductors. The accelerated
charge separation is mainly due to the additional interfacial electric filed, generated by the initial diffusion of
electrons and holes (He Z. et al., 2014). It should be noted
that, the redox abilities of both type-II and p-n heterojunctions are decreased due to the migration of the charge
carriers to lower redox potentials. One solution to this issue is to form Z-scheme heterojunctions, where the photo-
generated electrons with lower reduction potential migrate
to the other semiconductor and combine with the photo-
generated holes with lower oxidation potential. Therefore,
not only the separation of the charge carriers is enhanced,
but also the charge carriers accumulate at higher redox
potentials.
The synthesis of these heterojunctions is generally
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achieved by using wet-chemistry methods, involving
complicated procedures and sometimes harsh chemicals
(e.g., concentrated HNO3) (Xu H. et al., 2012). In this regard, a spray process will be an excellent alternative for
the fast and facile synthesis of such heterojunctions. For
instance, ZnO/CeO2 nanocomposites prepared by a flame
spray pyrolysis were reported by Xiong et al. (Xiong Z. et
al., 2017). The nanocomposites exhibited enhanced CO2
photoreduction efficiency, mainly attributed to the existence of heterojunction and the co-existence of Ce4+/Ce3+
pairs. A porous and spherical TiO2/In2O3 composite photocatalyst was prepared by using an ultrasonic spray-
assisted route (Li C. et al., 2014). The incorporation of
small amount of In 2O3 enhanced the light absorption and
thus promoted the photocatalytic performance towards
water treatment. The results also showed that excessive
In 2O3 would serve as the recombination center, which
would undermine the photocatalytic performance (Li C.
et al., 2014). Similarly, porous TiO2/WO3 microspheres
were prepared by using a spray pyrolysis method, where
the crystal phase of WO3 played an important role in the
photocatalytic efficiency (Arutanti O. et al., 2014; Yang J.
et al., 2013). In addition to the particles, film composites
can also be prepared. For example, Grbić et al. designed a
TiO2/WO3 film composite with a thickness of ~ 1 μm on a
stainless steel foil (Grbić B. et al., 2014). The increase of
WO3 contents induced positive shift of Ti2p binding energy, suggesting the TiO2/WO3 interaction. More evidence about the interaction was obtained from Raman
analysis, which demonstrated the minimal substitution of
Ti by W in the crystal lattice. As a result, the photo-
induced charge carriers can be effectively separated,
leading to enhanced photocatalytic performance.

3.2. Crumpled graphene oxide/semiconductor
composites
Graphene is two-dimensional (2D) nanosheet of sp2-
hybridized carbon atoms with an extended honeycomb
network. The thickness of graphene is ultra-small
(~ 0.35 nm) (Jiang Y. et al., 2016), while its mechanical,
thermal and electrical properties are exceptional, stemming from the long-range π-conjugation (Allen M.J. et al.,
2010; Wang W.N. and He X., 2016). Besides, the unique
structure also grants graphene with huge specific surface
area (~ 2600 m2/g) (Stankovich S. et al., 2006), and extraordinary intrinsic electron mobility (~ 105 cm 2/(Vs))
(Novoselov K.S. et al., 2004), both of which are very
appealing properties in photocatalysis processes. When
combined with semiconductors, graphene promotes the
adsorption of the reactants, and helps to increase the lifetime of charge carriers as sinks.
Typical semiconductors, which have been incorporated
with graphene for photocatalysis, include TiO2 (Liang Y.
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et al., 2010; Pan X. et al., 2012; Perera S.D. et al., 2012;
Zhang Y. et al., 2011), Cu2O (An X. et al., 2014; Tran P.D.
et al., 2012; Zhang D. et al., 2016; Zou W. et al., 2016),
BiVO4 (Fu Y. et al., 2011; Ng Y.H. et al., 2010; Sun Y. et
al., 2012), Fe2O3 (Han S. et al., 2014), CdS (Jia L. et al.,
2011; Li Q. et al., 2011), CdSe (Oh W.-C. et al., 2011),
MoS2 (Chang K. et al., 2014; Min S. and Lu G., 2012), and
C3N4 (Xiang Q. et al., 2011). With the incorporation of
graphene, the overall photocatalytic efficiency has been
significantly improved. For instance, Fe2O3/graphene
composites were fabricated by Han et al. for the photodegradation of Rhodamine B (RhB) (Han S. et al., 2014),
where the reaction rate of Fe2O3/graphene with an optimal
ratio was found to be approximately four times higher
than that of bare Fe2O3. The crucial factor for the improved efficiency is the enhanced charge transfer at the
intimate and large contact interfaces.
Due to the hydrophobic nature and difficulties of handling of graphene nanosheets in solutions, the most commonly used precursor for graphene to fabricate graphene/
semiconductor composites is the graphene oxide (GO) synthesized from the modified Hummers’ method (Hummers
Jr W.S. and Offeman R.E., 1958). Different from
graphene, GO have massive oxygenated functional groups
at the edges (e.g., carbonyl and carboxyl groups) and on
the basal plan (e.g., epoxy and hydroxyl groups). These
oxygenated groups enable GO dispersible in aqueous
solution, which is a great feature for the further development of graphene-related composites. Whereas, these oxygenated groups also disrupt the electronic structure and
break the π-conjugation of the pristine graphene sheets.
As a result, the conductivity of the sheets decreased dramatically after the oxygenated functionalization. In order
to restore to conductivity of the sheets, reduction process
is necessary after the combination of GO and semiconductors. Thus, a more accurate term for the as-prepared
composites should be reduced graphene oxide (RGO)/
semiconductor photocatalysts.
Despite the remarkable properties, graphene or RGO
sheets have an intrinsic problem, that is, they have a
strong tendency to restack and aggregate due to the van
der Waals attraction, which would significantly reduce the
surface area and compromise the conductivity (Wang
W.N. and He X., 2016). As pointed out by Yang et al.
(Yang M.-Q. et al., 2014), because of the aggregation, the
so-called semiconductor/graphene composites, under
some circumstances, are essentially the same as the other
semiconductor-carbon (e.g., fullerenes and carbon nanotubes) counterparts. Preventing the graphene or RGO
sheets from aggregation is the key, which, however, is
hardly achieved by using conventional methods. On the
other hand, the spray process provides a promising strategy to address this issue by creating crumpled graphene
balls (Chen Y. et al., 2018; El Rouby W.M.A., 2015; Gao
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Fig. 6

Particles of crumpled GO sheets by rapid isotropic compression in evaporating aerosol droplets. (A)
Schematic drawings illustrating the experimental setup and the evaporation-induced crumpling process.
Aerosol droplets containing GO sheets were nebulized and rapidly evaporated by passing through a preheated tube furnace. (B) SEM images of four samples collected along the flying pathway from spots 1 to
4 showing the typical morphologies of deposited GO evolving from (B1) sparse sheets in a “coffee-ring”
pattern, (B2) clustered and tiled sheets, (B3) aggregated sheets with extensive wrinkles, to (B4) the final
3D crumpled, ball-like particle. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Luo J. et al., 2011). Copyright:
(2011) American Chemical Society. (C) The possible formation mechanism of crumpled GO (F*: crumpling force). Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Wang W.N. et al., 2012). Copyright: (2012) American
Chemical Society.

Z. et al., 2018; Luo J. et al., 2011; Ma X. et al., 2012; 2013;
Mao B.S. et al., 2014; Mao S. et al., 2012; Wang W.N. et
al., 2012; Zangmeister C.D. et al., 2012). During the solvent evaporation process, the 2D GO sheets inside the microdroplets will be crumpled into three dimensional (3D)
spheres (i.e., crumpled graphene oxide, CGO) (Figs. 6A
and B) by the confinement force resulting from the evaporation (Fig. 6C) (Wang W.N. et al., 2012). The unique
crumpled structure enables CGO aggregation-resistant
(Luo J. et al., 2011), while still maintains a high surface
area (over 1500 m 2 /g), 58.6 % of the original value
(Cranford S.W. and Buehler M.J., 2011; El Rouby W.M.A.,
2015), which offers stable anchoring sites for the semiconductor nanocrystals. One additional benefit of the spray
process is that, the GO can simultaneously be thermally
reduced during the spray process, providing CGO with
desirable electrical conductivity.
Given all these advantages mentioned above, numerous

studies have been carried out to synthesize the CGO/
semiconductor composite photocatalysts (Carraro F. et al.,
2015; Jiang Y. et al., 2014; Nie Y. et al., 2016; Wang W.N.
et al., 2014). For instance, a spray approach was applied
by Wang et al. to produce CGO/TiO 2 composites
(Fig. 7A), where TiO2 nanoparticles were encapsulated in
the crumpled structure (Wang W.N. et al., 2014). The
as-prepared composite demonstrated improved CO2 photoreduction efficiency, and the mechanism was found to
be the facilitated charge carrier separation induced by
charge trapping ability of CGO. Besides, the CGO can
also be amine functionalized to facilitate adsorption of
CO2, which would further enhance the CO2 photoreduction efficiency (Nie Y. et al., 2016). In addition, a CGO/
CoO hybrid catalyst (Fig. 7B) was designed with the similar strategy (Mao S. et al., 2014). Furthermore, Carraro et
al. used a spray approach to fabricate an N-doped CGO/
MoS2 hybrid (Fig. 7C) in a fast and high-yield manner
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Fig. 7

(A) TEM images of a CGO/TiO2 composite. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Wang W.N. et al.,
2014). Copyright: (2014) Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. (B) SEM image of a CGO–CoO nanocrystal. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. (Mao S. et al., 2014). Copyright: (2014) The Royal Society of Chemistry. (C)
HRTEM micrograph of N-CGO/MoS2 nanohybrids presenting MoS2 NPs highlighted by red squares. (D)
Polarization curves (not iR corrected) in dark (E) J–t curves under light (ON) and dark (OFF) conditions
at −0.1 and −0.25 V vs RHE and room temperature for N-CGO/MoS2. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. (Carraro F. et al., 2015). Copyright: (2015) American Chemical Society.

(Carraro F. et al., 2015), where the existence of N-doped
CGO significantly enhanced photoelectrochemical production of hydrogen. The improved efficiency is mainly
due to the enhanced charge carrier separation, as evidenced by the fact that N-doped CGO/MoS2 hybrid has a
much higher current density (Figs. 7D and E) compared
with bare MoS2 (Carraro F. et al., 2015). Materials, other
than semiconductor photocatalysts, can also be supplemented in the crumpled structure to obtain additional
functions. For example, Jiang et al. designed a ternary
CGO/TiO2/magnetite nanocomposite (Jiang Y. et al.,
2014), which not only exhibited enhanced photocatalytic
ability (20 times of the bare TiO2), but also allowed easy
recycle and reuse.

3.3. MOF/semiconductor composites
As a new class of porous materials, MOFs have attracted intense attention during recent years. MOFs are
composed of metal cations and organic ligands (Fig. 8A
(Lee Y.-R. et al., 2013)), and exhibit exceptional properties, including large surface area, high porosity and tunable structure. Schematic illustration of typical MOFs is
shown in Fig. 8B (Dey C. et al., 2014), including
HKUST-1 (HKUST: Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology), MIL-101 (MIL: Material of Institute
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Lavoisier), and MOF-5. The occurrence of MOFs provides
new opportunities to address the long-standing issues in
semiconductor-based photocatalysis processes, including
but not limited to the deficient gas adsorption, fast recombination of charge carriers, and poor molecule activation.
To be specific, when incorporated with semiconductors,
MOFs can help increase the adsorption of reactants, and
provide more molecules to the surface of semiconductors
(He X. et al., 2017a; He X. et al., 2017b). Besides, some
MOFs possess coordinatively unsaturated metal sites (or
simply called open metal sites), which could act as sinks
for charge carriers or electron donors for molecule activation (He X. and Wang W.N., 2018).
Therefore, numerous efforts have been made to design
MOF/semiconductor composites, including UiO-66/
g-C3N4 (UiO: University of Oslo) (Wang R. et al., 2015),
TiO2/ZIF-8 (ZIF: zeolitic imidazolate framework) (Liu Q.
et al., 2017; Zeng X. et al., 2016), and TiO2/HKUST-1 (Li R.
et al., 2014; Wang H. et al., 2016). For instance, UiO-66/
g-C3N4 composite photocatalyst was designed for hydrogen
production, and the composite shows significant enhancement in the production rate than that of the counterparts
(Wang R. et al., 2015). The enhancement is found to be
attributed to the effective separation of photo-induced
charge carriers at the interface. Liu et al. integrated ZIF-8
onto the mesoporous TiO2 nanobeads, and achieved pro-
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Fig. 9

Fig. 8

(A) Conventional solvothermal synthesis of MOF structures. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (Lee Y.-R. et
al., 2013). Copyright: (2013) Springer Nature. (B) Schematic representation of important reported MOFs which
are known for high gas storage properties. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. (Dey C. et al., 2014). Copyright: (2014) International Union of Crystallography.

moted performance for Cr(VI) reduction, which was attributed to not only the enhanced adsorption of Cr(VI),
but also facilitated interfacial charge transfer (Liu Q. et
al., 2017).
It should be noted that, the conventional synthesis of
MOFs via wet-chemistry methods usually needs a long
reaction duration, where the inefficient heat and mass
transfer is inevitable. In this regard, the spray process is a
promising alternate route for the rapid synthesis of MOFs
(He X. et al., 2017a). As illustrated in Fig. 9, the rapid formation of MOFs within the microdroplets is primarily
driven by the enhanced microscopic heat and mass transfer within the microdroplets. The theoretical calculations
carried out by our group confirmed that the heat and mass
transfer of the precursor within the microdroplets reaches
equilibrium within milliseconds, which is much faster
than that in bulk synthesis processes and benefits the subsequent nucleation and crystal growth (He X. et al.,
2017a). In addition to the synthesis of pristine MOFs, the
spray-drying process was applied to tune the properties of
these porous materials or design MOF/semiconductor
composite (Garcia Marquez A. et al., 2013; Garzón-Tovar
L. et al., 2017; He X. et al., 2017a). For example, the
spray-drying strategy was applied to produce 14 different
discrete nanoMOFs, where the production time and cost
were drastically reduced (Carné-Sánchez A. et al., 2013).

Schematic illustration of the synthesis of MOFs-based
hierarchical nanostructure via microdroplets. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (He X. et al., 2017a).
Copyright: (2017) American Chemical Society.

Recently, Cu3(TMA)2 (or HKUST-1, TMA stands for
trimesic acid) and TiO2/Cu3(TMA)2 (or TiO2/HKUST-1,)
composite photocatalyst were designed by our group
through the spray process (Figs. 10A and B) (He X. et al.,
2017a). The precursor components were mixed within the
microdroplets after the liquid atomization, which ensured
the homogeneous distribution of TiO2 in the matrix of
HKUST-1 after the synthesis process (Fig. 10B). Besides,
the incorporation of TiO2 did not affect the crystallinity
of MOF. While, the temperature played an important role
in the properties of the as-prepared MOF/semiconductor
composite, including crystallinity and surface chemistry.
To be specific, the increased temperature (up to 300 °C)
decreased the crystal size of the MOF due to the faster
nucleation rate over growth rate. At higher temperatures
(> 300 °C), the MOF turned amorphous as a result of the
disintegration of the organic ligand, which is consistent
with the changes in the color of the MOF. The surface
chemistry of the MOF synthesized at various temperatures was evaluated by using Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR). At low synthesis temperature, the
MOF has similar functional groups as the organic ligand
(i.e., TMA). The slight difference in the FT-IR peaks between MOF and the ligand was due to the deprotonation
and subsequent coordination of the organic ligand with
the metal ions. When the temperature exceeded 300 °C,
the adsorption bands weakened or disappeared because of
the decomposition of the framework, which was in a good
agreement with XR D analysis. The as-prepared
HKUST-1/TiO2 composite was applied for CO2 photoreduction. The results revealed that HKUST-1 did not have
the photocatalytic ability to reduce CO2 but acted as a
major adsorbent to capture CO2 and H 2O molecules
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Fig. 10 TEM images of as-prepared (A) HKUST-1 and (B) HKUST-1/TiO2; (C) CO2 photoreduction analysis; (D)
CO2 and H2O adsorption analysis. Reprinted with permission from Ref. (He X. et al., 2017a). Copyright:
(2017) American Chemical Society.

(Fig. 10D), which subsequently improved the reaction rate
and the production yield (Fig. 10C).

4. Conclusion and perspectives
In summary, a comprehensive review of recent development of semiconductor-based photocatalysts (i.e., semiconductor heterojunction, CGO/semiconductor and MOF/
semiconductor nanocomposites) within microdroplets was
provided. As being highlighted, the microdroplet-based
process features simple procedure and rapid synthesis
rate. The basics of the spray processes were discussed,
and typical examples of the as-prepared semiconductor-based composite and their photocatalytic performance
were presented. Despite the huge progress in photocatalyst design via microdroplets, further exploration is still
needed. Taking the synthesis of MOF/semiconductor
composite for an example, formation of the MOFs with
high-nuclearity second-building units typically requires a
long reaction time, which is a challenge for the rapid
spray process and should be addressed in the prospective
development. In terms of this, some techniques, such as
computational and combinatorial chemistry as well as
machine learning-based synthesis, might offer key assistance in the future.
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Abstract
Formation, expansion, and breakage of bubbles in single bubble and freely bubbling fluidized beds were studied
using an improved hybrid Lagrangian-Eulerian computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach. Dense Discrete
Phase Model (DDPM) is a novel approach to simulate industrial scale fluidized bed reactors with polydispersed
particles. The model uses a hybrid Lagrangian-Eulerian approach to track the particle parcels (lumping several
particles in one computational cell) in a Lagrangian framework according to Newton’s laws of motion. The
interactions between particles are estimated by the gradient of solids stress solved in Eulerian grid. In this work, a
single bubble fluidized bed and a freely bubbling fluidized bed were simulated using DDPM coupled with kinetic
theory of granular flows (KTGF). The solid stress was improved to include both tangential and normal forces
compared to current hybrid methods with the consideration of only normal stress or solid pressure. The results
showed that solid pressure (normal forces) as the only contributor in solid stress would lead to overprediction of
bubble size and overlooking of bubble breakage in a single bubble bed. Also, the results showed the improved
model had a good prediction of bubble path in a freely bubbling bed compared to solid pressure-based model. It
was shown that increasing the restitution coefficient increased the particle content of the bubbles and it lead to
less breakage during the formation of the bubble. The probability of formation of bubbles was compared with
experimental results and solid stress model showed less discrepancies compared to the solid pressure-based model.
Keywords: powder, particle, bubbling fluidized bed, hybrid Lagrangian-Eulerian, solid pressure, KTGF

1. Introduction
The vigorous mixing of powders and granules by
means of a fluidization agent has introduced the fluidized
beds as one of the best tools for powder processing specially when high heat and mass transfer rates are needed
(Grace, 1990; Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991). However, design and scale up of fluidized beds are difficult due to the
complex hydrodynamics for a bed charged with different
particles and their interactions at different operating conditions (Cocco et al., 2017).
Mathematical modeling of fluidized beds can simplify
the design procedure and scale up of the fluidized beds in
a cost-effective approach (Cocco et al., 2017). Modeling
of a fluidized bed was initially performed by fluidization
models in which the bed is divided into two emulsion and
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bubble phases and semi-empirical correlations were used
to predict the hydrodynamics properties such as bubble
size and rising velocity, gas and solid volume fraction
(Davidson and Harrison, 1966; Hashemi Sohi et al., 2012).
These models are good to predict the outlet composition
of the fluidized bed products, and can be integrated to the
chemical plant process simulations (Singhal et al., 2017).
Recently, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models
attracted the attentions for the simulation of fluidized bed
systems due to the progress in computational speed by the
means of parallel computation in multiple CPUs and
GPUs (Norouzi et al., 2017). There are two major CFD
methods to simulate fluidized beds called Eulerian-
Eulerian and Eulerian-Lagrangian. Eulerian-Eulerian
methods consider both gas phase and solid phase as continuous phases and add the granular properties of the
solid phase using with kinetic theory of granular flows
(KTGF) (Ding and Gidaspow, 1990). These methods are
good for the simulation of uniform particle systems in the
reactors up to a pilot scale. Several researches have been
conducted to reduce mesh dependency of these methods
in a large scale using filter approaches and extending

Copyright © 2019 The Authors. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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application of these methods to polydisperse systems using mass balance equations (Igci et al., 2008; Radl and
Sundaresan, 2014). On the other hand, Eulerian-Lagrangian
methods consider a gas phase as a continuous phase and
track the particles using newton laws. There are several
ways to model the collisions between particles. Discrete
element method (DEM) is the most accurate one in which
spring dash soft sphere approach is used to model the particle collisions (Tsuji et al., 1993). However, it is impossible to simulate a large scale fluidized bed with billions of
particle collisions. Therefore, different methods have been
used to reduce the computational time (Benyahia and
Galvin, 2010). Simplifying the collision between the particles and reducing the number of particles by grouping
them into parcels are two major solutions. In the latter
one, actual particles are grouped into computational parcels that are tracked in the Lagrangian framework. The
event driven hard sphere and time driven hard sphere
methods are simplified collision methods suffering from
complex algorithm to search for particle-particle collisions in dense and polydisperse systems (Hoomans et al.,
1996).
There is another approach to simplify the collisions using solid stress from Eulerian framework. In this method,
the particle volume faction and velocity are mapped to the
Eulerian grid and the solid stress tensor is calculated and
mapped back to the particles. This approach has been
used by several authors to study large scale fluidized beds
for different applications due to their low computational
cost. The most widely used method is called MP-PIC in
which isotropic normal stress acting on each particle replaced the collisions (Fotovat et al., 2015; Snider, 2007).
τp 

β
Pθ
s p
max θcp  θ p  , ε 1  θ p 

(1)

Where Ps is a positive constant with pressure unit, θp is
the particle volume fraction, θcp is the particle volume
fraction at close packing, β is a constant number arbitrarily specified with recommended values in the range 2
to 5, ε parameter is a small number to avoid singularity at
close packing limits (Fotovat et al., 2015). Isotropic normal stress can avoid the particles from exceeding the
maximum packing limit, but it does not consider the shear
stresses. There are some studies in the literature reported
that this approach caused weak prediction of the bubbling
flow pattern in the bubbling fluidized beds (Liang et al.,
2014; Lu et al., 2017).
On the other hand, Popoff and Braun (2007) introduced
a dense discrete phase model in which, solid stress was
calculated using kinetic theory of granular flows in Eulerian framework. However, the collision term in their work
contained only the pressure like contributions (Normal
pressure) of the complete stress tensor:
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Fcollision 

  pp
ρ

(2)

Where pp is the solid pressure, and ρ is the solid density.
This leads to unrealistic predictions at areas close to
packing limit that occur in bubbling fluidized beds and
high granular temperatures. Cloete et al. have studied the
effect of shear and normal forces in a DDPM model on
dilute systems with periodic boundary conditions (Cloete
et al., 2012). However, the effect of shear and normal
forces have not yet been studied in real physical systems
specifically bubbling fluidized beds. Therefore, the tangential forces were added to the model to improve the
DDPM model. Their effects on the formation of bubbles
and hydrodynamics of bubbling beds were studied in this
work.

2. Hybrid model equations
The mass and momentum conservation equations for
the gas phase are given by:

(ε g ρ g )
t


   (ε g ρg vg )  0

(3)

and


 εg ρgvg 
t


    ρgvgvg   εgpg    τg



 ε g ρg g  K DPM v DPM  v g 

(4)

where εg is the volume fraction of gas phase, ρg is the den
sity of gas phase, vg is the gas phase velocity, pg is the
pressure of gas phase, τg is the shear tensor of the gas
phase, KDPM is the drag coefficient that can be calculated
using a Gidaspow drag model (Ding and Gidaspow,

1990), vDPM is the particle averaged velocity of the discrete phase mapped to the cell center.
Particle velocity and position is calculated from Newton’s
law:


dv p
g  ρ p  ρg  
 
 FD vg  vp  
 Finteraction
(5)
dt
ρp


Where vg is the gas velocity, vp is the particle velocity,

FD stands for drag force, and Finteraction is the collision
force between two particles calculated from:


Finteraction


1
  τp
ρp

(6)

In the above equation, τp is a solid stress including solid
pressure, normal stress, and shear stress:
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τp   p p I  ε pµ p v p  vpT 

Table 1


2
ε p  λp  µ p    vp I
3 


(7)

where pp, μp, and λp are solid pressure, shear viscosity,
and bulk viscosity, respectively.
pp is the solid pressure defined as:
p p  ε p ρ pΘ  2 ρ p 1  epp  ε p g 0Θ

(8)

where first term is kinetic part and second term is collision part and ɡ0 is the radial distribution function that
modifies the probability of collisions between particles in
dense areas:
1


 εp  3 

g 0 1  
 

ε
  p,max  

1

(9)

The bulk viscosity is defined by (Lun et al., 1984):

λp

Θ
4
ε p ρpd p g 0 (1  epp )( )1/2
3
π

10 ρpd p Θπ
96ε p g 0 (1  epp )


2
1  4 ε g (1  e )
pp 
 5 p 0


4
Θ
ε p ρpd p g 0 (1  epp )( )1/2
5
π

(11)

where first term is kinetic part and second term is collisional part and Θ is granular temperature representing the
kinetic energy of the fluctuating particles derived from
kinetic theory model as:

3
2

 
  ε p ρpΘ
   ε p ρpvpΘ

t




= τp : vp    k ΘΘ  γΘ  ϕpg

(12)

Equation (10) was solved algebraically by neglecting
the convection and diffusion terms in the transport equation.

2.1 Simulation setup

Unit

Single
bubble jet

Freely
bubbling
bed

Column dimensions

m

0.57 × 1
× 0.005

0.5 × 0.7
× 0.005

Static bed height

m

0.5

0.3

Gas density

kg
m3

1.225

1.225

Gas Viscosity

kg
m.s

1.7894e–05

1.7894e–05

Particle diameter

μm

500

700

Particle Density

kg
m3

2660

2500

Particle–particle
restitution

—

0.9–0.99

0.9–99

Specularity coefficient

—

0.5

0.5

Number of parcel

—

400000

250000

Packing limit

—

0.6

0.6

Quantity

(10)

The shear viscosity is defined by (Gidaspow, 1994):
µp


Simulation parameters.

density of 2660 kg m−3 up to a height of 0.5 m. The background velocity for the whole bed was chosen to be
0.3 ms–1 to keep the bed close to its minimum fluidization
velocity and a central jet with the velocity of 10 ms–1 was
used to create the single bubble inside the bed (Kuipers,
1990). The computational column consists of 22903 quad
cells. The second study was on a freely bubbling fluidized
bed of 0.5 m width, 0.005 m depth and 1.0 m height filled
with ballotini glass particles at a diameter of 700 μm and
density of 2500 kg m−3 up to height of 0.3 m. The superficial gas velocity for bubbling fluidization was 0.62 ms –1,
which equals to 1.75 times of the minimum fluidization
velocity (Hernández, 2013). The computational column
consists of 12600 cells. The rest of operating conditions
can be found in the Table 1.
The time averaged vertical velocity of particles, and
averaged solid volume fraction were calculated by

V py  x, y, z
N

N

 Ci  x, y, zV py,i  x, y, z / Ci  x, y, z

i 1 i 1

The simulation setup has been created based on a single bubble injected by a jet in a fluidized bed at incipient
fluidization conditions and a free bubbling fluidized bed
with a uniform distributor to study the effect of solid
stress on single and multiple bubbles. A fluidized bed of
0.57 m width, 0.005 m depth and 1.0 m height was initially filled with glass beads at a diameter of 500 μm and a

(13)

N

ε p  x, y, z  ε p,i  x, y, z / N
i 1

(14)

where N is the number of snapshots, and Ci (0 inside the
bubble and 1 in the emulsion phase) is an indicator defined
by a threshold that separates bubbles from the dense phase
which is recommended to be the arithmetic mean between
the maximum and minimum solid volume fraction
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(Hernández, 2013).
The probability of the formation of the bubbles were
calculated according to:
N

B  1  Ci  x, y, z / N
i 1

(15)

The bed properties were averaged for 10 s from 20–30 s
of the simulation with frequency of 10 frames/second.

3. Boundary condition and solver setup
Uniform gas velocity was selected at the inlet to represent the porous gas distributor coupled with a reflection
boundary condition to prevent the tracking particles from
draining out of the system. A pressure outlet was considered as the gas exit. No-slip boundary condition was selected for the gas phase on the bed wall and Johnson and
Jackson boundary condition was used to calculate the
granular phase shear force at the wall boundaries.
The commercial flow solver ANSYS Fluent 16 was
used to complete the calculations. The phase coupled
SIMPLE scheme was used for pressure–velocity coupling
(Patankar, 1980). A second-order upwind scheme was
used for momentum equation and QUICK method for the
spatial discretization of volume fraction (Leonard and
Mokhtari, 1990). The first order implicit transient formulation was used for temporal discretization.

4. Results and discussions
The particles were initially injected in the bed area by
means of particle parcels. Since the sum of parcel diameters should be less than cell dimensions, the solid volume
fraction can exceed the solid packing limit in a specific
static bed height. Therefore, a minimum number of parcels should be injected to represent the static bed with a
realistic volume fraction of particles and specific height.
Fig. 1 shows the mass of particle that should be in-

Fig. 1
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jected to reach 0.6 solid volume fraction of 700-micron
spherical particles in a static bed height of 0.3 m as a
function of number parcels. It should be noticed that
shapes of particles in this work were spherical according
to spherical particles in the experimental data. The shapes
of particle can affect minimum fluidization void fraction,
mixing, and drag model. However, it was out scope of the
current study, and we built our model with spherical assumption.
As it can be seen, at least 250,000 parcels were injected
to achieve the same volume fraction of particles in the
bed. In order to evaluate the effect of solid stress components on the predictions of DDPM model, single bubble
fluidized and freely bubbling (multiple bubbles) fluidized
beds were compared. As it is shown in Fig. 2(b) a single
bubble like a mushroom is created when a solid normal
pressure is responsible to simulate the particle collisions.
Since there is no shear force, a single bubble without any
breakage will continue to grow until it reaches the top of
the bed. This approach is reasonable for the initial formation of a bubble using a high-speed jet because the normal
forces imposed on the bubble are dominant. However, as
the bubble rises in the bed, it will start to break in to three
parts, and two bubbles will be formed as it can be seen in
the experimental results Fig. 2(a).
This can be explained by the fact that the shear forces
will restrict the single bubble from further expansion and
new bubbles will grow out of the original bubble. Therefore, the last two terms were added to the solid stress
equation (5) to consider the shear stress generated by
granular flow. As it can be seen in Fig. 2(c), the bubble is
broken into three parts which shows the effect of shear
stresses on the bubble breakage. Moreover, a Eulerian-
Eulerian simulation was performed using the same conditions and drag model as a control. The results showed the
same trend of bubble breakage as the DDPM model with
the consideration of a solid stress. However, the bubble
breakage happens quickly in the bed compared to the experimental results, which can be related to the discontinuity in the drag model. After studying the effect of solid

Mass of particles as a function of number of parcels in a static bed at 0.3 m height.
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Fig. 2

Formation of single bubble in a thin fluidized bed after
0.4 s; (left to tight) (a) Solid pressure model (b) Experimental (Kuipers, 1990), (c) Complete solid stress (d)
Euler-Euler model. Scale bar is 0.025 m.

stress on formation and expansion of a single bubble, a
freely bubbling fluidized bed was simulated. The bubbling fluidized bed works at volume fractions close to
packing limit which makes the tangential forces more important.
Fig. 3 shows the snapshots of a freely bubbling bed at
the initial conditions using two different collision approaches. As it is shown, the large bubble is formed at the
center of the bed as a result of breakage, expansion and
coalescence of the bubbles when shear stress is included
in the model. On the other hand, the bubbles are formed
separately through the whole bed using the solid pressure
approach. The number of bubbles and the solid volume
fraction in the bubbles for the case with the solid pressure
approach are higher. This means bubbles are initially
formed but they cannot grow so much because the normal
forces are smaller at lower velocities and shear forces are
dominant.
On the other hand, after the first generation of bubbles
is formed in the case with the solid stress approach, they
are attached to each other to form a larger bubble and finally a central bubble passing through the bed is formed.
Fig. 4 shows the probability of the formation of bubble at
the height of 0.25 m above the bed. As it can be seen, the
probability of the formation of bubble is fluctuating

Fig. 3

The instantaneous solid volume fraction of freely bubbling bed at the initial condition simulated using complete solid stress (top) and solid pressure (bottom).

Fig. 4

Probability of formation bubbles at 0.25 m above the
bed for model predictions and experimental from
(Hernández, 2013).

through the whole bed for the case that a solid pressure is
used to represent the particle interactions. Coalescence
and breakage of the bubbles are not observed in this case
which confirms the previously reported results in the literature (Liang et al., 2014).
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In addition, the performance of the model in prediction
of the probability of formation bubbles was evaluated
quantitatively using the root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD), which is defined as follows:

RMSD

1
N

N

 Yi  X i 

2

(16)

i 1

Where Xi and Yi denote the experimental and predicted
values respectively, and N is the number of observations.
Also, coefficient of variation was used to calculate the
Table 2

Discrepancy of simulations from experimental results
using different collision models.
Unit

Solid
Stress,
epp = 0.90

Solid
Stress,
epp = 0.99

Solid
Pressure,
epp = 0.99

RMSD

—

0.0031

0.0018

0.0224

CV

%

100

57.1

729

Quantity

Fig. 5
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Probability of formation of bubble B (left) and Solid
volume fraction (right) (a & b) Experimental (Hernández,
2013) (c & d) Model with solid pressure (e & f) Model
with solid stress.

relative discrepancy of the simulations:

CV 

1
N

N

i1Yi  X i 
1
N

N

i1 X i 

2

2

(17)

The calculated discrepancies between experimental
and simulation results in the form of RMSD and CV are
presented in the Table 2. As it can be seen in the table the
model with solid pressure for prediction of particle collisions has several orders of magnitudes (729 %) deviation
from the experimental results in prediction of bubble formation probability. The stress model results produce
smaller discrepancies (100 and 57.1 %) which is in the
same order of magnitude reported using Eulerian models
in the literature (Hernández, 2013). The effect of front
and back wall friction and the configuration of the distributor holes can be the reasons for current amount of discrepancies between simulation and experimental results.
When the tangential forces are involved in the solid
stress in a DDPM model, the probability of the formation
of the bubble is in a better agreement with experimental
results and the predictions. It means that using a solid
pressure to represent the collisions in the freely bubbling
fluidized bed will not simulate the bubble pathways
through the center of the bed and downward movement of
particles. It should be noticed that in freely bubbling beds
tangential forces are larger compared to a single bubble
bed case formed by high velocity jet.
Fig. 5(a, c, e) shows the contours of the bubble probability and the time averaged solid volume fraction in the
bed for the experimental results and predictions. The bubbles are mostly formed in the center and close to the surface of the bed. The model with the solid stress approach
was in a good agreement with the trend of experimental
results, but the model with a solid pressure overpredicted
the formation of bubbles at the bottom of the bed and underpredicts the formation of bubbles close to the surface
of the bed. This is because tangential stresses are dominant in the case of bubbling fluidized beds and ignoring
these terms would lead to unrealistic predictions in bubble formation which controls the bed hydrodynamics. The
discrepancies between the model predictions and experimental results can be related to the non-ideal distribution
of the air using a perforated distributor in the experiments. Moreover, the experimental time averaged solid
volume fraction is compared with the model predictions
in Fig. 5(b, d, f). As it shows, the solids are close to
packing limit beside the wall because the bubbles don’t
expand and rise in that region and their pathway is
through the center of the bed. This is consistent with the
well-known downward movements of particles beside the
wall which inhabits the rising of bubbles.
One of the parameters in a solid stress is the coefficient
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Fig. 6

DPM volume fraction as function of coefficient of restitution.

of restitution that can be determined by the elasticity of
the particles. Fig. 6 shows the effect of this parameter on
hydrodynamics of bubbles. The particle volume fraction
inside the bubbles was increased from 5 % to 30 % when
coefficient of restitution was increased from 0.90 to 0.99.
It means that fewer bubbles are formed when the coefficient of restitution is increased. As shown in Fig. 6, the
formation of wake under the bubbles in the bubbling fluidized bed confirms the similar shapes of bubbles reported in the literature. High velocity of particles under a
rising bubble creates low pressure under the bubble which
leads to the deformation of the tracking bubbles. This is
the main mechanism in formation of bubble path in bubbling fluidized beds.
The coefficient of restitution can be used as a controlling parameter to predict the fluidization of sticky particles using a DDPM model. It means that more
segregation can happen between gas and solid phase when
the coefficient of restitution is decreased.

5. Conclusion
Single bubble and freely bubbling fluidized beds were
used to compare the ability of a modified hybrid Eulerian
Lagrangian model for the prediction of single and multiple bubble behavior. Dense Discrete Phase Model coupled
with kinetic theory of granular flows was used to build
the model. Collision between particles were modeled by
gradient of solid stress calculated from Eulerian grid and
KTGF. The results showed that the predictions of bubbling hydrodynamics using hybrid Lagrangian Eulerian
methods were improved using a solid stress compare to
solid pressure-based model. It was found that eliminating
the tangential forces in current state of the hybrid Lagrangian Eulerian method lead to discrepancies in predictions.
The results showed that a dense discrete phase model

coupled with kinetic theory of a granular flow is a reliable
approach if the solid stress is used in its complete form. It
was shown that using a solid normal pressure instead of a
solid stress will lead to the formation of round bubbles in
a normal force dominant region in a fluidization bed.
However, the formation of bubbles was underpredicted in
the shear force dominant region. The probability of the
formation of bubbles was deviating from experiments using the solid pressure approach in a freely bubbling fluidized bed.
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Abstract
Uniform spherical graphene/monocrystal-copper powder is fabricated by melting bulk laminated composite.
Graphene, in the form of reduced graphene oxide (rGO), is uniformly dispersed on the surface of monocrystal Cu
particle. A mechanism is proposed based on liquid/solid interface interaction combining the surface energy
minimization of liquid Cu and low wettability of molten Cu on graphene. The rGO/Cu composite powder exhibits
good sphericity, and the size distribution could be controlled by the amount of rGO.
Keywords: graphene/copper, composite materials, powder technology, low wettability, liquid/solid interface

1. Introduction
Particle morphology control is fundamental in the processing of metal powders, such as 3-D printing, spraying,
and injection moulding (Attia U.M. and Alcock J.R., 2011;
Das S. et al., 2016; Lampke T. et al., 2011). Powders with
good sphericity and controllable particle size are usually
required. The most commonly methods used in fabricating metal powders are based on general surface tension
principles at the liquid/gas or liquid/liquid interfaces,
such as gas atomization (Ünal A., 1987), pressure-gas-
atomization (Achelis L. and Uhlenwinkel V., 2008), water
atomization (Seki Y. et al., 1990), and spark erosion in a
dielectric fluid (Berkowitz A.E. et al., 2004). Recently,
Lei et al. proposed a new method based on liquid/solid
interface to prepare Cu-Zn powder (Lei C. et al., 2015).
However, most of the methods mentioned above are developed for metal or alloy powders, and that for composite
powder is still largely unexplored.
Graphene has attracted much attention owing to its excellent mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties.
Graphene has shown a promising potential in improving
the mechanical properties of metals (Cao M. et al., 2017;
Kim Y. et al., 2013; Xiong D.B. et al., 2015), and also
graphene wrapped micro-/nano-structures exhibit en†
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hanced electrical and thermal conductivity (Goli P. et al.,
2014; Mehta R. et al., 2015). Additionally, graphene encapsulated nanoparticles show a competitive advantage in
lithium-ion batteries (Zhang J. et al., 2013). Therefore,
graphene/metal composite powder may have great potential in the applications of metal materials processed by the
technologies of 3-D printing, spraying, and injection
molding. However, fabricating the composite powders is
still a challenge. In this article, we proposed a new
method based on liquid/solid interface interaction to fabricate graphene/copper composite powder with good
sphericity and controlled size distribution.

2. Experimental
2.1 Preparation of rGO/Cu bulk laminated
composite
The rGO/Cu bulk laminated composites were fabricated based on a modified flake powder metallurgy (Cao
M. et al., 2017). Atomized pure copper powders (99.99 %
purity, with an average particle size of 44 μm) were ballmilled to Cu flakes in pure ethanol in a stainless steel
mixing jar. The mass ratio of the powder to milling balls
(100 % stainless steel milling balls with diameter of
6 mm) is 1:20. The ball milling speed is 423 rpm and the
ball milling time is 5 h. The as-prepared Cu flakes (30 g)
were coated with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) for surface
modification by stirring them in 250 mL 1 wt% PVA
aqueous solution and subsequent centrifugation and

Copyright © 2019 The Authors. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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washing with deionized water. Then the PVA modified
Cu flakes were dispersed in 250 mL deionized water, and
18.0 mL (for 0.5 vol%) or 54.5 mL (for 1.5 vol%) GO
aqueous suspension was added into the slurry. The GO
suspension (1 mg/mL) with the lateral size of 400–500 nm
and the thickness of 1 nm was prepared straight from ultrasound treating graphite oxide (Li Z. et al., 2014). The
amount of GO added was calculated by characterizing the
GO density to 1.06 g/cm3 (Rafiee M.A. et al., 2009).
After stirred for 1 h, filtered and then dried in vacuum
at 60 °C, the as-obtained GO/Cu composite flakes were
reduced under 5 % H2/Ar flow at 450 °C for 2 h. Finally,
the bulk laminated composites were obtained by reducing
the GO/Cu composite flakes (rGO/Cu) and assembling
them in a graphite die (Φ30 mm), and then hot-pressed at
900 °C and 50 MPa for 20 min under Ar atmosphere.

Fig. 1

SEM micrographs of GO/Cu composite flakes, showing
GO was uniformly dispersed on the surface of Cu
flakes.

Fig. 2

(a) SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of bulk
rGO/Cu composites fabricated by assembling the
flakes, showing a laminated structure. (b) SEM micrograph of the fracture surface of pure copper fabricated
by flake powder metallurgy.

2.2 Preparation of spherical rGO/Cu powder
The rGO/Cu bulk laminated composites were treated in
a tube furnace in N2 atmosphere at 1100 °C for 30 min
with a heating rate of 10 °C/min. The rGO/Cu powder
was obtained by natural cooling to room temperature under N2 atmosphere.

2.3 Characterization of spherical rGO/Cu powder
The rGO/Cu powders were mounted in thermosetting
resin and then polished by a vibratory polisher for microstructure and elemental analysis on cross section. Micros t r u c t u r e ch a r a c t e r i z at ion wa s p e r for me d v ia
field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM,
Sirion 200) equipped with an energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS, INCA X-Act) for compositional analysis. The
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) was carried out
in SEM (NOVA NanoSEM 230). The Raman spectra was
performed at dispersive Raman microscope (Senterra
R200-L) with a 532 nm laser excitation.

3. Results and discussions
Fig. 1 shows the SEM image of the GO/Cu composite
powder flakes, where GO sheets are uniformly dispersed
on the surface of Cu flakes. The white folds (black arrows)
are signs of the wrinkling and existence of graphene.
Usually, the GO sheets are very thin and almost transparent, but the transferred or absorbed graphene on substrates has line defects and disruptions such as wrinkles,
ripples and foldings. And the surface roughness is also
different with or without covered GO. The area with covered GO (black circle) is smoother than without covered
GO. Combining the two aspects, we can identify the GO
sheets and their uniform dispersion on the Cu surface.

The GO/Cu composite flakes have large aspect ratio
(Lateral size and thickness ratio is about 200–400), which
is beneficial for forming laminated structure, as shown in
the fracture surface of the rGO/Cu bulk composite
(Fig. 2a). The existence of rGO prevents the Cu flakes
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from growing up perpendicular to the lamella during the
hot-pressing process. As revealed by the fracture surface
of pure copper fabricated by flake powder metallurgy in
Fig. 2b, the Cu flake cannot hold its laminated structure
due to grain growth during heat treatment. The homogenous laminated structure is crucial for fabricating uniform spherical rGO/Cu composite powder. And the
degree of the homogeneity of the laminated structure
mainly characterized by the homogeneity of lamellar distance. The more uniform the lamellar distance is, the
more conducive to the preparation of the uniform rGO/Cu
powder. The lamellar distance in Fig. 2a is relatively uniform, which is about 0.5 μm.
Fig. 3 shows the SEM images of rGO/Cu powders fabricated via melting the bulk laminated composites with
rGO content of 0.5 vol% (Fig. 3a) and 1.5 vol% (Fig. 3b).
The rGO/Cu powders exhibit good sphericity, and the degree of sphericity computed by image processing is
0.9 ± 0.1 for both two rGO content. The rGO sheets are
homogeneously dispersed on the particle surface and the
coverage rate is about 50 %–60 % for 0.5 vol% and
>100 % (Graphene sheets overlap with each other in some
extent) for 1.5 vol%. The distributions of particle size
scaled by the diameter of the powders are shown in
Fig. 3c and d. The average particle sizes ( d ) of the
0.5 vol%–powder ( d 0.5) and the 1.5 vol%–powder ( d1.5)
are 40.6 μm and 39.7 μm, respectively, and have no signif-

Fig. 3
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icant difference to each other. As discussed later, the particle size may depend on that of original Cu powder and
thus the volume of Cu flake. It can be expected that a
nanolaminated composite could lead to the formation of
graphene/metal composite nanoparticles. Additionally,
the size distribution of the rGO/Cu particles could be controlled by the rGO fraction in the bulk laminated composites. The standard deviation (σ) of diameter of the
1.5 vol%–powder (σ 1.5) is 10.9 μm, and is obviously
smaller than that of the 0.5 vol%–powder (σ 0.5 ) of
17.5 μm. A possible explanation is that the rGO fraction
of 0.5 vol% is too low to cover the whole surface of Cu
flake, and some copper grains grow up at high temperature or liquid drops above melting point fuse together, resulting particles with larger sizes.
Raman spectroscopy was employed to characterize the
original GO and the rGO on the surface of the composite
powder (Fig. 4). It is predicted that the D/G intensity ratio
(ID/IG) of GO decreased after reduction. However, ID/IG of
rGO (0.95 in Fig. 4b) is found to be larger than that of
original GO (0.75 in Fig. 4a). One possible reason is that
new created graphitic domains in rGO are more numerous
in number, but smaller in size comparing with integrated
GO. So, the average size of the sp2 domains decrease and
the edge of sp2 domains greatly increase after reduction,
which leads to the increase appearing in ID/IG (Paredes J.I.
et al., 2009; Ren P.G. et al., 2011). Besides, it is reported

(a)(b) SEM micrographs of the spherical rGO/Cu composite powders with GO fraction of (a) 0.5 vol%
and (b) 1.5 vol%; (c)(d) particle size distribution of the spherical rGO/Cu composite powders with GO
fraction of (c) 0.5 vol% and (d) 1.5 vol%.
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that ID/IG firstly increases with increasing mean distance
between defects (LD) from 1 nm to about 3 nm and then
decreases when LD is larger than 3 nm (Cançado L.G. et

Fig. 4

Raman spectra of (a) original GO and (b) rGO on the
surface of rGO/Cu composite powder.

Fig. 5

EDS spectra of the element analysis of the (a) surface
and (b) the cross-section of the rGO/Cu composite
powder, showing the rGO dispersed on the surface of
the powder and there only exists Cu element inside the
powder.

Fig. 7

al., 2011; Eigler S. et al., 2012). Thus, another possible explanation of ID/IG increase is that the LD of our sample increases after reduction but still within 3 nm.
Microstructure and elemental analyses were performed
on the surface area and cross-section of the rGO/Cu powder. The EDS analysis in Fig. 5(a) shows that both carbon
element and copper element are detected on the surface of
the powder but carbon element is majority, showing most
of the surface area is covered with carbon element. The
EDS result in Fig. 5(b) shows that only copper is detected
inside the rGO/Cu particle, indicating that graphene only
disperses on the particle surface, which is consistent with
the SEM results (Fig. 3a, b). As revealed by the EBSD result (Fig. 6), the Cu particle in the composite particle is
monocrystal with the same orientation. Therefore, the
composite powder is depicted as spherical monocrystal
Cu core encapsulated with reduced graphene oxide.
The spherical rGO/Cu composite powder is formed
after the bulk laminated rGO/Cu composites (Fig. 7a) go
through over-melting point treatment and cooling process,

Fig. 6 An EBSD image of the cross-section of the rGO/Cu composite powder, showing the Cu phase is monocrystal.

Schematic illustration of the formation of spherical rGO/Cu composite powder.
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and a possible formation mechanism is illustrated schematically in Fig. 7. Copper (with a melting point of
1083 °C) would melt at the temperature up to 1100 °C,
while the rGO sheet remains unchanged because carbon
has an ultrahigh melting point and carbon and copper are
immiscible as well as no chemical reaction between them.
Further, spherical particles form because of a poor wettability of pure liquid Cu on carbon and surface energy
minimization of a droplet. The wetting or de-wetting depends on the physical properties of the liquid and solid
phases, especially the surface and interfacial energy. The
wettability can be expressed using the equilibrium contact angle (θ) (Fig. 7d) of a metal droplet on the solid surface, and it can be described by the Young’s equation:

γ s  γ sl
cosθ 
γl

(1)

where γs is the surface energy of solid phase, γl is the
surface energy of liquid phase, and γsl is the interfacial
energy between the solid phase and liquid phase. The surface energy γs of rGO is estimated to be between the surface energy of graphene (46.7 mJ/m2) and GO (62.1 mJ/
m 2), and closes to that of graphite (54.8 mJ/m2) (Wang S.
et al., 2009), but much lower than that of pure liquid Cu
(1400 mJ/m2 at the melting point) (Keene B.J., 1993). We
assume that the equilibrium contact angle of rGO/Cu is
similar to that of graphite/Cu (140° at 1150 °C) (Mortimer
D.A. and Nicholas M., 1970), so the liquid Cu on rGO almost completely de-wets. Besides, surface energy minimization of a liquid Cu droplet drives the formation of
spherical shape. After cooling down, the rGO sheets coat
on the surface of the monocrystal Cu core. The contact
between rGO and Cu should be dominated by a metallurgical bonding because graphene would not react with Cu
even at high temperature under pressure (Cao M. et al.,
2017).

4. Conclusions
In this work, we have fabricated spherical rGO/Cu
composite powder based on the liquid/solid interface interaction, which takes advantage of low wettability of liquid Cu on solid rGO. The Cu phase of the composite
powder is monocrystal and the rGO coats on its surface.
The resulting composite powder exhibits good sphericity
and narrow particle size distribution. Besides, it sheds
light on fabricating other metal composite powders.
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Nomenclature
d

Average particle sizes

EBSD

Electron backscatter diffraction

EDS

Energy dispersive spectrometer

FE-SEM

Field-emission scanning electron microscopy

GO

Graphene oxide

ID

Intensity of D-band

IG

Intensity of G-band

LD

Mean distance between defects (nm)

PVA

Polyvinyl alcohol

rGO

Reduced graphene oxide

σ

Standard deviation of diameter (μm)

θ

Equilibrium contact angle

γ

s

Surface energy of solid phase (mJ/m 2)

γl

Surface energy of liquid phase (mJ/m 2)

γsl

Interfacial energy between the solid phase and liquid phase (mJ/m 2)
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Abstract
Biomass grinds are typically non-spherical and are composed of particles with wide range of sizes that may vary
up to 10× between the smallest and largest particle. Since fluidized bed system is often used to convert biomass
into fuels, chemicals and products, the viscous and kinetic energy losses’ coefficients in the Ergun equation were
determined to incorporate these unique characteristics of biomass grinds. The revised Ergun’s equation, validated
using loblolly pine wood grinds, and data from other published work resulted in estimated Ergun’s K1 and K 2
coefficients of 201 and 2.7 respectively. In addition, the relative mean deviation between experimental and
predicted pressure drop was in general better with the modified Ergun’s equation when compared to the original
Ergun’s equation.
Keywords: biomass, fluidization, physical properties, Ergun equation, pressure drop

1. Introduction
United States has the capacity to produce over one billion tonnes of biomass annually (DOE, 2016). These vast
quantities of biomass feedstock can be processed into fuels, chemicals and products thereby reducing the dependency of the country on fossil fuels. One of the common
reactors used for converting biomass to fuel and products
is the fluidized bed system (FBS) because of relative uniformity in rate of heat transfer between biomass particles
and fluidizing gases (Oliveira et al., 2013). Biomass materials properties such as moisture content (MC), density,
particle shape and particle size distribution are needed to
estimate the parameters (reactor pressure drop and minimum fluidization velocity—Umf ) needed to design, size,
and operate FBS systems (Olatunde et al., 2017). There
has been substantial progress made in quantifying the
properties of biomass feedstock (Oginni et al, 2016;
Olatunde et al., 2016) but the pressure drop and minimum
fluidization velocity correlations developed for non-
biomass materials are still currently used for biomass
feedstocks. This has resulted in difficulties in sizing and
designing equipment and reactors for fluidizing biomass
†
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feedstocks (Allen et al., 2013; Koekemoer and Luckos,
2015; Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991). Therefore the main focus of this study is to develop reactor pressure drop and
Umf equations that utilize the properties of and are suitable for biomass feedstocks.
Reynolds et al. (1901) developed the first relationship
between pressure loss and velocity of the fluid flowing
through a packed bed using the Darcy concept.

ΔP
 a  bρU
LU

(1)

Ergun (1952) suggested that energy losses as fluid flows
through a bed of particulate material is a function of fractional bed porosity (void) which are embedded in the coefficients ‘a’ and ‘b’ (Eqn. 1). Coefficients ‘a’ and ‘b’ were
respectively regarded as the kinetic energy loss and viscous energy loss, and were related to the void space (ε) by
Eqns. 2 and 3 (Ergun, 1952).
aα

1  ε 2
ε3

1  ε

(2)

(3)
ε3
Combining Eqns. 1, 2 and 3 and further modification of
Eqn. 1 to include average particle size resulted in the most
widely used equation (Ergun’s equation) for predicting
packed bed pressure drop as a function of fluid velocity
(Eqn. 4). The first term on the right-hand side of Eqn. 4
represents viscous energy loss at low fluid flow rate while

bα

Copyright © 2019 The Authors. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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the second term on the right hand side represent inertial
energy loss due to high fluid flow rate. The values of the
coefficient K1 and K2 in Eqn. 4 were estimated to be 150
and 1.75 for mono-sized spherical and nearly spherical
particles (such as crushed coke, sand, glass) (Ergun,
1952).
ΔP
1  ε
 K1
L
ε3

2

μU
d

2

 K2

1  ε ρU 2
ε3 d

(4)

As expected, Ergun equation (Eqn. 4) performs satisfactorily in predicting pressure drop in packed bed that
contains uniform and spherical particles (Cloete et al.,
2015; Mawatari et al., 2003; Nemec et al., 2001). Several
authors have however documented that this equation does
not satisfactorily predict the pressure drop of bed consisting of non-uniform and non-spherical particles. For example, Kunii and Levenspiel (1991) reported that Ergun
equation resulted in under-prediction (greater than 25 %
error) of pressure drop in packed bed that contains particles with sizes ranging between 4.75 mm and 37.5 mm.
Similarly, Koekemoer and Luckos (2015) obtained 29 %
pressure drop prediction error for a bed that contains coal,
char and ash particles. Dolejs and Machac (1995) obtained
72.6 % and 24.9 % pressure drop prediction error for
packed beds of polyhedral and cubes respectively while
Gunarathne et al. (2014) obtained 35 % error from predicting pressure drop in biomass pellet (cylindrical)
packed bed. Therefore there is a need to modify Ergun’s
equation in order to improve the accuracy of predicted
pressure drops (subsequently Umf ) in beds that consist of
non-uniform and non-spherical particles such as biomass
grinds (Olatunde et al., 2016).
There have been attempts to revise Ergun’s equation for
non-spherical and non-uniform particles size bed (Dolejs
and Machac, 1995; Gunarathne et al., 2014; Innocentini et
al., 1999). Some of the authors refitted Ergun’s equation
for a specific material and obtain new values for constant
(K1 and K2) but retained the overall structure (the porosity
correlation—Eqns. 2 and 3). For instance, Cloete et al.
(2015) proposed K1 = 250 and K2 = 2.5 for cylindrical particle of γ-Al2O3. Quinn (2014) proposed a value of 267 for
K1 while K2 was found to be 2.14, 2.51, 4.02 for leadshot,
glass beads and white sand, respectively. Also, Ozahi et
al. (2008) proposed a constant of K1 = 160 and K2 = 1.61
for zeolite and chickpeas. It is important to note that these
samples have porosity less than 0.5. The porosity for biomass grinds is significantly higher (typically 0.8 and
above) (Olatunde et al., 2016; Fasina, 2006). We hypothesize that the porosity correlations (Eqns. 2 and 3) may not
be suitable for materials such as biomass grinds with high
void space, and that improvements in the porosity correlations may improve the predictions of pressure drop in
packed beds containing non-uniform and non-spherical
particles.

2. Methodology
Clean loblolly pine wood chips were obtained from
trees harvested in Alabama, U.S. Using standard E871-82
(ASTM, 2006), the moisture content of the chips was
8.5 %. The chips were ground through a hammer mill
(Model No. 10HBLPK, Sheldon Manufacturing, Tiffin,
OH) fitted with one of the following screens sizes: size
22.23 mm, 19.05 mm, 15.88 mm, 12.7 mm, 9.53 mm,
6.35 mm, or 3.18 mm. This resulted in seven samples with
different bulk densities and porosities. The physical properties of each sample were determined as described below.

2.1 Particle size distribution and shape
Particle size distribution of each sample was determined with a digital image-based particle size analyzer
(Camsizer®, Retsch Technology, Haan, Germany). An example of the image obtained from the particle size analyzer is shown in Fig. 1. For this analysis, about 100 g of
a sample was poured into the hopper of the analyzer from
where the sample was conveyed through a vibratory
feeder to the measurement chamber of the system. The
chamber is equipped with two cameras that capture pictures of the particles of the samples falling through the
measurement field of the chamber. The software provided
by the manufacturer of the analyzer was used to read,
store and process the captured images. The size parameters that were retrieved from the software for these studies were: sphericity (φ), x84, x16, x50 and coefficient of
variation (γ), and are defined below.

φ

4πA
P2

γ  50

x84  x16
x50

(5)

(6)

where P is measured perimeter or circumference of a projected particle (mm), A is measured surface area covered
by the projected particle (mm 2), and x84, x16 and x50 are diameters (mm) at which 84 %, 16 % and 50 % of particles
in a sample is comprised of smaller particles respectively.

2.2 Particle size distribution and shape
Particle density of each sample was measured with a
gas pycnometer (Accupyc 1330, Micromeritics Instrument
Corp., Norcross, Ga.) that uses helium to estimate the
pressure difference between a reference cell and a cell
containing the sample. The pressure difference was used
by the pycnometer to estimate the volume of a known
mass of sample. A digital weighing scale (Model AR3130,
Ohaus Corp, Pinebrook, NJ) was used to measure the
sample mass. Particle density was estimated as the ratio
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Image showing the variation in particle size and shape of biomass grinds.

Schematic diagram of experimental setup: (1)—Manometer, (2)—Lower pressure tap, (3) Bed support,
(4)—Fluidization test chamber having 101.6 mm diameter pipe, (5)—Bed material on distributor plate,
(6)—Nikon digital camera (7)—Flow rate probe, (8)—RS232 cable, (9)—Computer system, (10)—
50.4 mm (D) PVC pipe, (11)—Air blower, (12) Air blower controller, (13) Power source.

of the mass of the sample in the cell and the volume estimated by the pycnometer.
Sample bulk density was determined using an apparatus that consists of a funnel through which the sample
freely falls onto 1137 mm3 cup. The ratio of the mass of
the sample in the container to the volume of the container
was used to compute the estimated bulk density. The
inter-granular porosity (ε) of the ground wood sample was
calculated from the measured values of bulk density and
particle density as follows:
ε 1
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ρb
ρp

(7)

2.3 Pressure drop test
The experimental setup (Fig. 2) utilized for the pressure
drop measurements consists an acrylic cylindrical pipe
with 0.1 m diameter and 1.0 m bed height. A perforated-
plate having 100 μm holes (Purolator, Model UNS
530403, Sacramento, CA 95828) that serves as the distributor is located at the base end bed. The amount of ambient
air supplied by a blower (Black and Decker, Model
LH5000, Antioch, CA 94509) to the experimental unit
was varied by means of a fan speed controller (Lutron
electronic, MFG part S2-LFSQH-WH Monroe, NJ) and
was measured by a vane anemometer (model 407113, Extech Instruments, Nashua, NH 03063). The pressure drop
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across the bed was measured by connecting a U-tube manometer into the upper (800 mm above the distributor)
and lower pressure taps (200 mm below the distributor).
Fluidization experiments were conducted by adding
2 kg sample into the fluidization chamber. The blower
was turned on and the fan speed controller was used to
gradually increase airflow rate through the bed. At least,
10 airflow data (pressure drop and air velocity) were recorded for each sample before the onset of entrainment of
the bed material. At each airflow velocity, 60 seconds was
allowed for stabilization before the pressure drop across
the chamber and the corresponding air velocity through
the bed were recorded. The pressure drop across the
chamber was determined for each superficial gas velocity
starting from fixed bed condition until complete bed mixing was achieved.

2.4 Data analysis
All experiments were conducted in triplicates and results are presented in the relevant sections as mean values
and standard deviation. Statistical significance of the following variables—screen size, porosity, particle and bulk
density, particle size, sphericity and coefficient of variation
was tested using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures (SAS, 2011). Tukey multiple range test was used
to compare means. Differences were considered to be statistically significant when p < 0.05. Mean Relative Deviation (MRD) (Eqn. 8) was used as statistical indicator to
compare the predictive ability of the original Ergun and
the modified Ergun (developed in this study) equations
MRD % 

Table 1

N ΔP
1
i.calc  ΔPi.exp
100
N
ΔPi.exp
i 1

(8)

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Physical properties
The size, density, porosity and shape of the seven loblolly pine grind samples are summarized in Table 1. Coefficients of variation for all the samples were higher than
60 % thus further confirming that size of particles in each
sample varied widely. The results in Table 1 also affirm
the high porosity and the non-spherical nature of biomass
grinds (> 0.80) as earlier discussed in the introductory
section. The particle density did not significantly vary
with increase in particle size but bulk densities significantly decreased (p < 0.05) as particle size increased
thereby indicating that the amount of inter-particle space
(void or pore space) increased with increase in particle
size. However, the increase in porosity was not significantly influenced by screen (or particle) size.

3.2 Pressure drop and airflow rate
The plots of ratio of pressure gradient to velocity
against air mass flow rate (Eqn. 1) for s samples of loblolly pine wood grinds are presented in Fig. 3. It can be
deduced from the plots that reduction in particle size resulted in higher pressure losses because there were less
pore spaces for the air to flow through thereby confirming
the bulk density, particle density and porosity results presented in Table 1.
The slopes, intercepts and the corresponding R2 value
of each of the plot in Fig. 3 are summarized in Table 2.
When the nominal screen size reduced by 89.8 %, the
slope and intercept increased by 67.7 and 38.2 % respectively. Increase in the value of intercept or slope indicate

Physical properties of loblolly pine wood grinds ground through different screen sizes.

Screen size
(mm)

Particle size
(mm)

Sphericity

Bulk density
(kg/m3)

Particle density
(kg/m3)

Porosity

γ*

6.35

1.64b
(0.10)

0.37c
(0.10)

250.9b
(2.40)

1453.3ab
(44.10)

0.83b
(0.01)

72.6bc
(0.01)

9.53

1.95a
(0.10)

0.37a
(0.10)

242.8b
(2.80)

1420.4b
(12.10)

0.84ab
(0.01)

72.8c
(0.1)

15.88

2.09a
(0.30)

0.39b
(0.10)

229.9d
(1.60)

1448.2ab
(3.03)

0.84ab
(0.01)

72.5abc
(0.1)

19.05

2.02a
(0.02)

0.42a
(0.10)

228.8d
(2.90)

1424.9b
(12.15)

0.84ab
(0.01)

67.9c
(0.06)

22.23

2.10a
(0.10)

0.41a
(0.01)

222.7e
(3.30)

1438.8ab
(11.70)

0.85a
(0.01)

64.0c
(0.02)

Values are means of triplicates experimental runs and are based on d50 from the particle size distribution data
Numbers in parentheses are standard deviation
Means with the different superscript (alphabet) in a column are significantly different (p < 0.05)
*coefficient of variation (calculated using Eqn. 6)
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Fig. 3

Linear form of pressure–drop equation (Eqn. 1) using loblolly pine wood grind through different screen
sizes.

Table 2

+

Estimation of slope and intercept parameters for loblolly pine wood at different particle sizes.

Screen size
(mm)

Bulk density
(kg/m3)

6.35

250.89

9.53

+

Intercept
(a)

+

Slope
(b)

+ 2

883.2

3346.2

242.80

811.1

15.88

229.93

19.05
22.23

R

Void correlations based on
(Eqn. 2)

(Eqn. 3)

0.90

0.053

0.31

3248.3

0.95

0.046

0.28

687.7

3053.4

0.93

0.042

0.27

228.27

670.5

3071.1

0.98

0.041

0.26

222.72

633.1

2999.8

0.97

0.039

0.25

2

Values of (a), (b) and R were obtained from Fig. 4 and based on Eqn. 1

that resistance of the bed material to stress-shear deformation at viscous level and bed entropy (particle-particle
collision per unit area due to kinetic energy) increased
with reduction in size (Ergun, 1952). The last two columns in Table 2 were calculated from the fraction correlation (kinetic energy loss (Eqn. 2) and viscous energy
loss (Eqn. 3)) as proposed by Ergun (1952). The values
were determined by substituting the experimentally determined porosity (values presented in Table 1) for each
of the screen size into the corresponding Eqns. 2 and 3.
The result showed that void fraction for kinetic energy
loss were higher than viscous energy losses. This implies
that energy losses due to particle-particle movement dominated the system.
Fig. 4 shows the plot of slope versus kinetic fractional
correlation (Eqn. 2) on the primary axis and the plot of
intercept values versus viscous void fractional correlation
(Eqn. 3) on the secondary axis. The result shows a good
fit of R2 values of 0.95 for viscous energy loss but a weak
R2 values of 0.61 kinetic energy loss—an indication that
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Fig. 4

Influence of kinetic and viscous energy losses on fractional void volume.

the kinetic energy expression in the Ergun equation does
not appear to be adequate for pressure drop-airflow relationship of irregular shape typical of biomass grinds.
To improve the void fraction correlation for kinetic energy losses, the void fraction was modified into the expression below.
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kinetic 

1  ε n

(9)

εk

The values of parameters ‘n’ and ‘k’ were obtained by
using the Microsoft Excel® nonlinear solver based on
generalized reduced gradient algorithm such that the error
sum of square between kinetic void fraction correlation
data and the corresponding slope data (Table 2) was minimized. The plot of slope versus modified kinetic fractional correlation (Eqn. 9) using the new values of ‘n’ (0.3)
and ‘k’ (3.4) resulted in improved R2 value of 0.94 (a 35 %
improvement). These values of ‘n’ and ‘k’ indicate that
other factors (in addition to turbulent flow) such as particle-to-particle cohesive force, particle-wall interactions,
variations in the minimum fluidization velocity may be
contributing to pressure drop during fluidization of bed
that is composed of non-spherical and non-uniform particles. (Srivastava and Sundaresan, 2002; Olatunde et al.,
2016)

3.3 Model development
As mentioned in the introductory section, the most
common form of predicting packed bed pressure drop is
the Ergun equation (Eqn. 4). The Ergun equation was
modified by incorporating sphericity (φ) and coefficient of
variation (γ) expression (Eqn. 10) below (Anderson and
Warburton, 1949) and the kinetic energy loss expression
developed in the previous section thereby extending the
use of the Ergun equation to packed beds containing particles that are non-spherical and have wide particle size
distribution (Eqn. 11).
d  dφ 



ΔP
L

1  ε 2

1 γ2

K1

(10)

ε 3 dφ 1  γ 2 

2

μU  K 2

1  ε 0.3

ε 3.4dφ 1  γ 2 

ΔP ε 3d 2
N Re
 K1  K 2
1.7
LU μ 1  ε 2
ε 0.4 1  ε
where

N Re 

ρU 2 (11)

ρUd
μ

ΔP ε 3 d 2
LU μ 1  ε 2

(13)

then
f
K1  K 2
v

N Re

ε 0.4

1  ε1.7

Based on the linear plot (Fig. 5) of

A general plot for a single system having different void
fraction using Ergun’s concept using chord diameter
scheme.

f v versus,

N Re

ε 0.4

1  ε1.7

coefficients K1 and K2 were estimated to be 201.6 and 2.7
for loblolly pine grinds, and are similar to values that
have been reported in literature for non-spherical materials (K1 varying from 160 to 267, and K2 varying from 1.6
to 4.0; Quinn, 2004; Nemec and Levec, 2005; Ozahi et al.,
2008; Cloete et al., 2015; Koekemoer and Luckos, 2015).
Therefore, the modified Ergun equation for loblolly pine
grinds is:
2

(14)

0.3

ΔP
1  ε
1  ε
 201.6 
μU  2.7  3.4
ρU 2 (15)
2
3
2
L
ε
dφ 1  γ 2 
ε dφ 1  γ 

3.4 Model validation
Validation of the modified equation (Eqn. 15) was
achieved by comparing the pressure drop prediction from
this equation to the values obtained from the Ergun equation of Eqn. 16 (a version of Ergun equation that has sphericity factor).

(12)
ΔP
1  ε ρU 2
1  ε 2 μU
 K1
 K2 3
3
2
2
L
ε
φ d
ε
φd

If
fv 

Fig. 5

(16)

A new set of loblolly pine wood chips were prepared
with hammer screen sizes that were different from those
used to prepare the samples utilized in the above model
development. The physical attributes of the new samples
are presented in Table 3. Similar effects of particle size
on particle density, bulk density, and porosity were obtained as described earlier on. The MRD values from the
predicted pressure drop values using the modified Ergun
equation (Eqn. 16) and the original Ergun equation (Eqn.
4) are summarized in Table 4. The lower MRD values for
the modified Ergun equation for all the hammer mill
screen sizes provide proof that the modified Ergun equation is more suitable for predicting pressure drop in
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Table 3

Physical properties of loblolly pine wood grinds used for validation.

Screen size
(mm)

Particle size
(mm)

Sphericity

Bulk density
(kg/m3)

Particle density
(kg/m3)

Porosity

γ*

22.40

2.90a
(0.20)

0.45a
(0.01)

222.7e
(2.2)

1438.5a
(3.1)

0.85a
(0.003)

66.1a
(2.6)

19.00

2.20b
(0.10)

0.45a
(0.01)

232.1d
(2.1)

1438.1a
(2.3)

0.84a
(0.003)

67.0a
(3.0)

15.80

2.09b
(0.30)

0.45a
(0.01)

275.4c
(2.62)

1437.7a
(4.9)

0.81a
(0.001)

60.0a
(4.4)

12.70

2.02b
(0.20)

0.46a
(0.01)

282.4c
(4.25)

1436.4a
(9.0)

0.80a
(0.001)

60.5a
(2.7)

6.35

0.82d
(0.03)

0.38cb
(0.02)

311.1ab
(1.57)

1422.3ba
(2.4)

0.78c
(0.001)

65.5a
(11.9)

Values are means of triplicates experimental runs and are based on x50 from the particle size distribution data
Numbers in parentheses are standard deviation
Means with the different superscript (alphabet) in a column are significantly different (p < 0.05)
*coefficient of variation (calculated using Eqn. 6)

Table 4

Comparison of the overall MRD (%) between predicted and the experimental data.

Screen size
(mm)

Modified Ergun
(Eqn. 16)

Original Ergun
(Eqn. 4)

6.35

18.4

56.7

12.70

25.5

44.1

15.80

49.1

81.8

19.00

31.2

76.6

22.40

32.8

76.9

packed beds containing loblolly pine grinds in comparison to the original Ergun equation. The MRD values of
the modified Ergun equation were about 2× lower than
that of the original Ergun equation, and are similar to the
values reported by others that have attempted to customize the Ergun equation for a particular material. For instance, Nemec and Levec (2005) used neutral network
approach to modify Ergun using material shaped into
various geometry sphere (size ranged between 1.66 mm
and 3.50 mm, porosity 0.40 to 0.44), cylinder (size ranged
between 2.62 and 3.50 mm, porosity 0.32 to 0.68) and
quadralobes (size 2.13 porosity 0.47–0.50) and obtained
MRD of 42.2, 20.6 and 60.0 %. Harrison et al. (2013) refitted Ergun’s expression and obtained 119.8 for K1 and K2
to be 4.63 and author validated the equation over a wide
range of Reynolds number and tube-diameter to particle
diameter ratio. The author reported an absolute mean relative deviation of up to 50.7 %. Despite the significant
improvement in the prediction of pressure drop during
fluidization of biomass grinds suing the modified Ergun
equation developed in this study, there is the need to con-
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tinue to conduct studies that will lead to further improvement and development of equations for predicting the
fluidization behavior of non-spherical and non-uniform
particles.

4. Conclusions
Ergun’s equation has attracted the attention of several
researchers since it was first developed. Some of the authors showed that the equation is best suited for uniformly
sized particles while others concluded that the void fraction correlation, the coefficients (K1 and K2) and a term of
introducing the effect of size distribution need to be
carefully determined before Ergun’s equation can be used
for a bed consisting of non-uniform particles having
non-spherical shape. In this study, we introduced a new
concept of determining the void fraction correlation suitable for non-uniform particle size distribution. We also
incorporated coefficient of variation to capture the effect
of particle distribution. Accordingly, we estimated a new
coefficient K1 and K2 to be 201.6 and 2.7 respectively. We
also proposed new frictional loss equation using ground
loblolly pine wood. The result showed that the new equation resulted in lower overall mean relative deviation of
pressure drop data compared with original Ergun equation.
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Nomenclature
FBS

fluidized bed system

MRD

mean relative deviation (%)

a, b

constants

A

surface area (m 2)

d

particle diameter (m)

d

average particle diameter (m)

P

perimeter (m)

ΔP

pressure drop (Pa)

g

acceleration due to gravity (m 2/s)

L

height of packed bed (m)

NRe

Reynolds number

Umf

minimum fluidization velocity (m/s)

k, n

constants

K1, K2

constants

x84

particle diameter 84 % percentile

x50

particle diameter 50 % percentile

x16

particle diameter 16 % percentile

ρ

fluid density (kg/m3)

ρb

bulk density (kg/m3)

ρp

particle density (kg/m3)

μ

fluid viscosity (Pa s)

φ

sphericity factor

ε

porosity

fv

friction factor

γ

coefficient of variation
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Abstract
Briquetting tests were conducted on lodgepole pine, switchgrass, and corn stover biomass. Three moisture levels
(12, 15, and 18 % [w.b.]) and three-hammer mill screen sizes (4.8, 12.7, and 19.05 mm) were used to understand
the impact of these variables on briquette-quality attributes such as unit and bulk density, durability rating, and
briquetting energy consumption. A pilot-scale hydraulic continuous briquetting system was used in the present
study. The briquette-quality attributes were measured after five days of storage. The hammer mill screen size of
4.8 and 12.7 mm and biomass moisture content of 12 and 15 % (w.b.) resulted in a higher unit and bulk density
and durability rating. For the three biomasses tested, corn stover and lodgepole pine resulted in briquettes with
bulk density > 480 kg/m3 whereas durability rating of corn stover was > 97.5 and lodgepole pine was about 92–
93 %. A larger screen size of the hammer mill (12.7 mm) and higher moisture content of 18 % (w.b.) increased the
briquetting energy consumption for both the woody and herbaceous biomass. Larger hammer mill screen size
(19.05 mm) and moisture content of 15 % (w.b.) resulted in lower density and durability rating of the briquettes
produced.
Keywords: woody and herbaceous biomass, moisture content, hammer mill screen size, briquette press, briquette
physical properties, energy consumption

1. Introduction
Energy from biomass has greater potential because it is
renewable, unlike fossil fuels. Use of biomass for burning
offers economic, social, and environmental benefits such
as conservation of fossil-fuel resources, financial net savings, CO2 and NOx emissions reduction, and job opportunities (Saidur et al., 2011). Variable moisture content, low
bulk density, and irregular size and shape create feeding,
handling, and transportation issues that limit the biomass
application at commercial scale for biofuels and biopower
generation. Typically, herbaceous biomass after harvesting has a bulk density of 112 to 160 kg/m3 (Atchison and
Hettenhaus, 2004), whereas woody biomass has a bulk density of 220 to 265 kg/m3 (Tumuluru et al., 2015a). Tumuluru
et al. (2016) indicated that densification helps to convert
the raw biomass resources into an aerobically stable,
high-density, tradable, and aggregatable commodity-like
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product. Common densification systems that are typically
used in the biomass industry are pellet mill and briquette
press (Tumuluru et al., 2011). A pellet mill typically produces a densified product with a bulk density of 650 to
750 kg/m3, whereas a briquette press produces a densified
product with a bulk density of 350 to 450 kg/m 3 and
unit densities of 600–850 kg/m3 (Tumuluru et al., 2011;
Urbanovičová et al., 2017; Mani et al., 2006; Ndindeng et
al., 2015). The quality of the densified product produced
using pellet mill and briquette press depends on process
conditions such as length-to-diameter ratio or compression ratio of the pellet die, die diameter, and biomass
properties (particle size of the grind, biomass moisture
content, and biomass composition). Various authors have
done experiments to understand the impact of biomass
type and process variables on the briquetting process.
Rajaseenivasan et al. (2016) studied the effect of binder
(neem powder) on sawdust briquettes. Their studies indicated that blending neem powder with sawdust resulted in
higher strength but lowered the calorific value (CV) compared to a briquette of sawdust alone. Also, the addition
of neem powder to sawdust improved handling and water-
resistance properties of briquettes. Water boiling tests on
briquettes indicated that increasing the neem content re-

Copyright © 2019 The Author. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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duced the burning rate and increased time required for
boiling.
Tumuluru et al. (2015b) worked on understanding the
impact of briquetting pressure, hammer mill size, and
moisture content on briquette quality attributes of wheat,
barley, oat, and canola straws. Their study indicated that
canola-straw briquettes had higher unit density and durability ratings. The high quality of the briquettes was produced at low-to-medium feedstock moisture content of 9
to 12 % (w.b.), high die temperature (130 °C), and compression pressure (12.5 MPa). Their results also indicated
that a smaller screen size of 19.05 mm resulted in better
quality briquettes in terms of density and durability rating
compared to the briquettes made using 31.75 mm screensize material.
Ndindeng et al. (2015) worked on optimizing the quality of briquettes made from rice-milling byproducts. The
focus of their study was to produce briquettes that meet
the needs of consumers. These authors tested different
combinations of raw material, particle size, husk–bran
ratio, drying method, and water temperature and concluded that these process variables influenced the hardness of rice-husk briquettes at constant pressure. They
also concluded that the briquetting process increased bulk
density of the raw material from 120 to 600 kg/m3.
Rahaman and Salam (2017) worked on using sawdust
as a binder for briquetting rice straw. These authors investigated the effect of particle size, pressure, and mold
diameter on the physical characteristics of rice-straw
briquettes. Adding sawdust as a binding material at 3:1
and 1:1 mixing ratios increased the briquettes stable density to 600 kg/m3, improved shatter index significantly,
increased heating value by 6–7.2 %, and reduced ash content from 13.61 to 10.3 and 6.93 %, respectively.
Lela et al. (2016) investigated physical–mechanical and
thermal characteristics of cardboard/sawdust briquettes.
Their results indicated that compression force did not
have a significant influence on heating value or briquette
moisture content, but slightly influenced ash content.
Their study concluded that cardboard/sawdust briquettes
showed potential for application as viable biomass fuel in
terms of properties and cost.
Thabuot et al. (2015) worked on understanding the effect of applied pressure on the binder proportion of the
fuel properties of holey bio-briquettes produced from selected biomass wastes such as bamboo sawdust, eucalyptus sawdust, corn cobs, and palm fiber. Increasing applied
pressure increased the density of the briquettes. The briquettes produced had a density in the range of 260–
416 kg/m3. High-density briquettes were obtained from
bamboo sawdust with 20 wt% molasses at a pressure of
70 kg/cm2. The heating value of the bamboo briquette
was about 21.26 MJ/kg.
Prasityousil and Muenjina (2013) investigated the prop-
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erties of briquettes produced from rejected material of
municipal waste composting char and sawdust char. The
results indicated that calorific value, compressive
strength, water resistance, and bulk density increased
with an increasing ratio of sawdust char and a higher percentage of binder. This study demonstrated that the
municipal-waste composting could be used as a fuel
because it not only promotes the reuse of waste material
but will also reduce the use of landfill space.
Jittabut (2015) worked on understanding the physical
and thermal properties of briquette fuels from rice straw
and sugarcane leaves in the ratios of 100:0, 80:20, 50:50,
20:80, and 0:100 using molasses as the binding agent. The
physicochemical characteristics of the briquettes produced indicated that rice straw: sugarcane leaves (50:50)
briquettes had low moisture content (4.22 %), high calorific value (17.83 MJ/kg), and low ash content (9.07 %).
Analysis of sulphur and nitrogen also indicated that they
are environmentally friendly as they are low in sulfur
(0.02 %) and nitrogen (0.27 %) content.
Shuma and Madyira (2017) worked on production of
loose biomass briquettes from agricultural and forestry
residues and used cow dung and cactus as binders by
varying compacting pressures (6, 12, and 19 MPa). The
studies indicated that cactus binder was insensitive to
compaction pressure due to its composition.
Zhang and Guo (2014) investigated the influence of
pressure, temperature, moisture content, and particle size
on physical properties such as density, durability, compressive strength, and impact resistance of solid fuel briquettes made from Caragana korshinskii Kom. These
authors concluded that particle size most influenced briquettes’ physical properties, followed by moisture content
and temperature. Smaller particle size, lower moisture
content, and high temperature produced good quality briquettes whereas pressure had a marginal impact. For the
different material tested, an optimum moisture content of
8 % (w.b.), and temperatures and pressures in the range of
90–150 °C and 50–110 MPa are desirable to produce good
quality briquettes.
Muazu and Stegemann (2015) investigated the effects
of operating variables such as biomass source, material
ratio (rice husks to corn cobs), the addition of a binder
(starch and water mixture), and compaction pressure on
the durability of fuel briquettes. The briquettes produced
had a unit density of up to 1.9 times the loose-biomass
bulk density. The durability of the briquettes was high as
they lost only four percent mass during abrasion and ten
percent during shattering tests. Also, storage properties of
these briquettes were better because they absorbed 36 %
less water than loose corn cobs.
Yank et al. (2016) investigated the impact of low-
pressure densification on the physical properties of rice
husk for rural applications. These authors studied the in-
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fluence of the briquette formulation binders such as cassava wastewater, rice dust, and okra stem gum on the
quality of the briquette produced. Physical properties
(density, moisture content, calorific value, durability, and
compressive strength) were tested to identify briquettes
with the highest quality, i.e., greatest physical integrity.
Briquettes made with rice dust had the highest durability
(91.9 %) and compressive strength (2.54 kN) while the
briquettes made with cassava starch had the greatest density (441.18 kg/m3). Addition of water to the rice husk before densification had a positive influence on briquette
quality; addition of bran influenced density the most, but
not other briquette properties such as durability. The measured higher heating value of rice-husk briquettes was
about 16.08 MJ/kg.
Antwi-Boasiako and Acheampong (2016) worked on
understanding the strength and calorific values (CVs) of
sawdust briquettes produced from tropical hardwoods
such as Cylicodiscus gabunensis (heavy), Antiaris toxicaria (medium), and Ceiba pentandra (light), as well as
a mixed composite that had different densities. These
authors found that the initial wood density influenced all
briquette properties and positively correlated with their
CVs as C. gabunensis > A. toxicaria > mixed type > C.
pentandra. The briquettes made from light-timber briquettes had greater compressive strength, and swelling
values (i.e., less resistance to humidity). This study indicated that higher density of the raw material significantly
influences briquette properties and correlates well with
heating value (i.e., the CV), but inversely relates with
shatter index, water/humidity resistance, and compression
strength.
Most of the earlier research reported on briquetting was
conducted on agricultural straws, sawdust, and some tropical woods, using a laboratory-scale single briquette press.
Briquetting data on physical properties and energy consumption and the models describing the process for a
pilot-scale continuous briquette press are not available. A
significant advantage of a pilot-scale continuous briquetting process is ease of scale-up to commercial-scale systems. Also, models that are developed for the pilot-scale
system can be translated to a commercial-scale system.
The overall objective of the present research is to understand the briquetting characteristics of lodgepole-pine,
switchgrass, and corn-stover biomass in a continuous
pilot-scale briquette press. The specific objective is to
understand the impact of hammer mill screen size (4.8,
12.7, and 19.05 mm) and biomass moisture content (12, 15,
and 18 % [w.b.]) on such briquette properties as unit and
bulk density, durability rating, and briquetting energy
consumption, and to develop mathematical models of
moisture content and hammer mill screen size for the briquette properties and briquetting energy consumption.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Biomass
Switchgrass, which is an energy crop, was harvested in
2012 from Tulsa County, Oklahoma. Corn stover was harvested in 2014 from Palo Alto County, Iowa. Both switchgrass and corn stover were procured in bales. Lodgepole
pine was harvested in 2014 from Fremont County, Idaho,
and procured in the form of wood chips. The wood chips
and corn stover and switchgrass bales were first ground in
a stage-1 grinder (Vermeer Model HG200 grinder) fitted
with a 50.8 mm screen. A commercial-scale rotary drum
dryer was used to dry the ground biomass to about 10 %
(w.b.). The dried material was further ground using an
eliminator hammer mill (Bliss Model E-4424-TF) fitted
with 4.8, 12.7, and 19.05 mm screens. The ground samples
were measured for moisture content and further stored in
super sacks.

3. Pilot-scale briquette press
A WEIMA C150 model briquette press was used in the
present briquetting studies. The C150 briquette press
(Fig. 1) is a pilot-scale machine that can produce about
50–80 kg of briquettes per hour. The briquetting press is
a heavy-duty hydraulic press. The throughput of the press
depends on the type of the biomass processed and its
properties. This unit has a stainless steel hopper and chute.
Details of the equipment include a) power: 460 V/60 Hz/3
Phase/16 A; b) hopper opening: (1040 × 1040 mm,
1346.2 mm above the floor); c) hopper configuration: four
sides straight, 1040 mm high; d) hopper volume: 1.1 m3;

Fig. 1 Position of various parts in WEIMA C150 briquette press.
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e) auger feed on hopper to hydraulic press; f) hydraulic
motor: 9 hp; g) worm motor: 0.75 hp (0.55 kW); h) hydraulic
oil volume: 26.4 gals (100 L); and g) briquette diameter: 2
in. (50.8 mm).

3.1 Briquetting process
Raw biomass processed using stage-1 and 2 grinders
and a rotary dryer was used for briquetting tests. Lodgepole pine, corn stover, and switchgrass biomasses were
ground in a hammer mill. The ground biomass was further reconditioned to different levels of moisture content.
The reconditioned material was left overnight at room
temperature (20 °C) for moisture to equilibrate. The reconditioned biomass was densified using the pilot-scale
WEIMA briquette press. There are four different stages
of briquette production (Fig. 2). Initially, the material underwent pre-pressing in the auger below the hopper. In
the second stage, the material was pressed with a load
pusher. In the third stage, a briquette was produced by applied pressure from a hydraulic ram. Finally, the briquette
was discharged from the press. The briquettes produced
had a diameter of 50 mm. About 10–12 kg of raw material
was used for each test.
In the present study, the properties of the briquettes
(unit and bulk density and durability rating) were measured after five days of storage at room temperature of
20 °C. According to Rahaman and Salam (2017), briquettes after 24 hours of storage tend to relax and attain
more stability. Tumuluru et al. (2015b) also observed similar findings where the relaxed density of the wheat-, oat-,
and canola-straw briquettes after five days of storage were
more stable compared to density measured immediately
after briquette production.

Fig. 2
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4. Experimental plan
The experimental plan was designed to understand the
impact of biomass moisture content and hammer mill
screen size on physical attributes (unit and bulk density
and durability rating) and briquette energy consumption.
Briquetting tests were conducted at two different hammer
mill screen sizes (4.8 and 12.7 mm) and three levels of
biomass moisture content (12, 15, and 18 % [w.b.]). Based
on results, the moisture content—which can help to produce good quality briquettes in terms of bulk density and
durability rating for the two hammer mill screen sizes—
was further used to do briquetting tests using a larger
hammer mill screen size (19.05 mm) material.

5. Raw material and briquette properties and
energy consumption measurement
5.1 Geometric mean particle length (Xgm)
The geometric mean particle length (Xgm) of the hammer
milled corn stover, switchgrass, and lodgepole pine was
determined using ASAE Standard S424 (1993). This standard is compatible with existing ASTM and ISO standards for particle-size-distribution measurement (ASAE
Standard S424, 1993). Five square-hole screens and pans
having a width of 406 mm and a length of 565 mm were
used in the present tests. The nominal opening sizes of
the screens were 19.0, 12.7, 6.3, 3.96, and 1.17 mm. These
screens were stacked over each other where the largest
opening size screen was placed on top, followed by other
screens in decreasing opening size. As the bulk density of
the ground material was low, only 750 g of material was
used in the study. As per the standard, the screen shaker
was set to shake the screens for five minutes. The mass of

Different stages in briquetting of biomass in C 150 Briquette press.
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biomass left over in each screen was determined and is
further used to calculate Xgm. The tests were performed in
replicates of three to understand the variability in the
measured data.

5.2 Durability rating, moisture content, and loose
bulk density
Durability-rating measurement helps in understanding
the shear and impact forces the briquettes could withstand
during handling, storage, and transportation processes
(Tumuluru et al., 2015b). A briquette-durability rating was
measured based on ASABE Standard S269.4, where ten
briquettes (representing the ten replicates of each combination) were tumbled in a cube-durability tester for 3 minutes at 40 rpm. The dimensions of the durability box are
300 × 300 × 430 mm (12 × 12 × 17 in.) on each end. The
axis of rotation of the box is horizontal. After tumbling,
the briquette fragments with a mass of more than 20 % of
the average original briquette fragment mass is designated
“cylindrical size material” (CSM). In case the sample did
not produce any CSM in the output sample, the durability
rating is considered as zero. Eqn. 1 indicates the method
to determine durability rating. The raw material and briquette moisture content were determined based on
ASABE Standard S358.2. The unit and bulk density of
the briquettes was measured based on ASABE Standard
S269.4. As the variability in the measured values of the
unit density values is high, the data reported were an average of 10 measurements. In case of bulk density, the observed variability in the data measured was lower, and the
data reported are an average of three measurements.


DR

M CSM
 100
M INPUT

(1)

DR = Durability rating; MCSM = Weight of cube-sized material (particles weighing more than 20 % of the average
initial briquette weight); and MINPUT = Weight of input
material.

5.3 Energy consumption of the briquetting process
An APT power monitor meter was connected to the
briquette press to log power data in kilowatts. LabVIEW
software was used to log data during briquetting. Energy
consumption for the briquetting process is calculated using Eqn. 2.
Briquetting energy consumption

Full load power kW *time(h)


Weight of the briquettes (kg)

kWh
kg

(2)

5.4 Data analysis
Experimental data collected for physical properties
such as unit density, bulk density, and durability rating
were used to calculate the standard-deviation values. Experimental data were further used to develop mathematical models. A multivariable regression model was used to
fit the experimental data in order to understand the impact
of moisture content and screen size on the product properties (unit and bulk density and durability) and energy
consumption. Also, multivariate models are computationally easy to use, and they are not dependent on the underlying metric (Box, 2007). Many researchers have used
single and multivariate models to understand the impact
of the process variables on biomass commination and pelleting (Miao et al., 2011; Tumuluru et al., 2014; Tumuluru
et al., 2016).
f  y 
a b1x1  b2 x2

(3)

where x1: moisture content (%, w.b.); x2: hammer mill
screen size (mm); y: briquette properties (unit and bulk
density (kg/m3), and durability rating (%)) and briquetting
energy consumption (kWh/t).

6. Results and discussions
6.1 Raw material properties
The Xgm of lodgepole pine was the highest for both 4.8
and 12.7 mm hammer mill screen size (see Table 1). The
measured Xgm for lodgepole pine was 1.13 mm for 4.8 mm
hammer mill screen size. Among the herbaceous biomass,
switchgrass has the highest Xgm value of 2.35 mm, whereas
corn stover has the lowest of 1.05 mm for 12.7 mm hammer
mill screen size grind.
Table 1

Particle size data for the different feedstock.

Hammer mill screen
size (mm)

Geometric particle
length (Xgm) (mm)

SD (mm)

4.8

1.13

0.27

12.7

1.64

0.05

4.8

0.75

0.08

12.7

2.35

0.24

4.8

0.85

0.12

12.7

1.05

0.03

Lodgepole pine

Switchgrass

Corn Stover

Note: SD = standard deviation
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Fig. 4 Unit density of biomass briquettes produced at different
process conditions.

Fig. 3

Corn stover, lodgepole pine, and switchgrass briquettes
produced using pilot-scale briquette press, moisture15 % (w.b.), hammer mill screen size-4.8 mm.

6.2 Moisture content (%, w.b.)
Fig. 3 shows the corn stover, lodgepole pine, and
switchgrass briquettes produced at 15 % (w.b.) moisture
content using a 4.8 mm hammer mill screen grind. The
moisture content of the briquettes after five days of storage at room temperature (20 °C) ranged from 8–11 %
(w.b.).

6.3 Unit density (kg/m3)
Fig. 4 shows the unit density of the lodgepole pine,
switchgrass, and corn stover briquettes produced at three
moisture contents and two hammer mill screen sizes. The
data indicated that the smaller hammer mill screen size
(4.8 mm) and lower moisture content (12 % [w.b.]) re-
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sulted in a higher unit density of 836 kg/m3, whereas increasing the hammer mill screen size to 12.7 mm reduced
the unit density to 771 kg/m3 at the same moisture content
for lodgepole-pine biomass. Increasing the moisture content of lodgepole pine to 18 % (w.b.) resulted in still lower
unit density for both hammer mill screen sizes tested. In
the case of herbaceous biomass (corn stover and switchgrass), lower and medium moisture content of 12 and 15 %
(w.b.), and smaller hammer mill screen size of 4.8 mm resulted in a higher unit density of the briquettes. The maximum unit density of switchgrass briquettes was about
797 kg/m3, whereas the corn stover was about 857 kg/m3.
Processed using a 12.7 mm hammer mill screen size at
18 % (w.b.) moisture content, corn-stover briquettes had a
unit density of 826 kg/m3, whereas the switchgrass briquettes had a unit density of 749 kg/m3. Among the two
herbaceous biomass feedstocks tested, switchgrass had a
lower unit density compared to corn stover. The effect of
biomass moisture content was found to be negligible at
the 12.7 mm hammer mill screen size, but for the 4.8 mm
hammer mill screen size, the moisture content did impact
the unit density values.

6.4 Bulk density (kg/m3)
The bulk density obtained for the three different biomass
briquettes is given in Fig. 5. In the case of lodgepole-pine
biomass at a lower moisture content of about 12 % (w.b.)
and a 4.8 mm hammer mill screen size, the bulk density
was about 489 kg/m3, and increasing moisture content to
15 and 18 % (w.b.) lowered bulk density values to 422 and
420 kg/m3. In the case of switchgrass, a maximum bulk
density of about 446 kg/m3 was observed at 15 % (w.b.)
moisture content for a 4.8 mm hammer mill screen size,
and increasing moisture content to 18 % (w.b.) reduced
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Fig. 5

Bulk density of biomass briquettes produced at different process conditions.

the bulk density values. The bulk density of the corn-
stover briquettes followed a similar trend where the medium
moisture content of 15 % (w.b.) produced briquettes with
a bulk density of 497 kg/m3 for a 4.8 mm hammer mill
screen size grind and 477 kg/m3 for a 12.7 mm hammer
mill screen size. At 18 % (w.b.) moisture content and a
4.8 mm hammer mill screen size, the bulk density of the
switchgrass and corn stover briquettes were about 376 and
466 kg/m3, respectively. The results indicate that the density of the briquettes changes with biomass type, moisture
content, and hammer mill screen size. It is also clear from
the present results that the lower-to-medium moisture
content and smaller screen size of 4.8 mm resulted in briquettes with a higher bulk density for both woody and
herbaceous biomass. The unit and bulk density of corn
stover briquettes are higher compared to switchgrass,
which may be a result of better packing and interlocking
of corn-stover particles compared to switchgrass.

6.5 Durability rating (%)
The durability rating measured for all briquettes produced under different process conditions is shown in
Fig. 6. In the case of lodgepole pine, smaller hammer mill
screen size (4.8 mm) and lower moisture content of 12 %
(w.b.) resulted in the lowest durability rating of 86.5 %,
whereas increasing the moisture content to 15 and 18 %
(w.b.) resulted in higher durability ratings of 92 to 93 %. In
the case of switchgrass and corn stover, the medium moisture content of 15 % (w.b.) resulted in higher durability-
rating values (> 95 %) for a 4.8 mm hammer mill screen
size. Increasing the screen size of the hammer mill to
12.7 mm resulted in higher durability ratings for both herbaceous and woody biomass. In the case of corn stover
and switchgrass, a hammer mill screen size of 12.7 mm

Fig. 6

Durability rating of biomass briquettes produced at different process conditions.

Fig. 7

Energy consumption of briquette production process at
different process conditions.

resulted in durability ratings of about 99 % and 98 %, respectively, whereas the durability rating for lodgepole
pine was about 94 %.

6.6 Briquetting energy consumption (kWh/t)
Fig. 7 indicates energy consumption for the briquetting
process. Briquetting energy increased with increased biomass moisture content. Also, increasing the hammer mill
screen size resulted in increased energy consumption. For
lodgepole pine biomass, the medium moisture content of
15 % (w.b.) and a 4.8 mm hammer mill screen size resulted in a lower energy-consumption value of 81 kWh/t,
while increasing the moisture content to 18 % (w.b.) resulted in energy consumption of 110 kWh/t. In the case of
switchgrass and corn stover, the lowest energy consumption was observed at 15 % (w.b.) moisture content for
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4.8 mm hammer mill screen size (79 and 83 kWh/t for
switchgrass and corn stover). When the hammer mill
screen size was increased to 12.7 mm, the lowest energy
consumption was again observed for 15 % (w.b.) moisture
content. In the case of lodgepole-pine biomass at 15 %
moisture content and a 12.7 mm hammer mill screen size,
the energy consumption was about 90 kWh/t; for switchgrass and corn stover, the energy consumption was about
80 and 89 kWh/t. An increase in the screen size of the
hammer mill had a slight impact on energy consumption
for the herbaceous biomass. The present results indicate
that moisture content of 15 % (w.b.) and a 12.7 mm hammer
mill screen size could be the best conditions for producing
durable corn-stover, switchgrass, and lodgepole-pine briquettes. To understand the impact of larger hammer mill
screen size (19.05 mm) grind on the quality of woody and
herbaceous biomass briquettes, tests were conducted at
15 % (w.b.) biomass moisture content.

6.7 Models
The experimental data generated for three different
moisture contents (12, 15, and 18 % [w.b.]) and two hammer mill screen sizes (4.8 and 12.7 mm) were used to develop mathematical models to predict the quality of the
briquettes made from wood and herbaceous biomass and
energy consumption of the process. Table 2 shows the
multivariable linear-regression model fitted for the experimental data. Coefficients of determination (R2) values for
the fitted models are in the range of 0.5–0.8. The equation

Table 2

expresses the effect of moisture content and screen size of
the hammer mill on quality (unit and bulk density and
durability) and energy consumption.
The models indicated that corn stover, moisture content
had a negative effect, while hammer mill screen size had
a positive effect on unit density, whereas in the case of
bulk density both hammer mill screen size and moisture
content had a negative effect. In the case of lodgepole
pine, hammer mill screen size and moisture content had a
negative impact on both bulk and unit density. The models developed for switchgrass indicated that moisture content had a negative effect on unit density, while hammer
mill screen size had a positive effect, whereas both hammer mill screen size and moisture content had a positive
effect on bulk density. The durability rating of corn stover
and switchgrass are negatively related to moisture content, but positively related to hammer mill screen size. In
the case of lodgepole pine, both hammer mill screen size
and moisture content had a positive impact on durability values. Energy consumption for briquetting corn stover is influenced positively by both moisture content and
hammer mill screen size, whereas in the case of lodgepole
pine and switchgrass, moisture content had a positive effect, but hammer mill screen size had a negative impact
on energy consumption.

Model to describe the effect of moisture content and screeen size on the physical properties and energy consumption.

Feedstock

Lodgepole pine

Switchgrass

Corn stover

R2

Physical properties

Mathematical model

Unit density (kg/m3)

y 1046.93  17.045x1  6.415x2

0.86

Bulk density (kg/m3)

y 623.24  10.143x1  5.471x2

0.86

Durability rating (%)

y 82.412  0.429 x1  0.326 x2

0.50

Energy consumption (kWh/t)

y
62.93  2.172 x1  0.0465x2

0.51

Unit density (kg/m3)

y 898.14  13.543x1  5.246 x2

0.72

Bulk density (kg/m3)

y 371.43  1.577 x1  2.615x2

0.45

Durability rating (%)

y 102.12  1.166 x1  0.940 x2

0.57

Energy consumption (kWh/t)

y  66.340  1.413x1  0.374 x2

0.51

Unit density (kg/m3)

y 939.62  8.432 x1  1.264 x2

0.54

Bulk density (kg/m3)

y  619.66  7.80 x1  3.767 x2

0.82

Durability rating (%)

y
98.41  0.358x1  0.400 x2

0.79

Energy consumption (kWh/t)

y 63.75  1.140 x1  1.169 x2

0.61

Note: x1 = moisture content (%, w.b.); x2 = hammer mill screen size (mm); y = physical properties and briquetting energy consumption
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Table 3

Physical properties and energy consumption of woody and herbaceous biomass briquettes produced using 19.05-mm screen
size grind and 15 % (w.b.) moisture content.

Feedstock

Unit density
(kg/m3)

SD

Bulk density
(kg/m3)

SD

Durability
rating (%)

SD

Energy consumption
(kWh/t)

Lodgepole pine

712.04

11.21

393.53

5.26

90.73

0.002

97.84

Switchgrass

594.03

15.79

331.90

9.63

93.95

0.04

80.85

Corn stover

703.76

18.98

386.46

6.15

96.82

0.03

94.98

6.8 Physical properties and energy consumption
of briquettes made using a 19.05 mm hammer
mill screen size
Geometric mean particle length of corn stover and
switchgrass ground in a hammer mill fitted with a
19.05 mm screen size was about 1.19 mm and 3.62 mm;
lodgepole pine was about 4.37 mm. Table 3 indicates the
physical properties (unit and bulk densities and durability
ratings) and energy consumption of the briquettes produced using a 19.05 mm hammer mill screen size and energy consumption of the process. It is clear from Table 3
that briquette quality decreased when the hammer mill
screen size was increased to 19.05 mm. Lodgepole pine,
corn stover, and switchgrass had unit and bulk densities
of 712 and 393 kg/m3, 703 and 386 kg/m3, and 594 and
331 kg/m3, respectively. In the case of durability rating,
corn stover had the highest value (of 96.82 %), followed by
switchgrass (93.95 %), and lodgepole pine (90.73 %). In
the case of energy consumption, lodgepole pine required
higher energy to form the briquette (97.84 kWh/t), whereas
switchgrass needed the lowest (80.85 kWh/t). Based on
the present study, it can be concluded that increasing the
screen size of the hammer mill to 19.05 mm reduced quality attributes and increased energy consumption.

7. Discussion
Tumuluru et al. (2011) indicated that both moisture and
particle size have a significant impact on the quality of
the briquettes produced. In general, smaller or finer particles in the grind, which have the higher contact-surface
area, result in bringing the particles together, whereas
smaller to medium particles rearrange in a way that forms
a net by interlocking (Tumuluru et al., 2011). The presence
of very large particles in the grind produces lower-quality
briquettes due to a smaller contact-area among particles.
Tumuluru et al. (2011), in their review of biomass densification systems, indicated that using a 8–12 mm screen
size could result in high-quality briquettes in terms of durability and density. The results from the present study
corroborate this observation where hammer mill screen
size (12.7 mm) resulted in higher durability rating values.

Experimental data from the current study also indicates
that increasing the screen size of the hammer mill to
19.05 mm lowered unit- and bulk-density values for both
woody and herbaceous biomass. The loss of density can
be due to an increase in void spaces formed in the briquette. Tumuluru et al. (2011) indicated that larger grind
size resulted in a lower bulk density due to increased porosity in the densified biomass. Ndindeng et al. (2015)
found that particle size influenced the density, a larger
grind size resulted in lower bulk density due to increased
porosity, and smaller particles resulted in a more dense
packing. Zhang and Guo (2014) studied the briquettes
using a scanning electron microscope and found that
briquettes formed using larger particles had a porous
structure.
Another important parameter that impacts the physical
properties of briquettes is moisture content. During cold
densification (where there is no addition of heat), the
binding is due to the formation of solid bridges due to
elastic and plastic deformation and particle rearrangement
resulting in particle interlocking bonds (Rumpf, 1962;
Sastry and Fuerstenau, 1973). According to these authors,
application of pressure can increase interfacial forces,
capillary pressures, and cohesion among the biomass particles, resulting in the formation of solid and liquid
bridges, which are formed due to hydrogen bonds, van der
Waals’ forces, attractive intermolecular force, and magnetic forces that result in particles adhering to each other.
The other binding mechanism common in the briquetting
process is the mechanical interlocking of the particles.
Mechanical interlocking and solid bridges formed due to
the presence of moisture and pressure determine briquette
durability. In the present study, increasing the moisture
content to 18 % (w.b.) and the screen size of the hammer
mill to 19.05 mm resulted in lower density and durability
ratings. Zhang and Guo’s (2014) results corroborate with
present research findings; increasing moisture content reduced the density of the solid fuels briquettes made from
Caragana korshinskii Kom. In their study on pelleting of
corn stover at higher moisture content using a 6 and 8 mm
pellet die, Tumuluru (2014, 2015) indicated that high
moisture content in the biomass lowers density, but durability and increases energy consumption. Tumuluru (2016)
measured the expansion ratio of wood pellets produced
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using high-moisture lodgepole pine grind. The expansion
ratio of pellets produced increased with an increase in
moisture content. Higher expansion-ratio values lowered
the pellet unit and bulk density and durability values.
These observations corroborate with the present research,
where increasing moisture content decreased unit and
bulk density and durability of briquettes, which might be
due to relaxation of the biomass fibers after extrusion
from the die.

8. Conclusions
The present study indicates that good quality briquettes
can be made using corn stover, switchgrass, and lodgepole pine. Maximum unit and bulk density of > 750 kg/m3
and > 400 kg/m3 were observed at 4.8 and 12.7 mm screen
size and biomass moisture content of 12 and 15 % (w.b.)
for both woody and herbaceous biomass. At 15 % (w.b.)
moisture content and a hammer mill screen size of
12.7 mm, corn stover, switchgrass, and lodgepole pine resulted in briquettes with good durability ratings (> 94 %).
Switchgrass and corn stover had maximum durability
(> 97 %) compared to lodgepole pine, which recorded a
maximum durability rating of about 94 %. The briquettes
made using lodgepole pine were of lower quality when
compared to herbaceous biomass briquettes. Briquetting
energy consumption for switchgrass and corn stover
ranged from 79 to 89 kWh/t for 4.8 and 12.7 mm screen
size and 12 and 15 % moisture content. Multivariable linear regression models developed for the briquetting process with respect to moisture content and hammer mill
screen size had coefficient of determination values in the
range of 0.5–0.8. This study also indicated that going to a
larger hammer mill screen size (of 19.05 mm) reduced the
unit and bulk density and durability ratings of both woody
and herbaceous biomass briquettes.
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Abstract
During biomass pelletization, the presence of activated natural binders is thought to promote the formation of
solid bridges in a biomass assembly. To examine this hypothesis, bonded particles were extracted from the
switchgrass compacts formed at different pressure and temperature. This study investigated the influence of these
two factors on the resistance to dislocation of the particle-particle bond. The generated force-bond dislocation
curves were used to calculate the slope from no load to failure from the assemblies formed at the treatments A
(60 MPa and 75 °C), B (100 MPa at 75 °C), C (60 MPa and 90 °C), and D (100 MPa at 90 °C). Assemblies from
the treatment B had the highest diametral tensile strength (60.9 ± 7.1 kPa) and densities (653.2 kg m–3), whereas,
assemblies formed from the treatment C had the lowest diametral strength (7.2 ± 1.4 kPa). The resistance to
dislocation of particle-particle bonds at microscale was linearly correlated to the strength (R2=0.838) and density
(R2=0.981) of the densified assemblies. High pressures are documented to form stronger compacts. However, the
presence of sufficient moisture at low temperature can significantly improve the densified assembly properties by
lowering the glass transition temperature of lignin to form stronger bonds.
Keywords: bond dislocation resistance, moisture content, diametral tensile strength, densification

1. Introduction
Ground biomass particles in pellets are brought together under high pressure and temperature to form bonds
by inter-particle attraction forces and solid bridges by activation of natural binders present in biomass (Kaliyan N.
and Morey R.V., 2010). Currently, biomass pelletization
operation heavily relies on an empirical approach to ensure that biomass pellets maintain its integrity during
subsequent handling and transport (Yi H. et al., 2018).
Considering that the current empirical approach tends to
focus on successful pelleting operation rather than optimizing energy input to achieve acceptable mechanical
integrity, the biomass pelletization can be further engineered to produce pellets having acceptable durability
with less than the current energy input. With the rapid
growth in industrial production of biomass pellets (U.S.
Department of Energy, 2016), it is expected that the efficient energy usage in the pelletization will result in the
†
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substantial production cost reduction in the respective industry.
Biomass pelletization process can be more energy and
cost efficient by operating pellet mills with pressures that
are close to the minimum threshold for achieving necessary
interparticle bonding. Therefore, engineering biomass
pelletization process requires a fundamental understanding of the basic mechanics of the pellet formation, i.e.,
how interparticle bonding develops under pressure and
elevated temperature. To that end, this study aims to investigate how applied pressure and temperature during
biomass compaction influence the resistance and strength
of interparticle bonds by quantitatively measuring the
mechanical response of formed bonds between and
among particles.
Physical and chemical properties of biomass material
have been studied actively (Adapa P. et al., 2009; Carroll
J.P. and Finnan J. 2012; Colley Z. et al., 2006; Kaliyan N.
and Morey R.V., 2009b; Karamchandani A. et al., 2015,
2016a; Mani S. et al., 2003; Mani S. et al., 2004, 2006;
Poddar S. et al., 2014; Tumuluru J.S. et al., 2010). There
are several factors such as moisture content, temperature,
feedstock constituents, and physical properties of feedstocks, which play important roles in achieving the desired product quality. Many studies have been conducted

Copyright © 2019 The Authors. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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to understand the effect of these factors on pellet qualities
(Gilbert P. et al., 2009; Kaliyan N. and Morey R.V., 2006;
Karamchandani A. et al., 2017; Mani S. et al., 2006;
Tumuluru J.S., 2014). For example, a very wide optimal
moisture content, ranging from 6 % to 20 %, has been reported for successful densification depending on the type
of biomass and pelleting conditions. However, the optimum
range of moisture content for pelletizing ground switchgrass, without adding any binders, has been reported to
be between 17.5 % and 20 % (w.b.) (Karamchandani A. et
al., 2015).
In addition to the moisture content, particle size also
matters in the biomass pelletization. Several researchers
observed that the optimal pellet quality is achieved with a
mixture of particle sizes due to increased inter-particle
bonding (mechanical interlocking) and the elimination of
inter-particle spaces (attractive and adhesive and cohesive
forces) (Kaliyan N. and Morey R.V., 2006; Payne J.D.,
1978; Shaw M.D. and Tabil L.G., 2007). Finer particle
sizes generally correspond with greater pellet strength
and durability as larger particles serve as fissure points
(MacBain R., 1966). Based on our previous studies
(Karamchandani A. et al., 2015, 2016a), the pellet qualities were not significantly different for the two screen
sizes, i.e., 3.175 mm and 6.35 mm. There is a trade-off
between the energy required to produce finer particles, i.e.,
time and cost of grinding and the properties of pellets.
Therefore, the focus of this study is to examine, quantify, and explain the particle level bonding using a single
screen size for particle size reduction. Kaliyan and Morey
(Kaliyan N. and Morey R.V., 2010) showed that if the temperature rise of the biomass grinds due to frictional heating in the briquetting and pelleting machines is in the
range of glass transition (i.e., softening) temperature of
some of the constituents of biomass materials (i.e.,
≥ 75 °C), then strong and durable briquettes and pellets
could be produced without steam conditioning.
The applied pressure during densification process is
another important parameter. Many studies have investigated the effect of the pressure (Adapa P. et al., 2007;
Gilbert P. et al., 2009; Mani S. et al., 2006; Poddar S. et
al., 2014; Rhén C. et al., 2005; Shaw M.D. and Tabil L.G.,
2007). However, properties of bound biomass particles as
a result of applied pressure to biomass particles, have yet
to be sufficiently elucidated, which can impart critical information on the evolution of macroscopic densified
structures and intricacies of the particle-particle binding
mechanism.
Kaliyan N. and Morey R.V. (2010) and Stelte W. et al.
(2011) attempted to examine the proposed binding mechanisms through microstructural imaging analyses. Due to
biomass particles’ small size, irregular shape, and rough
surface, it has been difficult to study their mechanical response. Although there are numerous commonly used

mechanical devices including universal testing machines
or dynamic mechanical analyzer, they cannot be utilized
directly in microscale experiments because of their unsuitable capability of manipulating test specimen with
sub-millimeter size (Pantano M.F. et al., 2012).
To overcome the shortfalls of existing mechanical tests
in characterizing the particle scale mechanics, quantitative
properties of individual particles were studied by using a
micromechanical device inspired by the microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) devices (Han J.H. and Saif,
2006; Karamchandani A. et al., 2016b; Zamil M.S. et al.,
2014, 2015). A micromechanical device allowed tensile
experiments to measure force-extension and, therefore, to
determine the stress-strain response of single particles of
ground biomass (Karamchandani A. et al., 2016b). From
the dislocation testing of bonded particles, the bond resistance to dislocation and strength can be determined by
decoupling particle and bond dislocation responses combining the previously reported single switchgrass particle
mechanical properties. Using mechanical properties of
particles, interparticle stiffness can be deduced to elucidate the mechanical properties of particles’ binding mediated by natural binders present in the biomass.
Our previous study showed a relationship between mechanical properties of bulk ground material and strength
of densified biomass products (Karamchandani A., 2013;
Karamchandani A. et al., 2016a). Leveraging this finding,
the strength of particle-particle bonds at the microscale
can be linked to the strength of densified assemblies at
the macroscale. The knowledge gap between the inter-
particle bond strength and a particulate assembly strength
can be bridged with the microstructural tests that will enable a development of a multiscale theoretical framework
during pelletization. Albeit few, the importance of understanding the thermo-mechanical binding mechanism of
particles to engineer biomass densification has been qualitatively discussed (Kaliyan N. and Morey R.V., 2010;
Stelte W. et al., 2011; Stelte W. et al., 2012). However, a
quantitative measurement of mechanical responses of
bound biomass particles had not been reported.
Therefore, the goal of this study is to determine the
mechanical response including the strength of the bond
formed due to natural binders present in the biomass particles. The objective of this study was to characterize the
force-bond dislocation behavior of samples of two particles bonded together obtained from switchgrass compacts.
We also tested the hypothesis that the resistance to a dislocation of two bonded particles is affected by the temperature and pressure applied to form the assemblies.
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2. Material and methods
2.1 Test material
Switchgrass is a perennial warm-season grass, which
was selected as the test material for this study. This grass
can be grown on marginal land or rotated with other crops
and has an advantage of lower ash and greater energy
content over other crops (Parrish D.J. and Fike J.H., 2005;
Sanderson M.A. et al., 2006). Pretreatment of biomass
improves both its physical and chemical properties and
makes the material easier to densify by facilitating the activation of natural binders for promoting better bond formation (Kaliyan N. and Morey R.V., 2010; Karamchandani
A. et al., 2015; Mani S. et al., 2006; Stelte W. et al., 2011).
To obtain the optimal condition of pelletization, one
screen size, 3.175 mm, was used for material size reduction task. Moisture content level of 17.5 % (w.b.) was
considered for conditioning of ground switchgrass
(Karamchandani A. et al., 2015, 2016b, 2016a). Switchgrass samples were conditioned in one batch of 25 g by
adding required water and mixing with a manual Mini-
Inversina (Bioengineering AG, Switzerland) that is capable of giving 360° motion (Karamchandani A. et al., 2015,
2016b). The conditioned material was kept in the humidity
and temperature controlled chamber at 30 °C temperature
and 60 % relative humidity for 24 h for moisture equilibration.

2.2 Biomass assembly
In our previous study, we reported the effect of moisture on the increased stiffness and modulus of elasticity
of individual switchgrass particles (Karamchandani A. et
al., 2016b). Water plays an important role in imparting
strength to the individual particles, which is one of the
critical preconditioning steps before the ground biomass
is subjected to densification (Karamchandani A. et al.,
2015; Lee S. et al., 2013; Mani S. et al., 2006; Tumuluru
J.S., 2014).
Increase in the stiffness of switchgrass particles was
thought to be contributed by the bundling of fibers promoted by the activation of binders due to increased moisture content. The addition of moisture generally increased
failure stress but decreased failure strain, which can be
attributed to the moisture’s physiochemical interaction
with and arrangement within switchgrass particles
(Karamchandani A. et al., 2016b).
More importantly, conditioning the biomass with moisture reduces the glass-transition temperature of lignin
from 120 °C–140 °C to 70 °C–90 °C (Irvine G.M., 1985).
In particular, the glass transition temperature of switchgrass averaged at 75 °C and preheating the switchgrass
grind from 75 °C to 100 °C increased the density of bri-
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quettes (Kaliyan N. and Morey R.V., 2009a).
Conditioned switchgrass at 17.5 % w.b. did not form
stable assemblies at room temperature with the single die
and punch system, which further affirmed the importance
of temperature treatment during the densification process.
Some initial runs were conducted at, and above 100 °C
temperature, however, the moisture in the material was
hypothesized to be expelled quickly, resulting in unstable
crumbled densified assembly formation. Therefore, in this
study, two temperatures, 75 °C, and 90 °C were selected
to pretreat the material.
Compressive pressure is another important factor,
which has been studied by several researchers (Adapa P.
et al., 2007; Gilbert P. et al., 2009; Mani S. et al., 2006;
Poddar S. et al., 2014; Rhén C. et al., 2005; Shaw M.D.
and Tabil L.G., 2007). During densification, high pressures and temperatures may develop solid bridges by diffusion of molecules from one particle to another at the
points of contact, which increases density (Tumuluru J.S.
et al., 2011).
Conditioned switchgrass has been reported to form
denser and more stable densified assemblies starting at
60 MPa as compared to 40 MPa, and the strength and
density of pellets are documented to improve with an increase in compressive pressure (Mani S. et al., 2006). Because building higher pressure inside the pellet mill
critically increases the energy consumption (Stelte W. et
al., 2012), it is important to elucidate the particle binding
mechanics under pressure levels near the on-set of stable
assembly formation. Therefore, we chose two levels of
pressure, namely 60 MPa and 100 MPa.
As explained above, based on initial trial runs and literature review, two temperatures (75 °C and 90 °C) and
two pressure values (60 MPa and 100 MPa) were selected
to form densified assemblies (Table 1). The assemblies
were formed, at different applied pressure and temperature,
in a single punch die attached to a universal testing machine (T-rex, Cooper Instruments and Systems, Warrenton,
VA). The temperature of the die was controlled using a
high-temperature barrel band heater (3671K151, McMaster-
Carr, Aurora, OH). The die temperature was monitored
using a thermocouple wire (Omega Engineering, TT-T-24-

Table 1

Design of experiment for densified assembly formation.*

Treatment

Temperature (°C)

Pressure (MPa)

A

75

60

B

75

100

C

90

60

D

90

100

*Number of replicates, N = 5
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TCB, Norwalk, CT) attached to a temperature controller
(Digi Sense temperature controller R/S, 89000-10, Cole
Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL).
Temperatures of the top and die sleeve were checked
before every run by inserting a thermocouple wire attached
to a temperature sensor (2190 A Digital Thermometer,
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Everett, Washington). The wire was
removed during the compression process in order to avoid
any foreign element interacting with the conditioned
material and confounding effect on formed assemblies.
Ground switchgrass compression was carried out by the
top punch, whereas the bottom punch remained stationary
at the bottom of the die during the densification process.
For each compact, approximately 0.7 g of switchgrass
conditioned at 17.5 % w.b. moisture content was gravity
filled in the cylindrical die and maintained at two temperature levels of 75 °C and 90 °C. After every run, both
top and bottom punches and die contact surfaces were
wiped with water to remove any binder that stuck on the
surfaces. The top punch was inserted and kept in the cylindrical die to reach the same temperature as die sleeve
and bottom punch after every run. The top punch was
then retracted to fill the die with ground switchgrass and
advanced to compress the material to form assemblies at
desired pressure levels (Fig. 1).
Switchgrass assemblies (Fig. 2) were formed at pressure and temperature given in Table 1. The diametral tensile strength of the assemblies was measured using a
universal testing device (Instron model 3345, Norwood,
MA) at a compressive speed of 0.1 mm/min to maintain a
quasi-static load application state. The strength of the assembly was correlated with the inter-particle binding
strength at the microscale level. In addition, densities of
individual assemblies were determined by measuring the
weight (± 0.01 g) and calculating the volume. For volume
calculation, the assembly shape was assumed to be a cylin-

Fig. 1 Die punch system attached to a universal testing machine
(T-rex Test Stand with two double action actuators,
Coopers Instruments & Systems©) to form densified
ground biomass assemblies.

Fig. 2

Typical densified assembly formed at 60 MPa and
75 °C (a) top view and (b) side tilt view (Diameter = 21.8 mm and Height = 3.1 mm).

drical disc; its volume was calculated using the measurement of its height (± 0.01 mm) and diameter (± 0.01 mm).

2.3 Bonded particle test
Bonded particles were extracted using a micro-
mechanical device (Karamchandani A. et al., 2016b), which
was inspired by MEMS chip design proposed by Zamil
M.S. et al. (2014). This device consists of a piezoelectric
motor-driven actuator (AG LS25, Newport, Bozeman, MT)
and a 3D-printed force sensor beam (FSB) (Proto3000,
Woodbridge, Ontario, Canada) (Karamchandani A. et al.
(2016b).
Compliance of the device was verified by Karamchandani
A. et al. (2016b) to avoid any error in the calculations.
Formed assemblies were visually analyzed under a binocular 3.5x–90x zoom stereomicroscope (AmScope, SM3BZ-80S, Irvine, CA) to identify and extract bonded
particles formed due to the applied pressure. Selected
bonded particles were gripped on the silicon chips attached to the fixed and moving ends of the micromechanical tester. The tests were carried out by applying stepwise
incremental displacement loading, i.e., 0.45 μm displacement for each step, under a direct optical microscope
(VanGuard 1242MM, Kirkland, WA) observation. A 10×
objective lens and an additional eyepiece of magnification
4× were used for the optical observation.
The inherent nature of densification imparts the rearrangement of particles during the process, thereby, making it difficult to initially select two particles in the batch
and extracting them out as a single bonded specimen after
the process for experimental testing. Additionally, to form
a local bond by selecting only two particles and pressing
them in a die punch experiment in the presence of higher
temperature to activate the natural binders is not documented in the literature and could not be achieved. Therefore, the limitation of this study was that the two bonded
particle specimens were randomly selected from the densified assemblies with some selection criteria. For selected
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specimens, mechanical and chemical bonds formed between the particles were evaluated by holding one particle
with the tweezer and slightly shaking the specimen to
verify that particles did not fall apart. Two bonded particle samples that were thought not to establish mechanical
and chemical interparticle bonds usually fell apart because of this shaking or moving from one petri dish.
There was a wide spectrum of particle sizes in the
ground switchgrass (D10 = 0.20 mm, D50 = 0.61 mm, and
D90 = 1.4 mm, where subscript numbers represent intercepts of 10 %, 50 %, and 90 % of the cumulative mass)
(Karamchandani A. et al., 2015). When harvesting two
bonded particle samples, it was ensured that the total
length of the specimen, including the bond formed between two particles, should be less than 2 mm. This was
considered in accordance to capture the dislocation in the
bond and the extension in particles in the camera frame of
2048 × 1644 pixels throughout the experiment.
In addition, the specimens were selected on the basis of
the angle formed between two particles. The two bonded
particles with acute angle (less than 90°) assemblies were
rejected in order to avoid the possible error due to extension (increase) of the angle during bond dislocation testing. In addition, it was verified that there was no angular
movement between the particles during the stretching
process by measuring the angles between two particles in
selected images. Five replicates were performed for each
treatment.
For gripping bonded particles on the silicon chips, glue
(GPMR6008, Great planes, Champaign, IL) was applied
on chip surfaces on the fixed and moving ends of the micromechanical tester. The bonded particles were picked
up carefully using precision tweezers and placed on the
glued portion on both sides (fixed arm and moving arm).
The particles were gripped to the silicon chips on both
sides so that the bonded area remains in the air without
any support from the silicon chips. This process ensured
that the glue did not wick onto the particle being tested. A
glue accelerator (PT28, Zap Pacer Technology, Ontario,
CA) was used to expedite the curing of applied glue. Silicon chip was attached to each side (fixed arm and moving
arm) of the micromechanical device.
The loading was applied in the direction of increasing
the distance between two particles. Resistance to this
loading was assumed to come from mechanical interlocking and chemical bonding between two particles. The
force required to move two particles away from each
other was measured along with the increasing distance.
These force and displacement data were subsequently
analyzed as summarized in Karamchandani A. et al.
(2016b). A typical sample of the particle-particle bond is
shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3

A particle-particle bond sample on micromechanical
tester. Left side is moving arm and the right side is the
fixed arm.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Force-dislocation curves
Fig. 4 shows force-dislocation curves for particle-particle
bond at four different treatments, i.e., 75 °C and 90 °C
temperature and 60 MPa and 100 MPa pressure, (number
of replicates, N = 5) from no load to failure. The resistance
value, the slope of force-bond dislocation response from no
load to failure, of particle-particle bond extracted from the
assemblies formed at treatment A (60 MPa pressure while
maintaining the temperature of cylindrical die and punches
at 75 °C) was 0.955 ± 0.368 kN m –1. For treatments B
(100 MPa at 75 °C), C (60 MPa and 90 °C), and D (100 MPa
at 90 °C) resistance values were 0.986 ± 0.266 kN m–1,
0.550 ± 0.248 kN m-1, and 0.703 ± 0.249 kN m–1, respectively (Table 2). Because of the small sample size, a
Mann-Whitney U test was performed (Table 3) to determine if there were differences in resistance of particle-
particle bond between treatments (Table 2). The significance
threshold was set at 0.05. None of the resistance to dislocation of particle-particle bond was significantly different
(p > 0.05, Table 3). However, the trend of higher temperatures (Treatment C and D) producing higher bond resistance than lower temperatures (Treatment A and B) is
clear. On the other hand, higher pressures (Treatment B
and D) do not necessarily result in higher bond resistance
(Treatment A and C).
The force-bond dislocation data was collected for the
whole two bonded particle specimens, including the two
particles and the bond formed between the particles.
During the dislocation testing of bonded particles, the extension could manifest from the particles, and/or from the
formed bond itself. Therefore, the proportion of binding
strength, which is due to particle stretching and bond resistance, were deduced using the information from single
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Fig. 4

Force-bond dislocation responses for (a) Treatment A (60 MPa and 75 °C), (b) Treatment B (100 MPa and 75 °C),
(c) Treatment C (60 MPa and 90 °C), and (d) Treatment D (100 MPa and 90 °C) (Different marker represents different specimen).

Table 2

Resistance* of the particle-particle bond dislocation for five specimens at four different treatments**.

Specimen
Number

Treatment A
Pressure = 60 MPa
Temperature = 75 °C

Treatment B
Pressure = 100 MPa
Temperature = 75 °C

Treatment C
Pressure = 60 MPa
Temperature = 90 °C

Treatment D
Pressure = 100 MPa
Temperature = 90 °C

1

0.445

0.784

0.346

0.497

2

0.754

0.784

0.289

0.570

3

1.026

0.809

0.498

0.604

4

1.153

1.273

0.791

0.719

5

1.399

1.280

0.825

1.125

Mean

0.955

0.986

0.550

0.703

SD

0.368

0.266

0.248

0.249

–1

*Stiffness value is in kN m
**P-values are included in Table 3 based on Mann Whitney U test
Table 3

P-value based on Mann-Whitney U tests.

Resistance of
Paired
particle-particle
Treatments
bond (kN m–1)

Diametral
Tensile
Strength (kPa)

Assembly
Density
(kg m –3)

A and B

0.834

0.0122

0.2963

A and C

0.144

0.0122

0.0122

A and D

0.296

0.0122

0.0122

B and C

0.142

0.0122

0.0122

B and D

0.059

0.0122

0.0122

C and D

0.531

0.0216

0.1437

particle tests of switchgrass (Karamchandani A. et al.,
2016b).
The calculations for particle-particle bond resistance
were performed assuming that the bond due to natural
binders and two particles formed a three-spring assembly
(Eq. 1), where k is the resistance of each component.
1
1
1
1



k eq k particle1 k bond k particle 2

(1)

The resistance, i.e. stiffness, of single particle
(Karamchandani A. et al. 2016b) was calculated for a perfectly aligned particle oriented perpendicular to the sili-
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con chips on the micromechanical tester.
Extracted bonded particle specimens were bonded at an
angle greater than 90° in their natural state. As a result,
the bonded particle specimens were not perpendicularly
aligned to the silicon chips (Fig. 3). For all treatments and
replicates, the stretching from individual particles was less
than 0.5 % of total stretching observed during the test of
the particle-particle bond. Therefore, stretching due to individual particles was considered negligible (< 0.5 %) and
the arrangement of these particles in the specimen did not
significantly affect the calculation of springs in the series.
The average value of resistance for treatment B was
highest among all four treatments, followed by treatment
A. Both the treatments were temperature treated at 75 °C,
which appears to be the factor of increased resistance for
the bonded particles although the difference is not significantly different (p > 0.05). Bonded particle assemblies
extracted from compacts formed under higher temperature (treatments C and D) resulted in less resistant particle-
particle bond. More moisture escaped from the specimen
extracted from the assemblies formed at a higher temperature as compared to assemblies formed at a lower
temperature, which may have changed the chemical characteristics of the bond formed between the particles.
This result is in alignment with our previous study,
where moisture played a crucial role in stiffness of the
conditioned and unconditioned switchgrass particles
(Karamchandani A. et al., 2016b). The bond dislocation
for treatments A, B, C, and D was 53.0 ± 13.9 μm,
64.2 ± 33.2 μm, 52.2 ± 42.6 μm, and 89.4 ± 50.2 μm, respectively. It was also observed for the force-dislocation
curves of bonded particles at different treatments that the
force at the failure of the particles had large variation.
The force at failure for treatment A, B, C, and D was
49.7 ± 24.7 mN, 66.7 ± 43.6 mN, 23.5 ± 15.0 mN, and
55.2 ± 28.0 mN, respectively.
In most cases, the specimen underwent small plastic
deformation right before the failure, whereas some specimens were observed to have a brittle failure. This variation in particle-particle bond may appear due to the
alignment of particles in the assembly and force experi-

Table 4

enced during the compression process in the single die
punch system. To minimize this variation to some extent,
selected specimens were randomly extracted from the
bottom-most layers of the densified assemblies, which
were exposed to the lower punch during the densification
process.
Limitation of determining the exact bonding area
(Fig. 3) between the two particles prevented us from performing stress-strain analysis on the collected force-bond
dislocation data. Since there was no control in the sample
preparation, i.e., forming or finding a particle-particle
bond with regularly shaped particles with the known bond
area, the higher uncertainties of assuming the bonding
area produced large errors in subsequent calculations for
modulus of elasticity. In addition to the limitation mentioned above, there was no control on the individual particle sizes and shapes of the samples constituting the two
particles. This study aimed to develop a characterization
protocol to determine mechanical response of a particle-
particle bond at the microscale level, which are the building blocks of the assemblies. Accordingly, this section
includes discussion on presented data as supporting evidence for this developed protocol. Information on the exact bond area between particle-particle will be necessary
and insightful for further mechanical characterization at
the microscopic scale in future studies in this field.

3.2 Macroscale properties of densified assemblies
Table 4 lists mean and standard deviation values of diametral tensile strength and density of densified assemblies formed at four different treatments. Assemblies
formed at 75 °C temperature at 100 MPa had the highest
diametral tensile strength (60.9 ± 7.1 kPa), whereas, assemblies formed at 90 °C temperature at 60 MPa had the
lowest diametral strength (7.2 ± 1.4 kPa). A Mann-
Whitney U test was run on five samples of each treatment
to determine if there were differences in strength of assemblies (Table 3 and 4). All pairs of macroscale strength
of assemblies produced with treatments A, B, C, and D
were statistically different (Table 4, p < 0.05).

Diametral tensile strength and density of densified assemblies* formed at four different treatments**.

Treatment

Temperature
( °C)

Pressure
(MPa)

Diametral Tensile Strength
(kPa)

Assembly Density
(kg m–3)

A

75

60

38.1 ± 2.3

619.5 ± 25.4

B

75

100

60.9 ± 7.1

655.7 ± 55.7

C

90

60

7.2 ± 1.4

421.7 ± 52.5

D

90

100

16.4 ± 6.4

472.5 ± 19.5

*Number of replicates, N = 5
**p-values are included in Table 3 based on Mann Whitney U test
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The density of individual assemblies followed the similar trend as the strength of assemblies. Because of a limited sample size, a non-parametric statistical test was used
instead of typical parametric statistical mean difference
test such as the t-test. A non-parametric test, Mann-
Whitney U tests were performed on five samples of each
treatment to determine if there were differences in density of assemblies. Differences in the bulk densities of
switchgrass assemblies were statistically significant
(p < 0.05) except differences between treatments A and B
as well as C and D (p ≥ 0.05).
The increase in density due to increase in pressure
aligned with studies conducted by other researchers
(Gilbert P. et al., 2009; Mani S. et al., 2006). Gilbert P. et
al. (2009) mentioned that the increase in pressure increases the compressive pellet strength and pellet density,
whereas, increase in temperature up to 95 °C increases
the pellet qualities. However, further addition of heat may
have resulted in quality deterioration. A study conducted
by Kaliyan N. and Morey R.V. (2009a) did not show any
significant difference in densified biomass compressed at
100 MPa pressure at two different temperatures, i.e.,
75 °C and 100 °C. The preheating of biomass grind was
performed in a closed insulated chamber, which might
have reduced the moisture escape from the densified material.
In contrast to this mentioned study, the density of densified assemblies formed at 75 °C (treatment B) and 90 °C
(treatment D) were significantly different at 100 MPa
pressure (p < 0.05). At higher temperature, the test sample dries out quickly during the compression process. For
higher temperature (90 °C) treatment C and D, at 60 MPa
and 100 MPa pressure respectively, the moisture loss
during the process to form assemblies was 12.0 ± 0.2 %
w.b. and 12.3 ± 0.2 % w.b., respectively. The moisture loss
for treatment A and B (temperature 75 °C at 60 MPa and
100 MPa pressure) was 7.5 ± 0.5 % w.b. and 9.1 ± 0.5 %
w.b., respectively, which was lower as compared to other
two treatments. This moisture loss might have contributed
to the lower densities of the assemblies formed at higher
pressure. Since moisture is an essential component that
behaves as both lubricant and binder (Kaliyan N. and
Morey R.V., 2010), increased loss of moisture during the
densification process could not assist in the activation of
binders.
The assemblies formed at a lower temperature (75 °C)
were on average 42.6 % denser compared to the assemblies
formed at a higher temperature (90 °C). The set-up of these
experiments conducted in this current study was different
from the above mentioned previous studies conducted by
various researchers. Therefore, a pronounced difference
can be seen in the macroscale properties of assemblies as
compared to data collected by several other researchers.
In the next section, we correlated the microscale particle-

particle properties to the macroscale quality metrics of
densified assemblies formed using the same material.

3.3 Correlation between the resistance of particleparticle bond at microscale and macroscale
assembly quality properties
Fig. 5a presents the correlation between the resistance
of particle-particle bond at microscale and strength of
densified assemblies at the macroscale. The resistance
values tend to show a larger standard deviation, there
seemed to exist a clear trend of higher bond resistance
produced by higher temperature. Although this finding is
limited by the lack of statistical significance, presumably
due to the small sample size, there exist a clear trend of
bond resistance to dislocation affected by temperature
and pressure. The strengths of densified assemblies at different temperature and pressure levels are significantly
different each other and the trend is in line with bond
resistance of particles. It is thought that several particle-
particle bonds collectively form the assemblies at macroscale and strengthen the macrostructure to hold the shape.
Based on the correlation, the strength of assemblies was
linearly correlated to the resistance of particle-particle
bonds (R2 = 0.838) that were the building blocks of these

Fig. 5

Correlation between (a) particle-particle bond resistance at the microscale to the diametral tensile strength
of switchgrass assembly at the macroscale and (b) particle-particle bond resistance at the microscale to the
density of switchgrass assembly at the microscale.
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assemblies. Fig. 5b presents the correlation between the
resistance of particle-particle bond at microscale and density of densified assemblies at the macroscale. The trends
of relationships of strength and density of assemblies to
particle-particle bond resistance are similar. Based on the
correlation, the density of assemblies highly correlated to
the resistance of dislocation of particle-particle bonds
(R2 = 0.981).
The assemblies formed at lower temperature treatments
(A and B–75 °C at 60 MPa and 100 MPa, respectively)
were stronger than the assemblies formed at higher temper
atures. Treatment B (75 °C at 100 MPa) formed strongest
assemblies and had the highest resistance of particle-
particle bonds, whereas the assemblies formed at 90 °C at
60 MPa (treatment C) were the weakest assemblies and
had the most fragile particle-particle bond at the microscale.
Although it is unknown, which chemical constituents
contributed to the weakening of the bond at the higher
temperature, the moisture loss and influence of moisture
on the lignin could be the probable cause of these weak
bonds.
The moisture loss at lower temperature was 5–7 %,
whereas, moisture loss for assemblies formed at higher
temperature was in the range of 9.6–12 %. At higher temperature, the moisture loss from the assemblies was substantially higher than for assemblies formed at a lower
temperature. The lower moisture content, due to a higher
rate of escape of moisture, in the formed assemblies resulted in a more brittle behavior at the particle-particle
bond. In addition, lignin present in the switchgrass reaches
glass transition temperature and gets activated in the
presence of moisture at a temperature higher than 75 °C
(Kaliyan N. and Morey R.V., 2009a). Higher moisture has
been documented to decrease the glass transition temperature of the lignin. Although both temperatures in this
study were in the lignin activation spectrum, a significant
difference (p < 0.05) was observed in the densities and
strength of the assemblies. The plasticizing effect of water
on lignin is predominantly due to absorbed water at sites,
and not the free volume of water, which significantly increases the molecular mobility that is accompanied by a
decrease in thermal stability of lignin (Guigo N. et al.,
2009).
In summary, we reasoned that the assemblies formed at
higher temperature produced weaker bonds due to an insufficient amount of moisture at activation sites for lignin
to undergo thermal softening. Presence of sufficient moisture at a low temperature can significantly improve the
densified assembly properties. This observation provides
strong evidence that stronger assemblies can be formed
by modulating the amount of moisture for lignin activation without a large increase in temperature.
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4. Conclusion
Force-dislocation curves were generated for particle-
particle bonds extracted from assemblies formed at four
different treatments; i.e., two pressure and two temperature values. Bonded particle assemblies extracted from
compacts formed at higher pressure (at 100 MPa, temperature 75 °C and 90 °C) resulted in less resistant, i.e.,
more compliant, particle-particle bond. The resistance
value of particle-particle bond extracted from the assemblies for treatments A (60 MPa and 75 °C), B (100 MPa at
75 °C), C (60 MPa and 90 °C), and D (100 MPa at 90 °C)
were 0.955 ± 0.368 kN m –1, 0.986 ± 0.266 kN m –1,
0.550 ± 0.248 kN m–1, and 0.703 ± 0.249 kN m–1, respectively. At macroscale, the assemblies formed by applying
same force at higher temperature were weaker as compared to assemblies formed at a lower temperature, although both temperatures were in the lignin activation
spectrum. The diametral strength of formed assemblies at
treatments A (60 MPa and 75 °C), B (100 MPa at 75 °C),
C (60 MPa and 90 °C), and D (100 MPa at 90 °C) were
38.1 ± 2.3 kPa, 60.9 ± 7.1 kPa, 7.2 ± 1.4 kPa, and
16.4 ± 6.4 kPa, respectively. The densities of formed assemblies at treatments A (60 MPa and 75 °C), B (100 MPa
at 75 °C), C (60 MPa and 90 °C), and D (100 MPa at
90 °C) were, 619.5 ± 25.4 kg m –3, 655.7 ± 55.7 kg m –3,
421.7 ± 52.5 kg m–3, and 472.5 ± 19.5 kg m–3, respectively.
Assemblies formed at the same temperature at higher
pressure were stronger than assemblies formed at lower
pressure. However, there was no significant difference between densities of the assemblies (p > 0.05). Increase in
pressure was reasoned to bring immediate neighboring
particles together, thus imparting more strength and
higher density to the assembly. In this process, water supported the thermal softening of natural binders in the
presence of heat. Therefore, the right combination of
temperature, pressure, and moisture content should be
achieved to form stable and stronger assemblies, which
will further reduce the cost and energy of production of
assemblies at a higher scale.
The microscale properties of particle-particle bonds
were linearly correlated to the macroscale properties of
densified assemblies. Diametral strength and densities of
assemblies were linearly correlated to the resistance of
particle-particle bonds (R2=0.838 and R2=0.981).
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Abstract
The Swirl reactor is an innovative concept for performing reactions in gas phases or solid and gas phase mixtures.
It was developed during the initial boom of the solar cell industry, where the need for more energy- and costefficient means of producing high-purity solid silicon became important. The Swirl reactor was designed to fulfil
the following requirements: continuous production of high-purity silicon; efficient energy transfer from the
reactor to the gas; controlled transport of the Si-fines and the gas formed; the use of silane as feed for silicon. By
employing a stainless steel tubular reactor honed on the inside and heated from the outside, and using argon as the
carrier gas, the requirements were all shown to be fulfilled. The Swirl reactor throughput can be increased by
having more than one injector introducing new swirls. Also, two swirls—each containing reacting agents—may
form product where they mix, i.e. along the path where the swirls overlap. Thus, reactions can be controlled but
still be run continuously. The possible uses of the Swirl reactor are numerous.
Keywords: silane, swirl flow, amorphous silicon, photovoltaic silicon, fines, cyclone, downer reactor

1. Background
In the first decade of this century, the photovoltaic industry had a growth of 10–30 % annually. Thus there was
a strong incentive to produce high-purity silicon at a
lower operating cost, e.g. at a lower energy consumption.
For a comprehensive review of photovoltaic production at
the time of development of the Swirl reactor, we refer to
the Handbook of Photovoltaic Science and Engineering
(Luque and Hegedus, 2003).
The standard method for the production of high-purity
silicon was the use of the so-called Siemens reactor where
trichlorosilane (HSiCl3, called TCS) is thermally decomposed at silicon rods heated by electric current. This process is very energy-intensive and alternatives have been
designed and tested. The Siemens reactors used to produce solid silicon from TCS are batch-operated and consume a huge amount of thermal and electric energy in
addition to producing a very corrosive gas, HCl, at high
†
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temperatures: HSiCl3 + H2 → Si(s) + 3HCl. The use of silane, SiH4, instead is a much more attractive idea since
SiH4 → Si(s) + 2H2. Union Carbide Corp. had started the
development of a fluidized bed reactor (FBR) based on silane, but were not successful. They sold their silicon facility to Komatsu Ltd. who formed the company Advanced
Silicon Materials Inc. (ASiMI), which continued the development of the FBR. However, it was not until REC
purchased the plant that this alternative finally became
the process of choice for growing Si-crystals from the
thermal decomposition of silane (Filtvedt et al., 2013; Du
et al., 2014). The company REC Silicon is today the leading producer using this technology1). First, PV-quality silicon is produced, then the standard method of producing
polycrystalline silicon wafers for PV-cells is applied, i.e.
melting the silicon granules in a crucible, then performing
a slow crystallization from the bottom creating what is
called a bowl, and finally using a wire-saw to cut the bowl
into ca 200-μm-thick sheets. This also turns almost half
of the silicon into sawdust, called kerf. Since the saw uses
glycol for cooling, the kerf is not easily regenerated. Today the Norwegian company ReSiTec is focusing on this
part of PV production.
1) The company Renewable Energy Corporation (REC) was divided
into REC Silicon and REC Solar. The latter is now a part of Elkem,
while the former is an independent company.

Copyright © 2019 The Authors. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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However, during the competitive days, free-space reactors were tested for the decomposition of silane, but with
minor success. The silicon formed was amorphous and of
a very small particle size and high surface area. Such
fines tend to stick to all kinds of surfaces and grow aggregates. This phenomenon is studied in the frames of homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation of silane pyrolysis
(Slootman and Parent, 1994; Onischuk et al., 2000). Attempts to develop free-space reactors stranded on the
handling of the silicon fines. This was also the major obstacle to overcome in development of the FBR.
To meet the challenges of both energy transfer from a
hot surface to the gas and to control the movement of the
formed fines and agglomerates, the concept of a Swirl reactor was developed. Since the concept was also continuous, the succeeding production of wafers could also be
included, but this part of the project was not initiated at
the time when the Swirl reactor was developed. Later, a
float-casting program was initiated in cooperation with a
group at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh, PA,
USA (Ydstie et al., 2009).
The production of silicon was a case study, but the development of the reactor was in fact based on other kinds
of powder and gases, and the technology is therefore not
limited to the decomposition of silane.

1.1 The swirl concept
The Siemens reactor is a device where the gases to be
decomposed are separated from air (to avoid the formation of SiO2) and is operated at high temperature at the
Si-rods (1100 °C), where the TCS is thermally reacted
with hydrogen and decomposed to form polycrystalline
silicon. To avoid reaction of the gas at other sites in the
reactor than at the hot rod, the surface of the reactor must
be cooled. Thus there is a huge heat loss in the process. In
addition, the Siemens reactors must be operated in batch
mode and involve manual interactions. To represent an
attractive alternative, the Swirl reactor was designed to
fulfil the following requirements:
i. Continuous production
ii. Efficient energy transfer from reactor to reagent
iii. Controlled transport of the fines and gas formed
iv. Use of silane as feed for Si
The concept can be expressed as: silane gas is swept
along the inner surface of a tubular reactor being heated
from the outside. The silane is diluted in an inert gas, e.g.
argon or hydrogen, which acts as a carrier gas. The carrier
gas will sweep the surface and bring the solid silicon
formed to the end of the reactor for further processing. Of
course, the Swirl reactor is not limited to silane, argon
and hydrogen. In principle, it will be possible to use any
kinds of fines and gases. Also, there is no reason why liquids cannot be used.

2. Experimental
2.1 Scope of work
The first test of the reactor was performed using simple
tubular transparent reactors made of plastic or glass, using air as the gas and silica, SiO2, or smoke as the solid
particles. The particles’ trajectories could then be measured by Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA). (A primer
of LDA can be found in Mathiesen et al. (1999)). In this
way, we were able to easily make conical reactors to see
how the swirl would be affected by a decreasing or increasing diameter. All reactors had smooth inner surfaces.
With LDA, the velocities’ magnitude in the axial and
tangential directions of the particles can be measured. It
was shown that the path of the particles was a helix and
that this was maintained even when the fluid mixture was
heated, causing an expanded volume of fluid gas.
In the second part, the objective was to decompose silane. Then a reactor operating at temperatures up to at
least 600 °C was needed. This is above the stability of
glass. We therefore attempted to make a reactor based on
a cylinder of quartz. However, we had to abandon the visibility due to technical problems with leaks in the connecting parts of the quartz reactor. This part therefore
used a tubular stainless steel reactor. The challenge was
then to prove that the swirl was maintained during the
process.

2.2 Apparatus and chemicals
The LDA equipment was made by Dantec Dynamics
who also supplied the lasers and control and analysis software. The gases used were argon and 5 % silane in argon,
both supplied by AGA. The reactors were all produced
exclusively for this project at the Institute for Energy
Technology (IFE), Kjeller, Norway. IFE also constructed
and manufactured the in- and outlet parts of the reactor
according to our requirements. The injector part had a
central inlet for measuring temperature and four peripheral inlets for gas and solid reactants or for other measuring devices. The outlet was too hot for standard filters and
a water-cooled filter holder was therefore needed and constructed.

2.3 Reactors
For the initial LDA tests, cylindrical and conical reactors
were made from transparent plastic and glass materials,
and pressurized air was injected into the reactor with a
lance injector through an inlet disc. Smoke was mixed with
the air during low-temperature tests in order to make the
flow patterns detectable by the LDA equipment, while SiO2
dust particles were used during high-temperature tests.
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In the high-temperature tests, the gas temperature inside the reactor was increased linearly along the reactor
from room temperature (approx. 300 K) to 600 K, simulating an expanding gas flow as would be the case for a
reaction where SiH4 -gas is decomposed completely to
Si(s) and H2(g). The increase in temperature was achieved
by wrapping heating tape around the reactor on the outside and with decreasing space between neighboring tape
windings along the reactor.
A cylindrical stainless steel (SS316) reactor was constructed, 500 mm long, with an inner diameter of
56.3 mm, and a wall thickness of 2.0 mm. The tube was
honed inside to ensure a smooth reactor wall. At the ends,
flanges were welded on, resulting in a neck of 40 mm on
each side of the reactor. A separate injector piece was
made and attached to the front flange. This was convenient when the injection angle or nozzle size were to be
changed. At the back flange, a filtering piece was attached. As the gas exiting the reactor is hot and the dust
particles to be collected are very small, we made a water-
cooled filter housing. A steel mesh to support the glass-
fiber filter also provided cooling to the filter.
Fig. 1 is a simplified Process Flow Diagram (PFD) of
the set-up for a useful process including recycling of the
carrier gas.
We have only tested the reactor at laboratory scale,
producing a few grams per hour. One of the objectives in
the project was to obtain design parameters for scaling-up
the reactor. The reactants’ length of trajectory along the
inner surface of the reactor depends on the flow rate, the
diameter, and the injection angle, whereas the heat transferred to the reaction is a function of the temperature of
the reactor and the entering carrier gas, the nozzle size,
the flow rate and the reactor length. A software package

Fig. 1
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simulating this was planned as a part of the project, but
this part had to be abandoned when the project was
stopped.

2.4 Analyses
The silicon produced was analysed for structure by
X-ray diffraction (XRD) using an INEL XRG 3000 diffractometer, with a multichannel curved position sensitive
detector, recording all 2θ positions simultaneously. Particle size distributions were measured by a Malvern Mastersizer 2000, using laser scattering.

3. Results
3.1 LDA results
The particles’ axial and tangential velocities were measured by LDA. The trajectories can then be extracted in
various ways. Figs. 2 and 3 show two possible representations. Both are real measurements of SiO2-particles blowing in a conical reactor which is heated by a heating tape
wound around the outside of the reactor wall. The laser
was employed between the windings.

3.2 Particle analyses results
Fig. 4 shows an XRD spectrum of silicon produced by
thermal decomposition in a small quartz tube reactor not
used for the swirl measurements. The XRD measurements confirm that the bulk of the produced silicon is
amorphous. The lack of crystalline structure gives the
wide peak in the spectrum. The peak is possibly also wid-

Simplified Process Flow Diagram (PFD) of a Swirl reactor with pumps/compressors, valves and pressure
flasks. The solid formed is separated and collected and the carrier gas is returned for reuse. This diagram
is based on the thermal reduction of silane forming Si and H2, which also is the carrier gas.
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Fig. 2

Iso-surface plots for non-expanding (left panels) and
expanding (right panels) swirling gas flows of
SiO2-particles. The expansion is due to heating.

Fig. 3

Measured velocities in an isothermal, non-expanding
conical swirl flow reactor. The upper panel shows the
axial velocity, and the lower panel shows the tangential
velocity.

ened by the small particle size and the small amount of
silicon. The freshly made Si-particles tended to form aggregates. To enable particle size distribution measurement, the produced silicon was absorbed in glycol and the
particle distribution measured a short time after (in the
order of minutes) by laser scattering. This method was not
qualified, but the best measurements gave a distribution
ranging from 0.04 to 1 μm. If the particles were allowed
to aggregate, the distribution would range from 200 to
> 2000 μm. This gives an illustration of the property of
Si-fines to form aggregates. The average particle sizes can
be used for estimating the surface area, and simple calculations using the atomic distance of Si-Si bonds as the atomic
diameter (235.2 pm; Winter, 2018)—assuming spherical
Si-particles—gives estimates of > 100 000 m2/g. Considering that the Si-atoms at the surface have non-saturated
bonds, it is not surprising that agglomerates are formed.
Fig. 5 shows the structure of the silicon absorbed on
two filters. It is shown that applying the same conditions,
i.e. mainly nozzle injection angle and flow, the flow conditions inside the reactor are then maintained and there
can be no other cause than a swirl for creating such a

Fig. 4

XRD spectrum of silicon produced by the thermal decomposition of silane, SiH4. The spectrum shows the
intensity of reflections as a function of channel numbers, which is proportional to the scattering angle. The
narrow peaks are reflections of elements in the backing
of the silicon and have nothing to do with the Si.

Fig. 5 Silicon produced in the Swirl reactor at one set of injection angle and flow. The difference in color is due to
the different time of exposure in air before the picture
was taken.

complex pattern. The difference in color is believed to be
dependent on the time the filter was exposed to air. The
silicon particles have a high surface area, as explained,
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Fig. 6

Silicon produced in the Swirl reactor at a different set
of injection angle and flow compared to Fig. 4. The
same operational conditions were tested four times.

Fig. 7

Relative yields as a function of temperature and injection angle. Gas flow 2.0 L/min. The line is drawn to
guide the eye.

and can easily form oxides which will show up as white
or gray.
Moreover, Fig. 6 represents a different condition, but
again it was shown that the flow pattern was maintained
as four equivalent tests gave the same pattern.

3.3 Reaction results
With a fixed steel reactor length, the three parameters
to vary were temperature, injection angle and flow. Nozzle size was not usually changed. Figs. 7 and 8 show the
relative variations in yield of silicon as a function of these
three parameters. The yield in this case was unfortunately
not a well-defined amount in this experimental set-up. It
was determined as the amount of Si accumulated on the
filter relative to the amount injected. But no Si outside the
filter or unreacted silane was detected or included in the
calculation of the yield reported. The fact that the yield
approaches 100 % at the highest flow rate tested indicates
that the highest flow rate brings out more Si from the reactor and therefore gives a more efficient swirl. The silicon not measured at the outlet for the lower flows is
believed to stick to the interior of the reactor. The temperature reported is the one at the outside of the reactor.
The temperature in the center of the reactor was monitored, but only to check that the gradient between the outside and inside was small.

4. Discussion and conclusion
The results presented in the foregoing paragraph clearly
show that the swirl flow is maintained in the reactor.
Moreover, finely grained, amorphous material with a high
affinity for making agglomerates and a tendency to stick
to any surface could be handled well.
When our work on the Swirl reactor was ongoing, the
focus was primarily on the production of photovoltaic
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Fig. 8 Relative yields at 600 °C as a function of the carrier gas
flow rate.

(PV) silicon. From the above results the optimum seems
to be 45° injection angle, 3.0 L/min gas flow at a temperature of 650 °C (923 K). Both injection angles of 30° and
60° seem to give lower yields than 45°. Overly small angles may give too little force along the reactor and then
lose solids to the central part of the reactor, whereas
overly large angles will not wipe the whole surface effectively. These statements are hypotheses and need to be investigated further.
The Swirl reactor has similarities with the downer reactor, but that is based on cyclone technology. A downer
reactor is vertical and uses gravitation for avoiding back-
mixing. Cheng Y. et al. (2008) have published a review of
this reactor technology. Downer reactors utilize plug flow
whereas the Swirl reactor—where the fluid is heated at
the inner surface of the reactor—develops a radial kinetic
energy gradient that causes turbulence. Estimates of the
Reynolds number indicate figures well above the limit for a
turbulent regime. This implies good mixing between solids and gas; important for reactions which comprise these.
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Downer reactors were primarily developed for the same
purposes as fluidized bed reactors are used for: reforming
catalysis of natural gas, cracking of hydrocarbons, anaerobic combustion, etc. The solids employed in the downers, e.g. catalyst and absorbents, are usually recycled. The
production of silicon is not a common theme, but Levin H.
and Ford L.B. (1982) have patented a vertical cyclone reactor for transforming silicon gas directly into a melt of
silicon. We believe the Swirl reactor may be operational
in the same segments as the downer reactors.
The Swirl reactor throughput can be increased by having more than one injection point. As shown in Fig. 2,
there is space without solids between the swirls. This can
be utilized by another swirl. Also, two swirls containing
reacting agents may then form product wherever they
touch, i.e. along the path where the swirls overlap. Thus
reactions can be controlled but still be run continuously.
By combining Swirl reactors in a “honeycomb” pattern,
heat loss can be reduced and throughput increased. Increasing the diameter of the reactor increases the volume even
more, but the central part of the Swirl reactor is of less
use, so there is a possibility of turning the reactor into an
annular reactor and thus saving space to be heated.
The concept of the Swirl reactor was patented (Eriksen
D.O. and Gorset O., 2008) by the Institute for Energy
Technology (IFE) where the authors were all once employed, but was later stopped and there is presently no
patent hindering the use or development of this reactor
concept. In the patent, means for separating the solids
formed from the carrier gas, flow distributions inside different kinds of reactors and verification tests are described.
We believe the Swirl reactor may be useful also for liquids
and for the treatment of ores such as carbo-chlorination
reactions. Here, the oxidic mineral or solid feed can first
be mixed with carbon and then in the Swirl reactor the
solid mixture meets chlorine gas. The carbon binds the
oxygen and the metal will form gaseous chlorides. Metals
forming gaseous chlorides are iron, titanium, silicon, vanadium, zirconium, etc. This can also be used for removing such metals from other non-volatile metal chlorides
like the rare earths.
A new segment for use may be the coating of solid particles. For example, combining finely ground graphite and
silane may form Si-coated graphite which is of great interest as an electrode material for use in Li-ion batteries.
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Abstract
Experimental data on the hydrodynamic behavior of dense and circulating fluidized beds at high temperatures are
scarce in the literature. This work deals with the hydrodynamic study of a Fast Internally Circulating Fluidized
Bed (FICFB) used for biomass gasification. The first part of this study investigates the influence of the bed
temperature (between 20 and 950 °C) and the nature of fluidizing gas (air or steam) on the hydrodynamic
parameters of a dense fluidized bed of olivine particles (i.e. minimum fluidization velocity and voidage as well as
average voidage). Three olivine batches are used with a mean Sauter diameter of 282, 464 and 689 μm,
respectively. Experimental results are compared with different empirical correlations from the literature to
evaluate their validity under elevated temperature conditions. Besides, two dimensionless correlations calculating
the minimum fluidization velocity and average bed voidage are proposed. The second part of this study focuses
on the hydrodynamic behavior of an FICFB operating between 20 and 850 °C. The effect of different process
parameters (i.e. bed material nature, air velocity, solids inventory, bed temperature) on the solids circulation flow
rate is investigated. It was found that the transport velocity Utr is not affected by the bed temperature and the bed
material inventory. It mainly depends on the terminal settling velocity Ut of bed material particles. Besides, key
parameters controlling solids flow rate are the combustor gas velocity and the solids inventory. An increase in
these parameters leads to a higher circulation flow rate.
Keywords: circulating fluidized bed, transport velocity, hydrodynamic, olivine, biomass gasification

1. Introduction
High-temperature biomass gasification is a promising
alternative to fossil fuel for power generation and the
production of fuel via methanation or the Fisher-Tropsch
process. The reactive system of biomass conversion is an
endothermic process. To maintain a fixed temperature in
the reactor, a contribution of energy is required. Two
types of technology exist for biomass gasification depending on the method of heat transmission (Gómez-Barea and
Leckner, 2010; Ruiz et al., 2013). On the one hand, the
heat can be provided by “in-situ” combustion. This process includes the fixed bed gasifiers (up-draft and down-
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draft) and the “bubbling fluidized bed” gasifiers. In these
types of reactors, the biomass undergoes drying, pyrolysis, partial combustion of volatile matters and char and
finally gasification of char. On the other hand, the heat
can be supplied by the “ex-situ” combustion of char. One
of the most promising technologies using “ex-situ” combustion is the Fast Internally Circulating Fluidized Bed
(FICFB) (Hofbauer et al., 2002). The facility used in this
study is of FICFB type. Its principle relies on the circulation of a medium (sand, olivine or catalyst particles) acting as a heat carrier between an endothermic reactor and
an exothermic reactor. In the first one (called gasifier),
which operates at around 750 °C–850 °C, biomass is continuously fed into a dense fluidized bed containing the
heat transfer medium (olivine particles) fluidized by superheated steam. The biomass thermochemical conversion leads to the production of synthesis gas and a solid
carbonaceous residue called char. Bed material (olivine
and unconverted char) is continuously discharged through
a dump to a transported fluidized bed reactor called
“Combustor” that is fed by preheated combustion air. In
this reactor, which operates at around 850 °C–950 °C,

Copyright © 2019 The Authors. Published by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation. This is an open access
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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combustion of part of the char coming from the gasifier
Fatah, 1991 and Tannous et al., 1994). They are listed in
induces olivine particle heating. At the outlet of the comTable 1. The correlations proposed were often derived
bustor, olivine particles are separated from flue gas by a
from the Ergun equation (Ergun, 1952) for pressure drop
cyclone and are returned to the gasifier through a standthrough a packed bed calculation (Equation 1):
pipe. Thus, the heat needed for endothermic steam-
2
ΔP 150  1  ε μfU
1.75  1  ε ρf U 2
gasification is provided by the ex-situ combustion
of


(1)
ε3
φd p
L
ε3
φd p  ²
residual char. The FICFB biomass gasification efficiency
is strongly dependent on a thermal equilibrium between
where ΔP is the pressure drop (Pa), U is the fluid superfigasification zone and combustion zone. This equilibrium
cial velocity (m ∙ s–1), ε is the bed average voidage (–), L is
is controlled by the temperature difference and circulatthe bed height (m), μf is the fluid viscosity (Pa ∙ s), φ is the
ing solids flow rate between the two reaction zones. Howshape factor (–), dp is the mean particle diameter (m) and
ever, this last parameter also depends on the process
ρf is the fluid density (kg ∙ m–3).
operating conditions (i.e. bed inventory, gas velocity, bed
Considering minimum fluidization as the transitional
temperature), and cannot be imposed. Thus, it appears esstate between fixed bed and fluidized bed, the pressure
sential to identify the process key parameters which endrop through the fixed bed, defined in Equation 1, is equal
able control of the circulating medium flow rate.
to the bed weight per unit area. By using dimensionless
Besides, it is well known that the hydrodynamic behavReynolds and Archimedes numbers, the Ergun equation
ior of an FICFB affects heat and mass transfer and thereat minimum fluidization leads to Equation 2:
fore the overall reaction rate. In the literature, current
150  1  ε mf 
1.75
2
Ar

 Remf 
 Remf
knowledge on the hydrodynamic behavior of dense and
(2)
2
3
3
φ  ε mf
φ  ε mf
circulating fluidized beds was essentially acquired at
with:
ambient operating conditions and a lack of information is
noticed on the effect of temperature.
ρf  U mf  d p
g  d p3  ρf  ( ρp  ρf )


and Ar
Remf
(3)
μf
μf2

1.1 Brief review on bubbling fluidized bed
hydrodynamic study

where Ar is the Archimedes number (–), Remf is the Reynolds number at minimum fluidization (–), εmf is the minimum f luidization voidage (–), Umf is the minimum
fluidization velocity (m ∙ s–1), g is the acceleration due to
gravity (m ∙ s –2) and ρp is the particle apparent density
(kg ∙ m–3). Equation 2 may be rearranged to Equation 4,
where K1 and K2 are constant numbers depending on the
minimum fluidization voidage and shape factor.

Shabanian and Chaouki (2017) recently reviewed the
effects of temperature, pressure and interparticle forces
on the fluidization characteristics of gas-solid dense fluidized beds for a wide spectrum of particles belonging to
group A, B and D of the Geldart classification (Geldart,
1973).
For Geldart class-B particles with no interparticle forces
2
Ar  K1  Remf  K 2  Remf
(4)
and at atmospheric pressure, the minimum fluidization
velocity decreases as the temperature increases (Mii et
By solving Equation 4, Remf can be expressed as a
al., 1973; Pattipati and Wen, 1981; Botterill et al., 1982a;
function of Ar (Equation 5).
Botterill et al., 1982b; Svoboda et al., 1983; Hartman and
Remf  (C12  C2  Ar) 0.5  C1
(5)
Svoboda, 1986; Grace and Sun, 1991; Llop et al., 1995;
Formisani et al., 1998). The authors explain this trend by
where:
the fact that the increasing viscosity, with a rise in bed
1
K1

C1 
C2
and
temperature, is the controlling factor for class-B particles.
(6)
K2
2  K2
Some authors also investigated the effect of mean particle
diameter on minimum fluidization velocity (Geldart,
Several authors attempted to estimate C1 and C 2
1972; Stubington et al., 1984; Fatah, 1991; Tannous, 1993;
through experimental data at various operating conditions
Gauthier et al., 1999). The authors agreed to say that min(Table 1). However, studies performed at high temperaimum fluidization velocity increases with mean particle
tures are scarce in the literature. Most of the correlations
size. Besides, many authors proposed correlations to estiwere established at ambient temperature, as reported in
mate the minimum fluidization velocity (Wen and Yu,
Table 1. However, it is known that the bed temperature
1966; Bourgeois and Grenier, 1968; Richardson, 1971;
greatly influences viscosity and density of gas, thus makSaxena and Vogel, 1977; Babu et al., 1978; McKay and
ing the use of these correlations a source of errors.
McLain, 1980; Svoboda et al., 1983; Chitester et al., 1984;
Regarding minimum fluidization voidage, it was found
Thonglimp et al., 1984; Nakamura et al., 1985; Lucas et
to slightly increase with bed temperature (Botterill et al.,
al., 1986; Chyang and Huang, 1988; Murachman, 1990;
1982a; Botterill et al., 1982c; Llop et al., 1995; Formisani
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et al., 1998). Besides, the effect of mean particle size on this
parameter is a source of controversy. Through experiments
carried out with various bed materials belonging to group A
and B of the Geldart classification (coal, sand, glass, coke,
ceramic, carborundum, anthracite, cracking catalyst...),
different trends were observed (Lewis et al., 1949; Matheson
et al., 1949; Agarwal and Storrow, 1951; Van Heerden et
al., 1951; Rowe, 1965; Geldart, 1972). When mean particle
size increases, minimum fluidization voidage is found: to
decrease according to Matheson et al. (1949), Agarwal
and Storrow (1951), Rowe (1965), and Geldart (1972), to
increase in the work of Van Heerden et al. (1951), and to
remain unchanged for Lewis et al. (1949).
Finally, studies about average bed voidage showed that
there is no influence of bed temperature for Geldart
class-B particles (Botterill et al., 1982a; Botterill et al.,
1982c). According to the authors, this parameter only depends on excess gas velocity (U-Umf ). The effect of mean
particle size on average bed voidage was also investigated
with various bed materials (ballotini crystal, cracking
catalyst and sand particles) (Lewis et al., 1949; Rowe,
1965; Geldart, 1972). The authors found that the average
bed voidage decreases as the mean particle size increases.
Besides, several correlations were proposed in order to estimate the average bed voidage (Lewis et al., 1949; Matsen
et al., 1969; Thonglimp et al., 1984; Chyang and Huang,
1988; Hilal and Gunn, 2002). These correlations are given
in Table 2, and were established from experimental data
obtained in gas-solid and liquid-solid reactors, or from
the two-phase theory assuming that excess gas regarding
minimum fluidization crosses the bed as bubbles.

1.2 Brief review on circulating fluidized bed
hydrodynamic study
Circulating fluidized bed technologies have been used
since 1940 for the Fuel Catalytic Cracking process (FCC)
(Lim et al., 1995; Grace et al., 1997). In spite of this, the
phenomena involved were not investigated until the 1970s
(Yerushalmi et al., 1976). Lim et al. (1995) and Berruti et
al. (1995) reported that circulating fluidized bed reactors
offer several common advantages compared to conventional low-velocity bubbling and turbulent fluidized bed
reactors. These advantages are: favorable gas-solids contact efficiency due to high slip between gas and solids, a
more uniform distribution of solids due to reduced gas
bypassing, reduced axial gas and solids back-mixing,
higher gas throughput, independent gas and solids retention time control, improved turndown and possible separate gaseous reactant zones.
A large number of works in the literature are devoted
to the identification of the fluidization regimes in risers.
Yerushalmi et al. (1976) focused on the identification of
transition velocities between bubbling, plugging and tur-
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bulent regimes at ambient temperature for class-A particles of the Geldart classification. The authors highlighted
two characteristic velocities, Uc and Uk, which correspond
to transition and complete turbulent fluidization velocities, respectively. For a gas velocity lower than Uc, bed
pressure drop standard deviation increases to a peak as a
result of a bubble coalescence phenomenon. Between Uc
and U k , internal solids circulation yields to bubbles
breakup and decreases pressure drop standard deviation.
Beyond Uk, the pressure drop standard deviation stabilizes and solid particles begin to be carried in the gaseous
flow. These two velocities (i.e. Uc and Uk) are easily measurable for class-A particles but are not well-defined for
other class particles. Chehbouni et al. (1994) denied the
existence of turbulent velocity Uk for Geldart class-B particles. They concluded that the onset of turbulent fluidization is at Uc, and velocity Uk is an artefact due to the use
of differential pressure transducers.
There is more than one technique for measuring the
transport velocities of particles. Those recorded in the literature include determination of the f looding point
(Yerushalmi and Cankurt, 1979), determination of the
pressure drop at the bottom of the column as a function of
the solids circulation flux at different gas velocities
(Yerushalmi and Cankurt, 1979), determination of the
maximum solids circulation flux at different gas velocities
(Schnitzlein and Weinstein, 1988), and determination of
the emptying times of a fast fluidization column (Han et
al., 1985). According to Adanez et al. (1993), the last technique is the most attractive because the measurement is
simple and quick to conduct.
By measuring the solids flow rate versus the gas velocity, Yerushalmi and Cankurt (1979) also reported the existence of a characteristic particle transport velocity Utr,
which corresponds to the onset of a fully transported bed
flow.
Several authors attempted to estimate the influence of
column diameter as well as solids properties and hold-up
on the transition velocities Uc, Uk and Utr at ambient temperature (Fan et al., 1983; Han et al., 1985; Mori et al.,
1986; Lee and Kim, 1990; Perales et al., 1991b; Bi and
Fan, 1992; Adanez et al., 1993; Tannous, 1993; Chehbouni
et al., 1995). Most authors concluded that turbulent transition velocities increase with column diameter, for the
same solids static height (Rhodes and Geldart, 1986;
Grace and Sun, 1991; Chehbouni et al., 1995). This phenomenon is attributed to the effect of column diameter on
bubble size. For a given gas velocity, an increase in column diameter leads to the formation of smaller bubbles
which reduces internal solids circulation in the bed and
delays the onset of the turbulent regime. Transport velocity Utr also increases with column diameter. The solids
static height was found to have a very low influence on
turbulent transition and transport velocities (Werther,
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1974; Satija and Fan, 1985; Chehbouni et al., 1995). Moreover, an increase in particle size and density leads to
higher transition characteristic velocities Uc and Uk and
transport velocity Utr (Cai et al., 1990; Chehbouni et al.,
1995). Lee and Kim (1990) showed that the transition turbulent fluidization velocity Uc is almost equal to the terminal settling velocity of single particles Ut for class-B
particles. Furthermore, very recent studies have proved
that the particle size distribution (PSD) has an influence
on the transition velocity Uc, which was found to be
higher for materials with a wider PSD (Chehbouni et al.,
1995; Rim and Lee, 2016). Experimental data showing the
influence of bed temperature on transition velocities are
scarce in the literature. According to Bi and Grace (1996),
a rise in temperature might cause a shift towards lower
transition velocities. Besides, some correlations were proposed in the literature in order to estimate the transport
velocity Utr (Mori et al., 1986; Lee and Kim, 1990; Perales
et al., 1991a; Perales et al., 1991b; Bi and Fan, 1992;
Adanez et al., 1993; Tannous, 1993; Chehbouni et al.,
1995; Ryu et al., 2003; Goo et al., 2010). These correlations are reported in Table 3, and were established at ambient temperature, for air as the fluidizing agent and for
class-B particles.
By varying the gas velocity for a fixed circulating solids flow rate, Yates (1996) and Shamlou (2013) defined a
characteristic velocity called choking velocity Uch. It corresponds to the transition between dense phase flow and
dilute phase flow. These authors showed that Uch increases
with particle size and circulating solids flow rate.
Basu and Cheng (2000) investigated the influence of

Fig. 1
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operating parameters on the performance of a CFB
equipped with a loop seal. This work was performed at
ambient temperature with sand particles (dp = 250 μm).
The authors showed that a rise in both the total weight of
solid particles in the process (inventory) and the loop seal
air velocity leads to an increase in the circulating solids
flow rate. Besides, studies carried out by Bull (2008) and
Detournay (2011) focused on the hydrodynamic of a circulating fluidized bed biomass gasifier at ambient temperature using olivine (dp = 250 μm) and sand particles
(dp = 316 μm) as media. Results showed that gas velocity in
the riser (combustor) and total inventory are the main parameters which influence the circulating solids flow rate.
The present work is divided into two parts. The first
part aims to determine the influence of operating conditions such as bed temperature (ranging from 20 to 950 °C),
mean particle size (between 282 and 689 μm) and fluidizing gas nature (air or steam) on the hydrodynamic parameters of a dense fluidized bed of olivine particles (i.e.
minimum fluidization velocity and voidage as well as average voidage). The purpose of the second part is to identify the key parameters controlling the circulating solids
flow rate, as well as their effect on solids circulation.

2. Materials
2.1 Description of the experimental rig
All the experiments were conducted in the FICFB presented below (Fig. 1). The process contains two reactors

Circulating fluidized bed biomass gasifier (a: pilot plant; b and c: pressure and temperature tap positions
in the gasification section and in the combustion section, respectively).
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2.2 Bed material pretreatment and characterization

Fig. 2

Distribution of combustion air in the combustor.

whose connections enable an interchange of solids. The
gasifier (internal diameter = 214 mm) is a dense fluidized
bed of bed material particles. For this hydrodynamic
study, it is fluidized either by super-heated steam or by
air. The bed material is continuously discharged from the
gasifier to the combustor through a dump. The combustor
(internal diameter = 104 mm) is a transported fluidized
bed, fed by preheated air separated into two streams
(Fig. 2). The first one, named “primary air”, ensures a
dense fluidized bed at the bottom of the combustor. The
second stream, called “secondary air”, is used for particle
transport. It is fed by an injection cane at an adjustable
height. At the top of the combustor, a cyclone is used to
separate transported particles from air. Then, solids are
recycled back to the gasifier through the standpipe,
equipped with an L-valve placed on the base and fluidized
by steam or air.
Gasifier and combustor are surrounded by electric furnaces with 15 and 5.7 kW electric output, respectively.
Gasifier and combustor temperatures can be controlled
independently by two PID controllers. Nevertheless, carrying out tests at temperatures higher than 500 °C also
requires the use of natural gas feeding in the combustor,
precisely at 40 cm above the distributor.
The pilot plant is equipped with 23 pressure sensors
and 20 temperature sensors (Fig. 1). The circulating solids mass flow rate is measured with a microwave probe
(supplier: SWR Engineering, model: SolidFlow 2.0), previously calibrated, located in the standpipe, 50 cm below
the base of the combustor cyclone (Fig. 1).
At the outlet of each reactor, a burner associated with a
post-combustion chamber heated to 850 °C allows the
burning of all combustible gas. Then, gas streams are
mixed together in a cylindrical chamber and cooled down
in a 5-m multitubular exchanger. A cyclone and a bag filter ensure the filtration of fine particles before rejecting
gas into the atmosphere.

Most of the experiments presented in this study were
carried out with olivine particles provided by the Austrian
manufacturer Magnolithe GmbH as bed material. Nevertheless, some tests were also performed with sand particles. As shown in Table 4, olivine particles are essentially
made of magnesium oxide, silicon oxide and iron oxide.
The latter reaches 10.5 wt% in our case. Regarding sand
particles, they are mainly made of silicon oxide. Before
their use as bed material in the gasifier, the particles previously underwent:
•	A fine elutriation step. In this step, the undesired fine
particles are removed by elutriation, at ambient temperature during 20 hours;
• a calcination step, at 850 °C during 4 hours.
During these stages, carried out in the gasifier, the gas
velocity was maintained at 8 times the minimum fluidization velocity (U = 8·Umf ) at the considered temperature.
After this treatment, the particle size distribution, particle
density, skeletal density, aerated bulk density, packed
bulk density, angle of repose, internal voidage, specific
surface area and shape factor were measured using Laser
Diffraction Particle Sizing MS2000, Mercury Porosimetry, Hosokawa analyzer, Helium Pycnometry, BET analyzer and G3 Morphology, respectively. Based on the
values of the mean Sauter diameter and particle density
reported in Table 4 for both sand and olivine, it can be
concluded that the particles used in this work belong to
the Geldart class B. Besides, the particles have a low
compressibility factor γ (lower than 15 %), meaning that
they have an excellent flow. Otherwise, the particles employed are minimally porous, with internal voidage of
9 % and 7 % for sand and olivine particles, respectively.
In this work, Sauter diameter (d3/2) is considered as the
mean particle size.

3. Bubbling fluidized bed hydrodynamic study
This part of the study focusses on the effect of bed temperature, particle size distribution and fluidization gas nature (air or steam) on minimum fluidization velocity (Umf )
and bed voidage (εmf ), as well as on average voidage (ε) of
the olivine particle dense fluidized bed. Experiments are
performed in the gasifier, isolated from the combustor and
the circulation loop. For each test, the total olivine particle inventory in the gasifier is 40 kg. In addition, some
tests are carried out in the combustor, isolated from the
gasifier and the circulation loop, in order to confirm the
conclusions drawn in the gasifier for a reactor with a different diameter. For each test performed in the combustor,
the total olivine inventory is 7 kg.
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Table 4

Physical properties of olivine and sand particles.

Type of particle

Sand

Olivine batch
[200–300 μm]

Chemical formula

SiO2

(Fex, Mg1–x)2SiO4

Composition

SiO2: 98.34 %
Fe2O3: 0.022 %
Al2O3: 1.206 %
TiO2: 0.03 %
CaO: 0.014 %
K 2O: 0.745 %

MgO: 47.5–50.0 %
SiO2: 39.0–42.0 %
CaO: max. 0.4 %
Fe2O3: 8.0–10.5 %

Skeletal density ρs (kg ∙ m–3)

2,650

3,265

Internal voidage χ (%)

9

7

–3

Particle density ρP (kg ∙ m )

Olivine batch
[400–600 μm]

2,400

2,965

–3

Aerated bulk density ρBA (kg ∙ m )

1,519

1,344

1,368

1,445

Packed bulk density ρBP (kg ∙ m–3)

1,643

1,500

1,513

1,643

Mean aerated bulk bed voidage ε BA (–)

0.49

0.53

Mean packed bulk bed voidage ε BP (–)

0.45

0.48

Angle of repose (°)

33.2

29.6

—

—

Compressibility factor: γ = 100 ∙ (ρBP-ρBA)/ρBP (%) 8

10

10

12

Shape factor (–)

0.85

0.85

—

—

d10 (μm)

190

188

337

508

d50 (μm)

305

300

483

709

d90 (μm)

488

475

689

1,015

d3/2 (μm)

285

282

464

689

d4/3 (μm)

324

318

501

741

Cv = (d90 -d10)/d50 (–)

0.98

0.96

0.73

0.72

Specific surface area (m 2 ∙ g–1)

—

0.73

—

—

3.1 Determination methods
For each experiment, the bed was first vigorously fluidized and the pressures along the reactor were measured.
Then, the gas velocity was decreased and the pressures
were measured again. From the experimental results, the
minimum fluidization velocity was estimated through
(Botterill et al., 1982a; Murachman, 1990; Fatah, 1991;
Tannous, 1993):
•	the plot of the average total bed pressure against the
superficial gas velocity (Fig. 3a). As long as the bed
is in a fixed state, the total pressure increases with
the gas velocity. When the minimum fluidization
point is exceeded, the total pressure remains constant
as the gas velocity increases. Thus, the intersection
of the sloping fixed bed and horizontal fluidized bed
pressure lines on the pressure drop versus gas velocity plot was considered as the minimum fluidization
velocity;
•	the plot of the partial pressure drop, measured be-
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Olivine batch
[300–400 μm]

tween two pressure sensors, against the superficial
gas velocity (Fig. 3b). For an increase in the gas velocity, the partial pressure drop first increases as
long as the bed is fixed. Then, it slightly decreases as
soon as the bed is fluidized. This decrease is related
to the rise in the bubble volume fraction in the area
considered. Thus, the minimum fluidization velocity
can be defined as the peak on the partial pressure
drop versus gas velocity plot;
•	the plot of the total pressure standard deviation
against the superficial gas velocity (Fig. 3c). In this
study, the standard deviation of a given parameter is
defined as below:
Ne
 1
2
 N  1   Z i  Z  

i 1
σZ   e
Z

0.5

(7)

	where σZ is the standard deviation of the parameter Z,
Ne is the number of data, Zi is the value of Z at a
given time, and Z is the mean value of Z. For fixed
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Fig. 4

Methods used for the determination of ε and εmf.

idization velocity, the axial pressure profiles converge at
the same height, i.e. the aerated fixed bed height. For gas
velocities higher than the minimum fluidization velocity,
the axial pressure profiles are parallels and lead to heights
increasing with gas velocity. Thus, for a given weight of
olivine particles, the average bed voidage is calculated as
below:

ε 1
Fig. 3

Methods used for the determination of Umf.

beds, the pressure standard deviation is zero. It only
starts increasing with gas velocity when the bed is
fluidized. Thus, the minimum fluidization velocity is
considered as the intersection of the growing part of
the curve and the gas velocities’ axis.
These methods lead to similar results, with a relative
error always under 10 %.
From the experimental results, the bed average voidage
and minimum fluidization voidage can also be calculated.
The bed average voidage is obtained by measuring and
plotting the axial pressure profiles at several gas velocities
(Fig. 4a). For gas velocities lower than the minimum flu-

mP
Ac  H  ρP

(8)

where ε, mp, Ac, H and ρP are the bed average voidage, the
solids inventory (kg), the cross-section of the gasifier (m2),
the dense fluidized bed height (m) and the particle density
(kg ∙ m–3), respectively.
Regarding the minimum fluidization voidage, it is calculated using the bed height at minimum fluidization velocity (i.e. the aerated fixed bed height) and Equation 8. It
is also determined from the method recommended by
Botterill et al. (1982c) and Lucas et al. (1986). This method
consists in plotting the bed average voidage, calculated
through Equation 9, against the superficial gas velocity,
and calculating the minimum fluidization voidage by extrapolating the results for U = Umf. A typical example is
illustrated in Fig. 4b. The blackened part of the curve, for
gas velocities under the minimum fluidization velocity,
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corresponds to operating conditions where Equation 9 is
not valid. The two methods lead to very close results.
ΔP
 1  ε   ρP  ρg   g
L

(9)

3.2 Effect of operating parameters on minimum
fluidization velocity (Umf )
Fig. 5a shows the effect of bed temperature on the minimum fluidization velocity of three olivine batches. For
the same mean particle size, the minimum fluidization velocity decreases as temperature increases. Besides, minimum fluidization velocity increases with mean particle
size for a fixed bed temperature. These trends are consistent with the results reported in the literature (Mii et al.,
1973; Pattipati and Wen, 1981; Botterill et al., 1982a;
Botterill et al., 1982b; Svoboda et al., 1983; Hartman and
Svoboda, 1986; Grace and Sun, 1991; Llop et al., 1995;
Formisani et al., 1998; Gauthier et al., 1999). In addition,
the Remf range is between 0.07 and 14 in our operating
conditions. However, the first term in Equation 1 on the
right-hand side, representing the pressure loss through
viscous effects, is the dominant term in the laminar flow

region (Re < 10). This indicates that Equation 1 can be rearranged to Equation 10.
Re < 10 U

mf

d p2  φ 2
150

 ρ  ρf
 P
 μf

3
ε mf


g


1  ε mf 


(10)

This equation shows that for fine particles, the viscous
drag force (related to gas viscosity) has a major effect on
the minimum fluidization velocity. Thus, an increase in
gas viscosity with bed temperature leads to a rise in the
viscous drag force which decreases the minimum fluidization velocity. Similarly, Equation 10 also shows that an
increase in particle size yields a higher minimum fluidization velocity.
The nature of fluidizing gas (air or steam) also has an
effect on the minimum fluidization velocity. Fig. 5b
shows that the minimum fluidization velocity obtained
with steam is higher than that obtained with air. These results are mainly explained by the low value of steam viscosity compared to air. The low value of steam density is
also responsible for these trends. Values of density and
viscosity for the two fluids are reported in Table 5.
Experimental results determined from about 40 tests
carried out in the gasifier and in the combustor were compared to values predicted by 15 correlations of literature,
given in Table 1. This comparison was based on the following statistical criteria, already defined in the work of
Tannous et al. (1994):
• Relative error R1:
R1  100 

1 N e Z exp  Z predict

Ne 1
Z exp

(11)

• Absolute relative error R2:
R2  100 

1 N e | Z exp  Z predict |

Ne 1
Z exp

(12)

where Zexp is the experimental value, Zpredict is the predicted value and Ne is the number of experimental results
compared to predictions. Values of R1 and R2 are given in
Table 6. It was found that the relationships proposed by
Bourgeois and Grenier (1968), Richardson (1971),
Thonglimp et al. (1984) and Nakamura et al. (1985) represent our results with an absolute relative error similar to
the experimental uncertainty (lower than 10 %). The best
one is the correlation of Bourgeois and Grenier (1968)

Table 5

Fig. 5
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Bed temperature effect on Umf for different olivine
batches (a) and for two fluidizing gases (b).

Values of density and viscosity for steam and air at
600 and 700 °C.

Steam/Air

600 °C

700 °C

Density
(kg ∙ m–3)

0.25

0.40

Viscosity
(Pa ∙ s)

3.41 × 10 –5

4.04 × 10 –5 3.85 × 10 –5

0.22

0.36
4.31 × 10 –5
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Table 6

Prediction of minimum fluidization velocity: comparison between experimental findings and literature
correlations.

Authors

R1

R2

Tannous et al. (1994)

–13 %

14 %

Wen and Yu (1966)

17 %

17 %

Bourgeois and Grenier (1968)

–3 %

8%

Richardson (1971)

3%

9%

Saxena and Vogel (1977)

–51 %

51 %

Babu et al. (1978)

–71 %

72 %

McKay and McLain (1980)

–23 %

25 %

Svoboda et al. (1983)

–134 %

134 %

Chitester et al. (1984)

–17 %

18 %

Thonglimp et al. (1984)

8%

10 %

Nakamura et al. (1985)

6%

9%

Lucas et al. (1986)

17 %

17 %

Chyang and Huang (1988)

31 %

31 %

Murachman (1990)

–14 %

17 %

Fatah (1991)

–6 %

36 %

with a relative error equal to –3 %.
A new correlation is proposed (Equation 13) in order to
estimate the minimum fluidization velocity of olivine particles as a function of bed temperature, particle size and
fluidizing gas nature. This correlation was established between 20 and 950 °C, with olivine particles of mean Sauter diameter between 282 and 689 μm and for air and
steam as fluidizing gas. It is intended to be used for the
design of FICFB biomass gasifiers operating with olivine
as the heat transfer medium.

Remf (20.32 2  0.031  Ar ) 0.5  20.32

(13)

This correlation enables prediction of experimental Umf
with a relative error R1 equal to –2 % and an absolute relative error of 8 % (Fig. 6).

3.3 Effect of operating parameters on bed voidage
Fig. 7 shows that bed voidage at minimum fluidization
conditions (εmf ) is independent of bed temperature and
mean particle size. The estimated bed voidage is about
0.55, which is slightly higher than the mean voidage of an
aerated fixed bed εBA. Tests carried out in the combustor
between 700 and 950 °C lead to the same conclusions.
These results are likely explained by the fact that for
class-B particles, the absence of interparticle force leads
to an almost instantaneous transition between fixed bed
and fluidized bed states (no deaeration phenomenon).

Fig. 6

Prediction of minimum fluidization velocity: comparison between experimental findings and proposed correlation.

Fig. 7

Effect of bed temperature on minimum fluidization
voidage for different olivine batches.

Thus, for this class of particles, minimum fluidization
voidage is almost equal to the fixed bed voidage.
Fig. 8a, Fig. 8b and Fig. 8c show the average bed
voidage evolution vs excess gas velocity (U-Umf ), at different bed temperatures (between 20 °C and 850 °C), for
3 olivine batches. The average bed voidage increases with
excess gas velocity, regardless of particle size and bed
temperature. Besides, for the same excess gas velocity,
bed voidage is slightly affected by bed temperature and
particle size. Tests carried out in the combustor between
700 and 950 °C confirm these results (Fig. 8d). These
trends are consistent with the experimental findings reported in the literature (Botterill et al., 1982a; Botterill et
al., 1982c). They may be related to the fact that bed expansion is mainly caused by the presence of bubbles in
the bed. Bed voidage can be estimated from Equation 14
(Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991), which strongly depends on
bubble properties:
ε  δB  1  δB  ε mf

(14)

In Equation 14, the bubble volume fraction in the bed
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Fig. 8

Effect of excess gas velocity on the average fluidized bed voidage, for different bed temperatures and olivine batches
in the gasifier (a, b, c) and the combustor (d).

δB mainly depends on excess gas velocity U-Umf, as described in Appendix A. Thus, average bed voidage depends only on excess gas velocity, as observed in our
experiments.
Experimental ε values determined from about forty
tests in both gasifier and combustor were compared to
values predicted from literature correlations, reported in
Table 2. These correlations are usually used for fluidized
bed reactor design, modeling and simulation. Relative error R1 and absolute relative error R2 were calculated and
are presented in Table 7. For our operating conditions and
olivine particles, the relationships proposed by Lewis et
al. (1949), Matsen et al. (1969), and Thonglimp et al.
(1984) are the most adapted. The best one is the correlation of Matsen et al. (1969) with a relative error of –10 %
and an absolute relative error of 10 % (Fig. 9).
A new correlation (Equation 15) that takes into account
fluidized bed temperature, mean particle size and fluidizing gas nature is proposed in order to estimate the average
bed voidage of a bubbling fluidized bed of olivine particles. This correlation was established between 20 and
950 °C, with olivine particles of mean Sauter diameter
between 282 and 689 μm and for air and steam as fluidiz-
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Table 7 Prediction of average bed voidage: comparison between
experimental findings and literature correlations.
Authors

R1

R2

Thonglimp et al. (1984)

10 %

13 %

Chyang and Huang (1988)

30 %

30 %

Lewis et al. (1949)

–11 %

11 %

Matsen et al. (1969)

–10 %

10 %

Hilal and Gunn (2002)

–20 %

20 %

ing gas. It is intended to be used for the design of FICFB
biomass gasifiers which operate with olivine as the heat
transfer medium.
ε
ε mf

 U  U mf 

1.0394  

 U mf 

0.026

 Ar 0.006

(15)

This correlation enables the prediction of experimental
ε with a relative error and an absolute relative error both
equal to 1 % (Fig. 10). It is interesting to notice that despite the low coefficient applied to the Archimedes number, its contribution cannot be ignored. Indeed, for some
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Table 8

Fig. 9

Comparison between ε experimental findings and predictions of the Matsen et al. (1969) correlation.

Operating conditions of circulation experiments.
Reference

Range

mp (kg)

35

35–60

UG (U/Umf )

4

1–8

Ucomb (U/Ut)

2.4

0.5–3

HII (cm)

15

15

US (U/Umf )

8

1–9

T (°C)

500

20–850

Table 9

Effect of bed temperature on terminal settling velocity of single olivine and sand particles.

Temperature (°C)

20

300

500

800

850

Ut (m ∙ s –1)–Olivine

2.05

2.10

2.03

1.90

1.88

1.92

1.91

1.81

1.67

1.65

–1

Ut (m ∙ s )–Sand

Fig. 10 Prediction of average bed voidage: Comparison between experimental findings and proposed correlation.

experiments (T = 30 °C and dp = [400–600 μm]), the Archimedes number is almost equal to 25,000. In these
cases, the Archimedes number contribution is about 6 %.

4. Circulating fluidized bed hydrodynamic
study

the secondary air injection position (injection cane height
HII) is set at 15 cm. Thus, only the secondary air flow
rate, called “transport air”, is varied in our experiments.
For each experiment, temperatures in both gasifier and
combustor were set at almost identical values.
Most of the experiments were performed with the olivine batch [200–300 μm] as bed material, between 20 and
850 °C. However, some tests were also carried out with
sand particles at ambient temperature, in order to investigate the effect of the bed material nature. The properties
of these materials are reported in Table 4.
Table 8 indicates the variation range of the process parameters in this study. In this table, Ut is the terminal settling velocity of the particles used. It is given by:

 4  d p   ρP  ρg   g 
Ut  

3  Cd  ρg



1

2

(16)

where Cd is the drag coefficient. The latter depends on the
solids shape factor φ, and is estimated by (Haider and
Levenspiel, 1989):

The biomass gasification efficiency in an FICFB mainly
24 
73.69  e 5.0748φ  Ret 
 1  8.17  e 4.0655φ  Ret0.09640.5565φ 
Cd
depends on heat transfer medium circulation flow rate.
Ret 
Ret  5.378  e 6.2122φ 
Thus, it appears essential to identify the key parameters
influencing the circulation flow rate.
24 
73.69  e 5.0748φ  Ret 
4.0655φ  Re 0.0964 0.5565φ 
 1 in
8.17
d velocity
t
Process parameters are:Cgas
the egasifier U
,
(17)
G
Ret 
Ret  5.378  e 6.2122φ 
gas velocity in the standpipe US, particle inventory mp,
bed temperature T, secondary air injection position HII
where Ret is the Reynolds number at U = Ut.
and air average velocity in the combustor Ucomb. The last
Besides, in Table 9, the values of Ut calculated for sevparameter depends on primary and secondary air flow
eral temperatures between 20 and 850 °C are reported for
rates in the combustor. However, in order to ensure a
both sand and olivine particles. It can be noticed that olivgood fluidization in the dense fluidized bed of the comine and sand particles have close values of Ut, in particular
bustor, the primary air flow rate is set so that UI = 4 ∙ Umf (T).
at ambient temperature. Besides, Ut velocity only deBased on previous work (Detournay, 2011), the value of
creases by 8 and 13 % between 20 and 850 °C, for olivine
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and sand particles, respectively.
A previous study (Detournay, 2011) carried out at ambient temperature on the same pilot as the one used in this
work showed that:
•	Gas flow rate in both gasifier and standpipe do not
have any effect on the solids circulation flow rate for
gas velocities higher than 1.5 times the minimum
fluidization velocity;
• key parameters are Ucomb and solids inventory mp.
Experiments carried out in this study for temperatures
up to 850 °C confirm these trends.

4.1 Determination of transport velocity:
Presentation of a typical example
Fig. 11 presents a typical example regarding the effect
of gas velocity on solids circulation flow rate, using sand
as bed material. Three regimes can be observed:
•	For gas velocities lower than Ut (1.9 m ∙ s–1): a very
low solids circulation flow rate is measured (about
10–20 kg ∙ h–1). For these velocities, the combustor is
a deep «dense fluidized bed», whose height can exceed 1 m. Thus, elutriation of the fine particles initially present in the solids batch explains the residual
values of circulation flow rate;
•	for gas velocities between 1.9 and 3.3 m ∙ s–1: a transitional regime is observed. Circulation mass flow rate
is found to increase from 30 to 200 kg ∙ h–1. This is
likely attributed to the fact that the kinetic energy
contained in the bubbles during their eruption at the
bed surface is enough to transport particles brought
into its wake to the combustor outlet;
•	for gas velocities higher than 3.3 m ∙ s–1 (= 1.6 ∙ Ut): the
solids mass flow rate sharply increases before reaching a plateau. According to the definition proposed
by Yerushalmi and Cankurt (1979), this velocity is
the transport velocity Utr at which the solids tra-

Fig. 11 Effect of combustor gas velocity on circulating solids
mass flow rate (sand, mp = 35 kg, UG = 4 ∙ Umf,
UI = 4 ∙ Umf, HII = 15 cm).
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verses the column in a stable transported flow. Besides, according to Chehbouni et al. (1994), the
transport velocity Utr marks the onset of the circulating fluidization. To be more precise, beyond
4.0 m ∙ s–1, the circulation flow rate levels off on a
stable plateau because the dense fluidized bed height
at the bottom of the combustor reached its limit value
(i.e. the secondary air injection cane height). Thus
the difference between gasifier and combustor inventories, acting as the driving force on the solids circulation, cannot increase anymore. These inventories
are calculated from total pressure drop measurement
in gasifier and combustor.
In order to ascertain the appropriateness of the Utr
value measured in this study and presented above, the
emptying time technique was employed (Han et al., 1985).
This technique is based on measurements of the time required for all solids to leave the bed at different settings
of the superficial gas velocity. No fresh solids are fed to
the column and the dump is closed. As the gas velocity is
increased, a point is reached where acceleration of the
solids increases. In the absence of solids recycling, the
bed empties in a short time. All experiments were performed at ambient temperature with samples of 7 kg of
sand particles. For a fixed gas velocity, the emptying time
is defined as the time necessary to reduce the total pressure in the combustor from its initial value to a residual
value. The transport velocity, Utr, is taken to be the intersection of the lines of low and high accelerations
(Fig. 12). The value of Utr measured by this method is
3.4 m ∙ s–1, which is consistent with the value obtained
from Fig. 11 (i.e. 3.3 m ∙ s–1).
In order to investigate the effect of the bed material nature on solids circulation, the results previously obtained
with sand particles were compared with new ones obtained using olivine particles, for a bed material inventory
of 35 kg (Fig. 13). It was found that the solids mass flow
rate evolution vs gas velocity is not significantly affected

Fig. 12 Effect of combustor gas velocity on the disappearance
time of solids (sand, mp = 7 kg, T = 20 °C).
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Fig. 13 Effect of bed material nature on circulating solids
mass flow rate (UG = 4 ∙ Umf, UI = 4 ∙ Umf, mp = 35 kg,
HII = 15 cm).

by the bed material nature when solids batches have similar Ut values. Results show that the same transport velocity Utr and circulation mass flow rate on the plateau were
found with olivine particles regarding the values obtained
with sand.
According to Perales et al. (1991a), the transport velocity is directly proportional to the terminal settling velocity with a ratio between Utr and Ut equal to 1.7. This value
is close to the one presented above. Besides, Fig. 14a
shows that for an increase in combustor gas velocity
Ucomb, the gasifier inventory increases almost linearly before reaching a plateau.
Regarding combustor inventory, it decreases as gas velocity rises, and also reaches a plateau. Thus, results show
that the difference between gasifier and combustor inventories presented in Fig. 14b increases with combustor gas
velocity before levelling off. This trend is similar to the
one of solids mass flow rate vs. gas velocity.
This is consistent since the difference between gasifier
and combustor inventories is directly related to the difference in pressures between these two reactors. However,
the latter acts as the driving force on solids circulation.
Thus a rise in combustor gas velocity produces an increase in pressure difference between gasifier and combustor, leading to higher solids circulation flow rates.
These trends are consistent with the ones presented above
for sand particles.

4.2 Effect of bed material inventory and
temperature
Fig. 15 presents the effect of the bed material inventory, between 20 and 60 kg, on the solids circulation flow
rate for a given combustor air velocity (Ucomb = 3.6 m ∙ s–1),
with sand particles as the bed material. Results show that
a rise in bed material inventory leads to higher solids
mass flow rates. Besides, Fig. 16 presents the effect of

Fig. 14 Effect of gas velocity in the combustor on gasifier and
combustor inventories (olivine, UG = 4 ∙ Umf, UI = 4 ∙ Umf,
mp = 35 kg, HII = 15 cm).

Fig. 15

Effect of bed material inventory on circulating solids
mass flow rate (sand, T = 20 °C, UG = 4 ∙ Umf,
UI = 4 ∙ Umf, UII = 3.3 m ∙ s –1, HII = 15 cm).

bed temperature, between 20 and 850 °C, on olivine circulation flow rate vs. combustor gas velocity, for 35- and
60-kg bed inventories. It can be noticed that for each bed
temperature and bed material inventory, the curves follow
the same trends. Besides, results show that:
•	For gas velocities lower than Utr, the solids mass flow
rate is not affected by the bed temperature or inventory;
•	the solids circulation onset, at U = Utr, was found to
be reached for a gas velocity between 1.6 and 1.7 ∙ Ut.
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Fig. 16 Effect of gas velocity in the combustor on solids mass
flow rate, for bed temperature between 20 and 850 °C,
and bed inventory between 35 and 60 kg (olivine,
UG = 4 ∙ Umf, UI = 4 ∙ Umf, HII = 15 cm).

Besides, it is independent of bed temperature and
bed material inventory. Some correlations in literature (Perales et al., 1991a; Perales et al., 1991b; Bi
and Fan, 1992; Tannous, 1993), reported in Table 3,
allow estimating Utr velocity at ambient temperature,
with relative errors between –6 and 2 %. However,
for bed temperatures higher than ambient temperature, only the correlation proposed by Perales et al.
(1991a) properly estimates Utr values;
•	beyond Utr, the solids mass flow rate increases as gas
velocity rises until it reaches a plateau. The velocity
at which this plateau is reached was found to increase with bed material inventory. For instance, it
increases from 2.2 ∙ Ut to 2.7 ∙ Ut as the bed inventory
rises from 35 to 60 kg. However, it is not affected by
bed temperature. Besides, results show that the solids mass flow rate on this plateau only depends on
the bed material inventory. The slight differences between each curve are likely explained by the uncertainty of the microwave probe (SolidFlow 2.0) as
well as by experimental errors.
Besides, Fig. 17a and Fig. 17b illustrate the normalized
solids mass flow rate (Fp/Fpmax) vs. the normalized gas
velocity (Ucomb/Ut), between 20 and 850 °C, for bed inventories of 35 and 60 kg, respectively. Results confirm that
Utr velocity is not affected by bed temperature or bed inventory.

4.3 Comments on the effect of combustor gas
velocity on solids mass flow rate and total
pressure drop fluctuations
An experiment was carried out at 500 °C for an olivine
inventory of 35 kg. Fig. 18 shows the influence of combustor air velocity Ucomb on the normalized circulating
solids mass flow rate Fp/Fpmax, total pressure in the com-
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Fig. 17 Effect of bed temperature on normalized solids flow
rate vs. normalized gas velocity for 35 (a) and 60
(b) bed material inventories (olivine, UG = 4 ∙ Umf,
UI = 4 ∙ Umf, HII = 15 cm).

bustor Pcomb, pressure profiles along the combustor and
distribution of solids inventory in both gasifier and combustor. Total pressure is considered as the pressure difference between two pressure taps, Pdist (3 cm above the
distributor) and P7 (2.5 m above the distributor). From the
temporal fluctuations of solids flow rate and total pressure
in the combustor, a standard deviation was determined for
several velocities Ucomb. Results show that the hydrodynamic regimes defined above, as well as the transport velocity, can be estimated from the plot of these standard
deviations against gas velocity. For instance, it was found
from results at 500 °C that:
•	For velocities up to 2.4 m ∙ s–1 (zone 1 in Fig. 18), solids inventories in both gasifier and combustor remain
almost constant, which is in agreement with the constant total pressure of the combustor. Moreover, a
very low solids circulation flow rate is measured. As
mentioned above, the combustor is a deep «dense
f luidized bed» with a height reaching 1.5 m
(Fig. 18c). In this zone, the solids concentration in
the free-board area is very small. Thus elutriation of
fine particles initially present in the solids batch explains the residual values of the circulation flow rate.
Besides, an increase in gas velocity leads to a peak
in the combustor pressure standard deviation
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Fig. 18 Effect of combustor gas velocity on the solids mass flow rate, the combustor total pressure (a), its standard deviation (b), the axial pressure profiles (c) as well as on solids inventory in both gasifier and combustor (d) (olivine,
mp = 35 kg, T = 500 °C).

(Fig. 18b). According to many authors (Yerushalmi
and Cankurt, 1979; Han et al., 1985; Mori et al.,
1986; Chehbouni et al., 1994), this peak is explained
by the slugging phenomenon due to an increase in
bubble formation and coalescence. These authors defined this velocity as the onset of turbulent fluidization, Uc. It can be noticed that this velocity is slightly
higher than the terminal settling velocity Ut (2.03 m ∙ s–1
at 500 °C);
•	for velocities between 2.4 and 3.2 m ∙ s–1 (zone 2), an
increase in the circulation mass flow rate from 50 to
120 kg ∙ h–1 and an abrupt rise of its standard deviation are observed. As explained above, this is likely
attributed to the fact that the kinetic energy contained in the bubbles during their eruption at the bed
surface is enough to transport particles brought into
its wake to the combustor outlet. This phenomenon,
as shown in Fig. 18d, leads to an increase in the inventory difference between both reactors (i.e. the
pressure difference on both sides of the dump). Consequently, a decrease in the total pressure of the
combustor was observed (Fig. 18a). The total pressure standard deviation was also found to decrease
(Fig. 18b). Some authors (Yerushalmi and Cankurt,
1979; Han et al., 1985; Satija and Fan, 1985; Mori et

al., 1986; Perales et al., 1991a; Tannous, 1993) explain this trend by the breakup of bubbles and slugs
due to internal solids circulation, and by the decrease
in bubble formation and coalescence;
•	for velocities beyond 3.2 m ∙ s–1 (zone 3), the solids
mass flow rate increases before reaching a plateau.
Simultaneously, its standard deviation decreases to a
stable stage. According to Chehbouni et al. (1994),
these trends indicate that the velocity at which this
third zone starts is the transport velocity, Utr, which
marks the onset of the circulating fluidization. Worthy of note is that the value of Utr found from the
evolution of solids mass flow rate standard deviation
vs. gas velocity is close to the one determined above
(3.3 m ∙ s–1). For velocities higher than 4.0 m ∙ s–1, the
stabilization of the solids mass flow rate, combustor
total pressure and inventory difference between both
reactors is in agreement with the results of
Yerushalmi and Cankurt (1979). These authors found
that beyond the transport velocity Utr, solid traverses
the column in a stable transported flow.
However, supplementary studies have to be performed
in order to ascertain the good reproducibility of circulation flow rate and total pressure standard deviation.
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5. Conclusion

Fp: circulating solids mass flow rate (kg ∙ h–1)

From experimental data obtained between 20 and
950 °C, correlations were proposed in order to estimate
olivine minimum fluidization velocity and bed voidage.
These relationships can be useful for industrial gasifier
design. Moreover, hydrodynamic experiments were carried out in a circulating fluidized bed between 20 and
850 °C. Results showed that, under our operating conditions:
•	The trend of solids mass flow rate vs. gas velocity is
of S-shape type;
•	the transport velocity Utr is not significantly affected
by bed temperature and bed material inventory. It
only seems to be proportional to terminal settling
velocity Ut. The correlation proposed by Perales et
al. (1991a) enables a good estimate of this characteristic velocity;
•	beyond Utr, the circulation mass flow rate mainly depends on bed material inventory and gas velocity.
For the same bed inventory and gas velocity, it is independent of bed temperature;
•	beyond a certain gas velocity, the circulation mass
flow rate levels off. The mass flow rate on this plateau is not affected by bed temperature but is
strongly dependent on bed material inventory.
Besides, results showed that key parameters for the solids flow rate control are combustor gas velocity and solids
inventory. An increase in these parameters leads to higher
circulation flow rates. However, the bed temperature and
bed material nature showed no influence, neither on the
transport velocity nor on the solids flow rate.

Fpmax: maximal circulating solids mass flow rate (kg ∙ h–1)
g: acceleration due to gravity (m ∙ s –2)
H: bed height (m)
HII: secondary air injection cane height (m)
Hmf: bed height at minimum fluidization conditions (m)
K1, K2: constant numbers relating to Ar and Remf (–)
L: packed bed height in Ergun equation (m)
mp: total weight of particles, inventory (kg)
mpC: total weight of particles in the combustor (kg)
mpG: total weight of particles in the gasifier (kg)
Mv: density number, Mv 

ρ P  ρf
(–)
ρf

Ne: number of data (–)
Nor: orifice number in the gas distributor (–)
Pcomb: total pressure drop in the combustor (mbar)
Pdist: pressure drop measured 3 cm above the distributor, in the
combustor (mbar)
R1: relative error (%)
R2: absolute relative error (%)
Remf: Reynolds number at the minimum fluidization point (–)
Retr: Reynolds number at the gas velocity Utr (–)
T: temperature (°C)
U: superficial gas velocity (m ∙ s –1)
Ub: bubble rise velocity in the bed (m ∙ s –1)
Uc: turbulent regime characteristic velocity (m ∙ s –1)

Nomenclature

Uch: chocking velocity (m ∙ s –1)

Ac: reactor section (m 2)

UG: gas velocity in the gasifier (m ∙ s –1)

Ar: Archimedes number (–)

UI: primary air velocity in the combustor (m ∙ s –1)

C1, C2: constant numbers relating to Ar and Remf (–)

UII: secondary air velocity in the combustor (m ∙ s –1)

C11: constant number, C11 = 0.64·Ac0.4 (m0.8)

Umf: minimum fluidization velocity (m ∙ s –1)

C12: constant number, C12 

Ucomb: total air velocity in the combustor (m ∙ s –1)

1.30
(m–0.2 ∙ s0.4)
g 0.2  N or0.4

Us: superficial gas velocity in the standpipe (m ∙ s –1)
Ut: terminal settling velocity of single particle (m ∙ s –1)

Cd: drag coefficient (–)

Utr: transport velocity (m ∙ s –1)

Cv: diameter variation coefficient (–)

z: given height in the dense fluidized bed (m)

d B : bubble mean diameter (m)

Z : mean value of a given parameter (unit of the parameter)

dB0: initial bubble diameter, at the outlet of the gas distributor (m)

Zi: value of a given parameter (unit of the parameter)

dBm: maximal bubble diameter (m)

Greek symbols

dp: Sauter mean particle diameter (m)

γ : compressibility factor (–)

DC: reactor diameter (m)

δB: bubble volume fraction in the bed (–)
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ΔP: pressure drop (Pa)
ε: average fluidized bed voidage (–)
εBA: mean aerated bulk bed voidage (–)
εBP: mean packed bulk bed voidage (–)
εmf: minimum fluidization voidage (–)
μf: fluid viscosity (kg ∙ m–1 ∙ s –1)
ρb: bed density (kg ∙ m –3)
ρBA: aerated bulk density (kg ∙ m–3)
ρBP: packed bulk density (kg ∙ m–3)
ρf: fluid density (kg ∙ m–3)
ρmf: bed density at the minimum fluidization condition (kg ∙ m–3)
ρp: particle density (kg ∙ m–3)
ρs: skeletal density (kg ∙ m –3)
σZ: normalized standard deviation (–)
φ: shape (sphericity) factor (–)
χ: particle internal voidage (–)
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Appendix A: Bubble fraction estimation
The bubble fraction in the bed δB can be estimated
from the following equations (Davidson and Harrison,
1963; Mori and Wen, 1975):

δB 

U  U mf
Ub

(A1)

U b  U  U mf   0.711   g  d B

1

(A2)

2

H 



d B  d Bm  d Bm  d B0  exp  0.3  2 
D
t 



d Bm  0.64   Ac  U  U mf 
d B0 

1.30
g 0.2

 U  U mf 
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0.4

0.4
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 C12  U  U mf 

0.4

0.4
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(A5)

where C11 and C12 are numbers depending on reactor and
gas distributor geometry. Combining Equations A3 to A5
gives the bubble mean diameter, dependent only on the
excess gas velocity, as:

d B  U  U mf 

0.4
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 C11  C11  C12  exp  0.3  2  (A6)
D
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Then, a combination of Equations A1, A2 and A6
shows that average bed voidage depends only on excess
gas velocity.
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Sylvie Valin holds a PhD (1999) in energetics from the Institut National Polytechnique
de Grenoble (France). She has been working as a research engineer on biomass gasification at CEA since 2004. Her research activity mainly concerns biomass and waste pyrolysis and gasification for energy application, coupling experimental and modelling
approaches from particle to reactor scale. She especially works on gasification in
high-temperature reactors (fluidised bed, entrained flow reactor).
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The 52nd Symposium on Powder Technology
The 52nd Symposium on Powder Technology organized by Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation took place
at Tokyo Garden Palace, in Japan on Monday, September 3, 2018. It was held by the planning of Council of Powder
Technology, Japan and with the sponsorship of Hosokawa Micron Corporation. Over 160 people from the industries and universities attended this symposium. The theme of the symposium this year was “Powder Technology for
Synthesis and Application of Power Materials”. There were six lectures including a special one given by the KONA
Awardee with questions and answers after each lecture followed by a get-acquainted party for further free discussions.
At the beginning of the symposium, Mr. Yoshio Hosokawa, the president of the Foundation, gave the opening address mentioning that this symposium started in 1968, just 50 years ago and has been continued almost annually
since then. Prior to the lectures, the KONA Award presentation ceremony was held and the plaque of KONA Award
was handed from the president to Prof. Sotiris E. Pratsinis, who received this Award in the last fiscal year 2017. The
KONA Award has been given to the researcher with excellent performance and contributions to the powder and
particle science and technology since 1990. It was first started by Hosokawa Micron Corporation and taken over by
Hosokawa Foundation after its establishment in 1991. Though it had been presented to Japanese researchers by the
Foundation till two years ago, it was opened to worldwide and given to the overseas researcher by the Foundation
last year for the first time.
The special lecture given by Prof. Pratsinis focusing on the scalable synthesis of sophisticated nanoparticles with
controlled composition, size and morphology by flame spray pyrolysis putting new various high-value products
such as single atom catalysts and chemoresistive sensors for breath analysis.
The contents of the symposium are shown below. In the second lecture, the technology of processing and evaluation of nano-carbon based sintered composites using graphene, which shows unique functional properties such as
enhanced electrical conductivity, thermoelectric performance and improved mechanical properties.
The following lecture 3 was concerning the white LED application of sialon phosphors used as power luminescent materials and besides forthcoming phosphors applicable for high color rendering lighting or super high vision
TV were summarized. In the lecture 4, it was explained about the innovation of sheeting technology of electrodes
for on-board battery used for the automobiles based on the fundamental investigation on the rheological behavior
and micro structures of colloidal dispersions with the
objective of identifying rheological control guidelines
for concentrated slurries.
On the other hand, as a spotlighted organic material
was introduced in lecture 5 the cellulose nanofibers
(CNFs) having unique properties such as high viscosities at low consistencies, characteristic thixotropy behavior by shear forces, high emulsifying and suspending
capability, etc. and applied as thickening agent of the
ink of the aqueous ball-point pen with unique rheological properties. In the final lecture, the worldwide trends
and basic technology of the environment-friendly powder coating using no solvent were introduced together
with the new development of the coating system and the
related instruments.
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KONA Award presentation

The 52nd Symposium on Powder Technology
Theme: “Powder Technology for Synthesis and Application of Power Materials”
Opening address Mr. Yoshio Hosokawa (President of Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation,
President of Hosokawa Micron Corporation)
• 2017 KONA Award presentation ceremony
Session 1

Chaired by Prof. Makio Naito (Osaka University)

• Lecture 1 (Special lecture by the KONA Awardee)
“Material Synthesis by Aerosol Particle Technology: from Carbon Black to Breath Sensors”
Prof. Sotiris E. Pratsinis (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETH Zurich))
• Lecture 2
“Processing and Evaluation of Nano-Carbon Based Sintered Composites”
Prof. Akira Kawasaki (Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku University)
Session 2 Chaired by Dr. Yoshio Sakka (Senior Scientist, NIMS)
• Lecture 3
“White LED Application of Sialon Phosphors and their Forefront”
Dr. Kohsei Takahashi (National Institute for Materials Science, JAPAN (NIMS))
• Lecture 4
“Innovation of Sheeting Technology of Electrodes for On-Board Battery
—Control of Shear-Thickening Behavior—”
Mr. Hiroshi Nakamura (Principal Fellow, Toyota Central R&D Labs., Inc.)
Session 3 Chaired by Dr. Hisao Makino (Research advisor, Central Research Institute of Electric
Power Industry (CRIEPI))
• Lecture 5
“Characteristics of Cellulose Nanofibers as Additive”
Mr. Yohsuke Goi (Specialist, Rheocrysta R&D Group, Life Sciences R&D Department,
R&D Headquarters, DKS Co., Ltd.)
• Lecture 6
“Trend of Latest Powder Coating Technology”
Mr. Shoji Kimura (President, Wagner-Hosokawa Micron Ltd.)
Closing remarks Emeritus Prof. Fumio Saito (Tohoku University, President of Council of Powder
Technology, Japan)

Symposium on Powder Technology

Get-acquainted Party
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The 25th KONA Award
Sotiris E. Pratsinis is professor of process engineering and materials science at the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology (ETH Zurich) since 1998. There he teaches Mass Transfer, Introduction to Nanoscale Engineering and
Micro-Nano-Particle Technology. He received his Diploma in Chemical Engineering from Aristotle Univ. of
Thessaloniki, Greece in 1977. He served in the Greek Navy and worked in a textile company before receiving his
MSc (1982) and PhD from University of California, Los Angeles in 1985. He was in the faculty of the Univ. of
Cincinnati, USA from 1985 to 2000. He has graduated 40 PhD students, now at leading positions in industry and
academia, worldwide. He has published 400+ refereed journal articles and has been awarded 20+ patents that are
licensed to industry and have contributed to the creation of four spinoffs.
His research focuses on multiscale particle dynamics & aerosol reactor design. He has pioneered flame synthesis
of nanostructured materials with closely controlled characteristics. This scalable process is practiced today in industrial units and academic labs. For example, in April 2017 the German National Science Foundation launched a
6-year, 6M Euro program funding about 20 PhDs in German universities on the fundamentals of flame spray pyrolysis (FSP) that was developed in his laboratories back in 2002. Also Harvard’s School of Public Health is using
extensively his FSP for synthesis of nanomaterials of various sizes and compositions to benchmark their toxicity
under $5M funding by the U.S. National Institute of Health since 2016.
He first measured the oxidation rate of TiCl4 for synthesis of TiO2 that has been recognized as “… a landmark
contribution to … (pigment) industry…”. He has led the development of innovative algorithms for agglomerate
formation and growth by 2-dimensional (mass and surface area) population balances for reaction, coagulation and
sintering. These models along with his proof of the rapid attainment of both self-preserving size distribution and
fractal-like structure during aerosol synthesis of materials enabled him to create simple, reliable, unimodal and
even monodisperse particle dynamics models. These are interfaced readily with fluid mechanics greatly facilitating
process design for particle manufacture and processing. For example, his model for production of optical fiber preforms was the first of its kind and it is still used in industry.
Motivated by this quantitative understanding, he showed experimentally, how to control flame-made particle
size, crystallinity and, for the first time, morphology: from perfectly spherical particles to highly ramified agglomerates. Most notably, he developed the above FSP process for synthesis of sophisticate particle compositions, up to
5 kg/h in his labs, perhaps world’s largest such facility for manufacture of nanoparticles at an academic institution.
With FSP he prepared novel heterogeneous catalysts (primarily for environmental remediation) and gas sensors
(primarily for breath analysis) and, for the first time, flame-made nutritional supplements, dental and theranostic
materials. Also his FSP contributed decisively to environmental policy by identifying the origins of nanosilver
toxicity and even developing processes for “curing” it.
His program has been funded by both Swiss and U.S.
National Science Foundations, European Union as well as
by DuPont, Dow, Degussa, Toyota, Nestle, Siemens, Millennium, Bühler, Clariant & others. His research has been
recognized by the 1988 Kenneth T. Whitby Award of the
American Association of Aerosol Research, a 1989 Presidential Young Investigator Award from the U.S. National
Science Foundation, a 1995 Smoluchowski Award by
Gesellschaft für Aerosolforschung, the 2003 Thomas
Baron Award by the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE). In 2009 he won an Advanced Investigator Grant from the European Research Council, in
2011 a Humboldt Research Award (Germany) and in 2018
both a Fuchs Memorial Award from the International
Aerosol Research Assembly and the Lifetime Achievement Award in Particle Technology from AIChE. He is
Mr. Y. Hosokawa (Left), the president of Hosokawa
member of the Swiss Academy of Engineering since 2012.
Foundation and Prof. Pratsinis, the KONA Awardee
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General Information
History of the Journal
In the history of KONA Powder and Particle Journal, two
organizations have been playing an important role. The one is the
Council of Powder Technology, Japan (CPT) and the other is the
Hosokawa Powder Technology Foundation (Hosokawa Foundation).
The CPT was established in 1969 by Hosokawa Micron Corporation
as a nonprofit organization to enhance the activities of research and
development on powder science and technology. The Hosokawa
Foundation was established in 1991 as a public-service corporation
approved by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sport, Science and
Technology of Japan. The issues from No.1 (1983) to No.12 (1994)
of KONA were published by CPT and the issues from No.13 (1995)
by the Hosokawa Foundation.
The aim of KONA in the early days was to introduce excellent
Japanese papers to the world and thus KONA consisted of papers
recommended by some Japanese academic societies and translated
from Japanese to English. From the issue of No.8, the CPT changed
its editorial policy to internationalize the KONA and to incorporate
papers by authors throughout the world in addition to translated
papers. In response to this change, three editorial blocks have been
organized in the world; Asian-Oceanian, American, and European.
The policy and system have not changed even after the Hosokawa
Foundation has taken over from the CPT. From the issue of No.27
(2009), publication of translated papers has been terminated and
only original papers have been published. The CPT is still active
today and is collaborating with the Hosokawa Foundation.
Aims and Scope
KONA publishes review and original research papers in a broad
field of powder & particle science and technology, ranging from
fundamental principles to practical applications. The papers on critical reviews of existing knowledge in special areas are very welcome.
The submitted papers are published only when they are judged
by the Editor to contribute to the progress of powder science and
technology, and approved by any of the three Editorial Committees.
The paper submitted to the Editorial Secretariat should not have
been previously published.
Category of Papers
•	Invited articles
	
Review papers and feature articles invited by the KONA
Editorial Committees.
• Contributed papers
	Original review papers and some limited number of original
research papers of high quality submitted to the KONA
Editorial Committees, and refereed by the reviewers and editors.
Submission of Papers
It is now possible to submit your paper online via Editorial
Manager® for KONA Online Paper Submission and Peer Review
System. For all further information, please go to the journal’s
homepage on http://www.kona.or.jp/jp/journal/info.html.
Publication in KONA is free of charge.
Publication Schedule
KONA is published annually. The publication date is around
January 10th.
Subscription
KONA is distributed free of charge to senior researchers at
universities and laboratories as well as to institutions and libraries
in the field throughout the world. The publisher is always glad to
consider the addition of names of those, who want to obtain this
journal regularly, to the mailing list.
Instructions to Authors
(1) Language

All submissions should be written in good English. Authors may
choose either British or American English, provided that the chosen
style is used consistently. Authors from non-English-speaking countries
are encouraged to use a professional English editing service to
proofread their manuscript.

(2) Manuscript format
•	Electric files should be submitted to the Editorial Secretariat by
online. Authors’ short biography with less than 100 words per
person and color photographs of all the authors should be
attached to the final version.
•	The structure of manuscripts should follow the following order;
title, authors, affiliations, abstract, graphical abstract, keywords,
main text, (acknowledgement), (appendix), (nomenclature), references. The items with parentheses are not mandatory.
•	Full postal addresses must be given for all the authors. Indicate
the corresponding author by the asterisk mark“*” after the
name. Telephone and fax numbers and e-mail address should
be provided for the corresponding author.
•	Abstract should not exceed 200 words.
•	G raphical abstract should be a concise, visual summary of the
article which will be displayed in the contents list both online
and print.
•	The appropriate number of keywords is 5 or 6.
•	The maximum pages printed in KONA are supposed to be:
15 for an original paper and 25 for a review paper.
•	Symbols and units should be listed in alphabetical order with
their definition and dimensions in SI units.
•	The color figures will appear in color both on the KONA
Website (http://www.kona.or.jp) and also in the paper version.
•	
Concerning references, the alphabetical system should be
adopted. Please use reference management software such as
Endnote to manage references as far as possible.
List: References should be arranged first alphabetically and
then further sorted chronologically if necessary. More than one
reference from the same author(s) in the same year must be
identified by the letters “a”, “b”, “c”, etc., placed after the year
of publication.
Examples:
- Reference to a book:
trunk Jr. W., White E.B., The Elements of Style, fourth ed.,
S
Longman, New York, 2000.

- Reference to a chapter in an edited book:

 ettam G.R., Adams L.B., How to prepare an electronic version of
M
your article, in: Jones B.S., Smith R.Z. (Eds.), Introduction to the
Electronic Age, E-Publishing Inc., New York, 2009, pp.281–304.

- Reference to a journal publication:

 suji Y., Tanaka T., Ishida T., Lagrangian numerical simulation of
T
plug flow of cohesionless particles in a horizontal pipe, Powder
Technology, 71 (1992) 239–250. DOI: 10.1016/0032-5910(92)88030-L

Text: All citations in the text should refer to:
1. Single author: the author’s name (without initials, unless
there is ambiguity) and the year of publication;
2. Two authors: both authors’ names and the year of publication;
3. Three or more authors: first author’s name followed by “et
al.” and the year of publication.
Citations may be made directly (or parenthetically). Groups of
references should be listed first alphabetically, then chron
ologically.
Examples:
“ as demonstrated (Hidaka J. et al., 1995; Tsuji Y., 1992a, 1992b,
1993). Mori Y. and Fukumoto Y. (2002) have recently shown ....”

(3) Copyright and permission
•	The original paper to be submitted to KONA has not been
published before in any language or in any journals or media; it
is not submitted and not under consideration for publication in
whole or in part elsewhere.
•	
Authors are responsible for obtaining permission from the
copyright holders to reproduce any figures, tables and photos
for which copyright exists.
•	The KONA Journal applies the Creative Commons Attribution
License to all works published by the Journal. Copyright stays
with the agreed copyright owner, and the Hosokawa Powder
Technology Foundation is granted the exclusive right to publish
and distribute the work, and to provide the work in all forms
and media.
•	Users of the journal will be able to reuse the contents in any
way they like, provided they are accurately attributed. No
permission is required from either the authors or the publisher.

Free electronic publication of KONA is available at http://www.kona.or.jp
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